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Preface

This book dealswith Mod el Theory. Sothe first question t hat a possible,
recalcitrant readermight ask is just: What is Mod el Theory? Which are its
intents and applications? Wh y shouldone try to learn it? Another, more
particular question might be th e following one. Let us ass ume, if you like,
that ModelTheory deserves some attent ion. Wh y should one usethis book
as a guide to it ?
T he answer to t he former questionmay sound problematic, but it is quite
simple, at least in our opinion. For , Model Theory has been developing,
since its bir th , anumber of methods and concepts t hat do have t heir int rin
sic relevance,but also provide fruitful and notable applications in various
fields of Mathematics. We could mention her e its role in Algebra and Alge
braic Geometry, for instancethe analysis of differentially closed fields (and
th e resul ts on t he differential closure of a differential field) , or p-adic fields
(and th e asy mptotic solut ion of Art in's Conjecture), as well asthe recent
Hrushovski 's mod el t heoret ic approach to classicalproblems, like Mordell
Lang's Conjecture or Manin-M umford's Conjecture.
So ModelTheory is today a lively, spright ly and fertile research area, which
sure ly deserves t heattent ion of themathematical world and, consequent ly,
its own references.This recalls t he latter question above. Actually there do
exist some excellent textbooks explaining Mod el Th eory, such as[56] and
[57]. Also Poizat's book [131]shouldbe mentioned; it waswrit ten more th an
ten yea rs ago, but it is st illup-to-date,and it has been recently t ranslated
in English. In addit ion more specialist ic references t reat adequ ately some
particular fields in ModelTheory, such asstability t heory, simplicity theory,
o-minimality, classification theory and so on.
Nevert heless, we believe that t his book has its own role and its own origi
nality in t his setting. Indeed we wish toaddress t his work not only to t he
experts of th e area, bu t also, and mainly, to youn g people having a basic
knowledge of mod eltheory and wishing to proceed towards a deeper anal
ysis , as well as tomathematicianswhich are not directly involved in Mod el
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VI PREFACE

Theory but work in related and overlappingfields, such asAlgebra and Ge
ometry. Accordingly we will emphasize the frequ entand fruitful connections
betweenModel Theory and t hesebranches of Math ematics (different ially
closed fields,Artin 's Conj ecture, Mordell-Lang's Conjecture and so on). In
each case, we aimat giving a detailed report or , at least ,at sketching th e
main ideasand techniques of th e model t heoretic approach.
Our book wishes also to follow a historical perspective in introducingModel
Theory. Of course, t his does not mean toprovide a full history of Model
Theory (although such aproject could beinteresting and worthy of some
attention), but just to inser t any basicconceptin th e historical framework
where it wasborn, andso to betterclarify the reasons why it wasintroduced.
Hence,after shortly recalling in Chapter1 basic Mod elTheory (structures
and theories, compactnessand definability), we deal in Chapter 2 with
quantifier elimination, in particular with the work of Alfred Tarski on al
gebraically closed fieldsand real closed fields. We will discussthe role of
quantifier eliminat ion in Mod elTheory, but we will treat briefly also its in
t riguing role in the P = N P problemwithin the new models ofcomputation
(such as t heBlum-Shub-Smale approach, and so on).
Chapter 3 will be concerned withAbraham Robinson 's ideas: mod el com
pleteness,model companions, existent ially closedstructures . We will con
sider again algebraically closed fieldsand real closed fields, but we will il
lustrate also other crucial classes, like differentially closed fields, separably
closed fi elds, p-adically closed fields and, finally, existent ially closed differ
ence fi elds (a rather recent mat ter ,with some remarkable applications to
Algebraic Geometry).
Cha pter 4 deal s withimaginary elements. They are essent ially classes of
definable equivalencerelations in astructureA , so elements in some quo tient
structure. We describe Shelah 's const ruct ion ofAeq , englobingtheseclasses
as new elements in th e whole st ruct ure,and we show that th ese imaginary
elementscan be somet imes eliminated ,because the correspondingquotients
can be simulated by some suitabledefinablesubsetsof A .
Chapters 5 and 6 are devoted to Morley's Theorem on uncountablecate
goricity. Actually its proof will be given only in Chapter 7, but here we
describe Morley's ideas -algebraicclosure, totally transcend ental theories,
prim e models, an so on-and we illustrate t heir richnessand th eir applica
t ions.
We will be led in this way to one of t he maintopics in Mod elTheory, namely
the Class ificat ionProblem. We will explain in Chapter 7 the more relevant
ideas in t heformidable work of Shelah on this mat ter (simplicity, stability,
superstability, modularity) , and we will discuss t heir significance in some
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important algebraicclasses,like differential fields, difference fields, and so
on. We wish also todeal with the Zilber programof classifying structures
up to biinterpretability, in particular with Zilber's Conjectureon strongly
minimal sets,and its brilliant solution due to Hrushovski.
Also Chapter8 largely owes to Hrushovski. In fact, after illustrating in
more detail the natural connectionbetweenModel Theory and Algebraic
Geometry,we will describetheHrushovskiproofof Mordell-Langconjecture;
we will refer very quickly also to the Hrushovski solution of the related
Manin-Mumford conjecture.In particularwe will realize how deeply Model
Theory, actually both pure Model Theory and Model Theory applied to
algebraare involved in theseproofs.
The final Chapteris devoted to a (comparatively) recent and fertile area
in Model Theory: o-minimality. We will expound the basic results on 0

minimal theories,and we will discusssomeintriguing developments,includ
ing Wilkie's solution of a classicalproblem of Tarski on the exponentiation
in the real field.

We assumesomefamiliarity with the basic notionsof Algebra, Set Theory
and RecursionTheory. [65], [66] or [78], and [121] respectivelyare good
referencesfor theseareas.Incidentally, let us point out that we areworking
within the usual Zermelo- Fraenkelaxiomaticsystem,including the Axiom
of Choice. We also assumesome acquaintancewith basic Model Theory,
such as it isusually proposedin any introductorycourse.However,Chapter
1 is devoted,as alreadysaid, to a short and somewhatinformal sketchof
thesematters.

As its title states,this book aims at being only a guide. We do not claim
to provide an exhaustivetreatmentof Model Theory; indeedour omissions
are likely to be much more numerousand larger than the topics we deal
with. But we have aimed at giving an almost completereport of at least
two crucial subjects (w-stability and o-minimality), and at providing the
basichints towardssomeconspicuousgeneralizations(such assuperstability,
stability, and so on).
In a similar way, we havetreated in detail some key algebraicexamples
(algebraically closed fields, real closed fields,differentially closed fields in
characteristic0), but we have provided at least somebasic information on
other relevant structures(like p-adic fields, existentially closed fieldswith
an automorphism,differentially and separablyclosed fields in aprime char
acteristic). In conclusion, we do hope that the outcomeof our work is a
sufficiently clear and terse picture of what Model Theory is, and provides
a report as homogeneousand generalas possible. Incidentally, let 11S say
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t hat t his book is not a literal translation of t he form er it alian version [108];
all t he material was revised and rewritten; ou r treatment of some topics,
like quan tifier elimination and model completeness , are entirely new ; an d
we have added some relevan tmatters , such asprime models andMorley 's
T heorem onuncount able categorical t heories.
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Chapter 1

Structures

1.1 Structures

The aim of t his chapter is to sketch out basic model t heory. We wish to
summarize some key facts for people already acquainted with them, but
also,at the same t ime, tointroduce them topeopleunfamiliar to logic, and
perh aps dislikingtoo many logical details. Accordingly we will use arather
colloquial tone. The fundamental question to be answered is:what is Model
Theory? As we will see in more detail in Section 1.2, Mod elTheory is -or,
mor e precisely, was at its beginning- the study of t he relationship between
math ematical formulas andstruct ures sat isfying or rejecting th em. But , in
ord er to fully appreciate this matter , it is advisable for us preliminarily to
recall what a st ruct ure is, and which kind offormulas we are dealing with.
This section is devotedto th e former concept .

Structures are an algebraic notion. Actually, since Galois, Algebra is not
only th e solving ofequations, or literal calcu lus ,but becomesthe science of
st ruct ures (gro ups, rings, fields,and so on). This new direction getsclearer
at the beginningof t he last cent ury,with Steinitz'swork on fields and, later ,
t he publication of th e Van der Waerden book . What is a st ruct ure?Basi
cally, it is a non-empty set A , with a collect ion of distinguished elements,
operations, and relations. For instance, the set Z of int egerswith th e usual
operations of addition + and multiplication . is a struct ure, as well asthe
same set Z with th e ord er relation �~ �. Note that, in th ese examples, th e un
derlying set is t he same (th e integers) ,but, of course, t he st ructurechanges:
in the form er case we have t he ring ofintegers, in t he lat ter t he integers as
an orderedset . Tomake t his kind ofdifference amongstruct uresclearer, we
have to choose alanguage,in oth er words to specify howmany distinguished

1



2 CHAPTER 1. STRUCTURES

elements,how manyn-ary operationsand relations(for every naturaln i= 0)
we want to involve in building our structure. So, when wediscussthe in
tegral domain of integers, our languageneeds twobinary operations(for
addition and multiplication), while, in the latter case, abinary relation (for
the order) is enough. Notice that the languageof the ring caseworks as well
for all the structuresadmitting two binary operations,and hencepossibly
for structureswhich are not rings; for instance,the reals with the functions

f(x, y) = sin(x - y), g(x, y) = eX
'
Y

for all x and y in R provide a new structure for our language, but, of
course, the algebraicfeaturesof this structureare very far from the basic
propertiesof integral domains. Accordingly it is advisable, from a general
point of view, to distinguishthe constant,operationand relation symbolsof
a languageL and the elements,operationsand relationsembodyingthese
symbolsin a givenstructurefor L. Symbolsaresomethinglike thecharacters
in a tragedy(like Hamlet), while their interpretationsin a structureare the
actorsplaying on the stage(LaurenceOlivier, or KennethBranagh,or your
favourite "Hamlet").
In this framework, we can at last provide a sharpdefinition of structure.
We fix a languageL. For simplicity, we assumethat L is countable,hence
either finit e or denumerable(but mostof what we shall say can beextended
without problemsto uncountablelanguages).

Definition 1.1.1 A structure A for L is a pair consistingof a non empty
set A, called the universeof A, and a function mapping

(i) everyconstantc of L into an elementcA of A,

and, for any positive integern,

(ii) everyn-ary operation symbolf of L into an n-ary operation fA of
A (hencea function from An into A),

(iii) everyn-ary relation symbolR of L into an n-ary relation RA of A
(hence a subsetof An).

The structureA is usually denoted as follows

Let us proposesomeexamples,which will be useful later in this book.
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Ex amples 1.1.2 1. A graph is a nonempty set with a binary relation
both irreflexive and symmet ric. Hence a gra ph can be viewed as a

struct ure in the lan guageL consisting of a uniqu e binary relation
symbol , with = Also a non empty set par ti ally ordered by
some relation �~ can be regarded as astructure in t hesamelanguage
L ; this time, �=�~ �'

2. A (multiplicative) groupyis a structureofthelanguageL = {I , ., -I} ,
where 1 is a constant, . and -I are operation symbols of arity 2and
1 respectively. 19 representsthe identi ty element iny, while .9 and
-1

9 denotethe product and th e inverse operation in y . Actually one
might enrich L with some addit ionalsymbols; for instance,one might
introducea newbinary operationsymbol [ ] corresponding to th e
commutator operationin y . But, for a and bin G, [a , b] is just a . b·
a-I . «:' , so [ ] is not really new, and is implicitly defined byL .
Actually we will prefer L later ; but it is notewor th y that L can capture
and express some fur th er operation s (and relations and constants) of
y besides t hose literally interpreting its symbols.

3. A field K is a structure of the language L = {O, 1, +, - , .} where 0
an d 1 are constan t , and+, - and · are operation symbols (each having
an obvious interpretation in K). Alte rnatively, K ca n be viewed as a
struct ure in th e languageL' = L U {- I } with a newoperation symbol
-I ; obviously, -I has to be interpreted wit hin K in the inverse oper
ation for nonzero elements of K . However , according to t he general
definition of struct ure given before,- I should denote a 1-ary opera
t ion wit h dom ain K . So we runinto t he problem of defining 0-1 ; thi s
can be overcome byagreeing, for instance, 0-1 = 0, but this solut ion
may sound slight lyartificial. So we will prefer to adopt below t he
language L when dealing wit h fields. Indeed , whena and b are two
elements in a fieldK, then a = b- I can be equivalent ly expressed by
sayinga . b = 1.

4. An orderedfield is a struct ure in the languageL = {+ , - , " 0, 1, �~ �}

obtainedby adding a newbinary relation symbol �~ �' It s interpretation
in a given ordered field is clear:the order relation in t he fi eld .

5. Let N denote the set of natural numbers. 0 is an element of N ; the
successors (mapping each natural n into n + 1) is a 1-ary function
from N toN. Giuseppe Peano poin ted out thatt he Induction Principle
(together with t he auxiliary condit ionsthat s is 1 - 1 but 0 is not in
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its image) fu lly characterizes(N , 0, s). A suitablelanguageto discuss
this st ructureshouldinclude a constantsymbolanda I-ary operations
symbol.

6. Let be a (countable)field . A vectorspace V over can beregarded
as a st ructure in the languageLK = {O , +, - , r (r E K)}, where°is
a constant, + and - are operationsymbols with arity 2 and 1 resp ec
t ively, and, for every r E K , r denotesin LK a l-ary op eration symbol,
to be interpreted inside V in th e scalarmultiplication by r . The other
symbolsin LK areinterpreted in the obvious way. The assumpt ion on
thecardinality of K hasthe only role of ensuringLK count able.More
over, what we havesaid so far easily extendsto right or left modules
over a (countable) ring R with identi ty ; the correspondinglanguageis
obviously denoted by L R .

As already said, we should distinguish symbolsand interpretations, for in
st ance, abinary relation symbol R and t he relation RA embodying it in a
st ructure (sometimes an order relation in a partially ordered set, but else
where possibly the adjacency relation in a graph). But, to avoid too many
complications, we will often confuse (and actually we alreadyconfused) t he
language symbolsand their"most natural" interpretations.For instance, in
Example1.1.2,6,we denotedin the sameway the addition symbol + of LR
and its obvious interpretation in a given R-moduleM , namely the addition
in M .
We will be interested in several algebraic notionsconcerningst ructures. In
part icular embeddingsplay a crucial role in Model Theory. So let 's recall
their definition.

Definition 1.1.3 Let and B two struct ures in alanguage L . A homo
morphism of into B is a function f from into B such that

(i) for every constantc of L, f(cA) = cB;

(ii) for every positive integer n ,for eve ryn-ary operation symbol in L
and for eve ry sequenceii = (aI , ... , an) in A n, f(pA(ii)) = pB(J(ii))
(hereaf te r f( ii) abridges (J(al) , .. " f( an)) );

(iii) for eve rypositive integer n , for eve ryn-ary relation symbol R of L
and for every sequenceii in A n, if ii E RA, then f (ii) E RB.

.r is called an e mbedding of into B if f is injective and, in (iii), f(ii) E RB

im plies ii E RA for every ii in An. When there is some embedding of
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into E, we write A �~ E. An isomorphismof A onto E is a surjective
embedding. When there is some isomorphism of A onto E, we say that
A and E are isomorphicand we write A �~ E. Finally, an endomorphism
(automorphism)of A is a homomorphism(isomorphism) of A onto A.

Definition 1.1.4 Let A and E be twostructures of L such thatA �~ B. If
the inclusion of A into B definesan embeddingof A into E, A is called a
substructureof E, and E anextensionof A .

Now let E be a struct ure of L , and A be a non-empty subset ofB . We
wonder if A is the dom ain of a subst ruct ure ofE. One promptly reali zes
that t his may be false. Indeed

(i) if c is a constant of L , it may happenthat cB is not in A;

(ii) if F is an n-ary operation sym bol in L , it may happen that the restric
tion of F B to An is not an n-ary operation in A, in otherwords that A
is not closedunder F B ;

(iii) on th e cont rary, ifR is an n-ary relation symbol in L, then RB n An is
an n-ary relat ion inA.

So A is not necessarily thedomain of a substructure of E. However the
closure of A U {cB : c constant in L} with respect to t he operations pB,
when F ranges overthe operation symbols in L , does form the dom ain
of a substructure of L , usually denoted (A) , and called the substructure
generatedby A : in this caseA is said to be asetof generators of (A). Notice
that these notions can beintroducedeven in the caseA = 0, provided that
L containsat least a const antsymbol. E is called finitely generated if there
exists a finite subsetA of B such that E = (A).
F ina lly, let L �~ L' be two languages,A be an L-structure, A' be an L'
st ruct ure suchthat A = A' and the interpretations of the symbols in L are
the same in A and in A'. In this case, we saythat A' expandsA , or also
that A' is an expansionof A to L' ; A is called a restriction of A'to L.

1.2 Sentences

Given a language L, after forming the st ructures of L, one builds, in a
complementary way, the formul asof L, in particular th e sentencesof L , and
one defines when aformula (a sente nce) istru e in a givenstructure. T his is
t he realm of Logicratherth an ofAlgebra.
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Actually there are several possible ways of introducing formulas and truth,
according toour tastes or our mathematical purposes. We will limit our
selves in t hisbook to the first order framework. Let us sket ch briefly how
formulas and truth are usually introduced in t he firstorder logic. For sim
plicity let us work in t he par t icularsett ing of natural numbers (full general
details and sharp definitions can befound in any handbook of basic Math 
ema tical Logic, such as [153]).
Conside r the natural numbers and thecorresponding st ruct ure(N, 0, s),
where s denotes the successorfunction. The correspondinglanguage L in
clud es a constant (for 0) and a 1-ary operationsymbol (to be interpreted
in s). As announcedat the end ofthe previous section, we denote these
symbols bystill using 0 and s: this is not completely correct, but simplifi es
our life. In the first ord er set t ing,formulas ca n bebuilt by using additional
symbols

• countably many element vari ablesVD, V i, ... , Vn , ... (just to respect
our countableframework ; oth erwise wecan use as many variables as
we need) ,

• t he basic connectives /\ (a nd) ,V (or) , --, (not) (and even---+ (if ...,
then) , H (if and only if) if you like) ,

• t he quantifiers V ( for all) and :J (t here exists) ,

• parenth eses (, )

and a symbol= to be interp retedeverywhere by t he equality relation. At
this point one form sthe te rms of L . Essent ially t hey are polynomials; in
our case t heyare built starting from the constan t 0 and t he variables Vn (n
natural) and using t he operation symbols (sos in our sett ing) . The second
step is to construct the atomic formulas of L: basically they are equations
between ter ms,but, when th e languageinclud es a k-ary relation symbol R,
we have toinclude every state ment sayingthat a k-uple of termssatisfies R.
At this poin t t heformulas of L are built fro m the atomic onesinductively
in th e following way:

1. onecan negate, or conjunct, or disjunct some given formulas0:, (3, . . .
and get new formulas --'0: , 0: /\ (3, 0: V (3;

2. one ca n t ake aformula 0: and a varia bleVn and form new formulas
Vvno: , :Jvno:;

3. nothing else is a formul a.
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For a and /3 formulas ,a --+ /3, a H /3 just abr idge-,a V /3, (a --+ /3)1\ (/3 --+ a )
respectively. Let us propose someexamples in ou rframework of natural
numbers. The injectivity of s can beexpressed by t he following formul a in
our language

while the formula
Vvo-,(O= vo))

says that 0 is not in t he image ofs. Actually these formulas aresentences
(eachoccurringvariable is underthe influence of a correspondingquantifier).
In general, an occurrence of a vari ablev in a form ula a is bounded if it is
und er th e influence of aquantifier ::lv, and freeotherwise;a is called a
sentence if, as already said, eachoccurrenceof a variable in a is bounded.
When writing a( we wantto emphas ize that th e variables freely occurring
in th e formula a are in the tuple v
2. and 3. are very restrictive conditions, and are the distinctive peculiarity
of first ord er logic. Actually, in Mathematics, onesometimes uses Vand ::l on
subsets (rather t ha n on elements ) of a st ruct ure.This is just what happens
in our set t ing concerning (N, 0, with respect to t he Indu cti on Principle.
In fact, Induction says

for every subsetX of N , if X cont ains 0and is dosedunders, then
X=N.

This statement uses V on su bsets, and t his is not allowed infi rst order logic.
Accordingly, the Induction P rinciple cannot be writ ten (at least literally in
the form proposed som e lines ago) in t he first ord er framework. T his might
look very disappointing: consequent ly, one maysearch more powerful and
expressive ways of constructing formulas , for instance by allowing quant ifi
ca t ion onsetvariables (t his it the so-called second order logic).But actua lly
first order logic enjoys severalimportantand reasonabletechnicaltheorems,
th at get lost and do not hold any more in these alternative worlds. We
will discuss these results later , but it may be useful toquotealready now a
theorem of Lindstrom say ing (veryroughly speaking)that "first ord er logic
is the best possibleone" (see [11] for a det ailed exposition of Lindstrom
theorem).

However ,formulas andsentences arenot sufficient to form a logic. Wh at
we need nowto accomplish a com plete descrip tion ofour setting is a not ion
a truth. We want to define when a sentence of a languageL is true in
a struct ure of and, more generallly, when asequence in A makes
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a formula a(v) true in A. This ca n bedone in a very nat ural way,saying
exactly what one expectsto hear. For instance t hesentence3v(v2+1 = 0) is
t rue in the complex field just because C contains someelements ± i satisfying
t he equation v2 + 1 = 0; and in t he ord ered field of realsyI2 makes t he
formul a v2 = 2A v 2: 0 t rue becausesatisfies both its condit ions, while-yI2,
or 1, or other elements cannot satisfy t he same formula. Seeagain [153], or
any handbookof Mathematical Logic for mor e details on the definition of
fir st ord er t rut h. We omit t hem here.
Incident ally wenote that, according t his not ion of t rut h,a V {3 ju st means
-{.a A ....,{3) , andVvna sayst he same thing as ....,3vn(....,a) . So we could avoid
t he connect ive V and t he quantifierV in our alph ab et and, consequent ly,
in our inductive definition of formula, and to introduce a V {3 and Vvna as
abbreviat ions, just as we did for a ---+ {3 and a H {3. In this perspective,
formul as areobtainedfrom t he atomic ones by using A,...." 3 and nothing
else.
Moreover one can see that, according to t his definition of t rut h, up to suit
able manipulations, each formula ep(w) can be writ ten as

whereQI , . . . , Qn are quantifiers , v = (VI, .. . , vn) and a(v w) is a quan ti
fier free form ula, and even a disjunction of conjunctionsof atomic formulas
and negations. (*) is called t henormal form of a formula. When ep(w) is in
its normal form and every quantifierQi (1 �~ i �~ is universalV (existential
3), we say that ep(w) is univer sal (ex ist e nt ia l, respecti vely).

Before concluding thissection, we would like to emphasize that t he st udy of
t his truth relation betweenstructures and sentences is just ModelTheory,
at least according tothe feeling in the fifties. In fact , one says that a
structure A is a model of a sentence a , or of a setT of sentences in the
language of and one writes 1= a, 1= respectively, whenevera ,
or every sente nce in istrue in ModelTheory is just the st udy ofthis
relationship between st ruct ures and (sets of) sentences. Tarski provides an
authoritative corroboration of t his claim , when he writes in 1954 [158J

W hithin the lastyears, a new branchof metamathematics
has been developing. It is called theoryof models and canbe
regardedas apart of the semantics of formalized theories. T he
problems studied in the theoryof mo dels concern m ut ual rela
tions between sentences offormalized theories andmathematical
systemsin which these sentenceshold.
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It is notablethat this Tarski quotationis likely to proposeofficially for the
first time the expressiontheoryof models.Accordingly, one might fix 1954
as the birthyear -or perhapsthe baptism year- of Model Theory (if one
likes this kind of matters). Actually, several themesrelated to the theory
of models predate the fifties; but one can reasonablyagree that just in
that period Model Theory took its first stepsas anautonomoussubject in
MathematicalLogic and in generalmathematics.

1.3 Embeddings

We alreadydefined in 1.1 embeddingsand isomorphismsamongstructures
of the samelanguage L. We followed the usual algebraicapproach. How
ever there are alternativeand equivalentways, of more logical flavour, to
introducethesenotions. Let us recallthem. First we considerembeddings.

Theorem1.3.1 Let A and B bestructures of L , f be a function from A
into B. Th en thefollowing propositionsare equivalent :

(i) f is an embeddingof A into B;

(ii) for everyquantifier free formula If'(if) in L and for everysequenceii
in A F If'(ii) if and only if B F 1f'(J(ii));

(iii) for everyatomic formula If'(if) in L and for everysequence ii in
A F If'(ii) if and only if B F 1f'(J(ii)) .

The proof is just a straightfoward check usingthe definitions of embedding,
term and (atomic or quantifier free) formula. Referring to definitions is a
winning and straightforwardstrategyalso in showing the following charac
terizationsof th e notion of isomorphism.

Theorem1.3.2 Let A and B bestructuresof L, f be asurjectivefunction
from A onto B. Th en thefollowing propositionsare equivalent:

(i) f is an isomorphismof A onto B;

(ii) for everyquantifier free formula If'(if) in L and for every sequenceii
in A , A F If'(ii) if and only if B F 1f'(J(ii));

(iii) for every atomic formula If'(if) in L and for everysequenceii in A ,
A F If'(ii) if and only ifB F 1f'(J(ii));

(iv) for everyformula If'(if) in L andfor every sequence ii in A , A F If'(ii)
if and only if B F 1f'(J(ii)).
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It can be observed that, when f is any embedding of into for every
qu an ti fier freeformula a( 5, w) in and every sequenceii in

if F= 3wa(ii t hen F= 3wa(J(ii), w)

or also, equivalently,

if F= Vwa (J (ii ), w) t hen F= Vwa (ii w)

Definition 1.3.3 T wo structures A and B of are e le m e nt a r ily equiv
alent ( == ) if they satisfy the samesenten ces of

As an eas y corolla ry of T heorem 1.3.2, we have:

Theorem1.3.4 Isomorphic structures are elementarily equivalent.

Co nversely, it may happen that elementarily equivalent st ructures and
are not isomorphic. We will see counterexamples below. However it is an
easyexercise to show that, for fini te structures,elementary equivalence and
isomorphism ar e just t he same t hing.

Now let us int roduce a related notion: parti al isomorphism.

Definition 1.3.5 Let A an d B bestructuresofL. A partial isomorphism
between A and B is an isomorphis m between a substruct ureof A and a
substructure of B. A and B are said to bepartially ieomorphic A �~ �p B
if there is a non empty setJ of partial isomorphisms bet ween A and B
satisfying the back-and-forthproperty: for all f E I ,

(i) fo r every a(: A, there is somegE l such that f �~ 9 an d a is in the
domain of g,.

(ii) f or eve ry bE B , there is some gEl such that f �~ 9 and b is in the
image of g.

Example1.3.6 Two dense linear ord erings wit hout endpoints = s;)
a nd B = ( S;) are parti ally isomorphic.
In fact, let I include all t he possib le isomor phisms between a finite substruc
t ure of A and a finite substructure of B. I is not empty, because, for every
a E A and b E B , a t-+ b defines a par ti al isomorphism in I. Now take any
f E I let ao < a l < . . . < an list t he elements in t hedomain of f and
bo < bl < .. . < bn t hose in the image off ; so f (ai) = b, for every i S; n .
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Pick a E A, and notice that th ere exists some b E B such that, for every
i �~ n ,

a; �~ a �~ b, �~ b.

This is trivial when a is in th e dom ain off Otherwise, one usesthe facts
that B has nominimum when a < aa, that B has no maximumwhen a > an,
and, finally, that the orderof B is densein the remainingcases.Define gEl
by putting

Domg= Domf U {a}, Img = Imf U {b} ,

g �~ I, g(a) = b.

Clearly g satisfies(i). (ii) is proved in th esame way.

Remark 1.3.7 • If �~ then �~ �p B
In fact, let f be an isomorphismof A onto B. I = {f} doessatisfy (i) and
(ii) .

• Conversely, partially isomorphicstructuresmay not be isomorphic.

Indeed onecan find two struct uresthat admit a different cardinality, and
yet are partially isomorphic. For instance, t his is the case of two dense
linear orderingswithout endpoints. We have j ust seenthat th ey are al
ways partially isomorphic, indipendentlyof their cardinalities;in particular
�(�R �,�~�) �~�p (Q, �~ �)�.

But one can also findpartially isomorphic non isomorphicstruct ureswith
the samecardinality. For instance,st ill consider denselinear orderingswith
out endpoints, andnotice t hat (R, �~�) �~ (R + Q , �~�) ((R + Q, �~�) denotes
here the disjoint union of a copy of(R, �~�) and a copy of (Q, �~�) �, where
(R, �~�) precedes(Q, �~�)�)�. Both (R, �~�) and (R + Q , �~�) have t he contin
uum power. But they cannot be isomorphic, because(R + Q , �~ �) �, unlike
(R, �~ �)�, containssomecountable intervals, and any order isomorphismmaps
countable intervalsonto countable intervals.
However, with in countablemodels,partially isomorphicst ruct ures are also
isomorphic.

Theorem 1.3.8 Let A and B be countable partially isomorphic structures.
Then A �~ B.
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T he proof is obtained as follows. F irst one list A and B in some way

A = {an: n E N}, B = {bn : n E N} .

Let J be aset of parti al isomorphisms betweenA and B ensur ingA c::=.p B.
Due to (i) and(ii) one enlarges a given10 E J by defining, for every nat ural
n, a function In E I such that, for any n,

2. an is in the domain of [z « ,

3. bn is in the imageof fzn+l.

Pu t 1= UnENln. Owing to 1., I is a function; 2. implies t hatits dom ain
is A, and 3. ensuresthat its image isB. In ord er to concludethat I is an
isomorphism , we have to check that, for everyatomic formula cp(v) of L and
every sequenceii in A, A 1= cp(ii) if and only if B 1= cp(J (ii)). But t his is
easily don e, as t here is somen such thatii is in t he domain ofIn' and In
rest rictsI and is an isomorphi sm between its domain and its image.

A noteworthy consequence of t he t heorem is

Corollary 1.3.9 (Cantor) Two countable dense linear orderings without
endpoints are isomo rphic .

Hence lineari ty, density and lack of endpoin ts characterize t he ord er of ra
t ionals up to isomorphism . It should be und erlined that Cant or 's origina l
proof used a different argume nt;but a subsequent approach ofI-I ausdorff
and Huntington inaugurated the back-and-forth method. In fact, what th ey
did was just firstly to observethat two dense linear ord ers without end
points are partially isomorphic (according to our modern terminology), and
consequentlyto deducethat, if one addsthe countability assumpt ion, th en
isomorphism follows; t he lat ter poin t can be easily generalized to arbitrary
structures (andactually t his is whatTheorem 1.3.8 says) . Now let us com-

pare c::=.p and =.

Theorem 1.3.10 Partially isomorphic structu res are elementarily equiva
lent.

In fact let A and B be partially isomorphic st ruct ures in a languageL , and
let I be asetof partial isomorp hismsbetween A and B witnessingA c::=.p B.
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Then one canshow that, for every choice of aformula <p (V) in L , a function
f E I and a sequence inthe domain of

l= <p( ii) <=> B l= <p(J(ii)).

Note that , when <p ranges over th e sentences of this implies == The
proof pro ceeds by a st raight forwardinduction on <p (v) t he condit ions (i)
and (ii) are useful in handling t he quantifier step. In fact suppose th at
<p(v) is of th e form 3 wa( w) . If A l= <p (ii) , t hen there is someb E A
satisfying l= ( b) According to (i), th ere is some9 E J enlarging
f such t hat b is in the domain of g. By induction, B l= a (g (ii), g(b)) .
Therefore B F 3w a (g (ii) , w), B l= 3 w a(J(ii) , w) and, at last, B l= <p(J(ii)) .
T he converse is proved in a similar way, using (ii) insteadof (i) .

As a consequence of thistheorem, one can deduce that t here exist elemen
tarily equivalentstruct ures which arenot isomorphic. For instance, among
dense linear orders wit h no endpoints, (Q, :s;), (R, :S;) and (R + Q, :S;) are
partially isomorphic, hence elementarily equivalent. But t heycannot be
isomorphic, asalready observed.
Notice tha t Theorem 1.3.10 provides alsoanoth er proof that isomorphism
implies element ary equivalence (viapartial isomorphism) . However, we will
see later that elementarily equ ivalent structures may not be part ially iso
morphic (we will produce a counterexample). Let us alsoquote here th e
following result, characterizing elementary equivalence in term s ofpartial
isomorphism.

Theor e m 1.3.11 (Fraisse] Let A and B be structures in a fin ite language
Then A == B if and only if there is a decreasing sequences{In : n E N}

of non empty set sIn of partial isom orphism s between A and B such that,
for eve ry natural n and every f E Jn+1 ,

(a) for eve ry a E A , there is 9 E In su ch that 9 extends f and the
domain of 9 includes a,

(b) for everybEE, there is 9 E In su ch that 9 ex tends f and the im age
of 9 includes b.

Now let us dealagain with arbitrary embeddings. The characterization of
isomorphism given inTheorem1.3.2 (iv) suggeststhe following notion.

Definition 1.3.12 Let A and B be structures of L. An em bedding f of
A into B is called elementaryif, f or every form ula<p(v) in L and eve ry
sequence in A , A l= <p(ii) if and only if B F <p(J(ii)) .
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We say that A is elementarily embeddablein E, and we write A <
E, when th ere issome elementaryembeddingof A in E. A is called an
elementa r y s ubstructure of E if A �~ B and the inclusion of A in B
defines anelementaryembeddingof A in E (hence, for every formula <p(v)
in L and everysequencea in A, A F <p(a) if and only if E F <p (a)). In this
case, wesay also that E is an elementar y extensionof A.

Remark 1.3 .1 3
bedding.

1. Every isomorphismis, of course,an elementaryem-

2. If A is element arilyembeddablein E, then A and E are elementar
ily equivalent (just restrict the definition of elementaryembeddingto
sentences<p in L) .

Examples 1.3.14
structures

(a) In thelanguageL = {<}, considerthefollowing

A = (N - {O} , <) , E = (N , <).

The inclusion of N - {O} in N defines an embedding ofA in E which is
not elementary because 1 is a minimal element inA , but not in E (in
otherwords,satisfies3w(w< v) in E, but not in A) . On th e cont rar y,
t he successorfunction from N in N - {O} is an isomorphismbetween
E and A.

(b) The real field R is asubfield of the complexfield C , and hence is
a substructure in th elanguage L = {O , 1, +, " - }. HoweverR is not
an elementary substructure of C . In fact, for every positive real a, a
satisfies t heformula 3w(w2 + V = 0) in C , but not in R . On t heother
hand, we will see later t hat every embedding of algebraically closed
fields (or real closed fields) iselementary.

Another remarkable class ofembeddingsconcerns existe nt ialformulas.

Definition 1.3.15 Let A and E bestructuresin a language L. An em bed
ding f of A in to E is called existential if and only if, for every existential
formula <p(v) in L and for everysequencea in A,

A F <p(a) {::} E F <p(J(a)).

In more detail, we require that, for every quantifier free formula a(a, w) in
L and foreverysequencea in A ,

(*) A F 3wa(a, w) if and only if E F 3wa(J(a), w).
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When A �~ Band f is the inclusion of A into B, we say that A is an
existe ntial subst ru cture of B. Wh en t here is some existent ialembedding
of A in B, we say that A is existentially embedde d in B and we write
A <1B.
Let us discuss briefly existent ial embeddingsf . First of all, it is clear t hat
element aryembeddings are existent ial, too. Furthermore, notice that (*)
can beweakenedto require

if B F 3wo:(J(a), w), then A F 3wo:(a, w)

because t he inverse implication

if A F 3wo:(a, w), then B F 3wo:(J(a) , w)

is satisfied by every embedding. Now, aquantifier freeformula 0:(V, w) can
be equivalent lywrit ten (bystandardpropositional tec hniques) as a disjunc
t ion vO:j (v, w)

j5,s

where s is a natural number and, for everyj ::; s, O:j (v, w) is a conjunc
t ion of atomic formulas (equations) and negations. One easily dedu ce that
3wo:(v, w) can be equivalent ly written as

V3wO:j(v, w).
j 5,s

It follows t hat f is exist ential if and only if

B F 3wo:(J(a) , w) implies A F 3wo:(a, w)

for every a in A and for every finite conjunct ion0: (V, w) of equations and
negations.

Now let us dealagain with arbit ra ry elementary embeddings. LetL be
a language, A be a structure of L. In ord er to examine the st ruct ures
elementarily equivalent to A , L is just the language we need.But, within
t hese models, one meets t hose whereA is elementarily embeddable;and
t hesestruct ures actu ally require a richer language, emphas izing th efact
t hat A embeds (elementari ly) in each ofthem. This larger language is buil t
by adding toL a constant symbol for everya E A, and will be calledL (A) ;
t he new constant corresponding to a could be written Ca, in ord er to remind
a but to avoid any confu sion with a. But we will often denote it ambiguously
by a (for simplicity's sake) .
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A itself becomes astructure of L (A) provided we interpret quite naturally,
for everya E A , t he constant cor responding toa in a. T he result ingstructure
will be deno tedA A.
Wh ich are t hestruct ures elementarily equivalent toA A in L (A )? They are
obtained as follows. Take an L-struct ure B where A embeds elementarily,
say by f ; for every a E A , let f (a ) interpret t he constant of a. One gets in
t his way astructure BJ(A) of L (A), and it is easy to check that BJ(A) == AA·
Conversely, every structure elementarily equivalent toA A ca n be obtained
in this way.
More generally, for everystruct ureA of L and for every subsetX of A , one
canintroduce a new languageL(X) by adding toL a new constant for every
element x in X. Ax is the L(X)-structureexpanding A and interpreting,
for every x EX, the constant symbol corresponding to x in x it self. Of
course, t here do exist ot herstructures elementaril y equivalent toAx. Let
us see how to construct t hem. LetB be astruct ure ofL.

Definition 1.3.16 A funct ion f fro m X in to B is calledelementaryif ,
f or eve ryformula cp(if) in L an d for every sequence i in X ,

A F cp(i ) {:} B F cp(J (i )).

Not ice that, when X = A, an element ary functi on fromX in B is j ust
an elementary embedding ofA in B. Moreover, for any X , an elementary
functi on f from X in B enjoys the followingpropert ies.

(i) f is 1 - 1 (useCP(VI' V2) : VI = V2) .

(ii) f- I itself is an elementaryfunction (from f (X) in A).

(iii) A andB are elementarily equivalent (apply t he definition of elementary
function to the sente ncescp of L).

Now take an L-structure B. Let f be an elementary function from X into
B , and, for everyx E X , let f( x) int erpret the constant of x in L(X). One
gets in thi s way a st ruct ureBJ(X ) of L(X) , and even a mod el elementarily
equivalent toAx. Conversely, every st ruct ure== A x ca n be obtained in this
way.

Remark1.3.17 Let cp(V, w) be a formulaof L , d be a sequence inA , i be
a sequence inX. Fussy people will like to distin guish

(a) A F cp(ii, i) (in t he sense that A satisfies t he L-formula cp(v, w) if
V, ware embodied byii, i respect ively) ;
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(b) Ax F i.p( ii x) (in the sensethat Ax sat isfiesthe L(X) -formula
i.p( x) if is embodiedby il);

(c) AA F i.p(il , x) (in th e sensethat AA satisfies th eL(A)-sentence
i.p(il , x)

However one easily showsthat (a), (b) and (c) are equivalent. So we will
use t he simplestnotation (that of (a)) to meanany of these conditions.
We conclude t hissection by mentioning without proof two theoremson
elementary emb edd ings. We willstate them for simplicity in t he case when
the involved embeddingsa re just inclusionsbut they extend to arbitrary
(elementary)embeddings.
T he for mertheoremprovidesa criterion to check whethera given subset of
a struct ureB is the domain of an elementarysubstructure of B (remember
the discussion at th e end of 1.1) .

Theorem1.3.18 (Tarski-Vaught) Let B be astructure of L , A be a subset
of B. Th en thefollowing proposition s are equivalent:

(i) A is the domain of an eleme ntarysubstructure A of B;

(ii) fo r every formula a( w) of L andfor every sequenceii in A , if B F
:3wa(ii, w), then thereexists an element b E A such that B F a(ii b) .

Now let us introduce the latter result. Take a set I to tally ordered by a
relation �~�. For every i E I , let A i be astruct ure of L. Suppose that, for
every choice ofi �~ j in I , A i is a substruct ure of A j: this means that
A- C and

�~ - J

• for every constantc of = c j

• for every n-ary operationsymbol F of L, FA; is t he restriction of FAj
to

• for every n-ary relation symbol of = J n i

Therefore wecan build a newstructure in having domain A = UiEI Ai
(and henceincluding Ai for all i E 1), and interpret ing the symbols ofL as
follows:

• for every constant c of L, c = c where i is any elemen t inJ
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• for every n-ary operation symbol F of and for every choice of
aI , ... , an in A,

where i E I sat isfies aI, . . . , an E Ai;

• for everyn-ary relation sy mbolR of L andfor every choice ofaI , ... , an
in

where i E I sat isfiesaI, ... , an E Ai.

It is clear that A is well defined and extendsAi for every i E I. Straight
foward techniques show:

T heorem 1.3.19 (Elem entary Chain Th eorem) Suppose that , fo r eve ry
choice of i ::; j in I , Ai is an elemen tary substructure of Aj. Th en, fo r
everyi E I , Ai is an elemen tary substructureof A .

1.4 The Compactness Theorem

T he CompactnessTheorem is t he most powerful to ol -and indeed a key
feature- in classical Model T heory. Itstates

Theorem 1.4.1 Let S be aninfinite setof sentences in a language L . Sup
posethat every fin ite subsetof S has amodel. Then S has amodel.

Notice t hat the converse isobvious, because a model ofS is a model of
every (finite or infinite) subset ofS . But t he t heorem ensures t ha t , if every
finit e subset ofS has its own model (hence different subsets may admit
different models), then th ere is a globalmodel sat isfying all the sentences
in In fact , thereare severa l sit uat ionswhere the CompactnessTheorem
applies and guaranteessatisfiability for sets S of sente nces for which it is
very difficult to imagine a genera l modeldirectl y, but it is quite simple to
equip every finite subsetwit h a suitable private model: we will see some of
them later in 1.5. In fact t his section and (implicitly) the next one will be
devoted to discussing t his fundamental t heorem and , in det ail:

• its proof;

• its name;
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• its role in producing " nonstandard" and, in some sense , unexpected
models,and, as th e reverse side of t hesame medal , inbounding t he
expressiveness of first order logicand in excluding that some fam iliar
principles, like induction on naturals, may be writ ten in any way in
t he first order framework ;

• in spite of this, its plausibili ty,supportedby metamathematicalcon
side rations on t he nature of mathematical proofs;

• finally , some words about t he alreadymentioned t heorem ofLindstrom
saying t hatthe CompactnessTheorem, together with a related resu lt
(th e downwardLowenheirn Skolem Th eorem) fully cha racterizes first
order logic.

As said, let us begin by discussingthe proof. There are several possible
ways to show t heCompactn essTheorem. For instance, t here is anapproach
based on t healgebraic notion ofultraproduct and due to Keisler (see[39]) .
Another classical proof was proposed byHenkin. Let us outline very quickly
its idea.
Wh at we haveat t he beginning is a( n infinite) set of sentencesS such t hat
every fi nite subsethas a model. Some technica l-and non t rivial- preliminary
wor k shows that t here is no loss of gene ra lity in assuming that S satisfies
two fur th er cond itions:

1. S is com plete,in oth er words , for every sente ncerp in L , eit her rp or
-' rp is in S;

2. S is rich: if S contains a sentence of t he form :Jva:(v), t hen t here is a
constant symbol c inL such that a:(c) is in S .

At this point a qui te art ificia l const ruct ionproduces t he model wearelook
ing for. Basically, th edomain is just the set of term swithout variables in
(the so-calledHerbrand universeof L) ; this is non-empty owing to 2. The
L-structure arises in a rather reasonable way. 1 and 2 play a key role in
showing that what we build is amodel of S .
It is worth emphasizing that the model weget in our proof is countable (for
a countable ; when t he language has a larger cardina lity -X , it is easy to
check that our argument st ill works andproduces a model of powers: -X ).
So, as a byproduct of t he Henkin proof, we have that, when S has a model,
t hen S has a countable model: t his is t he so calledDownward Lowenli eim
Skolem Theorem,and is a notable resul t . Vve shall discuss its relevance in
1.5 .
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Now let us treat t he reason s of t he t heorem nam e. Actually compactness
recalls topology.In fact , we will see later in Chapter 5 that th e th eoremhas
a topological contentand implicitl y saysthat a certaintopological space is
compact.
We shall see within a few lines in 1.5 that t he CompactnessTheorem pro
ducessomestrong and severeexpressiveness rest rictions in first order logic.
For instance, we will show that, just owing to Compactness, condit ions like
finiteness, or pop ularstatementssuch as t he Minim umPrinciple, cannot be
expressed in a first order way. On t he other hand, one should agr ee that
what t he Compactness T heoremsaysis a qui te reasona blestatement, espe
cially if one conside rs t he following corollary. Let5 be aset of sente nces of
L and a be asentence ofL ; we say that a is a logical consequ enceof 5 , and
we wri te 5 F a , when a is true in all the mod els of5 .

Corollary 1.4.2 If 5 F a , then thereis a fi n ite su bsetSo of 5 such that
SoFa.

Proof. Clearly 5 F a if and only if 5 U {-,a} has no models. But , owing
to Compactness, t his is equ ivalent tosay t hat t here is a finit e subset of
5 U {-,a} without any model s. Wi th no loss of generality we can assum e
that this finite set is of the form SoU {-,a} where So �~ 5 . But, aga in,
stating that SoU { -,a} has no models is equivalent to saythat SoF !.p· ...

Now, another fundamental result in first order logic, deeply related to com
pactness-the Com pletenessTheorem-says that one can explicit ly prov ide
a notion of provabili ty accompanying and support ing this concept of con
sequence in such a way that the logical consequences of a given5 are just
what is proved by5 at the end of a sequence ofrigorous dedu ctions. So
what compac t ness in conclusion emphas izes is the finitary nature of math 
emat ical proofs; t his feature can be regard ed as an aut horitat ive witness in
its favour and, t rough it , as a support to first orde r logic.

1.5 Elementary classesand theories

W hen considering, for a given languageL structures, formulas and t ruth,
two problems arise qu ite naturally:

(a) given a set T of L-sentences,"classify" th e models of T (their class
will be denoted M od(T));
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(b) given a class K ofLe-structure, "characterize" t hesetof the L-sentences
true in all the structuresof K (this set will be called thetheory of K
and denotedT h( K )).

According to its declared intents,Model T heoryshould be mainly concerned
with P roblem (a) . However , also (b)arisesquite naturally in the model
t heoretic framework. For instance, consider a classK formed by a single
structure,like t he complex field , or t he real field. We will see laterthat K
cannotbe representedas M od(T )for anyT. But it may be qui teinteresting
to realize in an explicit way whichsentencesare true in t he onlystructure
in K.
However we haveto admit t hat the previous statementsof (a) and (b) are
somewhatvagueand unprecise . F irst of all, what do classifyingor charac
terizing mean? This is not a minor question; on the contrary, it is a very
delicate andcentral matter. For inst ance, t heclassification problem for a
class ofstructurestouchesand overlapsseveral basic ope n questions in Al
gebra . So weshould be more detailed about t his crucial point . Of course,
one can reasonablyagreethat a classification should ident ify isomorphic
structures. But t his is still a partial and indefinite answer; we shou ld fix
more precisely which criteria, tools and invariants we want to use in our
classificationproblem. Weshall try to clarify thesefundamentalquestions
in the next chapters. Here we limit ourse lves to discussotherpoints, mainly
concern ing(a). is a set of sentencesin a language

1. Let a be asentenceof and supposethat every model of is also a
model of a (so a a logicalconsequenceof TT 1= a). HenceM od(T)
Mod (T U{a }). Consequent ly we canassumewit h no loss ofgenerality
for our purposest hat

for every sentencea of L , if T 1= a , t hen a E T.

A set of sentences in L with this property is called a theoryof L. It
is a simple exercise to showthat, given aset of sentencesof is
a theory if and only if t here is a class K ofstruct ures of suchthat
T = Th(K ) (hint : ({::: ) is clear; to show (=?) use K = M od(T) ).

2. A theory T is called consistent if and only if T satisfiesone of the
following (equivalent) conditions:

(i) for every sentencea of L , either a rf. T or -,a rf. T;

(ii) thereis somesentenceof which is not in
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(iii) M od(T) -# 0.

CHAPTERl. STRUCTURES

To show theequivalence among(i) , (ii) and (iii) is aneasyexercise. (i) says
t hat the consistenttheories arejust thoseexcluding any contradiction. (iii)
ensures that these th eoriesare exactly t hose admitt ing at least onemodel. It
is clear t hat, within Problem (a), we are exclusivelyinterested in consistent
th eories. So wecan assume in (a) that T is a consistent th eory; accordingly
hereafter theory will always abbreviateconsistent theory.
A rigid model theoretic perspective might limit th e classification analysis to
t he classes ofmodels of (consistent) theories. But op enminds could prefer
a more generalstudy, providing an abstractt reat ment of th e class ification
problem for arbitrary classes ofstructures. Hence it is worth underlining
that there do exist classes K ofL-structures which are not of th e form
K = M od(T) for any theory T of We propose here someexamples;t he
CompactnessTheoremis a fundamentaltool in this set t ing.

Definition 1.5.1 A (non-empty) classK of structuresof L is said to be
elementary (or also axiomat izab le) if there is a set Tof sentencesof L
(without loss of generality, a theory T of L) such thatK = M od(T).

Now let us propose a ser ies of examples, aspromised. Par t of t hem aim
at pointing ou t that seve ralclassesof structures are explicit ly element ary
because t heir definitions can be naturally wri t ten in a first order way. But
oth er casesare not elementar y: it is herethat the CompactnessTheorem
plays its roleand fir st ord er logic shows itsexpressivenessbounds.

Examples 1.5.2 1. Let = 0 (so the struct ures of are th e non-empty
sets),K be the class of infin ite sets ."Infin ite" means "admitting a t
least n + 1 elements for every naturaln" . Given n, the property
"there are at least n+ 1 elements" can be expressed in afirst ord er
way by t he following sentence of

:Jvo .. . vn 1\ -'(Vi = Vj ) .
�i�<�j�~�n

Hence K = M od(T) whereT = {(Yn : n E N}, andso K is elementary.

2. Let again = 0, but now let K be th e class of finite (non-empty)
sets. " Finite" means "havinga t most n + 1 elements for some natural
n" . Given n , the proposit ion" thereare at most n + 1 elements"can
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be expressedin a first order way by the sentence-,an+l . But now
M od({-,an+! : n E N}) is not K, indeed it equalsthe class of the
setshavingonly one element.So the approachin 1 doesnot work any
longer. However, assumethat K is elementary,hence K = M od(T)
for a suitableset T of sentencesof L. Put

T' = Tu {an: nE N}.

Let T6 be a finite subsetof T'. For somenaturalN,

�T�~ �~ T U {an: n EN, n < N}.

Notice that TU {an: nE N, n::; N} (and henceT6) has a model: it
sufficesto takea finite set with at leastN + 1 elements. At this point,
owing to the CompactnessTheorem, we deducethat T' itself has a
model. This is a set both finite (as a model of T') and infinite (as a
model of an for every naturaln). We get in this way a contradiction.
Hence K isnot elementary.

Notice that this argumentworks as well for every class K of finite
arbitrarily large structures(in thesensethat, for everypositive integer
n, there is a structurein K whose size islarger than n). A class K
of this kind cannot be elementary;in other words, the theory of K
does admit infinite models, too; notice that this applies, for instance,
to the class of finite groups, as well as tothe class of finite fields. So
one canwonder which are the infinite models of the theory of these
finite structures.We will considerthe particularcase of fieldslater in
Example6.

Now let us dealwith orders.

3. Let L = {::;} where j, is a binary relation symbol (which we confuse,
for simplicity, with its interpretationbelow -an order relation-). In
L we consider the class K of linear orders. It is easily seenthat K
is elementary,becausethe propertiesdefining linear orders are fi rst
order sentences(and indeed universalfirst ordersentences)of L. For
instance,linearity can be expressedby

The set of the logical consequencesof thesesentencesis the theoryof
linear orders ;it is formed by the sentencestrue in every linear order.
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In the sa meway the class of dense linear orders without endpoints is
element a ry ; infact, density is st at ed by

VvoVVI :J V2(vo < VI -+ Vo < V21\ V2 < vd,

and lackness of endpoints by

V VO:J VI ( VI < Vo),

V VO:JVI (vo< VI )

(vo< VI abbreviates hereVo:::; VII\ --, (VO= vd ).

The setof the logical consequences ofthesentencesquoted sofar is the
theory of dense linear orderswithout endpoints; we will denoteit by
DLO-. It is formed by t he sentencestrue in every dense linear order
with no endpoints. Recall t hat (Q, :::;) , (R, :::; ) aredenselinear orders
wi thout endoints , and consequently their theoriesinclude DLO- (and
one may wonder if they actually equal DLO-).

The readercan checkdirectly t hat t he followin g classesof L-structures
are eleme nt a ry:

• denselinear orderswith a least but no last element, or a last but
no least element,or both a leastand a last element,

• infinit e discretelinear orders with or without endpoints (an order
is discrete when every eleme nt, bu t t he leas t on e -ifany-, has a
predecessor a nd eve ry element, but t he last on e -if any-, has a
successor) .

4 . We still work in L = {:::;} (wh ere j, is a binary relation sy mbol), bu t
this t ime we dealwith t he class K of wellorderedsets(so orderedsets
where everynon-empty subset has a least element ) . Hence (N ,:::;) E K
owing to t he Minimum Principle, while any denselinear order (A, :::;),
even wit h a minimum, does not lie in K (in fact, given b > a in A ,
which is t he least element > a in A?). So the situation is , in some
sense,opposite to the last (elementary) exa mple 3.

Suppose that K is elementary, so K = M od(T) for a suitable set T of
L-sen tences. Put

L' = L U {cn : n E N}

where, for every naturaln , Cn is a const ant symbol, and inL' look at
the following set of sentences

T ' = TU {Cn+1 < Cn : nE N }.
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Let Tbbe afinite subset of t hen there issomenatural N such that

Tb �~ T U { Cn+ l < Cn : EN, �~ N}.

Then Tb has a model because U {Cn+ l < Cn : n EN, n �~ N}
has : it suffices to takethe well ordered set (N , �~�) �, to interp ret
Cl , . . . , CN+! in N +1, . .. , °respectively, and any furth erconstant

n (with n > N ) ar bit ra rily. By the CompactnessTheorem,1" does
admit a model

= �~ �, (C;;')nEN).

Let = �~�) �, th en is a model of T, and hence is a well ordered
set; however it contains t he non-empty subset

X={C;; ': nEN}

admit t ing nominimum, becau se, for every natural �C�;�; �~ �l < c So
we get a contradiction. Consequent ly K is not elementary. In oth er
words th ere are linearly orderedsets which are not well ordered but
sat isfy the samefirst ordersentence as well ordered sets.

5. Let now L = {O , 1, +, - , .} be our language forfi elds. We cons ider in
t he class K of fields. K is elementary. In fact t he definition itself of

field can be writ ten as a series of firstordersentences (inmost cases,
of universal first ordersentences) in For instance

saysthat any non zero element has an inverse.

Also t heclassof algebraically closed fields iselementary, althoughthe
corresponding check is a lit tle subt ler.In fact what we have tosay now
is that , for every natural n , any (monic) polynomial of degreen + 1
has at least one root. Sothe point is how to quantify over polynomials
of degree + 1. However recall that such a polyn omial is just an
orderedsequence of length n + 2 of elements in th e field :the first is
t he coefficient ofdegree0, t he last is t he coefficient ofdegree + 1
(and equals 1 if we dealwith mon ic polynomials) ; sowhat we have to
write is just, for every n ,

(where hasthe obvious meaning, for every i �~ + 1).
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T he logicalconsequences of t he sentences listed so far formthe theory
of algebraically closed fields,usually denoted ACF. Now let p be a
prime, orp = o. Also theclass of(algebraically closed) fields of charac
teristic p is elementary;for, it suffices toadd to the previous sentences
the one saying that the sum of p t imes 1 is 0 whenp is a prime, or,
when p = 0, the negations of all t hesesentences.In conclusion, for
every p prime or equal to 0, we canintroduce the theory ACFp of
algebraically closed fi elds of characteristic p.Among the algebraically
closed fields incharacteris tic 0 recall the complex field C , as well as
the (countable)field Co of complex algebraicnumbers; th eir th eories
contain ACFo, and one maywonder if they equal ACFo. Recall also
that every field K has a (minimal) algebraically closedextensionK;
in particular, for p prime, Z/ pZ is an example of algebraically closed
field in characteristicp.

Since we are treating fields , let us consider agai n finite fields, and,
mor e exactly, the infinite models of their t heory wemet in example
2: th e so calledpseudofinite fields. As observed before, one can ask
which is the structureof these fields.J. Ax equippedthemwith a very
elegant axiomatizatio n, explaining the essential nature of finite fields
in t he first order setting: in fact , pseudofinitefields arejust the fields
K suchthat:

* K is perfect,

* K hasexactly one algebraic extension ofevery degree,

* every absolutely irreducible variety overK has apoint in K.

All theseconditions ca n bewritten in a fi rst order way,although this
is not immediate to check.

6. A first orderlanguagefor theclass K oforderedfields is L = {O , 1, +, - ,
., ::;}. K is elementaryin L becauseit equals Mod(T) where T is the
set of the following sentences in L:

(i) the field axioms (see Example 5) ;

(ii) thosecharacterizingthe linear orders(seeExample 3);

(iii) the sentencesaying that sum s andproducts of nonnegativeele
mentsare nonnegative
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Also t he class of real closed ordered fields (t hosesatisfying t he Inter
mediate ValueProperty for polynomials of degree�~ 1) is elementary,
it suffices to add t he new sentences:

(iv) for every natural n ,

A 0 < Vo + vI . W+ ... + Vn . ui" + wn+1 A u < w -+

-+ u < v A v < w A Vo+ vI . V+ ... + Vn . vn + vn+1 = 0).

T he logical consequences of (i), (ii), (iii) , (iv) form t he theory of real
closed ordered fields, usually denotedRC F . Examples of real closed
ord ered fields are t he ord ered field of the realnumbersR , as well as t he
(coun t able) ord ered field Ro of real algebra icnumbers. T heir t heories
include RC F ,and one may wonder ifactua lly t hey equalRC F .

7. Let R be a (countable) ring wit h identi ty. Conside r t he language
L R = {O , +, - , r (r E Rn of (left ) R -modules. T he class of leftR 
modules is elementary because it equ als t he class of models of t he
following sentences in L R:

(i) t hose axiomatizing t he abelian groups in t he language wit h 0,+
and - ;

(ii) for every r , s E R, if r +s and r ·sdeno te t he sum and t heproduct
(respecti vely) of rand s in R,

\lvo( (r + s) vo= rvo+ sVo),

\l vo((r · s)vo= r( svo)) ,

\l vO\lvl (r( Vo + VI) = rvo + rvt} ,

(iii) finally, if 1 denotes th e identity elementin R ,

\IVo(1Vo = vo).

T he logical consequences of t he previous sentences form the t heory
n T of left R-modules. Of course, there is no reason to preferthe
left to t he right ,at least in this case ; indeed, one can check t hat even
t he class of right R -modules is element ary, and consequent ly one can
introduce t hetheory Tn of right R-modules.
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Let us comeback to our classification problem for element ary, or also non
element ary classes.The following fundamental t heoremcan suggest that,
even inthe elementary case,t his problem isnot simple, astheclass of models
of a theory T can include manypairwise non-isomorphicstructures.

Theorem1.5.3 (Lowenheim-Skolem] Let T be a theory in a (countable)
language L . Suppose that T has some infinite model. Then, for everyinfinite
cardinal A, T admits some modelof power A.

T he proofjust uses Compactness in the extend ed framework oflanguages
of arbitrary cardinali ties. In fact one enlargesL by A many new constant
sy mbolsc; (i El , III = A) and onegetsin t his way an extendedlanguage L' .
In L' one considers the following set of sentences

T ' = TU {--'(Ci = Cj) : i, j E I, i # j }.

Any finite portion �T�~ of T' has a mod el; in fact itturns out that, for some
finite subset 10 of I ,

so, in order toobtain a model of �T�~ �, it is sufficient to refer to aninfinite
model A di T , as ensured by t he hypothesis, and tointerpret the finitely
many cons tants (i E 10 ) in pairwise different elements of A. At this point,
Com pact ness applies and gives a model ofT ' (henceof T) of power :S: A.
But t his mod el has toinclude the manydistint interpret at ions ofthe c/s,
and so its power is exactl y

T herefore, if atheoryT of L hasat least an infinite modelthenT has a model
in each infinite power (and two modelswith different cardinalit ies cannot
be isomorp hic). Of cou rse, one may wonder howstrong is the assu mption
th at has some infinite model. Not so much, if one recallsthat a theory

admit t ing finite models of arbitrarily large size must admit also some
infinite models.Another reasonable question mayconcern how many models
T adm its in any fixedinfinite cardinal A. One can check that t heir number
cannotexceed 2\ butthis upperboundcan bereached,for every bysome
suit ableT's. T heopposite case, whenT hasjust one mod el in powerA (up
to isomorphism) , will be of someinterest in the next chapters; we fix it in
t he following definition.

Definition 1.5.4 Let T be a theory with som e infinite model, A be an infi
nite cardinal. T is said to beA-categorical if and only it any two models
of T of power A are isomorphic.
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We wish to devote some more lines to t he Lowenh cim-Skolem th eorem .
Among other things, it confirms that elementary equivalence is a weaker
relation than isomorphism. In fact, take aninfinit e struct ure an d use
the Lowenheim-Skolemto build a modelA' satisfying the samefirst order
sentences as but having a differen t cardinality, It is easily checkedthat
A ,A' are elementary equivalent; bu t , of course, t hey cannot be isomorphic.
Now recall what we pointedout in 1.2 : the Induction P rinciple (in its usual
form) cannot be written in the fi rst orderstyle in the language for(N , 0,
because first order logic forbids quantification on set vari ables. However,
as far as we know , onemight find an equivalentstatementthat can be ex
pressed in t he firstorder set t ing; in this sense,Induction might becom e a
first orde r statement. Well, the Lowenheim-Skolemtheorem excludesthis
extreme possibility.For, t he Induction P rincip le cha racterizes (N , 0, up
to isomorphism, while the Lowenh eim-Skolemtheorem ensures usthat any
tentat ive first order equivalent translation (even involving infinitely many
sentences) has some uncountablemodels. So this translation cannotexist.

The Lowenh eim-Skolem t heorem emphasizesother similar expressiveness
restrictions in first ord er logic. For instance, it is well known that t he ord ered
field of teals is, up to isomorphism, t he onlycompleteordered field (here
completenessmeans t hat everynon-empty upperly, lowerly bounded set of
reals has aleast upper bound, a greatest lower bound respectively). So
completeness cannot be expressed in afirst orderway, becauseany tentative
first order translation should betrue in somereal closed field wit h a non
cont inuumpower.

On t he ot her side, we will seethat the Lowenheim-Skolcm t heore m is a
very usefuland powerful technical tool in fir st order modeltheory (just as
the Com pactnessTheorem). And actually the expressiveness restrictions re
marked beforeareonly theotherside ofthe pictureof thesetechnicaladvan
tages. This is just th e content of the Lindst romtheorem quoted before in 1.2.
Indeed, what Lindstro rn shows is t hat, if you have a logic (namely a reason
able systemofformulas andtruth) and you demand t hat your logic satisfies
the Compact nessTheoremand the weaker form ofthe Lowenh eim-Skolem
Theorem, called Downward Lowenh eim-Skolem Theorem ,introduced in 1.4
and requiring -for countable languages- that any set of sentencesadmitt ing
a mod eldoeshave a count able model ,then your logic is t he first order logic.
In t his sensethe fir st order framework is (Leibni zianly) the best possible
one .
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1.6 Complete theories

Let us dealagain now with one of the main themesin Model Theory, Le.
class ifying struct ures in a given class K .Due to our first order setting, we
limit our analysis to elementary classesK = Mod(T), where is a first
order t heory. T his choice isnot so partial and na rrow as itmay appear. In
fact, it certainly includes th e cases whenT is exp licit ly given and equips
K with an effect ive list of first order ax ioms, as inthe positive examples of
the last section; but it is also conce rned wit h oth er , and worse situations.
For instance,think of the t heory T of finite sets, or groups, or fields, or,
in general, of a class of finite arbitrarily large structures, so that T has
also infinite models. Alternatively, think of the theory T of a single infinite
structureA: due to the Lowenheim-SkolemTheorem, has somemodels
non-isomorphicto A. In t hese cases,T is introduced by specifying some
crucial models,but this does not determine in an exp licit way apriori which
first order sentencesbelong to T , and whichare excluded; indeed we could
just be interestedin finding an effective axiomatization as in the previous
examples, and we could aimboth at describing T and also -as a related
matter-at classifying its models.
Theseare th e settingswe wish to consider. Actually we should also admit
that we have not clearly explained up to now which kind ofclassification
we pursue;howeverwe have agreed that this classification should identify
isomor phic modelsbut distinguish non isomorphic structures.Also, we have
seenthat isomorphic modelssat isfy t he same order orde r sentences. So a
preliminary classification is just up toelementary equivalence, andaims at
distin guishing non elementarily equivalent structures. Once this is done,
we could restrict our analysisto structuressatisfying t he samefirst order
conditions;Le. fix a structure A and classify up to isomorphism t hemodels
of its theory T = (by the way, let us abbreviate for simplicity
1'h( { ) by
Which is an intrinsic syntactical characterization of such a theory 1'? Basi
ca lly it is "complete" according to the following definit ion.

Definition 1.6.1 A (consistent) theory T of L is said to becompleteif,
for everysentence <p of L , either <p E T or <p ET.

In fact, it is easi ly observedon the groundof the definition of truth in first
orderlogic that, given astructure in a language for every L-sentence
either<p is t rue in or <p is; equivalent ly, eit her<p E 1'h( or <p E
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On t heother hand, every complete t heory T ca n be represented in this way.
In fact , fix any mod elA of T . Clea rly T �~ T h(A) . Conversely, let ep be
a sentenceof Th (A ), t hen -' ep (j. T h(A) and so-' ep (j. T; as T is complete,
ep E T .
Notice t hat t hesamearg ume nt shows t hat, if T �~ T' areconsistent theories
and T is cornplete, t henT = 'I",
Now not icewhat follows.

Rem a r k 1.6.2 Every (consistent) t heoryT of L can be enlarged inat least
one way to a complete t heory inL. In fact , it suffices to considerT h(A )
where A is any mod el ofT . A complete t heory exte ndingT is called a
complet ionof T .

So our classification project can beorganizedas follows.

• First , determin e struct ures up to elementary equivalence, III other
words find all t he complet ions of a given t heoryT;

• t hen, class ify up to isomorphism t he models of a completeT .

We deal in thissection wit h the formerproblem , hence wit h complet ions
an d , definitively, wit h com plete t heor ies. Incomplete t heor ies are easyto
meet.

Example1.6 .3 For instance, t he theory of groups it isnot complete (as
t here areboth ab elian and nonabelian groups, and commutativity can be
written in a universal first ord er sentence) . In th esameway, the t heory
of fields is not complete (why?) . Also the th eory of linear orders is not
complete (as t here are both dense and non dense total orde rs, as well as
ord ers with orwithout a minimum or a maximum).

On the other hand, the previousremark poin ting out that a compl eteT
is the t heory ofany model of T seems toprovide a great deal of complete
t heories; butthese exa mples are notsatisfactory. In fact , as alreadysaid,
what we reasonabl y expect is to havecomplete t heoriesT equipped with
an explicit list of basic axioms, ensuringthat t he sentences inT are just
t he consequences of t hese axioms. Now, when we lookat T h(A ) for some
struct ure A (t he field of com plexnumbers, or t heordered field of reals,
and so on) , t his list of axioms is lacking; indeed we could wish to obtain
such a basic axiomatization in t he mentioned cases . A possiblestrategyto
solve theseproblems might be t he following. GivenA , prepare a tentative
explicit axiornatization and the corres ponding theoryT. Of course ,A should
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be a mod el ofT . At t his point, check if T is complete, by some suitable
procedures. If yes,T = T h(A ).
Unfortunately, checkin gcompleteness for atheory T as before isnot sim
ple. We mention here a celebrated sufficient(but non-necessary) condit ion,
found ed on t he notion of A-categor icity.

Theorem1.6.4 (Vaught) Let T be a theoryofL . Suppose thatevery model
ofT is infinite and T is A-categorical fo r someinfinite cardina l A. Then T
is complete.

Proof. Suppose towards a contradiction t hat T is not complete; let <p be a
sentence suchthat <p rt T and ' <p rt T. As <p rt T, thereexists a (n infinit e)
model Aoof T such th atAo 1= ' In a similar way, thereexists a( ninfinit e)
model AI of T such that Al 1= <p For every i :::; 1, put T = T h(A); t hen
T; 2 T , and Ti has an infinite model. By t heLi::i wenh eim-Skolem t heorem,
T has a model of power Both o and 1 are models ofT hence
t hey are isomorphic becauseT is A-categorical. HoweverBo ¥= B1 because
Bo 1= <p while B1 1= <p •

Here are some consequences of Vaught 'sTheorem.

Corollary 1.6.5 Let L = 0. Then the theoryl oo of infinite sets is complete.

Proof. Clearly T has no finite models. Moreover two (infini te) sets in
t he same power are isomorphic; in oth er wordsl oo is A-categor ical in any
A �~ �~ �o�. Consequentlyl oo is complete . •

Corollary 1.6.6 The theoryDLO- of dense linear orders without end
points is complete.

Proof. DLO- has no finite models;this is easy to check, by using density
or th e absence of endpoints. Moreover th e famoustheorem of Cantor on
dense linear orders recalled in 1.3 ensures that DLO- is �~ �o �- �c �a �t �e�g�o�r�i �c �a�l�:

every countable linear ord er without endpoin ts is isomorphic to t he ord er of
rationals. HenceDLO- is complete . •

Recall that both (Q, :::;) and (R, :::;) are models ofDLO- ; it follows t hat
DLO- = T h(Q,:::;) = T h(R, :::;) .

Corollary 1.6.7 For every p = 0 or prime, the theoryACFp of alge
braically closed fieldsof characteristic p is complete.
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Proof. An algebraicallyclosed fieldlC is alwaysinfinite; in fact, if ao, .. . ,an
aredistinct elementsof lC , the polynomial (x - ao) .... . (x - an)+ 1 in K [x]
hasa root cv in lC ; cv cannotequalao, ... , an,and so is a new element . At t his
poin t , in order to apply Vaught's Theorem , we have toprove '\-categoricity
for someinfinite '\. But t his is just a consequence of Steinitz's ana lysis of
algebraicallyclosedfields . For, this analysis essent ially implies (inour termi
nology) that, fixed = 0 or prime, t he t heoryACFp of algebraically closed
fields of characteristicp is '\-categoricalfor every uncountablecardina l ,\ (so
Vaught 's Theorem applies and yields cornpleteness) . Let us recall br iefly
why (we will provide an alternat ive, detailed proof of t he complete ness of
AC Fp in Chapter2). Any algebraically closed field in characteristic can
be obtained as

lC =

where lCo is the prime subfield of lC (hencelCo is isomorphic to the rational
field if p = 0, or to the field with p elements if p is prime), S is a t ra nscen
dencebasis oflC (namelya maximal algebra ically inde pendent subset ), and
- denotes the algebraic closure in lC. Fur thermore the isomorphism ty pe
of lC is fully determined by t he cardina lity of S (the transcendence degree
of Accordingly, one ca nrealize that ACFp has

• �~�o pairwise non isomorphiccountablemodels (correspondinglyto the
t ranscendencedegrees0, 1, ..., �~�o�) �,

• for every uncountable cardinal '\ , exactly one isomorphism class of
models of power '\ , because all t hesemodels sharethe same t ranscen
dencedegree '\.

Hence ACFp is '\-categoricalin every cardinal ,\ > �~�o �, and consequent ly
complete. ..

In particular, two algebraically closed fields lC l and lCz having the same
characteristicp but different transcendencedegrees dl -I dz are elementarily
equivalent,but cannotbe isomorphic. Hence, whenlC l and lCz arecountable,
t hey are not even partially isomorphic.
Notice alsothat t he field of complex nu mbers is amodel of ACFo, and so
AC1"0 equals it s t heory: we find inthis way an explicit list of axiom s (that
of AC1"0) for the theory of the complexfield.
Let us proposea further application of Vaught's T heorem to deducecom
pleteness. Perhaps at t his poin t someonemay expect to meet RC1" and
the theory of the real field in ou r list of examples. But we have to delay
this appointment. Indeed ,RC F is complete (and hence equalsthe theory
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of t he ordered field of reals) , butRCF is not A- categorical for any infini te
ca rdina l A. So a different approach is necessary: we shall follow this new
strategyin t he next chapter. On t hecontrary, Vaught's Theorem applies to
vectorspaces over a countable field . Let us see why.

C o ro lla ry 1.6.8 Let JC be a countable field. Th en the theory KT'of infinite
vectorspaces overJC is complete.

Proof. Clearly KT ' has no finitemodels. Moreover we knowthat two (infi
nite) vectorspaces withthe same dim ensionover JC are isomorphic.Conse
quently, for every cardinal A bigger than �~�o�, there is a unique isomorphism
class for allthe JC-vectorspace of power A (in fact, each ofthem hasdimen
sion A). In other word s,KT ' is A-categorical for every cardinalA > �~�o�. By
Vaught's Theorem ,KT ' is complete . •

On t he cont rary,KT' may not becategorical in �~ �o �. In fact , whenJC is infinit e,
JC, JC2, .. . ,JC{No) are count ableJC-vectorsp aces wit h distinct dimensions, and
so cannot be isomorphic, hence t hey are not even par tially isomorphic. So el
ementary equivalence cannot imply partial isomorphism (and isomorphism ).
T he reader may check directly what happens whenJC is finite .
We conclude t hissection by introducing another notion related to complete
ness. It will be used in Chapter 3 to show that RC F is complete. Recall
t hat a complete th eoryT equa lsTh(A) for every modelA , and hence a
t heory T is complete if and only if any two models ofT a re elementarily
equivalent .

Definition 1.6.9 A theory T ismodel complet e if every embeddingof mod
els of T is elementary.

It is easy toexhibit t heories which arenot mod el com plete . For instance,
t he previous examples 1.3.14 ensure t hat t he t heory of(N , <) , as well as th e
t heory of fields , are not mod el com plete . On th e contrary, it is not simpie to
give explicit examples of mod el complete t heories. Chapter 3 will be devoted
to t his poin t , and to discussing t he relevance of t his notion within Mod el
T heory.
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1.7 Definable sets
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Formulas include equat ions,and Algebraaims at finding solut ions of equa
tions. More generally, given a language L, a formula <p (v) of L and astruc
t ure A of L , one could t ry to determine all t he sequencesii in A for which
A F <p(ii) . As we shall see in t he next chapters, t his is not just a minor,
collateral exercise; on t he contrary, in treating th is framework , we are mov
ing to the core of modern model t heory. So let us give t he cor responding
definition.

Definition 1.7.1 Let A be a structure of L , n be a positive integer. A
subsetD of An is calleddefinable in A if there is aformula <p (v) of L (A)
such thatD equals the setof the elementsii in An for which A F <p (ii) (n
is the lengthof ii, of course).

In t his case onesaysthat t he L (A )-formula<p(v) definesD , and one writes

T he elements of A occurring as constants in t he formul a <p (v) are called a
sequence ofparametersdefining D.
Let us propose a simple example.
Consider a polynomial P(Xl ' X2 ) E R[Xl, X2], and lookat t he algebraic curve
of t he solut ions ofP(Xl ' X2) in R 2 . This is a defi na ble set, because it is
formed by t heelementsin R 2satisfying the formulaP(Vl' V2) = 0 (togeth er
wit h the coeffi cients of P(Xl' X2) -th e parameters of t he formula in R -).
A functi on f havingdomain �~ An and image�~ As for somepositi ve integer
s is called definable when its gra ph (hence t he set of sequences(ii, b) in An+s

such that f(ii) = b) is.
If X �~ A and t he par ameters x in a form ula definingD are in X , t hen D
is said to be X -definable. In part icular D is 0-definableif and only if t here
exists aformula <p (v ) in L such that D = <p (An) is the set of t he sequences
of An satisfying <p (v) in A.
For D �~ An ,

(i) D is definable if and only if D is A-definable;

(ii) if X �~ Y �~ A and D is X-definable, t hen D is V-definable, too;

(iii) D is defina ble if and only if t here exists a finite subsetX of A such that
D is X -definable ((<=) follows from (ii) ; in orde r to show (=}) , ju st let
X be t he set of the parameters in a definingL(A) -formula <p (v)).
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An element a E A is X -definable if it s singleton is. Of course, everya is
A-definable (byv = a). But , whena rJ. X , things are not so t rivial.

Remark 1.7.2 Fix a struct ureA of L and apositive integer n.

1. Let X be a subset ofA . T he X-definable subset ofAn form a subal
gebraof the Boolean algebra of all t he subset ofAn.

In otherwords, both An and0areX-definable(by t heformulas VI = VI

and '(VI = vd respectively) , and , if Do and D I are two X-definable
subsetsof A n, t hen even th eir unionDoUDI , t heir intersection DonDI

and the complementAn - Do areX-definable (if <Po(v) and <pt(v) are
two L(X)-formulas defining Do and DI respectively, just look at the
form ulas <Po(v)V <PI (v), <Po(v)1\ <PI (v), ' <Po(v)).

Bn(X,A) will deno te belowthe Booleanalgebraof the subsets ofAn
X -definable inA.

2. Definablesetsareclosed also und er projections, in t he following sense.
Let D be a subset of An definable in A. Let Jr be t he pro jection of
A onto somefixed i ::; n coordinates. T hen Jr(D) (a subsetof Ai) is
st ill definable. For instance, if t heL(A)-formula <p (v) definesD, then
:3v2" .:3vn <p (v) defines th e image ofD by its projection onto the fir st
coordinate (of course,vabridges here(VI, V2 , • • • , vn ) ) .

3. Every finite subset ofAn is definable.

In fact let D be a finit e subsetof An, and let �d�~ �, . . ., �d�~ be its elements .
For every j ::; t, put dj = (djl ' . . . , djn)' T hen

V 1\ (Vi = dji)
j9 l:::; i:::;n

definesD in A. In particular, in a finit e struct ure A every subset of
An is definable; moreover , owing to 1, in any structure A even the
cofinite subsets of An aredefinable.

4. A is infinite, then thereexist some subsets ofAn which are not defin
able in A.

T his follows from a simplecardinal counting argument . In fact , we
know that there are 21A1dist inct subsetsof An, while the subsets of
An definable in A cannot exceed the L( A)-formulas defining t hem.
Consequently t he definable subsets ofAn are at mostIAI (for a count
able L , of course) .
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An explicit example of an infinitestructure wit h a non-definable subset
is t he following. Let = 0, so t hestructures of are just t he non
empty sets Take an infiniteset We have seen that every finite
or cofinite subsetof A is definable. We claim that no other subsetof

is definable. Infact, let D be a subsetof such that both D and
its com plementA - D are infinite. Suppose towards a cont radict ion
t ha t D is definable, and so D= <p b) for a su it ableL-formula

w) and a sequencebof parameters from Taked E D , d' E

- D , d d' out of We can find a bijecti on of onto (and
hence anautomorphism of fixing b pointwise andmapping d in
d'. As d E D, A F <p(d, b); as isomorphisms preserve sat isfiability,
A F <p (d', b); consequently d' E D -a cont radict ion-. In conclusion, D
is not definable.

Let us concentrate ourattent ion on infinite structures from now on. Infact,
owing to Remark 1.7.2 , 3, t here is nopoint in exploring definabili ty in t he
finite case . First let us give some more examples of definablesets,suggest ing
some int riguing connections between this part of Model T heory and oth er
branches of Mathematics.

Examples1.7.3 1. (D efina b le sets and Complex Algebraic Ge-
ometry) Let = {O , 1, +, " - } be the language of fields. We have
seenat the beginnin g of thissection that, over t he real field , polyno
mials determine defi na blesets. Let us investigate thisexample more
generally and closely. Accordingly consider an arbitrary fi eld J( and a
positive integern . Algebraic Geometry deals wit halgebraic varieties
in K" : These are t he zero sets inK" of finite systemsof polynomials

Hencealgebraic curves are exa mples of algebraic varieties. Moreover
every algebraicvariety as before is definable inJ( for instanceby the
(quantifier free) formula

1\ qj(v) = O.
j9

So one may wond er how close and deep this connection between de
finable setsin J( and algebraic varieti es inJ( is. Of course,we cannot
expect t hat any definableset is a variety (although this is certainly
t rue whenJ( is finite). In fact , owing to Remark 1.7.2 ,1 before, ev
ery finite Boolean com bination of definablesetsis also definable. But ,
wit h respect to t his point , algebraic varieties behave in a different way.
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• The union of two (and consequently of finitely many)algebraic
varieties in an algebraicvariety. This is a simple exercise of Al
gebra, essenti ally usingthe fact that , in a field K t he product of
two nonzero elements is different from O.

• T he intersection of two, or finitel y many, or even infinitelymany
algebraic varieties is st ill an algebraic variety. This is a trivi al
exercise inthe finite case,and a deep t heorem in Algebra-known

as Hilbert's BasisTheorem-otherwise.

Notice that these properties (together with the easyobservation that
K " and 0 are algebra ic variet ies -for,they are th e zerosets of t he
zero polynomial, and of any nonzero constant polynomial in K[x'J
respectively-) show that th e algebraic var ieti es ofK" are the closed
sets in a suitable topology of K" (the Zariski topology) . However

• t he complement of an algebraic variety of K" is not necessarily
an algebraic variety ofK" :

So t hereare definablesets of K" which are not algebraic varieti es.
Indeed Algebraic Geometry introduces the notion ofconstruct ible set
to define a finite Boolean combination of algebraic variet ies of K":
Remark 1.7.2 ,1before ensures thateveryconstructible setis definable.

In certain fields K the converse is alsotrue, and hence definable j ust
means constructible. For instance, this is what happens whenK is an
algebra ically closed field (and so, inparticular , whenK is the complex
field). This is not a t rivial result , but a deep t heorem ofTarski and
Chevalley,and will be discussed in t he next Chapter.

2. (Defina b le set s a ndRealAlgebraic Geom et ry )Let = {O , 1, +,
" - ::;} be our language for ord ered fields.Fix anordered field and
a positive integer n . Algebraic Geometry studies the setsof the ele
ments of K " satisfyingdisequationslike q(x) �~ 0 whereq(x) E I<[x'J,
and callssemialgebraic setany finite Boolean combinat ion of t hem.
It is clear that every semialgebraicset is definable inK and even by
a quantifier free formula (a Boolean combinat ion ofatomic formulas
q(v) �~ 0). A theorem ofTarski and Seidenb erg ensures that, when K
is a real closed ord ered field (in particular when K is t he ordered field
of reals) , t hen t he definablesetsof K" are exactly t hose semialgebraic .
So a close connection arises between ModelTheory and Algebra ic Ge
ometry also in t his framework .The Tarski and Seidenb erg t heorem
will be t reated in detail in t he next chap ter.
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Notice also that the order relation �~ is definable in the real field R
even within t he language of fields {O, 1, +, " - }: in fact, it suffices to
recall that the nonnegativereals areexactly the squares,and henceto
define

by t he for mula
:3W(VI - V2 = w2).

Consequently every semialgebraic set D in R is definable inthe real
field even wit hin the languageof fields, just by replacing any formula

q( �~ 0

(with q( ) E R[X]) by t he equivalent for mula

:3 (q( ) = 2
) .

However ,notice that the lat ter formula requires a quantifier.

3. (Definable setsand recursive sets) Now we consider t he language
= {+ , .} and, in t hestructure (N , +, .). First notice that every

natural is 0-definable in(N , +, .). T his canbe eas ily show n by using
an induction argument on if = 0 or = 1, just take t he formulas

"VI = 0" : VI + VI = VI, "VI = 1" : VI . VI = VI A --, (" VI = 0" )

respectively, while, for �~ 1, + 1 is 0-definable by

"V I = n + I" : :3z0:3z1(" Zo = I " A" Zl = n" A VI = Zo + zt).

Consequently in (N , +, .) defina blesetsjust equal 0-definable sets.

Definability in (N , +, .) is deeply related to recursiontheory. Let us
see why. Abasicaim in recursion theoryis to providea sharpdefinition
of the notion of elgorithm. Accordingto the Churchand Turing thesis,

algorithm meansTuring machine,

in t he senset hat t he problems with a solving algorit hm are ju st t hose
handled by a Turing machine.Actua lly t he Church-Turing model of
computation datesback to t he thirties, and, from the practical point
of view, is undoubtedly surpassedby the new advancesin computer
science.However,as anabstractand theoreticproposal, it is still valid
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and commonly agreed ,at least in any discrete setting. This is clearly
our framework when weare dealing with natural numbers. Inciden
tally, recall that every discrete context can be eas ilytranslated into
the world of natural numbers, owing to the G6del coding procedures,
equippingeffectively each element with it s own natural label. So let's
work wit h the struct ure (N, +, .) . On the ground of the Church and
Tur ing thesis, one can define in a sharp waywhich are the subsets
D <;;; N " (wi th n a positive integer) admitt ing a decisionalgorithm,
namely a procedure running in finitely many steps and establishing,
for every E N " ; if is in D or not. Thesesets D ar e called recur
sive. A crucial result in Recursion Theory -indeed a key step within
t he proof of G6del First IncompletenessTheorem-ensures t hat every
recursive set is definablein (N , +, .) . More generally, any recursively
enumerable D <;;; N" is definable in (N , +, .). Recall that recurs ive
enumerability is a weaker notion t han rec urs iveness, and ju st requires
that there is some algorit hm effectively listi ng t he elements ofthe in
volved setD On thecont rary,there do exist some subset ofN " which
arenot recursively enumerable(and henceare not even recursive), but
aredefinable. These remarks witnessthat now definable sets ar e avery
complicatedclass, because t hey inherit t hecomplexity of t he class of
recursively enum erablesets wit h t he cor respondingint rinsic hierar
chies, and possiblymore. So, when dealin gwith (N , +, -} , definable
setsare not so clean as inthe complex, or in the real field .

4. (Definable sets and decidable theories) We again work in the
language = {+, .}, but t his time we examine thestructure (Z , +, .).
Ident ify nat ural numbers and non negative integers. T hen N beco mes
an 0-definable subset of Z; infact, a celebrated theorem of Lagran ge
ensures that, among the integers, t he non negative elements arejust
the sums of 4squares.Hencethe formula

definesN inside (Z ,+, .). Also the sumand product operations in N
are0-definable in (Z, +, .), becausetheyjust restrict to N theaddit ion
and multiplication in Z. So we can concludethat the whole structure
(N , +, .) is " 0-definable" in (Z, +, .).
Now it is well known that the theory of (N, +, .) is not decidable,in
t he sense that the set of the natural codes of t he sentences t rue in
(N , +, .) is not recursive. In other words , no general algorit hmcan
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decide, for every sentence <p di L , if <p is t rue in (N ,+, .) or not. On
t he other hand, t he previous observations let us effectively t ranslate
every sentence <p of L in a sentence<p' of L such that

(N , +, .) F <p {:} (Z, +, .) F <p'

Consequently even t he t heo ry of (Z ,+, .) is undec idable.

T he method sketched here is often used to show und ecidability for
t heoriesint erpreting as described other t heo ries whoseundecidability
is known , or also, spec ula rly, todeduce decidabili t y for t he t heories
that can be interpret ed in the previous way in someother decidable
theory. Hencedefinability plays a crucial role alsowithin the decision
problem for theories.

5. (M o d u lesand pp-definablesubgroups) Let R a (countable) ring
wit h identity. Conside r the language LR = {a, +, - , r (r E Rn of
R -modules, and in LR t he classR - M od of (left ) R -modules. A

formula <p (v) of LR is called a positi ve primitive formula (or also,
mo re synt het ically, app-formula) if <p(v) is of t he form

:J t - t - ):JW • V = . W

where A and B are matrices wit h coefficients in R an d suitable sizes,
. denotes t he usu al row-by-column multipli ca tion for matri ces,and t

is t he transpose operation. Equivalently, if one putsv= (VI , ... , vn ) ,

W= (WI , ... , wm),A = ( r and B = where ra nges fro m
1 to n , h from 1 to m, and i fro m 1 to some suitable positive integer
t , then <p (v) can be written

:JWI ... :Jwm 1\ ( r V = hWh )

�l �~ �i �9 �l �~ �j�~ �n �l �~ �h �~ �m

Hence, inevery R-module M , <p (Mn) is t he set of t he sequences =
( ... , in M" for which t he linear system

has some solution in M m.

Let us examine some part icular cases.
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• Let r E R, <p(v) : rv = O. Then <p (v) is a pp-formula (t ake an
emptyW, or wri te <p (v) in theequivalent form :3w(r v = Ow)) . For
every R-module M ,

<p (M ) = {a EM: ra = O}

is just the annihilator of r in M , hence a (n addit ive) subgroup
of M , and even a submodule of A1 whenR is commutative, or
when ,simplerly, r is in the centreof R .

• Take aga inr E R, and now consider<p (v) : :3w(v = rw). Then
<p (v) is a pp-formula (for whichA e B?). If M is an R-module,
then

<p (M ) = rM

is a subgroup ofM , and even a submoduleat least whenR is
commutative, or, simplerly, whenr is in t he centre of R .

In general it is easyto checkthat, for everypp-formula <p (v), <p (Mn) is
an addit ive subgroup of M n; on the otherhand, <p (Mn) is not always
a submodule, alt houghthis is certainly true whenR is comm ut at ive,
as wesaw in the previous examples. <p (Mn) is called app-definable
subgro upof M" : Every coset D of <p (M n) in M" is definable in A1:

in fact, let if be any element inD , t hen t heformula <p (v- if) defines
t he whole cosetD.

A t heorem of Baurand Monk ensuresthat, in everyR-modu leM , any
defi nable sets is a finite Booleancombinationof eosetsof pp-defina ble
subgroups (see Ch ap ter 2).

1.8 References

There exist severa l excellent handbooks providing t he backgrounds of Math
emat ical Logic necessary in this chapter.Among them, let us mention once
again Shoenfield [153],but also Malitz [103] or Ebbingha us-Flum-Thomas
[37]. The key referencefor basic ModelTheory is [18]. We also refer to
Devlin [31] for Set Theory, to Odifredd i [121] for Recursion Theory and to
Jacobson[65] for Algebra. [173] isthe historical source quotedat the end of
1.2. Ax's analysis of pseudofinite fields is given in [3]



Chapter 2

Quantifier Elimination

2 .1 Elimination sets

Let L be a language.It may happenthat two different L-formulas (v)
and '(v) admit t he samemeaning in a structure of or in a class
of L-structures, for inst ance among t he models of a given L-theory T .
For example, in t he ordered field of reals(and even in every real closed
field), t he formula : v �~ 0 (being nonnegati ve) is thesamet hing as

'(v) : (v = 2 ) (being a square). Similarly, in the ordered dom ain
of int egers, (v) : v �~ 0 (being positive) has t hesameinterpretat ion as

' (v) : :Jwt3w2:Jw3:Jw4 (v = L 1<i<4 (being the sum of four squares):
this is a celebrated t heoremof Lagrange, already mentioned in the last chap
te r.
So, fix aconsistent, possibly incomplete theory in a count ableL We shall
say t hat two L-formulas v) and ' (v) are equivalent wit h respectto
and we shall write (v) rv T ' when

v( v) +7 (v)) E T ,

equivalently when

for all modelsA of T.
The notion of elimination set arisesqui te naturally at t his point. An elimi
nation set for is a set F of L-formulas suchthat every L-formula v) is
T-equivalent to a suitable Booleancombinationof formulasof F .
Clearly the set of all the L-formulas is an elimination set for But, of
course, t his is not an interesting case, and we reasonablyexpectsimpler sets

43
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F. In particular, when the set ofatomic formulas in L is an eliminat ion set
for T, we say that T has thequantifier elimination in L. In detail

Definition 2.1.1 Let T be a theory in a language L. T has theelimination
of quantifiers (q.e.} in L if and onlyif everyformula <p( iJ) ofL is equivalent
in T to a quantifier freeL-formula <p' (iJ) (so to afinit e Boolean combination
of atomic formulas) .

One easily realizes that every T gets the elimination of qu antifiers in a
suitable language extending L. In fact , put L = La, T = To, and enlargeLa
to a lan guageL 1 con taining an n-ary relation symbol R<p for every for mula
<p (iJ) of La (n is the lengt h ofiJ, of course) ; t hen addthe following sente nces
to To

for every <p( iJ), and get a new t heoryT1 ; it is clear t hat t heatomic for mulas
of L 1 form an elimination set in T1 for t he formulas in La. By repeating t his
procedure countably many t imes, one eventua lly defines a lan guageL' 2 L
an d a t heoryT' of L' " naturally" extending T and having t he elimination
of qu an tifiers in L' .
Unfort unately t his procedure has a qui teartifici al and abstract flavour. In
deed , what we would like to obtain , given atheory T in a languageL, is
showing that T has t he qua nt ifier eliminat ion directly in L or , otherwise,
determining a smallest extensionL' 2 L, possibly suggeste d by t he algebraic
analysis of t hemodels of T , whereT (or, more exactly, its natural extension
to L' ) has t he elimination of qu ant ifiers, or also areasonably simple elimi
nation setof form ulas , in L'. In fact, t here are good reasons to believe that
such a lan guageL' is, in some some,"the" proper language ofT .

Which are the main advantages of an elimination set, in part icular of quan
tifier eliminat ion? T heyconcernseveral applications.

1. The main one (at leastfrom a historical poin t of view) is decidab ility .
Actua lly t he first and most celebrated quantifier elimination resu lts
are relatedto t he decision t heme.Let us explain why. Recall that a
t heoryT is decidable if t here is an algorit hm checking in finitely many
steps, for every sente nce0:' in t he lan guageL of T, whether 0:' is in T
or not . Now suppose that F is an elimination set for T and that the
following are available:

• an effecti veprocedure translatingany L-sentence into a T-equiv
alent Boo lean combinat ion of sente nces inF (or even an effective
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reduction of any L-formula into a T-equivalent Boolean combi
nation of formulas inF );

• an algorithm to decid e, for every Boolean combination0' ofsen
tences ofF, whet her0' is or not in

Then, clearly, T is decidable, and actually we have got a decision
algorit hm (by successivelyapplying t he previous two procedures).

2. Another noteworthyapplicationof quanti fier elimination conce rns de
finability. In fact, if F is an elimination set for T , t hen the definable
setsof a mod elA of T reduce to

where <p ill) is a finite Boolean combinationof formulas of F and
xE ; in particular , if T hasthe quantifier elimination in , then the
definablesetsof are just the ones of t he form

where <p ( ill) is a quantifier free formula andx in

3. A third application regardsthe classification of completionsof T . Re
call th at T is possibly incomplete; but we know that T has some
(non-unique!) complete ext ension in So weare led to conside r th e
pro blem offi ndin g all t he com pleteextensionsofT in , in otherwords
classifying t he isomorphism classes of model s ofT up to elementary
equivalence. Now, if and aretwo models and is not elementarily
equivalent to , t hen there is some sente nce<p in such that F= <p

and F= -- As F is an elimination set for T in L, we can assume
that <p is a Booleancombinationof sente nces in Indeed , one easily
realizes that one can choose<p directly in F.

For instance, we will see inthis chaptert hat t he theory F of
algebraically closed fi elds has th e quantifier elimination in = {+ , "
- ,0 ,1}. Consequent ly t he classification of algebraically closed fields
up to elementaryequivalence depends on t hequant ifier free sentences
in , which are of the form m = n , where m and n are integers
(m abbreviates in the previous formulathe addit ion of m summands
equal to 1 if m > 1, and - (- m) if m < -1; similarly for n). T his
implies that the complete extensions of are fully determinedby
t he characterist ic of their models , and hence coincide wit h t hetheories

Fp wherep is 0, or a prime.
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4. Finally, let us dealwith modelcompleteness.AssumethatT hasquan
tifier elimination in L. We claim that, in this case,every embedding
betweenmodels of T is elementary,in other words T is model com
plete. In fact, let A and B be modelsof T, f be an embeddingof A
into B. Given a formula <p(v) in L, let <p'(v) a quantifier free formula
equivalentto <p(v) in L. Take d in A. As f is an embedding,

A 1= <p'(ii) {:} B 1= <p'(J(ii)).

As VV(<P(V) +-+ <p'(v)) ET,

A 1= <p(ii) {:} B 1= <p(J(ii)).

Hencef is elementary.

This chapter is devoted to illustrating several key examplesof quantifier
elimination, starting from the earliest (Langford's results on discrete or
denselinear orders) to include thoseperhapsmost classicaland celebrated
(Tarski's elimination proceduresfor the real and the complex fields). We
shall treat other eliminations setsas well (most notably, Baur-Monk'spp
elimination theoremfor modulesover a given ring).
Theseexampleswill lead us to introducetwo basicnotionsin Model Theory,
strongminimality and o-rninirnality respectively. We shall discussthem at
the end of the chapter.The final sectionwill be devotedto somecomputa
tional aspectsof the quantifier elimination procedures.
It should be underlinedthat the interestin quantifier elimination arosesev
eral years before the official birth of Model Theory. In fact it was at the
beginningof the twentiethcenturythat Lowenheimand, later, Skolem pro
vided some procedurestranslatingformulas into a simpler form avoiding
quantifiers (they are, more or less, the artificial methodwe sketchedat the
beginningof this section). Moreover,theearliestexplicit examplesof quanti
fier elimination in somespecific algebraicstructurestreatdiscreteand dense
linear ordersand datebackto the twenties(they were obtainedby Langford
in 1927). In theseresults, as well as inTarski's theorems,the major em
phasisseemsto be on decidability: the elimination of quantifiers is a step
towardsdecidability, just as describedbefore. But over the years this em
phasison decidability reducedand was replacedby an increasinginterestin
definability. Actually, definability is the main themewhere Model Theory
and quantifier elimination meet.
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2.2 Discrete linear orders
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We begin hereour analysis of quantifier eliminable theories. F irst we treat
infini te linear ord ers. Accordingly our basic language isL = { :s;}. More
precisely we deal wit h:

• t heories of discrete linear ord ers (in t hissection) ,

• t heories of dense linear ord ers (in t he next one).

As already said ,the quantifier elimina t ion results in t hese cases were firstl y
shown byLangford in 1927;Tarski pursued t he an alysis to get decidability
and to classify th e completetheories of infinit e discrete anddensetotal
orders.
Recall that a (n infinite) linear ord er = :S;) is discreteif and only if

(i) 'Va E if there is somea' E such that a < a' , t hen t here exists a
least b E A for which a < b (b is called t hesuccessor of a and is denoted
s(a));

(ii) 'Va E if t here is somea' E such that a' < a, t hen there exists
a maximal b E A for which b < a (b is called thepredecessor of a;
obviously a = s(b))

Accordingly we ca n dist ingu ish 4classesof (infinite) discrete linear orders:

1. t he class of discrete linear orderswit h a least , but no last element (like
(N , :S;));

2. t he class of discrete linear ord ers with a last , but no least element (for
instance, N with respect to t he relation reversing its usualorder);

3. the class of (infinit e) discrete linearorderswith both a least and a last
element (likethe disjoint union of two discrete linearorders :S;),
(E :S;), the form er in 1, th e latter in 2, with a < b for all a E and
s« B );

4. t he class of discrete linear orders without endpoints (like (Z ,:s;)).

Each of t hese classes is elementary. Moreover one can show that its t heory
has the eliminat ion of quan tifiers in a suitable languageextending L , and is
com plete even in Here we limit ourselves to prove, forsimplicity, t hese
resu lts in t he case 1, inother words for discrete linear orders wit h a least
but no last element .
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Accordingly conside rthe language L' = {::; , 0,s} where 0 is a constant (to
be interpreted in t he least element) and s is a 1-ary operation symbol (to
be interpretedin the function mappingany elementinto its successor).
It is easyto write down a first order set of axioms for our class in L'. Let
dLO+ denote th e correspondingtheory. By t he way,notice that suitable
formulas in the restricted language L define th e minimal element and t he
successorfunction in every model of dLO+. This implies that the axioms of
dLO+ ca n be rewrit ten also inL , at t he costof some more complicat ions(and
quantifiers). For instance, expressingthe existence of a minim al element
requires the L-sentence

:3wVv(w::; v)

insteadof
Vv(O ::; v).

But we momentarily prefer totreat dLO+ in L'. Observe that:

• (N,::;, 0, s) is a model of dLO+;

• if A is anothermod el ofdLO+ , thenA containsa substructure({ s" (OA) :
n EN} ,::; , OA , sA) isomorph ic to a (N,::; , 0,s), and moreoversome
furt her copies of (Z,::; , s) (as OA is t he only element without any pre
decessor) .

Theorem 2.2.1 dLO+ has the elimination of quantifiers in L' .

Proof. Take aformula 'P(v) in our languageL' ; we look for an equivalent
formula 'P' (v) without quant ifiers.
Our first ste p isto show that we can ass umethat 'PCv) is of th e for m

:3w 1\ ai( v, w)
i<r

where eachai(v, w) is an atomicformula, or its negation, and w actually
occursin ai (v,w) for every i ::; r .

We wish to underline that this step is qui te general, anddoesnot depend
on our part icular language L' . Let us see why. F irst of all, we cantacitly
ass umethat 'P (v) is of the form

wherethe Qj's (1 ::;j ::; m) denotequantifi ers V or B, a(v, w) is a quantifier
free formul a , and even a disjunct ion of conjuncti ons ofatomic formul asand
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negations(and wabridges (Wl, . . . , Wm ), of course) . Th e st rategyat this
point is first to eliminateQm, and then to repeatthe procedureand remove
t he quantifier string completely. We recall t hat V is equivalent to -,:3-, and
consequently agree that it is enoughto deal with the case whenQm is :3,
namely with

:3wa(v, w)

where a is a disjunction of conjunctions of atomic formulasor negations,W =
m and vis possib ly enlarged toinclude Wl , ... , m -l ' As :3 is distributive

with respect to V, namely :3w(a' V a" ) is equivalent to(:3wa' ) V (:3wa" ),
there is no loss of generality for our purposes in assu mingthat a is just a
conjunction of atomic formulas or negations. In conclusion we aredealing
with

:3w 1\ ai(v, w)
i<r

where each ai(v, w) is an atomic formul a , or its negation. vVe can also
assume t hat W actually occurs in ai(v,w) for every i �~ r: oth erwise let
j �~ r deny t hiscondit ion and notice that our formula

:3w 1\ ai(v, w)
i<r

is equivalent to
aj(v) 1\ :3w 1\ ai(v, w);

=h

at this point it suffices to eliminate the quantifier :3 in the lat ter part of t he
formula

:3w 1\ ai(v, w).

T his completes our preliminary step. As alreadysaid , this doesnot dep end
on our particular framewor k.
Now let us work with our formula

:3w 1\ ai(v, w)
i<r

and our languageL' . We wond er which isthe form of anyai. A look at L'
showsthat ai is t = t' , or t �~ t' , or the negat ion of one of t heseformulas,
where t and t' are terms in 0, w , v (and w actually occurs in tor t'). Recall
that -, (t �~ t') meanst > t', and so on. Deduce that ai is, with no loss of
generality,eit her t = t' or t > t', with t and t' as before. Notice t hat t and
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t' are of the form sP(11,) where is a nonnegativeintegerand 11, rangesover
w, Now recall that s is injective and deducethat the formula under

exam ensuresthat there is a solution w for a finite set of conditionssaying
that or a successorsq (q a nonnegativeinteger) is equal,or bigger, or
smaller than a term sP(11,) where is, again, a nonnegativeinteger and 1J,

rangesover w, 0, as s is injective, we can assumethat, in each ofthese
equationsand inequations,s occursonly in one side (onthe left, or on the
right). Our aim is to translatethis formula into an equivalentone avoiding
wand simply statingquantifier free conditionson (and 0).
To obtain this, proceedas follows. Trivialities like w = w or w < sP(w) for
a positive can beignoredand deleted(they can bepreliminarily listed and
henceare easily recognized);if nothing else occurs,then replacethe whole
formula by 0 = O. On the contrary,when meetinga condition that cannot
be satisfied by any w, like w = sP(w), or 0 = sP(w) for a positive p (also
theseconditionscan bepreliminarily listed), then replaceour formula with
-.(0 = 0) (or with -'(Vi = vi) if you like and is not empty).
Otherwise, as soon as youmeetone equationlike w = SP(Vi), delete wand
:3, and replacew with sP(Vi) throughoutour formula. Proceedin the same
way if an equationw = sP(O) occurs. Similarly, when meetinga condition
sq = Vi, considerany further occurrenceof in t he formula and, again
using the injectivity of s, representit as sql(w) for a suitable nonnegative
integerq' 2:: q;finally deletewand :3 and replaceeach occurrencesql(w) by
sq-q'(Vi).
At last, assumethat only disequationsoccur. Again using the injectivity
of s, we can supposethat all of them concernthe sameterm sq(w) in w.
So our formula statesthat sq is smaller that certain terms to, ... , th
in 0 and and larger that someother terms th+i, ... , tk. We obtain an
equivalentformula avoiding wand its quantifier in the following way. List
(in a suitabledisjunction) all the possibleorderingsof to, ... , tk in ::; ac
cording to which to, ... , th precedeth+l , ... , tk; for every ordering, let t ,
t' denoterespectivelythe greatestelementamongto, ... , it. and the least
among th+l, ... , tk; add s(t) < t' (in order to provide sq(w) with suitable
room).
This concludesthe elimination procedure. ..

Corollary 2.2.2 dLO+ is model complete(in L') and complete (bothin L'
and

Proof. Clearly dLO+ is model completein L'. Moreover (N,::;,0, s) 1=
dLO+, and (N, ::;,0,s) is embeddablein every model of dLO+. As dLO+ is
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model com plete, all t he corresponding embeddingsareelementary. Accord
ingly all t he models ofdLO+ areelementarily equivalent to(N, ::;, 0,s) and
hence to each oth er. T his shows that dLO+ is complete in L' . Now recall
t hat both the minimal element and the successor function (so t he interpre
tations of the symbols inL' - L ) are 0-definable by L-for mulas in the models
of dLO+. T hen it is aneasyexercise to deduce that dLO+ is complete in
L , too . ..

Corollary 2.2.3 dLO+ is decidable (inL' and in L).

Proof. Reduceany sente nce ofL' into an equivalent quan tifier free state
ment. This is a Booleancombinat ion offormulas sm (o) �~ s where m
and n are non-negative integers,and dLO+ ca n easily check itsmembership.
This procedureworks even for L-sentences. ..

Corollary 2.2.4 Let A 1= dLO+. Th e subsetsof A defi nable in A (in L or
in L') are j ust the fin ite unionsof (open or closed) in terva ls in A (possibly
having +00 as a right endpoint) .

P roof. Let cp(v , be a £I-formula. AsdLO+ has t he elimination of quan ti
fiers in L' , we can ass ume thant cp(v, is quan ti fier free; owing toTheorem
2.2.1 (andits proof) , for every ii in cp(A , ii) is a union of intersections of
intervals , and hence a union of intervals...

T his accomplishesour analysis of discrete linear ord ers wit h a last but no
least elements. How to deal wit h theother t hreecasesof infinite discrete
linear ord ers list ed before?They can be handled in a similar way to get
quan tifier eliminat ion and consequent lycompleteness. In particular it turns
out that th e four cases exhaust all the possible comp let ions ofthe th eory
of infinit e discretelinear orders; inother word s, these complet ions are fully
characterized bysaying if t he corres ponding models adm it or lack a least
and a greatestelement.
Actually t he case without endpointsdeserves some more comments . In
fact , in t his fra mework, t he enlargedlanguage L' needs nonatural "con
stant" sym bol (just becau se endpoin ts are lacking), andtakes the onlyaddi
t iona l operation symbol s . Accordingly,properly spea king, the elimination
of quantifiers fails in t hisextended language, because we have no constant to
build atomic sentences . For inst ance t he (t rue) sentence 3 ( = ca nnot
be t ranslated into an equivalentquantifier free sentence; the same happens
for t he (false) sentence 3 (s( ) = So t he rightstatement here is as
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follows: an elimination set for the theory of discretelinear orderswithout
endpointsis thesetof atomicformulasplusa uniquesentence(such as"there
is no least element",or " t here is nolast element"). We do not discussthe
proof here. Infact, we shall treat this case indetail when consideringdense
linear ordersin the next section.
Finally, notice that decidability can beshown (in L) in the 4 possiblecases.
Consequentlythe (incomplete) theory dLO of infinite discretelinear orders
is decidable,too; in fact, a sentence<p of L belongsto dLO if and only if it
is in each of its 4completions.

2.3 Denselinear orders

Now we deal with denselinear orders. The plan here isexactly the same
as in the discretecase. We usethe languageL = �{�~�} and we distinguish 4
possi ble cases:

1. there is a least element, but no last element (just as among non
negativerationalswith respectto the usualorder);

2. thereis a last element,but no leastelement(now non-positiverationale
provide an example);

3. thereareboth a leastelementand alast element(look at the rationale,
or evenat the reals, in the closed interval [0, 1]);

4. thereare no endpoints (this is the case of(Q, �~�;�)�)�.

In 1, 2, 3 one showselimination of quantifiers in a languagewith one or
two additional constantsto be intepretedinto the endpoints; 4 deservesa
more specific treatment,becausequantifier free formulas need anauxiliary
single L-sentenceto form an elimination set (even inL): we provide full
details below. In all thesecases it is easy todeducecompletenessin
This imp lies that these4 classesexhaustall the possiblecompletionsof the
theory of denselinear orders.
As alreadysaid, here welimit our analysisto denselinear orderswithout
endpoints. Wejust met their theoryin Chapter1; we called itDLO- andwe
observedthat it is �~�o�-�c�a�t�e�g�o�r�i�c�a�l �, hencecomplete. 'Ve treat now quantifier
elimination (in L), and in this way we provide an alternativeand detailed
proof of its completeness.

Theorem 2.3.1 The quantifier free formulas of L together with a single
sentence of DLO- (such as3v(v = v)) are an elimination set of DLO-.
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Proof. We follow th e sameapproach as in th e discretecase. But now t he
successor symbol doesnot make sense,our language is smaller and hence
our settingis simpler: L-termsarejust variables (noconstant arisesbecause
thereare noendpoints) . Accordingly what we have to do is to eliminate the
quan tifier in aformula

3w0'(ii, w)

where 0'(il, w) is a conjunct ion of condit ions say ing t hat w is equal, or
smaller, or larger t ha n somev in il. To obtain t his, proceed as follows.Again
ignore tri vialities like w = w (th ey can bepreliminarily listed and easily rec
ognized); if nothing else occurs, just replaceour formula with 3v(v = v).
On the cont rary, when meetinga condit ionthat cannot besatisfied by any
w , like w < w (also th esenegative state ments ca n be prelimin arily listed) ,
replaceour formul a with ,3v(v = v) . Otherwise, as soon as you meet one
equation w = Vi, delete wand 3, and replace w wit h Vi t hroughout our
formula. At last , if only disequ ation s occur and henceour formula states
t hat w is smaller t han certain variables(V I , ..• , Vh wit h no loss of general
ity) and larger that oth ers (Vh+l , ... , Vk), t hen get t he required quantifier
free formula in th e following way. List (in a suitable disjunction) all t he
possible orderings of VI, ..• , Vk in :::; according to which VI, • •• , Vh precede
Vh + l , ... , Vk ; for every ordering, let v, v' denote respectively t he maximal
elementamongVI , . .. , Vh and the leastamongVh + l , ... , Vk ; V < v' and th e
density assumpt ion are sufficient to ensure that an interm ediate w exists.
Wh en h = 0 or h = k, one uses t he lack of end poin ts.
This conclu des the elimination procedure. ..

Corollary 2.3.2 DLO- is model complete and complete .

Proof. Mod el complete ness is astraightforward consequence. Complete ness
can be dedu ced as follows, using modelcompleteness.First notice that any
two dense linear ord erswith no endpoints(A, :::; ) and (B , :::; ) embed in a
common exte nsion (for instance, t heir sum(A +B , :::;) , whereA +B is t he
disjoint union of A and B , :::; enlarges the orderin gs inA and B and , in
addition , satisfies a < b for every choice ofa E A and b E B ). As DLO
is model complete, each of t hese embeddings is elementary, in particular
(A, :::;) and (B , :::;) are elementarily equivalent to their sum, and hence to
eachother. ..

As alreadyrecalled,completeness was also observed inthe previouschapter
via �~�o �-�c�a�t �e�g�o�r�i�c�i�t�y and the Vaught crite rion. By th e way,notice that th e
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Vaught T heorem provides a com plete ness pro of even when endpoin ts arise.
In fact, also t he remaining classesof dense linear orders (wit h least and/or
last element) have an�~ �o �- �c �a �t �e �g�o �r�i �c �a�l t heory.
T he decidability of DLO- can be easi ly shown. Indeed , by proceeding as
in t he discrete case , one sees that even t he theory of arb it ra ry dense ord ers
(with or wit hout endpoin ts) is decidable.
Now let us deal wit h definabili ty.

Corollary 2.3.3 Let A F DLO-. The subsetsof A definable in A are
just the finite unions of (open or closed) intervals, possibly with infin ite
endpoints.

Proof. Proceedas for dLO+. ..

2.4 Algebraically closedfields (and Tarski)

Tarski obtained his celebrated quan tifier elimin ation procedures for t he com
plex field and t he ord ered field of reals in the thirties. Owing to thestopdue
to t he World War, he published his results only in 1948. We cons ider here
t he complex case, and we delay thereal one to the next sect ion. We shou ld
underline that Tarski dealt wit h theories of single st ruct ures (t he complex
field , t he ord ered field of reals)rather t ha n on axiomatizable classes F
RCF) But a careful analysis of the proofs singles out which kind of alge
braic condit ions are necessary to ensure the quan tifier elimination result: so
one realizes that what makes t he machinery wor k is just being algebraically
closed in t he complex case, and t he intermediate value pro perty for polyno
mials in the real case.This is a crucial result, specially towards t he aim of
findin g a nice axio mat ization for t he t heory of t he complex field , or ofthe
ordered field of reals.
As prom ised, here we consider the complex case, but we prefer an approach
dealing with t he whole class of algebraically closed fields.

Theorem2.4.1 (Tarski) The theory of algebraically closed fields has
the elimination of quantifiers in the language L= {+, " - , 0, I} .

Proof. Take aformula <p(if) of L , we are looking for an equivalent quan t ifi er
free formula <p'(if) As before , we can limit ouranalysisto t he case when
<p (if) is of t he form

3w w)
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wherea(V, w) is a finite conjunct ion of atomic formulasand negations, all
containing In our language, atomic form ulas are just equalit ies of terms,
henceequat ions. Using - , one can express each of t hem as

v, w) = 0

wherep(if, x) is a polynomial with integer coefficients. Accordin gly <p (v) is

where the Pi'S and th e qj' s are polynomials with integer coefficients, all
having a positive degree,ti; and m j respectively, in x, hence with respectto
w.
Basic field t heory te lls usthat a sequence of elements in a fi eld excludes 0
if and only if its product is not O. Accordingly, we can ass ume that at most
one inequationoccurs in <p( ii, w), say

-,(q(v, w) = 0).

whereq(if, x) is the product of the polynomialsqj (if, x) when j ::; h; let m
denotethe degree inx of q(if, x).
At this point one mightwonderwhether we can reduce the number of equa
tions in our formula <p(v,w) to get at most a single equation. T his is t rue,
and can beshown by using aga inpure field theory (so without appealingto
algebraic closure ), but requ ires somemore subtlety. The idea is that, for a
given field and a sequenceb in t he common rootsof the polynomials
Pi (b, x) are just t he roots of their greates t common divisor, and that t here is
a quantifier free formula in v, defining the coefficients (inx) of this greatest
common divisor, and independent ofJ( and T heformer claim is clear.
Let us explainthe det ails of t he latter.
ConsiderPi(if, x) for i ::; k For every i , write Pi(if, x) as a polynomial inx
with coefficients in Z[YJ

Pi(if, x) = L Pi,r(f!) Xr.

r :::;ni

Take two of t hese polynomials, for instance Po and PI , and suppose for
simplicity no �~ n l . We claim that t here is quan tifier freeformula in v
yielding, wheneverPI (v, x) is not t he null polynomial (in x), the coefficients
in x of the quotient and t he remainderof thedivision of Po(v, x ) by PI (v, x ).
To get this formula, just follow the usualdivision procedure for polynomials.
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This is a tedious butstra ight forward exercise. For instance, t he first ste p is
to write that eit her

PI, n l (v) = 0

or th e coefficients of( x) and P I(v x) satisfy

where ( x) is a polynomial of degree< no in x, and, in the lat ter case,
t he requi redquotient admits

�( �~�) �( �( �~ �) �) �- �1PO,no V PI,nl V X

as a coefficient of maximal degree.
At t his point , recall t he Euclidean algorit hm of repeateddivisions, yielding
thegreatestcommon div isor (inx) of our polynomials (ij, x) (i ::; k) as the
last nonzero remainder in a finite sequence of successive divisions.Again, a
suitable quantifier free form ula in vdeterm ines the coefficients in x of our
greatestcommon divisor ,whenever the x) 's (i ::; k) are not all zero .
In conclusion, we can ass umethat our formul a has one of t he fol
lowing t hree form s:

1. ( (v ) = 0),

2 (q(v = 0),

3. = 0 1\ = 0))

where p and q are as before .
F irst cons ider 1. In any field, 1 is equivalent tosay t hat, if v annihilates
all t he coefficients of x) in x of posit ive degree inx, t hen v ass igns t he
value 0 also to th eterm of degree 0 inx this can be writ ten as a suitable
quantifier free formula inv
Now conside r 2. In any infinite field , 2 is equivalent to say that vdoes not
an nihilate the coefficients of t he polynomial x) in x. Again, the lat ter
statementcan be expressed by a quantifier free form ula in
F ina lly let us deal with 3. We claim that, in any algebraically closed field,
3 is equivalent to the statement

(*) x) does not divideq(v z}";

recall thatn is the degree of x ) wit h respect tox, and not ice t hat(*) ca n
be expressed as a quantifier free formula in v (just use t heprevious remark s
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about divisibility, and write that the remainder of the division in (*) is not
0). The direction from left to right is true in every field K : if, for a given
sequencebin K , the annihilator of ) is not included in t heannihilator
of q(b x), then x) cannot divide x) and x) )n. Conversely,take
K and bas before; assumet hat every root of annihilates q(b ) too;
for K algebraically closed ,this imp lies that every linear factor of )
divides x) and hencethat x) divides q(b x)n.
This accomplishesour proof. •

Now let us comment t hisquant ifier elimination result, and proposesome
noteworth y consequences.First of all , we want to emphasize that the quan
t ifier elimin ation property characterizes the algebraically closed fieldsamong
infinite fields. In fact, it is a profou nd result ofMacintyre, McKenna e Van
den Driesthat an infinite field whose theoryeliminatesthe quantifiers in t he
language = {+, - , " 0, I } must be algebraically closed.
An obvious consequence ofquantifier elimination is the following.

Corollary 2.4.2 F is model complete.

Clearly ACF is not complete. In fact , forevery prime p, t he sentence p = 0
is true in every algebraically closed field of characterist ic p and false in
every algebraicall y closed field of characteristic -# However , as we already
showed in Chapter 1,

Corollary 2.4.3 For every p = 0 or prime, the theoryACFp is complete .

P roof. In Chapter 1 we provided a proof founded onVaught's T heorem.
An alternative approach, using quantifier elimination (indeed model com
pleteness) , is t he following. F ix There is a minimal algebraically closed
field IC of characterist ic p: t his is the algebraic closu re of t heprime su bfield.
IC is embeddable in every algebraically closed field ofthe same character
istic. Owing to the model com pleteness of F all t hese embedding are
elementary. In particular, all t he algebraically closed fields of characteristic

are eleme ntarily equivalent to IC and consequently to eachother. ..

As we already observed in sect ion 2.1 ,the theories Fp exhaust all t he
possible com pleti ons ofAC F in L when p ranges over t heprimes and 0
(furthermo re, each of t hem hasthe quantifier eliminat ion in just because
it extends
An applicat ion ofthe CompactnessTheorem lets us say even mor e. In fact ,
we have seen t hat t hetheory of the complex field is just o, and so is ax
iomatized by and , inaddition, by t he infinitely many sentencesstating
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-,(p = 0) for every prime p. Let (1 be any sentence in ACFa. Compactess
tells us that (1 is a consequ ence ofACF and finitely many sentences con
cerning the characterist ic. Hence(1 is true in every algebraically d osed field
of prime characterist ic p for all but finit ely many p' s. So we have shown t he
following result.

Theorem2.4.4 Let (1 be a sentenceof the language L . (1 is true in some
(equivalently every) algebraically closedfield of characteristic 0if and only
if (1 is true in some (equivalently every) fiel d of characteris tic pfor all but
finitely manyprimes p.

Hence what is true in the complex field (and in any algeb raically closed
field of characteristic 0) is satisfied by the algebraicallydosed fields of char
acteristic p for almost all primes p. We'll see later in this section a nice
applicationof this model theoretic transferprinciple to Algebra.
Now let usdeal briefly with decision problems. As alreadysaid, decidability
follows in a very simple way from quantifier elimination.

Corollary 2.4.5 Th e theory ACF of algebraically closed fields is decidable.

Proof. It suffices to decide if a given quantifier free sentence (1 of L is in
ACF or not . With no loss ofgenerality, (1 is a conjunction of disjunctions
of atomic sentences and negat ions. As aconjunction is in a theory if and
only if each conj unct is, we can write (1 (up to equivalence, using -) as

(V m ; = 0)V (V -,(nj = 0)).
z j

where the m;'s and th enj' s are positive integers. Soour sentencejust says
t hat the characteristic divides f1 m ; or is coprime with somen j (or suitable
variants when no equation, or inequationarises). This can beeasily checked
in the fixed framework. ..

We shall add some more commentsabout t he decidability of ACF in the
last section of this chapter.
Now let us deal with definability. We have seen in Ch ap ter 1that , in any
fi eld /C, const ructible sets (in particular algebraicvarieties) are definable.
Theorem2.4.1 implies that, within algebraically d osed fields ,the converse
is also true.

Corollary 2.4.6 In an algebraically closedfield /C, for everypositive integer
n , a subsetof K " is definable if and only if is consiructible.
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Proof. It suffices to show t hat, if X �~ K " is definable, then X is con
structible. Let <p (V ill) be a formula of L and be a sequence inI< satisfying

where n is the length of Using quantifier elimination, we can replace
<p ( ill) by an equivalent formula which excludes quantifiers and conse
quently is a finit e Boolean combination of equat ions

q(v ill) = 0

where q(x ff) is a polynomial with coefficients in the subring generated by
1. HenceX = <p(K is the Boolean combination of t he algebraic varieties
defined bythe formulas

q(v = 0,

and so is a const ruct ible set . •

Not ice that in every field K t he subsetsof K " definable by qua nt ifier free
formulas are constructible. Quantifier elimination ensuresthat , when K is
algebraicallyclosed, no further definableset ari ses.
The following proposition underlines thegeometricalcontentof Tarski's The
orem.

Theorem2.4.7 (Chevalley) Let K be an algebraically closed field, n be a
positive integer, X �~ I<n+l , X' be the projection of X onto the first n
coordinates. If X is constructible, thenX' is also constructible.

Proof. If <p(V, definesX , then <p(V, definesX' . •

Now let us consider l-a ry definablesetsin an algebraicallyclosed field K
In t his restricted fram ework, t he following propositionhold s.

Corollary 2.4.8 Let K be an algebraically closed fie ld,X �~ I< be definable
in Th en X is ei ther fin ite or cofini le.

Proof. For everyq(x , E I<[x], q(v , = 0 definesI< if q(x , is zero, and
a finite set otherwise. A finite Boo lean combinat ion of finit e or cofinite sets
is still finit e or cofinite. •

Actually we can say even more. Ind eed , in any (possibly non- algebraically
closed) fieldK a subsetX of I< definableby aquantifierfreeformula is either
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finite or cofinit e. Qu antifier elimination extends this proper ty to arbitrary
l -a ry subsetswhen is algebraically closed.
To conclude t hissection , we wa nt topropose a nice application of Model
T heory to Algebra within algebraically closed fields. This is t he so called
injectivity-implies-surjecti vity Theorem, du e toJ. Ax [3]. Compact ness , an d
t he consequent remark t hat t he sentences true in the complex field arejust
t hose satisfied by t he algebraically closed fields of characterist ic for almost
all prim esp , ar e used to ded uce

Theorem2.4.9 A ny injective morphism f from an algebraic variety V over
the complex field in to V itself is surjective.

Proof. We already noticed that any algebraic variety is a definable set, and
is even defined by afinit e conjunction of equations (possiblywith parame
te rs) . In part icular let t he for mula

1\ Pj ii) = 0
j 9

give V in this way (t hepj's are polynomials with integer coefficients, an d
denotesa sequence of com plex par am eters).Analogously, a morph ism

between varieties is a map defined by a finite conjunction of equations.
Acco rdingly let

1\ qi (V, e ii) = 0
i«:s

yield f (t he qi' s are again polynomi als with integer coefficients; we can freely
use here t he sa me parameters as before; if necessary, weextend to include
new complexnumbers). At t his point it is an eas y exercise to write a first
order sentence in t he language L (without param eters)saying:

for all if A i<s qi (v w,Z) = 0 definesa morphism from the
varietygiven by A j t P j(v Z) = 0 into itself, and thismorphism
is injective, th en it IS also surjective.

Let ti deno te, as usu al , t he length of What we have to show is that
t he com plex field is a model of all t hese sentences when t hepj' s and t heqi's
range over t he polynomials wit h integer coefficients, equivalent ly t hat ACFo
includes t hesestatements.Using compactness , wecan alternatively check
what happens in ACFp when p is a prime, and so if t he previous sentences
are true in every algebraically closed field of characterist ic as ACF is
com plete, it suffices to look at t he behaviour of a single model of ACF
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for instance ofthe algebra ic closure F p of t he field F p with p elements: a
positive answer inF p for sufficiently many p implies a positive answerfor
the complex field. Sotake an algebraic variety V over F p and an injective
morphism from V to V over F p. Use the algebraic fact thatF p is locally
finite and represent V as t he union of its intersections with F" where F
ranges over the finit e subfields ofF p (containing t he parameters definingV
and f ). Recall t he t rivial prin ciple that any injecti ve functio n from a finite
set to itself is also surjective. Deduce that t he restrict ion of to V nF" is
surjective for everyF Extend t his resul tto f: f is surjective, as requi red ...
2.5 Tarski again: Real closedfields

In t his section we deal wit h t he qu antifier elimination t heoremfor real closed
fields . This is t he main result ofTarski in t his framework , not only because,
as we shall see, the proof is deeper and more cornplicated t han in t he cornplex
case , bu t also because t heordered field of reals is intrinsecally related to ge
ometry. It is certainly needless torecall t hat, for instan ce, in t he Euclidean
plane equipped with some fixedCartesian axes, every poin t is essent ially an
ordered pair of reals, everystraight line is the variety given by a polyno
mial with degree1 and 2unknowns over th e reals, and so on. Accordingly,
statements about poin ts, lines,... can be easily t ra nslated into statements
about reals, addit ion, multipli cation (often in a firstorder way). In part ic
ular, a decision algorit hm about th e t heory of t heordered field of reals (t he
elementary algebraaccording toTarski's te rminology) should work for (first
order) Euclidean geometry as well.
Act ually Tarski's quan tifier elimin ationprocedure dealt with the reals rath er
than with the t heoryRCF. But , just as in th ecomplex case, one can realize
that t he basicingredients of the proofconcern arbit rary real closedfi elds. So
we state (and show) t he resul t in t his (seemingly enlarged)setting; but we
shall dedu ce quickl y that RCF is complete and hence equ als the th eory of
(R, +, - , ,,0, 1, �~�) �. We follow t he elegant approach of Cohen[27] rather
than Tarski 's or iginalproof.

Theorem2.5.1 Th e theory R C Fof reals closed fiel ds has the elim ination
of quant ifiers in the language L = {+, - , " 0, 1, �~ �} �.

Proof. By proceeding as in the case ofalgebraically closed fields, one pre
limin arily reali zesthat the heartof th e matter is to eliminate th equantifier
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:3 in a formul a
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:3Wct(w, v)

where ct(w, v) is t heconjuncti on of at most one equation p(w, v) = 0 and a
finite (possibly empty) setof disequations qj( w, v) > 0 (with j :::; m) where
p(x Y) and qj (x if) (j :::; m) are polynomials with integer coefficients.
So let us open a (long) parenthesis and examine anarbitrary polynomial
f( x) = L i<t f iXi with coefficients in a real closed fieldK It is known that,
if f i is not-0 for all i :::; t , t hen f( x ) hasat most t roots in the field. Fix t.
Then it is easily seen that

1) the funct ion calculating, for every polynomial f( x) as before, equiva
lently for every non-zerosequence(fa, . . . , f t) in Kt+ I how many
roots f (x) admits

as well as , for every rand s with 1 :::; r :::; s :::; t ,

2) the set of non-zero sequences(fa, .. . , f t) in K t+I such t hat f( x) has
exactly s roots,

3) t he funct ionmappingany nonzero(fa, .. . , ft) into the r-th root of f( x)

are definable in any ordered fieldK in a unifor m way (independentof K).
We claim that, within real closedfi elds, for everyt, th eseobjects are de
finable by quantifier free formul as, st ill in a uniform way (independ ent of
the underlying field). To seethis, one uses t heSturm theory of real root
counting. We proceed byinduction on t.
The caset = 0 is clear: t he number of roots is 0 if fa i= 0, and undefi ned
otherw ise;2 and 3 are empty objects.
So assumet > 0 and supposeour claim true for every natural value < t , in
order to extendit to t . The idea here is to relate the zeroes off( x) to th e
roots of its derivative and th e sign of f( x) in these roots. Hence build t he
form al derivative f'( x) of f(x) with respect tox

f ' ( ) ,"",, 'f i - IX = LJ Z i X •

a<i9

Preliminaril y, notice that f'( x) = 0 if and only if (fl " ' " fd = (0, . . . , 0).
Except this case , induction equips us with quantifier free formulas defining
(with respect to (fa , ... , ft) via (fI , 212, ... , tft))

1) t he funct ion counting, for every sequence(fa, ... , ft) with (fI , ... , fd i=
(0, .. . , 0), how many rootsf'( x) ad mits,
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and , for 1::::; r ::::; s < t ,
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2) the setof the sequences(fo, .. . , ft ) in K t+l such that (fI, . . . , ft) is not
zero and f' has exact ly roots,

3) the function mappingany (suitable) non-zero(fo , . . . , fd into the r-th
root of f' (x) .

Now ord er th e roots off' )

PI < .. . < Ps·

The intermediatevalue property, holding in every real closed field, ensures
that f' ( cannot changeits sign between two successive roots.Can we
deduce th atJ( x) is monotone(increasingor decreasingaccordingto the sign
of f'( x» in t hesameinterval ? Cert ainly yes in th e case of th e real field: thi s
is a well known resul t in elementary real analysis.But a completealgebraic
(although non trivial ) proof can bedonefor polynomials by using only the
axioms of RC F. Consequent ly, in everyreal closed fieldK , f( x) is monotone
(increasing or decreasingaccording to th e sign -positive or negative- of its
derivative) in each interval (pi, Pi+I), 1 ::::; i < s. Now look at f(P i) and
f (Pi+ d·

(i) If t hey are not 0 and t heir sign is the same, th en(pi, pi+d does not
contain any root of f( x) becau sef( x) is monotone in th e int erval(notice
that t he cases when exact ly one betweenPi and Pi+l annihilates f (x )
ca n be handled in a similar way).

(ii) If f(P i) and J(Pi+d admit opposite signs,then (pi, pi+d does contain
a root of f( x) by the intermediate value property. The uniqueness of
this root might follow from Rolle 's T heorem (two distinct rootsof f( x)
Pi < a < b < Pi+! determine a new intermediateroot of f' (x), and
t his is impossible) . Elementaryanalysis ensures t hat Rolle's T heorem
is certainly true for t he reals; but , again, one can give an alternative
algebraic and non t rivialproof (for polynomials) holding in every real
closed field.

(iii) Assume at last f (Pi) = f(P i+d = O. The argumentin 2 again exclud es
any additional intermediate roo t of f( x) .

This machinery lets us count th eroots in the interval[PI , Ps]' But what can
we say in (-00, pI) and (Ps,+ oo)? T hesame arguments as before ensure
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that f(x) is monotone, and at least one root occurs in each ofthesehalf
lines. But our settingchangeswhen weexaminethe existenceof this root.
For, every interval (pi, Pi+!) (1 �~ i �~ 5) is bounded,while our half-lines are
not. However the following algebraicfact helps us.

Let f(x) = I:i<t fiXi asbefore. Then f(x) hasno rootsout of the
interval [-a, aT wherea = 3tmax{(lft-dt-

1
1 : 0 < i �~ t} + 1.

(The proof only usesthe axiomsof orderedfields). So apossibleroot less
than PI should lie in [-a, PI), and a possible root greaterthan Psshould
belong to (Ps,a]; moreoverthe absolutevalue function I I can be defined
in a quantifier free way, because,for every b E K, Ibl is b when b �~ 0 and -b
otherwise. Hence we are led to aboundedframework, and we can proceed
as in the previouscases.
In conclusion, we have provided a uniform procedurecounting, for every
nonzero(fa, .. . , ft) in K, how many roots f (x) admits. The function cal
culating their number 5 is defined by aquantifier free formula (essentially
checkingthe sign of f (x) in the rootsof its derivative and in ±a). Similarly
the setof non-zerosequences(fa, .. . , ft) in K for which f(x) has exactly 5

rootscan be defined bycheckingthesesign relationsand forming a suitable
first order disjunction to list the cases when5 occurs. Finally, the function
producing, for every non-zero (fa, ... , ft) and 1 �~ r �~ 5, the r-th root of
f (x) is easily defined onthe samebasis.
This accomplishesthe proof of th e claim and ends our parenthesis. Now
we come back to quantifier elimination. Recall that we are consideringa
formula

(a) :3w(p(w, 17) = 0 1\ 1\ qj(w, 17) > 0)
�j�~�m

or
(b) :3w 1\ qj(w, 17) > 0

�j�~�m

wherep(x, jJ) andqj(x, jJ) (j �~ m) are polynomialswith integercoefficients.
Eachof them can bewritten as apolynomial with coefficientsin Z[yJ in the
following way

p(x, jJ) = LPi(y)Xi ,
i<t

(a) is quickly reducedto (b) becauseits formula is equivalentto
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(/\ Pi(V) = 0 1\ 1\ qj( v) > 0) V
i5,t j5,m

Vl<r <s<t ("p(x, v) hass roots" 1\

1\ " t he r-t h root Pr(v) satisfies !\ j5,m qj(Pr(v) , v)> 0") ,
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where t he latter disjunct ca n beexpressed by aquantifier free first order
formula. So look at (b) For every j ::; m and for every Sj ::; t j , t here are
quantifier free formulas defining , for everyreal closed field 1<, the setof th e
sequencesbsuchthat q(x , b) hasSj roots in x , and listing t hese roots

One can cornputethe sign of qj b) in the intervals

(-00, Pj,1 (b))

(pj,i(b), pj,i+db)) (1::; i < Sj),

(Pj,Sj (b) +(0)

in a uniform way (independentof 1< and b) by looking at t he (sign) value of

qj(pj ,l(b) -1, b)

.(Pj,i(b)+ (pj,i+l(b) b)
qJ 2 '

qj(p j,sj(b)+ 1, b)

respectively. List all the possible orderings of t heroots (in ) of t heqj ( b) 's
when j ranges overthe natural numbers ::; m, and divide in every case1<
into finit ely many intervals suchthat the qj (x , b) 's have a constant sign
(with respect to ) in each of t hem; checkthese signs (inthe way suggested
before) and form a suitable disjunct ion picking the intervals where all t hese
signs are positive. This procedu re is independent of 1< and band provides
the requiredquantifier free formula. •

Corollary 2.5.2 RCF is model complete.

Corollary 2.5.3 RCF is complete; in particular, RCF is the theoryof the
ordered field of reals (as well asof every real closed field).
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Proof. Thereis a minimal orderedreal closedfield , embedded in any model
of RCF. This is the orderedfield R a of real algebraicnumbers. The model
completeness ofRCF ensuresthat every real closed field is an elementary
extension of R a. In particular all the real closed fields are elementarily
equivalent to R a and, consequently, to each other. '"

This is t he first completenessproof we give aboutRCF; in fact Vaught 's
criterion does not apply because RCF is not categorical in any infini te
power .
We have seen that real closed fields eliminate quantifiers in t heir lan guage
L = {+ , -, ' ,0, 1, �~�}�. Notably, they are fully charact erized by t hisprop
erty: for, Macintyre, McKenna and Van den Dries showed that an or
dered field, whose theory has the quantifier eliminat ion in L , must be real
closed . We also noti cethat RCF does not preserve quantifier elimination
in t he restricted language L' = {+ , -, " 0, I} wit hout ord er . Actually one
can remember that, even in checking solvability of the popular equation
ax2 + bx + c = 0 wit h degree 2 and 1unknown over t he reals (or over any
real closed field), one needs a disequ ation b2 - 4ac �~ 0 to ensureroots, and
henceto eliminate 3 inthe formula 3w(V2W2+VIw+va = 0) . More form ally,
recall that , with resp ect to the theory of the real field ,the formulas

',o(v): �v�~ �O�,

',o' (v ) : 3w(v= w2)

are equivalent. As RCF is complete and hen ce equa lsthe t heory of t he real
field , t he same holds inevery real closed field . Consequently t he £I-formula
(wit h t he quantifier 3)

defines th e set ofnon-negative elements in every real closed field. However
',o(v) cannotbe equivalent inRCF to anyquantifier free £I-formula ',o" (v). In
fact ',O(R ) is the half-line [0, + 00)of R , and so is both infinit e and coinfini te ,
while ',O" (K) is either finite or cofinite for every field K: see the proof of
Corolla ry 2.4. 8.
Now we discuss decidabili ty: as alreadysaid , t his was t he main consequence
of elimination of qu an tifiers, according to t he general feeling in t hefourties .

Corolla ry 2.5.4 RCF is decidable.

Proof. Owing to quantifier elim ination, every L-sentence(J is equivalentin
RCF to a Boo leancombination of sente nces m= n or m < n where m and
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n are integers. This quantifier free statementcan beeasily checkedin our
framework. ..

We shall commentthis result later in 2.9. Now weexamineanotherremark
able consequenceof quantifier elimination, namelydefinability. Recall that,
in an orderedfield every semialgebraicset (in other words, every finite
Booleancombinationof setsof solutionsof disequations

2:: 0

with E is definable.

Corollary 2.5.5 In a real closed ordered field K, the definablesetsare ex
actly the semialgebraicones.

Proof. Let n be a positive integer, X S;; K" be a set definable in K . So
thereare a formula of and a sequence E J( such that

Owing to Tarski'squantifierelimination theorem,wecanassumethat
has no quantifier and henceis a finite Booleancombinationof disequations

q(c, 2:: 0

with if) E Y'J. ConsequentlyX is a finite Boolean combinationof
setsof solutionsof disequations

2:: 0,

and so is asemialgebraicset. ..

Here is a geometricrestatementof Tarski'sTheorem.

Theorem 2.5.6 (Tarski-Seidenberg)Let K be a real closed ordered field, n
be apositive integer, X S;; J(n+l, X' be theprojection of X onto the first n
coordinates. If X is semialgebraic,then X' is semialgebraic, too.

This formulation is due to Thorn, who alsocoined the namesemialgebraic
set. It has amoregeometricflavour. Somemathematiciansmight appreciate
this alternativeterminology, for instancebecauseit allows to stateseveral
results in a (seemingly) more agreableway (avoiding logic). Nevertheless,
Tarski's original approach(via quantifier elimination and formulas) often
providesquicker proofs, even in this geometricframework. Let us quotethe
following examplefrom [168].
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Exa m p le 2.5.7 Considerthefollowing statement:For a semialgebraicfunc
tion f from R n+! to R , the set A of the sequencesx in R n+! such that

limy--too f(x, y) is in R

is sem ialgebraic.

If one replaces everyw heresemialgebraicby definable, this proposition may
lose part of its (mathem atical) glamour. Bu t , using logic, one obtains a
short proof: is definable via t he formula

<p( V) :3w'liE(E > 0 --+ :3rVy(y > r --+

--+ :3z(J(v y) = z A [z - wl < E)))

(recall that both f and the absolu te value are definable) . Adirect approach
via semialgebraicsetsand projections is longer.
In a real closed fieldK the definable subsetsX �~ J( have a very simple
form.

Corollary 2.5.8 Let K be a real closed field, X be a definable subse tof K.
Then X is a finit e union of intervals (closed or open , possibly withinfinit e
endpoints).

Proof. Let q(x) E J([x]. We know th atq(v) = 0 definesJ( if q(x)= 0 and a
finit e set (that is, th eset of th e roots ao < .. . < as of q(x ) in K) oth erwi se.
On the other hand, q(v)> 0 defines0 if q(x) = 0; otherwiseq(v) > 0 defines
t he union of some intervals among ] -00, ao[, ]ao, al[ , ..., ]as, -l-oo] (recall
that K sat isfies t he intermediate valueproper ty for polynomials) . Hence
any definable (equivalent ly, semia lgebraic)set X �~ J( is a finite Boolean
combination of intervals, and so a finite union of intervals. •

2.6 pp-elimination of quantifier s and modules

In this section we deal wit h (left) modules over a (countable) ring R with
iden ti ty. In Chapter 1, weintroduced a suitable lan guageLR = {O ,+,- , r
(r E R)} for t hesestructures, and we saw how toaxiomatize their class
by first ord er sente nces in Let denote the corresponding t heory.
A quick look at the axioms of shows t hat each ofthem is a universal
sentence Vva(v) wherea(v) is an atomicformula of this confirms that
the class of t he models of n (namely of t he R-modules) isclosed under
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substructures. Now we wonder whether nT has quan t ifier elimination in
LR. A t rivial example shows th at this is false even in the simple case when
R is t he ring Z of integers. In fact, just consider Z as amodule over itself.
In Z the formula

(v) : 3 v = 2 )

defines t he set 2Z of evenintegers. On t he oth er side , everyatomic formula
' (v) in z is equivalentwithin and hence in t he t heory of t he Z-module

Z, to

rv = 0

for somenon-negativeint eger r This form ula defines in Z{ O} if r =1= 0 and
Z otherwise. No Booleancombinat ion of thesesets can equal 2Z.Therefore
no quantifi er freeformula ' (v) of z is equivalent to (v) in Z) and
so in zT . It follows that zT doesnot eliminate th e quantifiers in
However notice that (v) is a ty pical pp-formula in z Indeed we will see
that , for any R t he pp-formulas of LR are just the only obstruction to th e
elimination of quantifiers ofnT in LR . Let us see why.
Take any (countable) ring R with identity. Recall th at a pp-formula of LR
is an existent ial formula of the form

(v) : 3 ( · v = ·

where A and B are matrices with coeffi cients in R with suitable sizes, .
deno tes t he usual row-by-column product between matrices, andV wshould
be viewed ascolumn vectors (wit h suit ably many rows) . So, whenw= 0,
pp-formulas includ e th e atomicformulasof LR .
In Chapter 1 we point edout that, for every pp-formula (v) of LR and
every R-module M (M n) is a subgroup ofM n (called a pp-definable
subgroup), but is not in general a submodule. Let us add here some more
remarks aboutpp-formulas.

Remark 2.6.1 1. If v) (v) are pp-formulas of LR , t hen also (v) 1\

(v) is (equivalent inn T to) a pp-formula.

2. Let (v Z) be a pp-formula of LR , (v Z) : ( t (v Z) =
Then ( ) is a pp-formula , and hence, for everyR-module M

( ) is a pp-definable subgroup ofM Furthermore, for ev
ery ii EM, M n ii) = 0or ( lvt ii) is a cosetof ( 0) in M (in
fact , givenbE ( ii), it is easyto check (M n ii) = (Mn o)+b).
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3. Let SO(v) 'Ij; ( be pp-formulas of LR with free variables, and let
be a positive integer. It is simple to writ e a sentence inLR ensuring
that , in a givenR-module M , t he index ofSO(Mn)n 'lj;(Mn) in SO(M n)
is �~ in detail t his sente nce says

We will denoteit by (SO : 'Ij;) �~ Any sentence ofthis form is called
an invariant statement (we will seelater the reasonwhy) . Notice th at
the fini te Boolean combinations of invariant st atementsinclude t he
sentences sayin g:

• t he index ofSO(Mn) n 'Ij; (Mn) in SO(Mn) is k (" = k" means " �~

k" but " 1. k + 1") ; we will denote this formula by (SO : 'Ij;) = k;

• t he index ofSO(Mn) n 'Ij; (M n) in SO(M n) is :::; k (" :::; k" means
" 1. + 1" ); we shall den otethis formul a by(SO: 'Ij;) :::;

At this poin t we canstateand show the following fundamental theorem (of
pp-elimin ation of quantifiersfor modules).

Theorem2.6.2 (Baur - Mo nk) Let be a (countable) ring with identi ty.
Th en thepp-formulas of LR together with the in variant statements fo rm an
eliminationset for RT in LR. Moreprecisely: for everyformula a(v) ofLR,
there are aBoolean combination of invariant stateme nts and aBoolean
combination ( of pp-formulas suchthat

'v'v( +-7 (3/\ ( ) E RT.

We shall use in our proof the following result of group th eory.

Lemma2.6.3 (B . H. Neumann)Let g be a group, a, aiE G, H , H i be
subgroupsof g (where i ranqes among the naiurals less than some fixed
N ), aH �~ U <N a.Hi. Let I be the setof the tuiturals i < N for which
IH : H nHil :::; N !. ThenaH �~ UiEI aiHi .

Now let us beginthe proof of t he t heorem.
Proof. We proceedby induction on a( If a(v) is an atomicformula, then
a(v) is directly a pp-formula. The cases--, and /\ are easy to handle. So
suppose that a (v) is of t he form 'v' v) where th einduction hypothesis
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ensures that thereexistan invariantst ate ment(3' anda Booleancombination
, '(w, V) of pp-formulas such that

VwV v(0:' V) +-+ (3' 1\ " V)) E RT.

pt reduction: without loss of generality, 0:' (W , V) is a disjunction of pp
formulas or negations. In fact, Vv(o:(v) +-+ (3' 1\ Vw, '(w ,V))EnT. Accord
ingly we can replace o:' (w,V) by , ' (w,V) , which is a Boolean combination
of pp-formulas , and hence is equivalent to a conjunction of disjunctions
of pp-formulas or negations. Correspondingly put o:'(w,V) : I\ j<s o:j (w,V)
where, for everyj ::; s, o:j (w, v) is a disjunction of pp-formulas or negations ,
Vwo:'(w , v) is equivalent in RT to I\ j<s Vwo:j(w,v). Then we can handle
o:j(w,V) (with j ::; insteadof o:'(w,V) .
2n d reduction: o:'(w,V) is of th e form B(w,v) -+ Vi<NBi(W,V) where N is a
positive integer ,B(w,V) and Bi(W, V) (wit h i < N ) are pp-formulas. In fact
0:' ( v) is a single disjunction of pp-formulas andnegations. But we know
t hat any conjunction of pp-formulas is (equivalent inRT to) a pp-formula ,
and hence any disjunction of negations of pp-formulas is t he negation of a
single pp-formula. This clearly implies our claim .
Let us summarizethe situation. We want to find (3 and (v) such th at , for
every R-module A1 and every sequence in M,

(1) B(M ,il) �~ U Bi(M ,il).
i<N

if andonly if A1 F (31\,(il). We know that, givenA1 and eit herB(M , il)
oor B(M , il) is a cosetof th e pp-definable subgroup B(A1 ,0). The same ca n
be said aboutBi(M , il) for every i < N By the way, notice that 3wB(w,V) ,
3WOi(w,V) (with i < N ) are pp-formulas. (1) is certainly true when
sat isfies -,3wB(w,v) (the negation of a pp-formula) in M , and certainly
false whenil satisfies

3wBi(W,v)1\ V -,3wBi (w,v)
i<N

III So there is no loss of genera lity forour purposes in assuming
B(M , il) =I- 0 and Bi(M , il) =I- 0 for every i < N Let 5 be t heset of
t he indi cesi < N satisfying

IB(A1 ,0) : B(M ,0) n Bi(M ,0)1::; N ! .

Notice that 5 depends on M (and on of course). Howeverthereareonly
finitely many poss ible ways ofchoosing5, and each ofthem is described by
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a suitable invariant statement . Let usassume, with no loss of generality,
that 8 is just the set of t he positive integers�~ m for some m�~ N We can
apply B. H. Neumann's Lemma and deduce that (1) is equivalent to

(2) B(M ,ii) �~ U Bi(M , ii) .
i<m

Put K = B(M ,0) n n i< m Bi(M ,0) . As B(M , ii) and Bi(M , ii) for i < m are
union of cosets of in 1'1,1, (2) can be equi valently writ ten

(3) B(M ,ii) /K �~ U Bi(A1,ii) /K .
i<m

As B(M ,ii)/K is finite, we can use some(hopefully) well known combina
torial arguments and restate(3) in the equivalent form

(4) 2)-I)IXII(B(M,ii) n nOi(M ,ii)) /KI = °
x iEX

whereX ranges over t he subsetsof {a, 1, ... , m-I}. For every X , put

k(X) = IB(M,0) n nOi(M ,0) : KI ;
iEX

notice that, when B(M , ii) n n iE X Bi (A1, ii) 0

k(X) = I(B(M ,ii) n nOi(M ,ii)) /KI ·
iEX

Moreover k(X) �~ N !N. Hence we have shownthat M sat isfiesa(ii) if and
only if I:(-I) IX1k(X ) = 0, where the sum concerns allthe subsetsX of
{ a, 1, ... , m - I} such that M F :3w(B(w, ii) A A iE X Oi(W, ii)), and hence if
and only ifM satisfies aconvenient disjunction of conjunctions of invari ant
statements and pp-formulas. This is what hap pens for a given 8 . As t here

are only finitely many possibleS 'e,one ca n find some suitablef3 and -y(
valid for everyR-mod ule •

Remark2.6.4 1. Not ice that the pro cedure given inthe proofof T heo-
rem 2.6.3 is effect ive,andprovides explicit ly for everya(v) the required
formulas f3 and -y(0 . Furthermoref3 is actually a finit e Boolean com
bination of invariant statements conce rning pp-for mulascp(v), (v)
(with at most one free var iable) .
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2. In particular, when a is a sentenceof LR, what the previous proce
dure producesis just a Booleancombination/3 of invariant statements
(concerningpp-formulas<p(v), 1f;(v) with at most one free variable)
such that a +-+ /3 EnT.

3. Now fix an R-moduleM. Then, for every formula a(v) of Ln, there
exists a Boolean combination I(v) of pp-formulassuch that M F
Vv(a(v) +-+ I(V)) (in fact, we know that a(v) is equivalentto /3A 1(v)
for someBooleancombinationI(v) of pp-formulasand somesentence
/3; so, if M F /3, then a(v) is equivalent to I(V), while, if M F -,/3,
then a(Mn) is empty and consequentlya(v) is equivalent to l5(v) A

-,15(v), where l5(v) is an arbitrary pp-formula).

With respectto definablesetsin modules,this is whatTheorem2.6.3 implies.

Corollary 2.6.5 Let M be anR-module, n be a positive integer. Then
everyset X �~ M" definable in M is afinite Booleancombinationof cosets
of pp-definablesubgroups.

Proof. There exist an Ln-formula a( ii, w) and a sequencea In M such
that X = a()\1n,a). We can assumethat a(v,w) is a Booleancombination
of pp-formulas, and we know that, for every pp-formula<p(v, w) , <p(Mn,a),
when it isnot empty, is a cosetof the pp-definablesubgroup<p(Mn,5). '"

We can alsocharacterizethe complete extensionsof nT (and hence the
=:-classes ofR-modules).

Corollary 2.6.6 Let M ;M' be twoR-modules.ThenM =: M' if and only
if, for every choiceof two pp-formulas<p(v), 1f;(v), the indices of <p(M) n
1f;(M) in <p(M) and <p(M') n 1f;(M') in <p(M') are either finite and equal,
or both infinite.

Proof. It is clear that, if M and M' are elementarilyequivalent,then, for
every <p(v),1f;(v) as before,and for every positive integerk,

M F (<p: 1f;) �~ k {::} M' F (<p: 1f;) �~ k.

The inverseimplication follows from Remark2.6.4,2. '"

The previous result explains why "invariant statements"are called in this
way: actually thesesentencesfully characterizeany R-module )\1 up to
elementaryequivalence.
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Now let us discuss th e content of t he previou s resul ts in some particularcase .
We deal with a principal ideal domain n (this setting includes the ring Z of
integers, as well asany field). First let us examine a genericpp-formula of
LR

O' (v) : :3 (

A and B can ob tain a simpler form when n is a principal ideal dom ain.
For, it is a fact of Algebra t hat, in this framework, t hereare two inver ti ble
matrices Y wit h coeffi cients in such that the product ' = X Y is
diagonal. So0'(v) is equivalent to

and, unless replacin g1V by y-1w, A by XA and B by B' , one can suppose
diagonal in O' (v) Co nsequent lyO'(v) becom es ofthe form

n

:3w l ... :3wm ( 1\ (L aijVj = biiWd )·
�l �~�i�~ �m j = l

Now let us moment arilyrestrict ou r ana lysis to a smallersetting .
Case1: n = K is a field (so we are dealing with vectorspaces overK).
Assume that, for some i with 1 �~ i �~ m , bii o. Then we ca ndivide the
i-th equation in 0'(v) by bii and consequently assumebii = 1. At this point
it is easyto show that O' (v) is equivalent to

n

1\ (LaijVj = 0),
�l �~ �i �~ �m �, �b �i �i�= �O j = l

which is a conjunction of atomic form ulas .
Combine t his observation and Baur-Monk's T heorem, and dedu ce t hat every

is equivalent in to a conjunction of a quantifier free formula
and a Booleancombinationof invariant state ments.
Moreover t he pp-formulas with a unique free vari ablev reduce to r v = 0
for some rE I<, and hence to eit herv = 0 when r 0 or to v = v when

= o. Consequent ly t he only pp-definable subgroups of avectorspaceV are
{O} and V Owing to Corollary 2.6.5, t he subsetsof V definable inV are
just t he finite Boolean combinations of t hecosetsof t hese subgroups, and
so redu ce to the finite or cofinite subsets.
Now let us examine invariant statements. In par t icular we direct our atten
tion on t he sentences of t he form
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wherek is a positi ve integer. In any given vectorspace V over they witn ess
if the size IVI di V is finite or not, and, in t he positive case, its value. We
claim that they can even determine th e =-type of t he vectorspace. Let us
see why.
First ass ume infinite. We know t hat , in t his case, all t he nonzero vec
torspacesover are elementarily equivalent (for, t heir t heory is complete).
In oth er words, when is infinite , t here are only two =-classes of
vectorspaces: t heformer contains all t he nonzero vectorspaces, and the
latter reduces to t he zero space. But a vectorspaceV is {O } if and only
if V 1= (v = v : v = 0) = 1. In particular , t hestatements (*) determine t he
= -typ e of any vectorspace .
Now assu me finit e (say of sizeq). Now we meetinfinitely many=-classes
of IC-vecto rspaces. Infact, there is a class forevery natural n , consist ing
of the (pairwise isomorphic) vectorspaces of dimension over (hence size
qn), while infinite vectorspaces form again a uniqu e class. T he sente nces
(v = v : v = 0) �~ k can obviously dist inguish these classes.
One can ded uce that every invaria nt statement in LK is a Boolean combi 
nation of sentences(v = v : v = 0) �~ k where k ranges over t he positi ve
integers.
In conclusion, given afi eld t heatomic form ulas ofLK together with t he
invarian t state ments (v = v : v = 0) �~ with k a positive integer , form an
eliminat ion setfor In particular t his yields quantifier elimination in LK
for th e t heory of infinite IC-vectorspaces.

Case2: Now let us enlargeour setting to arbitrary prin cipal ideal dom ains
F irst let us examine a pp-formula Wecannotexpect any longer

that, wheneverb« i= 0 in t he i-th equation of 0'( one can divide t he whole
equation by bii and so obt ainbii = 1. However is equ ivalent inn T to
a conjunction of form ulas

(1) ·I:/l=i aijVj = 0 (for bii = 0) ,

(2) :JW(:L5=i aijVj = qw) (whereq = bii i= 0).

T he lat ter onesare divisibility condit ions: we can abbreviate each of t hem
by

Of course, whenq is a unit in t his is a triv ial condit ion and can be
forgo t ten . In the remaining cases, recallthat q decomposes (uniquely) as a
product of powers of pairwisedistinct primes in and q divid es an element
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r E R if and only if all th ese primepowersdivid e r . So there is no loss of
generality in assuming that, in (2) , q is a prime power .
T he situation becomesclearer if we restrict our analysis to formu las hav
ing only one freevariables. In fact, in this case,our pp-formula a(v) gets
equivalent innT to a conjunctionof form ulas

(1) ' rv = 0 (a torsion condit ion),

(2) ' pi I sv (a divisibility condition);

here p, r, s E R , p is a primeand I is a non-negativeinteger. Again, simple
algebraic fact s aboutprincipal ideal domains let us assume that s itself
is a power ofp , s = ph for some non-negative integer h < l. Every pp
form ula in at mostone freevariableis a conjunct ion of torsionanddivi sibility
conditionsas before.
This result helps alsothe analysis of invari antstatements(<p (v) : 'Ij7 (v)) 2': k .
We avoid heretoo many details. However we wish to mention t he following
sentences(r, p are elements of R, p is prim e,n, k are positive integers):

(3) (pv = 0 A pn-1lv : pv = 0 A pnlv) 2': k ,

(4) (pv = 0 A pnIv : v = 0) 2': k,

(5) (pn-1 1v: pnIv) 2': k,

(6) (v = v : rv = 0) 2': k .

The reader may checktheir truth (at least when R is the ring of integers)
in somefamiliar abelian groups,like Z j qhZ , t he Priifer groupsZ j qOOZ, th e
localizationsof Z at q (whenq rangesover the primes,and h over the natural
numbers),and the addit ive group of rationals, and realize in this way their
meaning.
Indeed WandaSzmielew (a student of Tarski's) showed that, for every R
module M, the = -type of A1 is fullydeterminedby the invariant statements
(3)- (6) satisfied by M .
In conclusion , owing toBaur-Monk's theorem, the form ulas (1)-(6) are an
elimination set for the t heory n T when R is a principal ideal domain.

2.7 Strongly minimal theories

We saw in 2.4that the only (l-ary) definablesetsin an algebraically closed
field are the finite and cofinite ones. 2.6told us that the samehappens, for
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instance,in every (infinite) vectorspaceover a fixed countablefield. One
can also checkthat even pure sets (in a languagewith no symbolsbesides
equality =) enjoy this feature; again, every definableset is either finite or
cofinite (this was implicitly shown when wetreateddefinable sets in 1.7,
in particular when we provided an example of an infinite coin finite non
definableset).
So we find some non-trivial algebraicstructuresA whose definable l-ary
subsetsreduceto the ones definable in the pure set A (with the equality
relation =) by quantifier free formulas. Let us namethesestructuresin the
following way.

Definition 2.7.1 An infinite structureA is said to beminimal if and only
if the only definable subsetsof A are thosefinite or cofinite. A complete
theory T is said to bestrongly minimal if and only if every model AofT
is minimal.

Hence anyalgebraicallyclosed field is aminimal structure,and any theory
ACFp (with p = 0 or prime) is strongly minimal. The sameis true for
infinite vectorspaces,or pure sets.
It should be underlinedthat the minimality of a structureis not preserved
by elementaryequivalence. In other words there are minimal structures
A such that the theory of A is not strongly min imal , and so admits some
non-minimal models. Here is anexample.

Example2.7.2 Considerthe theory dLO+ of discreteorderswith a least
element0 but no last element. We know that dLO+ is complete, and has
quantifier elimination in a languageL with a constant(for 0) and a l-ary
operationsymbol (for the successorfunction s) in addition to the relation
symbol �~ �. Consequentlyevery definablesubsetof a model of T is a finite
Booleancombinationof intervals (possibly with an infinite right endpoint).
Therefore �(�N�,�~�, 0, s) is a minimal model of T, becauseevery interval in
�(�N �,�~�, 0, s) iseither finite or cofinite. However noother model A = (A �~�,

sA) of T is minimal. In fact, let E A satisfy (sA) n (OA) for any
natural n . Then both [OA and -l-oc] are infinite intervals in A.

We shall examineagain strongly minimal theoriesin the next chapters. In
particular,with respectto algebraicallyclosed fields, we will prove atheorem
of Macintyre showing (amongother things) that the only integral domains
with indentity having a strongly minimal completetheory are just the alge
braically closed fields.
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2.8 a-minimal theories

Turning now to linearly orderedst ruct uresA = (A, ::; , . . .), we met in th e
previous sect ions someexamples where t hedefinable subsets of A redu ce
to the finit e unionsof int ervals (possibly with infinite endpoints) in (A, ::; ).
This is what happens in real closed fields (as observed in 2.5),but also in
dense or discrete (infinite) linear orders (see t he sections 2.2 and 2.3) .This
suggestst he following definition.

Definition 2.8.1 An infi nite linearly ordered structure A= (A , ::;, . ..) is
calledo-minimal if and only if every subsetof A definable in A is a finit e
union of intervals (closed or open, possi bly withinfinite endpoints) . A com
plete theoryT of infinite linearly orderedstructures is called o-minimal if
and only if every modelofT is o-minimal.

"0" abridges "order", ofcourse. This o-rninimalsetting clearl y reminds min
imality. In fact t he minimal structures (and thestrongly minim al theories)
are the ones where every definab le (l -a ry)set is already defined by a quan
t ifier free formula involving th e only (language) symbol=. Similarl y the
o-minimal struct ures (and t heories) are just those admit t ing atotal ord er
relation j; such that everydefinable (l-ary) is already defined by a quantifier
free formula involving the only (language)symbol ::;.
In t his sensethe o-minimal structures and th eor iesare th e simplest ones
in th e presence of a total ord er relation. Nevertheless th ey includ e several
non-tri vial algebraic exa mples. We will study in mor edetail t hese st ruct ures
and t heories inthe last chapter of t his book.
Bu t it is worth emphasizing since nowthat , in spite of the similarit ies un
derlined abovebetween minimality and o-minimality, a relevant difference
arises.In fact , we not iced tha t th e theory of a minimal structure may admit
some non-minimal models, and so fail to be st ronglyminimal. This does
not happen inthe o-minimal setting. In fact the following theorem hold .

Theore m 2.8.2 (Knight - Pillay - Steinhorn) 1fT is the theoryofa linearly
orderedo-minimal structure, then every modelof T is o-minimal.

Accordingly, we ca n spa rethe adverb "st rongly" in defining a t heory with
o-rninimal models.
Com ing back to real closed fields, we would like to mention here a result quite
sim ilar to t he one recalledat t he end of t he previous sect ion on algebraically
closed fields. In fact , it was shown by Pillay andSteinhorn that t he only
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orderedrings (with identity) having an o-minimal theory arethe real closed
fields.
The proofs of thesetheoremswill be provided in Chapter9.

2.9 Computational aspectsof q. e.

In this sectionwe shortly discussthe quantifier elimination procedureswith
respectto effectivenessand fastness.Actually thesecriteria did not corre
spond to the spirit of the forties (and some decadeslater), when the main
quantifier elimination resultswere proved. For , thosetimes lived the influ
ence ofGodel incompletenessand undecidability phenomena;so, according
to that feeling, any decision algorithm (such asTarski's method for real
elementaryalgebra),or even adecidability theoremsimply ensuringthe ex
istenceof such a procedurewithout explicitly exhibiting it, were exactly
the best answerone might expect. But later, in the seventies,the birth
of modern computersand the beginning of their sciencechanged this set
ting and inspired a prevalentinterestin quickly running algorithms. Hence
complexity theory introduced

* the class P of the problemshaving a fast procedureto find solutions,

* the class ofthe problemshaving a fast procedureto verify solutions
(namely to check that a solution works).

We agreethat a problem has a solving procedurewhen there is a Turing
machine handlingit and that an algorithm is fast when it runs in a polyno
mial time with respectto the length of the input. To realize the difference
betweenfinding or verifying solutions, look at the problem of factoring in
tegers. To decomposea natural number 2:: 2 into its prime factors -more
precisely, to findthesefactors- can besignificantly slower (at least with re
spectto thecurrentlyavailablealgorithms)thanto checkthis decomposition
when done. Just to quote a famoushistorical example,F. Cole announced
during an AMS meetingin 1903 that the Mersennenumber267 - 1 is not
prime. Factoring267 - 1 is not easy(and certainly it was not in 1903, when
computerswere not available). But Cole 's proof is quite short to write and
needsonly one line

267
- 1 = 193797721X 761838257287

and can be checked very quickly.
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Coming back to P and N it is trivial to observethat P �~ N because
a procedureyielding solutions implicitly confirms thesesolutions. A fun
damentalproblem in complexity theory (and, more generally, in the area
linking computerscienceand mathematics)askswhether P = N hence
whether,whenevera problem has afast procedureverifying solutions,then
it admitsa (possibly slower but still) fast (=polynomial) procedurefinding
solutions.
According to the new spirit, what is primary even inquantifier elimination,
mainly towards decidability, is to get fast methods. Let us discuss this
featurefor the elimination of quantifiersof real closed fields:this is perhaps
the mostinterestingcase, owing to itsconnectionwith elementarygeometry.
Howevera devastatingresult of Fischerand Rabin shows

Theorem2.9.1 Any algorithm deciding, or even verifying membershipto
RCF for sentencesin the languageof ordered fields requires arunning time
at leastexponentialwith respect to the lengthof the input sentence.

Algorithm still meansTuring machine. NoticethatFischer-Rabin'sTheorem
only refers to the additive structureof the reals (R, +, -); recall that, in
this restrictedlanguage,the reals inherit in an obviousway astructureof Q
vectorspace,becausethescalarmultiplication by any rationalcan be defined
using +, and so form astructureelementarilyequivalent to (C, +, -). In
this sense,the theoremappliesalso to the complexfield, yielding the same
negativelower bound for the decision proceduresconcerningalgebraically
closed fields.
By the way, it is not known any decidabletheory with infinite modelsand
a decision procedurerunning in polynomial time. Indeed, if such a theory
exists, then P = N P
In particular, Tarski'soriginal elimination procedureis very inefficient and
slow. However, recently faster and more powerful elimination methodsfor
real closed fields have beenintroduced.We wish to quotethe Collins proce
dure, called cylindrical algebraic decompositionCAD, working in the worst
casesin a doubly exponentialtime with respectto the numberof variables
in the input formula. Implementationsof and other real quantifier
elimination methodsare discussed, for instance, in [33].

But now we want to treat briefly anotherintriguing relationship between
complexity theory and quantifier elimination (for arbitrary theories and
structures). A few lines ago we have saidalgorithm = Turing machine,
in accordancewith the Church-Turing Thesis. But the Turing model of
computationhas anintrinsic discretecharacter, so that its applicationsto
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a continous fra mework (likeR or C) seem laborious and unnat ural (how
ever, see [121] for adiscussionof this point). Consequently, new modelsof
computation, including real and complex numbers as possible inputs, and
even working in arbit rary structures, have beenintroduced. We quote the
Blurn-Shub-Smale BSSmodel ([14], [13]), or also t he Poizat approach [133].
T hese new perspectives extend t he Turing point of view: t heclassical com
pu tabili ty is just the computability overthe field F 2 with 2 elements; but
now computability over arbitrary structures is allowed . In part icular , for
every structure A , one can define in a suitable sensethe classesP and N P
(over A), one can cornpare these classesand check if P = N P over A. To
introduce these matters in detail would require a long time, so we refer
t he interested reader to the bibliography quoted at t he end ofthe chapter.
Remarkably, quantifier elimination arises in t hissetti ng. In fact, Poizat
observed

Theorem2.9.2 If P = N P over A , then the theoryof A eliminates the
quantifiers.

It is comparat ively easy to realize why. Let us refer for simplicity to t he Cole
examplequotedbefore. To prove that 267

- 1 is composite req uires to find
a nontrivial divisor , and hence toobtainsome witn esses ofthe (existential)
sentence3u3v(267 - 1 = uv). But, after Cole , we have simply to check the
quantifier free sentence

267
- 1 = 193797721X 761838257287.

In ot her words, what P = N P asks here is a procedure (indeed a quick
procedure) of eliminat ion of quant ifiers . T heorem 2.9.2 providesseveral ex
amples ofstructures for whichP -I N P. For instance, recall t heMacintyre
McKenna-Van den Driestheorems characterizingthe infinite fields whose
theory eliminatesthe quantifiersin the language for fields (they are t he al
gebraically closed fields) , orthe ord ered fields whosetheory elimin ates th e
quantifiers in the language for ordered fields(the real closed fields) . One
easily deduces

Corollary 2.9.3 1. P -I N P over the fie ldof rationale, or over the field
of reels (without the order relation).

2. P -I N P over the ordered fieldof rationale.

On the other side, quantifier elimination is only a necessary condit ion to
wards P = N P over a givenstructure. There doexist quantifier elimina ble
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structuresA such that P =1= N P over A : t his is the conte nt ofthe following
nice resul t of Meer.

Theorem2.9.4 P =1= N P over (R , +, - ).

In fact t he t heory of (R, +, -) is essent ially t he t heory of nonzero vec
torspaces overthe rational field , and so admits the elimination of quan tifiers
in t he languageLQ and even in{+ , -} because theaction of any rational
is easily defined bythe addit ivestruct ure without using quantifiers.
Wh at can we say about t he complex field, or the ordered field of reals?
T heir t heor ies eliminate t he qua nt ifiers in t he corres ponding language. Nev
ert helessP = N P is still an open question over these st ruct ures.Notably,
in the complex case, a key(N P-complete) problem towards a definitive an
swer is related to t he celebrated Hilbert Nullstellensatz (a classical algebraic
resul t closely related to Model T heory, as we will see in t he next chapter) :
in fact, it asks a quick procedure checking the solvability of a given finite
system of polyno mials over C (in arbitrarily many variables) . One shows
t hat P = N P over t he cornplex field if and only if t his fast procedure exists.
N P -com plete problems overthe ord ered field of reals are discussed in the
referencesquoted below.

2.10 References

Van den Dries [168]and Doner-Hodges [34] are two excellent and enjoyable
exposito ry papers, explaining Tarski's work on t he quantifier elimination
an d, more generally, t he history ofthis matter. T hey also include a rich
list of references. Here let us mention [87] and [154] on t he pioneeristi c
contributions of Lowenh eim and Skolem tothe elimination of quantifiers.
Langford 's elimination methods for dense or discrete ordersare in [81] and
in [82], while Tarski 's subsequent cont ribut ions in t hissett ing are in [160].
Tarski 's elimina t ion pro cedures for the real field and t he complex fieldare
given in [157], while Cohen's method in the real case is in [27]. [98]contains
t he Macintyre-McKenna-Van denDries t heoremssaying that algebraically
closedfi elds are t he only infini tefi elds whose first order t heory eliminatest he
quantifiers , and real closed fields are t he only ord ered fields wit h t hesame
feature. Let us mention that R. Thorn coined t he word "semialgebraic" in
[162].
Some more details about pp-elimination in modules(and a pro of of Neu
mann's Lemma 2.6.3) can be found in M.Prest 's book [136]; t he Eklof-Fisher
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paper[40] dealswith t he particular case of abeliangroups (andmodulesover
Dedekind domains).
T he computat ional aspectsof the quantifier eliminat ion forthe real field are
discussed in [33], while t he cylindrical algebraic decomposition algorithm
C AD is in the Collins paper[29]. The Fisher-Rabin t heorem ensuring that
no decisionalgorithm for the real field runs in polyn omial t ime is in [47].
[13], [14] describe th e newBlum-Shub-Smale model of computat ion; [133]
providesPoizat 's approach tothis th eme. K. Meer 's th eorem th at =J
over (R ,+,-) (although the corresponding t heory eliminates t he quanti
fi ers) is in [112].



Chapter 3

Model Completeness

3.1 An introduction

We already defined model completeness in Chapter 1: a theoryT is called
model complete if every embedding between models ofT is elementary. We
dealt with this notion also in Chapter 2, where we considered its connection
with quantifier elimination and completeness. But now we wish toexamine
model completeness in a closerand more direct way, to discuss its genesis
and motivations, as well as itsimportanceand applications.
Model completeness dealswith embeddingsbetween st ruct ures.This per
spect ive might look slight ly oblique with respect to t he fundamental purpo se
in mod el theory, namelyto connect sentences andstruct ures via t ruth; under
this poin t of view, the most genuine relation amongstruct ures is elemen
tary equivalence (that is , to satisfy the same sente nces). Nevert heless some
basic theorems in model theory, such as the Lowenheim-Skolemt heorems,
involve pre t ty naturally extensions, subst ruct ures, embeddings, and so draw
attenti on to thi s subject . Furthermore,as we will see in Section 3.2, th ere
are oth er possible ways ofintroducing model completeness. The fir st one
st ill deals with embeddingsand says that a theory T is model complete
when eachembeddingbetween models ofT preservesexistential formulas.
But another cha racterizat ion is quite syntactical and resemblesthe way we
defined quantifier eliminat ion; it says that a t heoryT is model complete
exactly when anyformula !.p(v) in the languageof T is equivalentin T to an
appropriateexistential formula !.p' (v)
The main motivations leadin g to model completeness come from algebra. For
instance,consider field th eory. Given a fieldK one looks at t he irreducible
polynomials f( x) E I<[ x]. Algebra builds richer and richerextensions of

85
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J( equipping t hesepolynomials with a singleroot, or all the possible roots.
Eventually, one reaches the algebraic closureJ( of J( a minimal extension
where every nonconstantpolynomial f(x) in I< [x ], and even inI< [x ] it self,
splits into linear factors, and so getsits own roots. Notice that, from a
logical poi nt of view,addinga root of a polynomial f( x) means to satisfy the
sentence3w(f(w) = 0) with param etersfrom I< (the coefficients of f( x)) . J(

is algebraically closed when it equals J( and hence when it is ableto satisfy
a ll t hese sentences whenf( x) ran ges over t he nonconstant polynomials over
I< it self. Pursuing t his logical approach, one ca n generalize and look at
a rbitrary L-structures instead of pure fields, towards two possible objects:

* to enla rgeA to a richer A sat isfying every existent ial sentence3wa(w)
(wi th a quantifier freea(w)), or even every sentence inL(A), or (why
not?) in L(A) , t oo;

* to examine closely t hestructures A.

This program recalls A . Weil's notion of universaldomains in [176]. Weil 's
idea (for t he class of fields) was to determine large and rich structures, em
bedding every fi eld under consideration. Of course , in the case of fields ,
universal domains are just algebraically closed fields ofinfinite transcen
dence degree. This strategy has now fallen into disuse within Algebraic
Geom et ry,but it is still alive in Model Theory (and certainl y it was in t he
sixt ies) . Model completeness arisesquite naturally in this framework: for , in
a model completetheor y for eve rymodel and for every L (A)-sentence

whenever is t rue in some modelextending then itself satisfies
so, it is worth devoting some specificpages to t his matter. T his is what
we will do in t his chapter. First we will give an abstract an alysis ofmodel
completeness.Then we will emphasize itsstrong connectionwith Alg ebra.
In fac t , Algebra inspires the notion of model completeness ,and several re
lated concepts; but, conversely, we will seethatsomedevelopmentsin Model
Theory concern ingmodel completeness doproduce a significant progress in
Algebra; ind eed some alternat ive elegant proofs of the celebrated Hilber t
Nullstellensatz, or of th e I-lilber t Seventeenth Problem , and,more notabl y,
t he solution of Ar tin 's Conjecture onp-adic fields witnesst hese fruit ful con
t ributions . Actually, t his was the dream of Abraham Robinson (t he father
of model completeness) : toquote his own words in his address tothe 1950
ICM ,

"Sym bolic Logiccanproduce useful tools for thedevelopmentsof
actual mathematics, moreparticularly of Algebra and, it would
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appear, of Algebraic Geometry. This is the realizationof an
ambition ... expressed by Leibniz ina let ter to Huyghensas long
ago as 1679".

This poin t of view is developed one year later in [140]. T he algebraictheo
rems recalled before docorroborate this program. Other deep confirmations
(also concern ing Geometry) will be prov ided in the next chapters.
Let us conclude t his sect ion by recalling some connect ions betweenmodel
completeness,elimination of quan t ifiers and completeness.
F irst of all, remember thatelimination ofquantifiers impl ies model complete
ness. T he converse is nottrue. For instance, we saw in t he last chapterthat
the t heory of real closed fieldsRCF loses t hequant ifier eliminat ion proper ty
if one removes t he relation symbol for �~ from its languageL: act ually the
order �~ is definablein the restricted language = {+ , - , " 0, 1}, as v �~ 0
is equivalent inRCF to

:3w(w2 = v)

bu t any possible definit ion needs quantifiers. However to forget �~ doesnot
affect modelcompleteness: infact every embedding : -+ B of real
closed fields inthe rest ricted language o enlargesnaturally and involves�~

(beca use t he nonnegative elements must equal t he squares) , so is elementary
in both L andL«.
On t heother side, mod el com pleteness can yield completeness und er some
suitable additional hypotheses. We saw t hatthis happens, for instance,
for real closed fields (or also for discretelinear orders) . The reason was
that RC F has a "minimal" model, emb edd able inevery real closed field:
the ordered field of realalgebraic numbers (hence the real closure of the
rat ionals) . Toextend this example towards a general set t ing, we need the
following

Definition 3.1.1 Let T be a theory. A modelofT is prime if it is embed
dable in every modelof T.

Examples3.1.2
of ACFo.

1. T he (complex)algebraicnumbersarea primemodel

2. The real algebraicnumbers are a prime model among real closed or
dered fields.

3. (N, �~�, 0, s) is a primemodel of dLO+.

Proposition3.1.3 Let T a model complete theory .1fT has aprime model
A , then T is complete.
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Proof. Justadapt the argument ofRCF. For every modelB of T , there is
an embeddingof A into B. Owing to model completeness, t his embedding
is elementary.In part icularB is elementarily equivalent toA. Hence all th e
models of T are elementarilyequivalent to eachother. ConsequentlyT is
complete. '"

Another useful criterion deducingcompleteness from modelcompletenessis
the following one (we used it whendealing with dense linear ord ers in t he
last chapter).

Proposition3.1.4 Let T a model complete theory. Assume that any two
models A and Bof T admit a common extensionC in M od(T). Then T is
complete.

Proof. Given A and B, form a common extensionC. Owing to model
completeness, t he embeddings ofboth A and B in C are elementary. So A
and B areelementarily equivalent to C, and consequent lyto each oth er. '"

However , be careful:model completenessdoes not imply completenessin
general. Just to avoid anytemptationabout t hispoint, recall algebraically
closed fields. AC F is model complete, but it is not complete: one needs to
specify the characteristicto get a prime model and hence to ded uce, even
via model completeness, that ACFp is complete for everyp = 0 or prime.

3.2 Abraham Robinson's test

Let T be a t heory in alanguage L . We know thatT eliminates t he quantifiers
if and only if every L-formula is equivalent in T to a suitable quantifier
free formula (with the same freevariables). Model completeness can be
characterized in a similar way. Indeedonecan showthatT is model complete
if and only every L-formula is equ ivalent in T to an existential formula, or
also, if you like V rat herthan 3, to a universal formula (in fact, assume
that every L-formula ip (v) admits an existent ial L-formula equivalent in T ;
apply this property to 'ip(v) and yield the correspondingexistential form ula
ip' (v); concludethat ip (v) is equivalent inT to ' ip'(v) , which in its t urn is
obviously equivalent to auniversal formula; the converse can beshown in
t he same way) .
There is another remarkable related characterizationof model completeness
via embeddings. Recall that T model completejust meansthat every em
bedding betweentwo models ofT is element ary.But, notably, this is also
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equivalent to require that every embeddingbetween two models of T is
existential (at a first sight, a weakercondition). This is the content of the
so called Abraham Robinson Test for model completeness. We willapply
t his criterion to some algebraic set t ings inthe next section. Now wewant to
showRobinson 's Test and , at th e same t ime,the previous characterizat ions
of model completeness in terms of existential , or universalformulas.

Theorem 3.2 .1 (A. Robinson) Let T be a theoryofL. Thefollowing propo
sitions are equivalent:

(i) T is model complete;

(ii) every embedding from Ainto B, where A and B are modelsof T , is

existential;

(iii) for everyL-formula <p (if), there is an existentialformula ip' (if) equiv
alent to <p (if) in T;

(iv) fo r everyL-formula <p( if), there is auniversal formula <p" (if) equtu
alent to <p (if) in T .

Proof. (i)=>(ii) is clear, and (iii){:} (iv) was alread yestablished .
Let us consider now (ii)=>(iii) ,(iv) .
We preliminarily showthat , if (ii) holds, then every existent ial formula <p (if)
adm its an equivalent universal formul a ,and conversely. So assum e<p(if)
existe nt ial. Let ti be th e lengt h ofif. Look at t he set S of the universal
formul as 0"( if) in satisfying

Vif(<p(if) -t O"(if)) E T.

Notice that S is closed under conjunctions 1\ (up to straightforwardma
nipulations) . What we need is a form ilia0" (if) in S sat isfying the further
condition

Vif(O"(V) -t <p (if)) ET;

in fact, in this case,er(if) is a universal formula equivalent to<p (if) in T , and
we are done. Suppose towards a cont radiction that no er(if) E S works. We
can express t hisassumptionin t he following way: in alanguageL' extending

by a sequencecof n new constant symbols,

for every er(if) E S T U {O" (C) , -' <p( C)} has a model
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(otherwise, for every mod elM of T and every m in cr(Mn), m E rp (Mn),
and soV'v(cr(V) -+ rp(v)) is in T ). Recall t hatS is closedunderconjunctions
and usecompactness to dedu ce that

T U {cr(C) : er(V)ES}U{.rp (C)}

has a mod el. In oth er words , t here are amodel A of T and a sequenceii in
An (th e interpretationof cin A) such t hat

ii E n a (iI)EScr(An)

but ii �~ rp (An). Put ii = (aI, . . . , an)' Now take any quantifier free for
mula O(V, in L and supposethat t here is a sequenceb in A for which
A F O(ii , Let h denote th e length of w (and of in particular put
b= (bl , . .. , Then V'W.O(V, w) is a universalL-formula, but ii cannot
sat isfy it . Hence V'W.O(V, w) �~ S . It follows that, in some modelA* of T ,
a suitable sequencea* in rp (A*n) does not sat isfyV'w.OCu, w); hence, for
some b A* F O(a* , b We can express t his fact in the following way.
Conside r t helanguage to avoid any danger of confusion, distin guish
t he elements of and t heir names in and denote byCa th e constant
symbol corresponding toa, for every a E Wh at we have just shown is
t hat

TU { rp (caIl . .. , can)} U {O (cap . . . , Can' CbI' .. . , Cbh )}

has a model. Again using compactness and t he fact that the quantifier
free formul as of are closed und er conjunction, we see that t he union of
TU { rp (Ca! , . . . , Can)} and of th e whole collectio n of the form_ulas O(Ca!, ... ,
Can' Cb!, .. . , Cbh ) whereh ranges over non negati ve integers,b = (b1, ... , bh)
over O(v, over quan tifier free L-formulas and A F O(ii, b) has a
model. LetA' denote th e restriction of this st ruct ure to -hence a model of
T -, and let a' = ct for every a E A. Therefore,for every quantifier free L
formulaO(v, andeverybin A' F O(;;} , hi) if andonly if A F O(ii, b) So
a f---7 a' for every a E embeds A into A'. (ii) implies t hat this embedding
is existe nt ial. Con sequently, as A' F rp (a one dedu cesA F rp( ii) -a
cont radiction-. So a universaler(v) equivalent torp (v) exists .
The converse reduction (from universal to existenti al formul as) ca n be han
dled by passing to negations.
At this point , the proof is stra ightforward . Take an arbit ra ryL-formula
rp (v) We arelooking for an equivalent existenti al, or universalformula. If
rp(V) has noquantifier , t hen there is nothing to prove, and weare don e.
Otherwise writerp(v) as

QI ZI ... Qkzka (V,Zl , .. . , Zk)
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where k is a positive integer, the Qj's (1 ::; j ::; k) are quantifiers (\7' or
:3) and Zl, ... , Zk) is quantifi er free. Proceed by induct ion onk using
what was preliminarily shown: t he det ails are an easy exercise.
At last, let us showthat (iv) *(i) . This is quite simple. We know that,
if f : -+ B is any embedding between models B of T , then, for
every universal L-formula<p(v) and every sequencea in B F <p (J (a))
implies F r.p(a). But (iv) ensuresthat any L-formul a is equivalent in T
to a suitable universal form ula , and so enlargesthe previousstatementto
arbitrary formulas. ..

As an immediate consequence of(i)*(i ii) , let us point out the following
noteworthy fact.

Corollary 3 .2 .2 In a model complete theory, the definable sets arejust the
projections of sets definable by quantifier f reeformulas.

3.3 Model completenessand Algebra

Model com pleteness of AC F and RC F was shown inthe last chapteras
a consequenceof elimination of quantifiers. Robi nson's Test provides a di
rect proof (in these and inother relevantcases). Here we wish to illust rate
this new approach. However ,the main object in this sect ion is to empha
size the role ofmodel complete nesstowards somenoteworthy applications
to Algebra. We und erlined in 3.1 A.Robinson 's program, and his hope
t hat a progress in model th eory could supply Algebrawith new important
andfruitful tools and techniques. Mod el complete nessreally exemplifies this
project. In fact, we will seethat, just using the model complete ness ofACF
and RCF , A. Robinsonfound neat and elega ntproofs of classical results,
such as the Hilbert Nullstellensatzand the solutionof Hilbert's Seventeenth
Problem (atheorem of Art in) .But we want to underlinethat the model th e
oretic approach can provide not onlyalternativeproofsof previously known
theorems, but also , and more not ably, new andoriginal answersto some
formerly open famous algebraic problems, for instanceArtin 's Conjecture
on p-adic fields (this will be treatedin 3.4).
But now let us show t he model completeness ofACF and RCF via the A.
RobinsonTest, as promised.

Theorem 3.3.1 (A. Robinson) ACF is model complete .
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Proof. Supposenot. Owing to the RobinsonTest, thereis someembedding
betweenalgebraicallyclosed fields which isnot existential. Let f : K -7 1-l
be a counterexample.With no loss ofgenerality, we can assumethat K
is a su bfield of1-l and f is just the inclusion (otherwise, replaceK by its
isomorphiccopy inside There are a quantifier free formula cv(V w) in
the language = {+, - , " 0, I} anda sequenceilin K such that :3wcv(v, w)
is true in 1-l and false in Incidentally, recall that cv(V w) is (equivalent
to) a disjunction of conjunctionsof equationsand inequations;however,as
:3 is distributive with respectto V, we can assumethat cv( w) is directly
a single conjunction of equationsand inequations. Let bsatisfy cv(il, b) in

Form the extensionK(b) of K by i, its algebraicclosureK(b) embeds
itself in and satisfies:3wcv(il, w) becauseit includes So there is no loss

of generality in replacing 'H. by K(b) and hencein assumingthat 1-l = K(b)
hasa finite transcendencedegree(> 0) over Now take a transcendence
basistl, .. . , t s of 1-l over and split the embeddingK �~ K(tl .. . , t s ) by

whereK, = K(t 1 ... , ti) for every i = 1, ... , s. Thereis somei = 1, ... , s
such that :3wcv(il, w) is true in and false in Ki-l. We can replaceK �~ H.
by Ki-l �~ and to assume

1-l = K(t)

for a single transcendentalelementt over K. So :3wcv(il, w) is true in K(t)
and false in
Now take any algebraicallyclosed extensionK' of K having transcendence
degree2 1. Hence K' enlargesK(u) for sometranscendentalelementu over
K. Steinitz's analysisof algebraically closed fields tells us that K(t) and
K (u) areisomorphicvia a function enlargingthe identity of K and mapping
t into u. Then K (u) and, consequently,K' satisfy :3wcv(ii, w): our sentence
is true in every algebraically closed extensionK' of K with transcendence
degree2 1. Equivalently, in the languageextending by a newconstant
c, :3wcv(il, tu) is a consequenceof plus the infinitely manysentences
ensuringthat c is transcendentalover i. e. does not solve any nonzero
polynomial with 1 unknown and coefficientsfrom Usecompactnessand
deducethat finitely manysentencessuffice (in addition to to imply
:3tucv( in particular, c can be interpretedby a suitableelementof K
(out of the rootsof a finite systemof polynomialsin K[ In conclusion,K
satisfies:3wcv(il, w): a contradiction. Hence ACF is model complete. ..
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Which are t he mainalgebraicingredientsof thi s Robinson proof? Basically,
Steinitz 's analysis of algebraically closed fields . More specifically, two key
points should beunderlined:

1. every field has analgebraic closure, and this is unique up to isomor
phism enlarging t he identity in the ground field;

2. if K is an algebraically closed field andt is transcendental over J(,

th en t he isomorphism class ofK(t) over K is uniquely determined (in
t he sensethat two extensions ofthis kind are isomorphic via amap
extendingthe ident ity of J().

One can realize that real closed fieldssatisfy similar propert ies:

1. every ord ered field has areal closure (a minimal real closedexten
sion), and this is algeb ra ic over theground field , and unique up to
isomorphism enlarging th e identity in the ground field;

2. if K is a real closed ord ered fieldand t is t ranscendental over J(, th en
the isomorphism class ofK(t) over K is fully characterized by the cut
t determinesover J(.

So, whendealing with model completenessfor R C F, one can reproducethe
proof of the algebraically closed case(with some complicat ions due to th e
order) and deduce

Theorem 3.3.2 (A . Robin son) RCF is model complete .

Robinson 's Test can also be used to prove th e mod elcompleteness of several
theories wemet in t he previous chapter : discre te linearorders, dense linear
orders and so on .The readermay checkthis, as an exercise.But here we
prefer to discusssomevery noteworthyapplicationsof t he model complete
ness ofACF and RC F to Algebra. T hey provide new elegant proofs of
known algebraicfacts.
First let usdeal with algebraically closed fields and Hilbert's Nullstellensatz.

Theorem3.3.3 (Hilbert Nullstellensatz) Let K be an algebraically closed
field, J be an idealof the ring K[X] (where x abridges, as usual, the sequen ce
of unknowns(Xl , ... , xn ) ) . Th en , fo r eve rypolynomial f( x) E J([X] ,

f(ii) = 0 f or every dE K " such that g(ii) = 0 fo r all g( x) E I

if and on ly if
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for some positive integerm f m(x)El.

Proof. The direction from right to left is clear. Converse ly, su ppose towards
a cont radict ion that t here exists some polynomial f( x) in K[ x] suchthat

f (ii) = 0 for every ii E K " such t hatg(ii) = 0 for all g(x) E I

but

f m(x) rJ. I for every positi ve int eger m .

Let be an ideal ofK[ X] suchthat ;2 I , no power1m (x) of 1(x) (with m a
positive int eger) lies in and is maximal with respect to th eseconditions
(Zorn's Lemma ensures that such aJ exists). We claim that J is prime. In
fact, take two polynomials go(x) , gl (x) in K[ X] - J; t hen the ideals

Jo generated by J and go(x) ,

1 generated by andgl (x)

st rict ly includ e J ; accordingly there are two positi ve integersmo ,m 1 such
t hat f mo(x) E Jo, I": (x) E J1 So there exist two polynomi alsqo(x),
q1(x) E K[ X] such that

F" (x) - s.(x)qi(x) E Ji' Vi = 0,1.

Consequent ly
r-r: (x)

is in the ideal generated byJ and go(x). gl (x), and sogo(x) . gl (x) rJ. J .
Hence J is prime, and R = K[X] / J is an integral domain extending K
by th e function mapping any a E K to a + Th en K embedsinto the
algebraicclosureF of the field of quotients of R . As ACF is model com
plete,this embedding is elementary. Now take any (finit e) set ofgenerators
10(x),... , 18(X) of I (I is finit ely generated becau seK[X] is Noetherian),
and noticethat the L(K) -sentence

::Iv (/\ f i(V) = 0 1\ (v) = 0))
�i�~�8

is t rue in F (owing to t he seque nce(X l + J,... , Xn + J )). Consequent ly t his
sentence is t rue also inK So t here exists some ii in K " such that ii satisfies
10(x),... , f8(X) and consequent ly allthe polyno mials in I , but ii does not
annihilate f (x) -a contradictio n-. ..
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Now we dealwith RCF, and with Hilbert's SeventeenthProblem. This was
solved byArtin in 1927. Indeed Artin himself and Schreier developed t he
algebraic notion of real closed fieldjust to answerHilbert's question. Later
A. Robinson proposed a very nice andsimple proof, founded on th emodel
com plete ness ofRCF. Here we want to report A. Robinson's approac h.
First let us introduceHilbert's problem in detail.
Indeedthe seventeenth question in the celebrated Hilbert 1900 list just con
cerns ordered fields(more properly, the ordered field of reals ) . Recall that,
in anyorderedfield K , a rationalfunction E K is said to besemidef
inite positive if and only if, for every sequence in K (suchthat f(ii) is
defined) , f(ii) �~ O. Of course, t he sums of squaresin are semidefinite
positi ve. I-Tilb ert 's Seventee nt hProblem conjectures t hat the converse is
alsotrue whenK is t heorderedfield of real numbers. As already said, Art in
solved positively t his question; indeed he extendedth e result to arbit ra ry
real closed ordered fields Now we provide A. Robinson 's proof of t his
t heorem.

Theorem3.3.4 (Ar tin) Let K be a real closed ordered fiel d,( ) a semidef
inite positive rational function in K( . T hen f( can be expressed as a
sum of squa res in

Proof. We need t he following algebra ic fact .

Fact 3.3.5 Let K be a fiel d, and assume that, fo r every natural t andfor
every choiceof aa, .. . , at E K , if L i<t at = 0, then aa= ...=at = 0 (su ch
a fie ld K is usually called formally real). Let a be an element ofK suchthat
a cannot be represented as asum of squares in K . Th en thereexists a tota l
order:::; in K making K an ordered fiel dand a < O.

Now let us begin our proof. Take a semidefinite positive E

Suppose towards acontradictionthat cannot be expressed as asum
of squares. Clearl y is a formally real field . So, owing toFact 3.3.5,
there is sometotal order relation :::; in K( with respect to which K(
becomes an ordered field and < O. Notice that this order relation
:::; in when restricted to doesequal the primitive order of in
fac t, in both these relations, t he non-negative elementsof K are j ust the
squares in In ot her words, is a substruct ure of ( in our langu age
for ordered fields . Recallthat every ord ered field admits a minimal real
closedextension (itsreal closure) , and accordingly embed intothe real
closure Altogether weobtain an embeddingof into As RCF is
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model complete, t his embedding is elementary. But x) and consequently
R satisfy t he L(K )-sentence

3 ( ) < 0)

(owing to t he sequencex) Accordingly also sat isfies < 0). Bu t
t his cont radicts our ass umption that x) is semidefinite positive. •

3.4 p-adic fields and Artin's Conj ecture

Real numberscomplete the rational field with respect tothe usual metric
topology. For every prime p, p-adic numberscomplete th e rationals with
respect to an alternat ive topology, called p-adic. Let us short ly remind th is
topology. First write (uniquely) any nonzerorational a as

a = h:
s

whereh rand s are integers,s is positive and h r , s are pairwise coprime;
t hen define a function v from t he multiplicative groupQ* of nonzerora tio 
na ls into t heordered additi vegroup of integers by put tin g, fora as before,

On e gets in th is way a gro up homomorphism from Q* into the integers,
satisfying t he additional condit ion

vp(a+ b) �~ min{ vp(a), vp(b)} 'tI a, seQ*

(this is st raightforward to check) .v can be form ally extended to 0 in some
art ificial way; putting vp(O) = 00 is a reasonable choice, ash divides 0
amongth e integersfor every natural number h Now pu t , for every positive
integer

Oh = {a E Q : v ( a) �~ h}

andtake theOh'Sas basic openneighbourhoods of 0, hencetheir translations
Oh + b wit h b E Q as basic open sets.One gets a new topology of th e
rationals: t hep-adictopology. As already said, t heset Qp of p-adicnumbers
is t he complet ion ofQ with resp ect to this topology.
In order to realize as well as possible what a p-adic number is,and so to
introduce Qp in amore detailed way, one can follow severa l equivalent ways:
see [36] for a general outli ne of this poin t . Here we limitourselvesto sketch
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some basicideas. A possibleapproach to p-adicnumbers might usethe well
known fact t hat every positive integera has auniquep-adic decomposition

where n and t he ai's are natural numbers, an =1= 0 and a; < P for all i ::; n.

Under this perspective, vp(a) is just the least i ::; n for which a; =1= o. Hence,
for every nonzeronatural an+l < p, it is t rivial to realize

So, whenconsidering Cau chysequencesof integerswith respectto thep-adic
topology and equippingsuch asequencewith a limit , one naturally builds
infinite sums

where the ai'S are non negativeintegers< p.
Enlarging the analysis from positive int egers toarbitrary nonzerorationals
leads to conside rgeneralinfinit e sums

00

(*) L aipi
i=N

where the ai'S are, as above,natural numbers < p, aN =1= 0 but N is now
any fixed -even negat ive-integer: in this sense(*) exhibits a typical p-adic
number. 0 can be easily recoveredin this framework as the infinite sum
whose coeffi cients areconstantly O.
Hence, for everyprime p , Qp is t he set of t hese infinite su ms. One defines
in a suitab le wayaddition + and multip lication· in Qp, extending the usual
operations in Q. But here we have to becareful: sum and product are not
computedcomponentwise,but assuggestedby t he algebraicframework. For
instance,the trivial identity 1 + (p- 1) = P must be read

(1 + 0 . p) + ((p - 1) + 0 .p) = 0 + 1 ·p.

However t heseoperationsequip Qp with a field structure, extending the
rational field; vp can be enlarged to Qp in very simple way, as, for a =
�I�: �~ �N aipi as before (and aN =1= 0) , vp(a) is just N. Onesees that
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is a local subring (t hering ofp-adic integers), and

Ip ={aE Qp : vp(a» O}

is its maximal ideal. One easily checksthat the quo tient field Zp/ Ip is
isomor phicto the field Fp with p elements .
We want to underline two fur th er basicproperties of Qp.

(a) The first one isquite trivial, and simply points out that vp(p) = 1.

(b) The other is mor e substant ial andconcerns the so called Hensel's
Lemma. This is a key result in locating roots of polynomials in Qp, in
fact it statest hat,

if f(x) is a monic polynomial in Zp[x], then any decomposi
tion of f( x) modulo I p in F p[x] as aproductof two relat ively
coprim emonic polynomials lifts to a decomposit ion of f( x)
as aproduct of two mon ic polynomials in Zp[x].

This concludesour short sum maryabout th e algebraicstruct ure of Qp for
every prime p. What we have sket ched suggests some similarit ieswith the
reals. Actually both Qpand R have acommontopological genesis from t he
rationals (and, und erthis point of view, acommontopological st ructure of
locally compactfield); moreover th ere doadmit some reasonable crite ria to
locaterootsof polynomials (t he Sign Change prop er ty for t hereals , Hensel's
Lemmain t he p-adic case ).

Now we want to discussanother example, closely recalling Q p. We take any
field K (but below we will be primarily interestedin the field Fp with p
elements for any primep). We look at the formal Laurent series

00

a(t) = L: ai
i = N

wherea; E K for every i �~ N and N is a given integer. T he cor responding
set K((t )) inherits a fi eld st ructure extendingK , provided that we define
th e addition + componentwiseand the mult iplication . in the obviousway
enlarging theproduct in K . Again th e setK [[t]] of formal power series

00

L: ai
i= O
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is a local subring, whosemaximal ideal just contains the power serieswith
ao= O. One eas ily deducethat t he quotient ring is (isomorphicto) K.
The function VK from the multiplicative group K ((t ))* (where ", as befor e,
means to exclude 0) into the (ordered) additive group of integers sending
any nonzeroLaurent seriesa(t) as before (with aN i= 0) to N againyields a
group homomorphism sharing with vp and Qp th e following property

VK(a(t )+ b(t)) 2 min{vK(a(t)), vK(b(t ))}

for all a(t) and b(t) in I<((t)) *.
Now assumeK = Fp for a given prime p . In this restri cted framework

(a) VFp (P) i= 1. Notice that th is distinguishes Fp((t)) and Qp.

(b) HoweverFp((t )), just as Qp,satisfies Hensel' s Lemma.

An abst ract not ionincluding p-adics as well asformal Laurent seriesand
other relatedexamples towards acommongeneral treatment is the concept
of valued field: this is astructure (K , 9, v) whereK is a field ,9 is an ordered
abelian group, andv is a grouphomomorphismfrom th e mult iplicative group
K * in 9 satisfying the further ass umpt ion

v(a+ b) 2 min{ v(a), v(b)} 'tfa, s«1(*.

The function v is ca lled the valuation m ap . A genera l algebraic analysis
promptly confirms some basicproperties observed in th e previousexamples:
in par ticu lar , for every valued field(K, 9, v), {a E I< : v(a) 2 O} is a local
subring (the valuation ring) , and its maximal ideal is ju st {a E I< : v(a) >
O} ; th e correspondingquotient field is called t heresidue field of (K , 9, v ),
and will be denotedby K below (hence allthroughout t his section K denotes
resid ue fieldrather than algebra ic closure).
A valued field is called Henselian when it satisfies Hensel'sLemma, hence
when the following holds:

Let f( x) be a monic polynomial in R [x] and let l( x) denoteits
projection in K[x]. Th en anydecomposition of]( x) in K[x] as a
product of two relatively coprimemonic polynomials

f( x) = ,(x) . A:(x)

lift s to a decomposition of f( x) into the product of two monic
polynomialsin R[x]

f (x ) = g(x ) . k (x )

wh ere g (x )= ,(x) and k(x) = A: (x ) .
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For every prime p, both (Qp , Z, vp) and (Fp((t)), Z, VF ) are Henselian
valued fields (althoughthey do not admit the samecharacteristic,and hence
their valuation of is not the same).
Now let us comebackto our original frameworkand henceto p-adicnumbers.
Here Artin proposeda famousconjecture.

Conjecture3.4.1 (A rtin's Conjecture)Let p be a prime. For all positive
integersnandd with n > d2, everyhomogeneouspolynomialf(Xl ' .. . , xn ) E
Qp[Xl' ... , xn ] of degree dhas a nonzeroroot in Qp.

The conjectureis inspired by the underlined resemblance betweenQp and
Fp((t)) for every prime p. Actually in the valued field Fp((t)) the claim is
true for every choice of p, nand as proved by Lang. But the behaviour
of thep-adicsin this settingis not the same,in fact Artin's Conjecturefails
for some p, nand This was observedby Terjanian, who in [161] did
exactly what one is expectedto do in disprovinga statement,and exhibited
a counterexamplefor somesuitablep, nand
However an asymptoticform of the conjectureis true: for any choice of n

and Artin's statementis satisfiedby all but finitely manyvaluesof This
was the contentof a celebratedtheoremofAx, Kochen and Ershovin 1965,
which, combined with Terjanian'scounterexample,provides a sufficiently
completeanswerto the question. The Ax-Kochen-Ershovapproachis es
sentially model theoretic. Indeed, they developeda generalanalysisof the
model theory of valued fields, and deducedthe asymptoticform of Artin's
Conjectureas a consequence,using compactnessand transfer techniques.
Let us briefly survey their work.
First of all, we haveto clarify how to handlevaluedfields from a model the
oretic point of view: which languageto use,andso on. The moreconvincing
approachviews a valued field as a two-sortedstructure, in other words as a
structurewith two sortsof variables,where

* the former sort of variablesconcernsthe elementsof the field,

* the latter sort of variables is devoted to the elementsof the valuation
group;

moreoverthere are the usual field symbols for the former sort, and (dis
jointly) the symbolsof orderedgroupsfor the latter; finally a l-ary oper
ation symbol v is reservedfor the valuation map. Valued fields are easily
axiomatizedin a first order way in this language.
This approachemphasizes,within valued fields 9, v) the role of three
underlying structures:
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the original field

the ordered abelian groupY

and finally , to capture the valuation map v,

t he residu efi eld
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Ax , Kochen and Ershov show that t hesestructures rule the behaviour of
t he whole valued field( y v) with resp ect to elementary equivalence . In
fact , t heir main general result says

Theorem3.4.2 Let (K , y v ) be an Hen selian valued field, whose residu e
field has characte ristic Th en thecomplete theory of (K , y v) is fully
determined by the complete theoriesof the ordered valued groupY and the
residue field K .

Warning: T he theorem does not applydirectl y to Qp or toFp((t)) for
any prime because t hese valued fields do notrespect t he hypothesis on
t he characterist ic of the residue field . Nevertheless the Ax-Kochen-Ershov
main theorem is enough to t hrow abridge between the valued fields of
Laurent seriesFp((t)) and t he p-adic valued fields Qp with respect to Ar t in 's
Conjecture, andto deduce its asymptotic solution.

Theorem3.4.3 (Ax-Kochen-Ershov) For all posit ive in tegers n , d with
n > d2 , for all but fi n itely many primes p, everyhomogeneouspolynomial
f( XI' . . . , xn) E Q p[x }, . .. , xnJof degree d has anontrivia l root in Qp.

Proof. (Sketch) We can limit ourse lves totreat t he case n = d2 + 1.
Otherwise put = 0 for n > i> d2+1 and work wit hX •• • , xd2+l : up to
rearranging the ind ices ofour unknowns, wecan ass ume that what weget
in this way is ahomogeneous polynomial of degreed in X l, . . . , X d2+I , and
every nontrivial zero ofthis polynomial clearly produces anontrivial root of
f(XI ' ... , xn ) . Needless to say, for any fixedd (and n), Ar tin 's Conjecture
becomes a first order sente nceCid in t he lan guage of valued fields: t his is
a routine exe rcise,easy to check. We know from Lan g that t his sentence
Cid is t rue in the valued field (Fp((t)) , Z, V Fp) for all primes p. This fact,
in part icular its uniform validi ty for every p, is noteworthy; actually, we
are in a situation qui te similar to t he one described in Chapter 2, § 4, for
algebraically closed fields. In part icular, one canapply th e same transfer
machinery, combinethe Ax-Kochen-Ershovmain theoremand Lang's resul t ,
and in conclusion deduce that Cid is true in every valuedfield v) such
that
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* K is I-I enselian ,

3.

* 9 is elementarilyequivalent (as an ordered group) to t heintegers (9 is
called a Z-group in t his case) ,

* t he residue field K is a pseudofinite field of characterist ic O.

Of course,this does not concerndirectly any p-ad ic field Qp, because its
residu e fi eld has characterist ic But , in proving only finite ly many
sentencesabout the characterist ic 0 of th e residu efi eld are necessary.This
implies that is true in Qp for almost all prim esp, as claim ed . '"

Owing to the Terjanian counterexample quoted before, this Ax-Kochen
Ershov answer tothe Artin Conject ure isthe best possib le.
None of these results refersdirectly to mod el complete ness. Nevertheless
the spirit and the techniques of the modeltheoretic approac hofAx , Kochen
and Ershovclearly owe to A. Robinson 's ideas,and are intimately related
to his dream of linking Algebra and Mathematical Logic via Mod el T heory.
One should also rememb er that the Ax-Kochen-Ershov main t heorem does
not apply to t hep-adic fields Qp, because, as already observed,the char ac
teristic of t heir residue fields is notO. So one may wonder, for every pr imep ,
how to characterize Qp, and even its twinF ((t)) up to elementary equiva
lence, in other words how to ax iomatize in a first orde r way theircomplete
theories (incidentally recall that Q -I F ((t)) because t he involved
characteristics are not equal) . Here model cornpleteness sounds useful. In
deed , we alreadyunderlined that p-adics and reals share seve ra l relevan t
similarit ies: modelcompleteness,and a prec ise first ord er axiomat izat ion,
are amongthem. In fact , t he followingtheoremholds.

Theorem 3.4.4 (Ax-Kochen-E rshov)For everyprime p, let Tp be the the
ory of the valued fields (K, v) such that

* K is Henselianand has characte ristic 0,

* 9 is a Z -group,

* the residue field K is (elementarily equivalent to) the field with p eleme nts,

* v( p) is 1 -the least positive element in G-.

Then Tp is model complete and complete. In part icular Tp is the theoryof
the valued fieldof p-adic numbers.
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Whatcan we sayaboutdefinablesets inQ p,or also about quantifier elimina
tion for p-adics? Macintyre showedquantifier elimination in a very natural
languagewith addit ional relation symbols for t he valuation ring and the set
of n-th powers for everyn. This provides, of course,some moreinformation
on definablesets; inparticular, one can seethat the p-ad icssat isfy

Theorem3.4.5 (Macintyre) Eve ry infinite definable subsetof Q p has a
nonemptyinterior.

Notice that t his is exact ly what happens forthe reals. F inally, let us remind
that Tp is not t he t heory ofFp((t)); actually, the question of determining
the first ordertheory of this valued field seemsstill open .

3.5 Existentially closed structures

Example3.5.1 T he class of fields and t he subclass of algebraically closed
fields satisfy t he following properti es:

(i) every field embedsinto an algebraically closed fields (for instance, into
its algebraicclosure);

(ii) every embeddingbetweenalgebraicallyclosed fields is elementary (in
other words,the theory ACF is model complete ).

Con sequently (in our languageL for fields)

(iii) for every embedding of an algebraically closedfi eld /C into a field 1l ,
and for every quantifier free formula <p ew) of L(K) , if 1l F <p(w)
then /C F <p(w) (in other wordsthe embedding is existential).

In fact, owing to (i), 1l embeds in somealgebraically closed field1l as
1l F w) also 1l sat isfies <p( Clearly /C embeds into 1l through
1l , and th is embeddingis elementarybecause of(ii) . Hence/C F <p(w)
Not ice that (iii) is not a secondary property, but doesinclude the definition
itself of an algebraically closed field/C. In fact , t he latter requires that every
non-constant polynomial f( x) E K[ x] has a root /C, or, equivalently, that /C
satisfies all the L(K)-fo rmulas

) = 0)

(true in someextension of/C) . (iii) saysthat this still holds when wereplace
few) = 0 by any quantifier free L (I<)-formula <p ew) (with arbitrarily many
variables) .
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From an algebraic point of view, (iii) implies that any finite sys te m of equa
tions

1 = 0, .. . ,1 ) = 0,

with 10( , . . . , E has a solut ion inour algebraically closed field
/C whenever it finds a zero in someextensionof /C: to see this, just apply
(iii) to

(v) : 1\ 1i(V) = 0.
i<t

Example3.5.2 A similar analysis can be developed in t he language of
orderedfields with respect to t he subclass ofreal closed fields.
In fact

(i) any orde red fieldhas some real closed extension (for instance, it s real
closure) ;

(ii) any embeddingbetween real closed fields is eleme ntary (as t he t heory
is model complete).

(i) and (ii) imply, j ust as in th e previous case,that, in the language of
orderedfields,

(iii) for every embeddingof a real closed field/C into an ordered field
and for everyquantifier free formula ( ) of L(K), if}{ 1=
t hen /C 1= )

Algebraica lly speaking, (iii) implies that, in a real closed field/C , any finite
syste m of equ ations and disequations

= 0, . .. , ) = 0, 90(X) > 0, ...,98( X) > 0,

with 10 , . . .,1 90(X) , . . .,98( X) E adm itting a solution in som e
ordered field extending /C , does have some solut ion even in/C.
So (iii) is not aminor propertyof real closed fieldsbut includestheir defini
tion it self, or, mor e precisely,their characterizationsaying that real closed
fields are just the ordered fields/C with no proper ordered algebraic exten
sion: if 1( E has a root in someorderedextension of /C , then it finds
a solut ion also in/C.

Now consider any class K ofstructures ill a language T he previous
examples suggestthe following notion.
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Definition 3.5.3 A structure A inK is existentially closed (e. c.)
if and only if every embeddingof A in some BE K is existential (i. e.,
for every quantifier f ree L(A)-formula a( if B F wa(w), then A F
wa(w))

Let E(K ) denote t he class of e. c.struct ures inK. Clearl y, among fields,
e. c. struct ures are just the algebraically closed fields,and, among ord ered
fields, e. c. st ruct ures are just the real closed fields.
Given a class K =1= 0, fir st we can wonder whether there exist some e. c.
structures in K , and hence whether E(K) =1= 0. T he answer is posit ive,at
least under some simple condit ions onK. For instance, one can see what
follows.

Example3.5.4 Let K be a class ofstruct ures . Assume th at , whenever
(I , ::;) is a to t ally ordered set and eachi E ind icatesa st ruct ure E K
in such a way that, for i ::; j in is a substructure of j t hen the
union A = U iE! Ai -as defined in Cha pter 1- isstill in K . In this case ,every
A E K embeds in somestructure of E(K ); in particular, E(K) is not empty.

Notice also t hat, in t he examples above, K is elementary, as well asE(K) .
Accordingly one can wonde r whether , in general, if K is elementary, t hen
E(K ) is . The answer is negative.

Examples3.5.5 (a) If K is the -elementary- class of groups, t hen
E(K) is not elementary any more (thi s is a resu lt of Eklof and Sa b
bagh ).

(b) If K is t he -elementary- class of com mutative rings, t henE(K ) is
not elementary any mor e (as shown by Cherlin) .

The proofs mix compactness and some algebraicfacts. We shallprovide
t heir detailsat t he end of thissection. It should be emphasized that, while
e. c. fi elds are fully characterized in a first ord er way, e. c. rings are
not . T hesame happens for gro ups. Conversely, among ab elian groups, e.
c. structuresare an elementary class: they are exactly t he divisible ab elian
groups admitt ing infinitely many elements of period p for every pr imep ;

t his is shown in [41], where e. c. closedmodules over suitable rings are also
discussed .
However , take an elementary class K ; letT denote its t heory. If E(K) is
element ary, t hen T*= Th(E(K)) is said to be a model companionof T .
Clearly T �~ * Moreover t he following result holds (generalizing what was
observed in ourstart ing examples).
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Theorem3.5.6 (Eklof - Sabbagh)Let K be an elementary class of L
structures, T = Th(K), T* be an L-theory containing T . Then T* is a
modelcompanionofT (and £(K) = Mod(T*)) if and only if

(i) for every E K, there existssome E M od(T*) where embeds
zn;

(ii) T* is modelcomplete.

Existentially closed structures,and model companions, were intensively
studied in the sixties and in the seventies. Several-elementary-algebraic
classesK were considered, to checkwhetherexistentially closed structures
in K were or not an elementary class,to providea satisfactorycharacteriza
tion in the positivecase,and to analysetheir complexity in the negativeone.
This was not (and is not) a barren and unproductiveexercise: in fact, it
brought to light somevery interestingclassesof (existentiallyclosed) struc
tures, such asdifferentially closed fields. Weshall treat them (and other
key examples)in the next sections; but we want to emphasizesince now
that th e notion itself of differentially closed field-a quite algebra ic concept
arisesfor thefir st time within theframeworkof e. c. structures: no algebra ic
treatmentprecededthe model theoretic approach.Moreover, it should be
pointed out that new interestingelementaryclassesof existentially closed
structureshave beenconsideredquite recently, for instanceamong fields
with a distinguished automor phism.This framework, too, will be explained
later in this chapter.
Also in the negativecase, when existentially closedstructurescannotform
an elementaryclass ,their analysishas someintriguing features. The main
purposehereis to understandthe reasonsof nonelementarityand, hence,in
somesense, tomeasure how complicatedthe class of e. c. objectsis. To
illu stratethis point, we show, as promised,that existentially closedgroups
are not an elementary class, andthe same is true for existentially closed
commutative rings (with identity), and we discuss briefly these negative
results. First let us deal with groups.

Theorem3.5.7 (Eklof - Sabbagh)LetK be the -elementary- classofgroups.
Then £(K) is not elementary.

Proof. We work in the languageL = {-, -1 , I}. We need two preliminar y
facts. 9 denotesan e. c.group.

Fact 3.5.8 For everypositive integer n, 9 admits someelementsof period
n.
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Proof. Take t he direct product 9' of 9 and a cyclic group of order n.
Clearly 9' has some elements of period n , in other words it sat isfies the
existenti al sentence 3w(wn = 11\!\d/n,d=/=n'(Wd = 1)). As 9 is e. c. , 9
satisfies the same condit ion, hence it has some elements as required.

Fact 3.5.9 Two elementsof infini te period in 9 are conjugate.

Proof. This is a more delicate point, and refers to a theoremof Higm an ,
B. H. Neumann and H. Neumann , building, for any two elements a and b
of infinite period in 9, a group 9' extending 9 and a n element t E C' such
that taCl = b. So 9' F 3w(waw-l = b). 9 inh erits this property because
it is existentially closed .
Now ass ume£(K) elementary, £(K) = M od(T) for a suitable L-theory T .
Fact 2 saysthat, in a language L' extending L by two new constant symbols
c and

T U {,( en= 1), ,(dn = 1) : nE N, n > O} F 3w(wcw-l = d).

By compactnesst here is someposit ive integer forwhich

T U { , (en = 1), ,(dn = 1) : 0 < n �~ N } F 3w(wcw-l = d) .

Hence take an e. c. group 9 and two elements a, b in G of period N + 1,
+ 2 respectively: owing to Fact 1, this can be done. Then and b are

conjugatein C: but this clearly contradictsthe fact that their periods are

different. '"

Actually ex istent ially closed groupsare a very complicated class: [91] con
tains several results illustrating t heir wildn ess. In particular, we like to
mention a noteworthy connection wit h t he word problem for groups.

Theorem3.5.10 (Macintyre, Neumann)A finit ely generated group can be
presented with a solvable word problemif and only if it is embeddable in all
e. c. groups.

Now let us deal with rings.

Theorem3.5.11 (Cherlin) Let K be the -elementary- classofcommutative
rings with identit y. Then£(K) is not elementary.

Proof. T hroughout t heproof, ring abbreviates commutative ring with
identity. Accordingly we work in the language = {+, -, " 0, I}. Again,
we needtwo preliminary facts. denotesan e. c. ring.
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Fact 3.5.12 Th e nilradical of R (i. e. the idealof nilpotent elements) is
0-definable in R in a uniform way (valid in any e. c. ring) .

Proof. We claim that, for every a E R , a is nilpo tent if and only if a
does not divid e any nonzero idempotent element . This is clearl y enough
for our pu rposes, because the latter condition can be easily written as a (n
existent ial) first orderformula in L

:3w(v ·w = v2
• w2 1\ ,(v · w = 0)).

The implication from the left to the right is quite simple. For, leta divid e
some idem potente E R ; as an = 0 for some integer ti 2:: 2, it follows
o= en = e. Conversely, ass umethat a is not nilpotent. Form the quotient
ring R' = R[x]/I where I is t he ideal generated bythe polynomial ax-a2x2 •

Then R' extendsR in the obvious way, bythe embedding of R in R[x] and
the project ion of R[x] onto R'. In R' t he imageI + a of a divides t he
idempotent 1+ ax; moreover1+ ax =f 0, otherwise in R[x]

(*) ax = (ax - a2x2)f(x)

for some f( x) = L i<n f ix i E R[x]. A compa rison ofthe coeffi cients of t he
same degreein (*) yields

afo = a,

a2 f i = af i+l Vi = 1, . .. , n - 1,

and , event ually,
a2in= O.

In particular an+2 = 0 -a contrad ict ion-. So the image ofa in R' divides a
non zero idempotent ; asR is e. c.,a satisfies t hesamecond ition in R .

Fact 3.5.13 For every positive integer n, R contains some nilpotent a sat
isf ying an+! = 0 and an =f O.

Proof. Again enlargeR to suitable quo tients of the polynomial ring R[x].
This ti me, for every positive integer n form R' = R[x]/ I where J is the
ideal generated by x n+1 • One easily checks t ha tR embeds inR' by the map
a 1---7 I + a for every a E R ; moreover (I + x )n+l = I , while (I + x )n =f I.
HenceR' satisfies :3w(wn+1 = 0 1\ ,(wn = 0)). As R is e. c., t he same is
true in R.

Now we ca nconclude our proof. Again we usecompactness. Enlarge L by
a new constant symbol c and, in t he new languageL' look at

T ' = Th([(K)) U {,( cn = 0) : n E N ,n > O}U
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Uf 3w(c·w = c2
• w2 1\ --, (c· w = O))}.

Every finite �T�~ �~ ' has its own mod el: for , th ere is a positiveinteger
such that

and the latter set of sentences doesadmit a mod el: it suffices totake an
e. c. ring and interpret c in a nilpotent element satisfying 0 (Fact
2 ensuresthat a exists ) . By compact nessT' has a model:this is a ring
sat isfying the same sente nces as e. c. rings ,but it is not e. c. , because
it contains a nonnilpotent element (the interpretation of c) div iding some
nonzero idempotent. In conclusion, E(K) is not elementary,because its
theory has non e. c. models. ..

Notably, nilpotents are t he key obstacle to the non elementarity ofthe class
of e. c. rings. In fact , for th e restricted classK of redu ced rings(i. e.
rings without nonzero nilpo tents) E(K) is elementary. On theother side, if
one allows nilpotent elements, even of bounded exponent (for instance one
conside rs rings whose nilpo tents a satisfy a2 = 0), t hen t he elementarity of
e. c. objects gets lost [164].

3.6 F o
A differen tial ring is a com mutative ring K with identi ty, having an addi
tional 1-ary operation D (called derivation) such th at

D(a+b) = Dc v Db,

D(a · b) = a· Db+b · Da

for every a and bin K. A differential field is a differential ring which is also
afield . So asuitable first ord er language L' for differential fields enlarges
our language for fields by a new 1-ary operationsymbol(to be represented
by
Differential fields include

• (K, D) where K is any field and D = 0,

but alsomore significant and interestin gstruct ures, like

• (K(x), l;J whereK is any field ,K(x ) is t he field of rational functions
wit h coefficients from K in t he unknown x , and txis the deri vative
operation;
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• for any nonemptyconnectedopen subsetU of C, the field of mero-
morphic functions from U to C , with respectto the usual derivative.

Differential fields and rings were introduced by Ritt in the thirties, and
differential algebradevelopedgreatlysince then. Now classicalandexcellent
references, like [76] or the nimbler [67], expoundits foundations. For our
purposesin this section,we just need a fewalgebraiccrumbson differential
fields (/C,
First of all , notice that the usual derivation rules for powers andquotients,
like

D(an ) = nan - 1 Da

for every elementa in and every integer n , still hold and can be easily
deduced from the definition.
Moreover, the elementsa E suchthat Da = 0 form asubfield of /C, called
the constant subfield and denotedC (/C).
Insteadof the usual (algebraic) polynomials f(x) E I<[x], now differential
polynomialsare considered:they are algebraicpolynomials in the unknowns

x , Dx , .. . , Dnx, ...

wheren is a natural,and form adifferential ring /C{x} with respectto the
obviousoperations.
For every non-zerodifferential polynomial f E we can define

• the degreeof f( x) (with respectto x , or Dx, and so on)

but also

• the order of f(x): thi s is the maximal naturaln such that Dnx occurs
in f(x) , if there is somen with this property, and -1 otherwise, so
when f(x) = a E K (clearly one agreesDOx = x).

Differential polynomial rings in more variables/C{i} are introducedin the
sameway.
Whatis the role of modeltheoryin this setting?As weshall see in a few lines,
it is quite relevant, mainly with respectto existentially closed structures.
Actually differentialalgebradid not provide, beforemodel theory,any notion
of differentially closed field-somethingresemblingalgebraically closed fields
amongfields, or real closed fieldsamongorderedfields-.But the interestin
existentiallyclosedstructures, and hence,particularly, in existentiallyclosed
differential fields , led A. Robinsonto consider this questionfrom the model
theoreticpoint of view.
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Hence take the -elernentary- class of differential fields in our language i:
We wonder if t he class of existentially closed objects is elementary, in oth er
words if t he t heory of differential fields has amodelcompanion. At this poin t
it is advisable for us to distinguish in our t reatmentt he characterist ic 0 case
from t he prim echaracteristic case . We shall devote t he next sect ion to t he
lat ter ; hence, now we limitourselves to differential fields of characteristic O.
In this restricted framework, A. Robinson poin ted out

Theorem 3.6 .1 (A. Robinson , 1959) Th e theory of differential fields of
characteris tic 0 has amodel companion,and this eliminates thequantifiers
in the language i:

This model companion was denotedDCFo; its models were called differen 
tially closed fields (of characteristic 0) . Unfortunately, A. Robinson's ap
pro ach was not able to determine any incisive first ord er ax iomat izat ion for
D C Fo. Actually, what was lackingat t hat time was a suitable background.
In fact , in t he paradigmaticalcasesof AC F and RC F, th e notions t hem
selves of algebraically closed fieldand real closed field clearl y preceded A.
Robinson 's treatment, and the existe nceand uniqu eness of an algebra ic clo
sure and a real closure played a key role in t he model completenessproofs.
On t he cont rary, in t he different ial case, t he concept of differentially closed
fields was just rising wit hin t he model t heoretic approac h, and, consequent ly,
nothing resem bling adifferential clos ureof a differential field (as aminim al
different ially closedextension) was known , even in characterist ic O.
Accordingly one had to wait for new significant progress in modeltheory,
mainly due to Michae l Morley, before overcomin g this algebraicgap. We
shall refer in detail Morley's ideas,and their effects for differentially closed
fi elds, in Chapte r 6.But we wish to anticipate here a short repo rt on th e
end of th e affair (so far) . In particular , wewant to recall that in 1968 L.
Blum, in her PhD thesis, found an elegantand nice axiomatizationof DCFo.
What she showed was

Theorem 3.6.2 (1. Blum) Amongdifferential fields (K ,D) in characteris
t ic 0, the existentially closed objects are exact ly those satisf ying the follo wing
property :

(*) fo r every choice of f (x) and g(x ) inK{ x} - {O} such that the orderof f
is larger than the orderof g , there is somea E [( fo r which f (a )= 0

but g (a)f. O.

It is easy to express(*) in a first order way by infinitely many sentences
in L', L. Blum's work is described in Sacks's book [146]: she confirmed
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quan tifier elimination, model completeness(and completeness) of D C Fo;
but her analysis went farther and , combined with a quite abstract mod el
t heoretic result of Shelah, yielded

Theorem3.6.3 Any differential field (K, D ) of charact eristic 0 has a dif
ferential closu re (a minimal differentially closed extension), and this is
unique up to isomorphism fi xing I< pointwise.

We shall refer in more detail onthis poin t in Chapter 6. But we want
to emphas izethat, at last , differential closures do exist and are uniqu e (in
characteristic 0) , and t he model th eoretic approach of A.Robinson and L.
Blum was the very first not only in introducing differentially closed fields,
but also in showing th ese existence and uniqueness results. Ofcourse, some
mysterystill persists. Mostnotably, it issurprising, and perh aps regrettable,
to learn t hat, presentl y, no exp licit example of differenti ally closed field is
known .
However , we conclude t hissection by discussing someminor but useful
points.
First of all, notice that every different ially closed field( D) of character
istic 0 is algebraically closed: to see t his, just apply Blum's theorem to the
par t icular case whenf (x ) E I< [x ], g (x ) = 1. Similarly t he constant field
C( is algebraically closed (we will see why in Chapter 6) .
Secondly,what can we say about definablesetsin a differentially closed field
( D) of characterist ic O? Here

(*) t he basic definablesetsare, of course, the sets ofrootsof finite systems
of different ial polynomials in I< { i} ; t hey are just the closed sets in
a Noether ian topology (t he Kolchin topology) in K " (where n is t he
length of i);

(*) the Kolchin constructible sets -i. e. th e finite Boolean combinat ions of
Kolchin closed sets- are st ill definable, of course;

(*) owing to the elimination of quantifiers, no further definablesoccur; in
oth er words,definablej ust meansKolchin constr uctible.

3.7 SCFp and DCFp

As promised, wewant to deal here wit h differentially closed fields in prime
characteristic But our treatment needs a preliminary remark. Indeed we
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und erlined in the previoussection t ha t differentially closed fields ofchar
acterist ic 0 are algebra ically closed as well.This cannot hold anymore in
the prime characterist ic case. In fact , take any differential field (K , D) in
cha racterist icp: notice that I< P< C (I<) becau se

D(aP) = p aP-
1 D a = 0 Va E I< .

Now any algebraically closed field ofcharacteristic p is perfect ; in other
words, every elementcan be (un iquely) expressed as ap-th power. It fol
lows that no differential field of characterist ic p can be algebraically closed,
except the trivi al case when th e derivation D is identically O. In particular
we cannotexpect that the underlying field of a differentially closed field is
st ill algebraicallyclosed. This remark threatens somemajor complications
with respect tothe characterist ic 0 case; and anyhowsuggests a prelim
inary analysis on somepossible weak closure notions for pure fields K in
characteristic p, compatible with I< =1= to:
Accordingly, take a fieldK (in any cha racte rist ic) . Apolynomial f (x) E I< [x]
of degree2: 1 is said to beseparable if andonly if f (x) has nomultiple roots
(in the algebraicclosure of K).
When K has characterist ic 0, every irreduciblepolynomial f (x) E I<[ x] is
also separable. Otherwise a multiple root a of f( x) annihilates also th e
formal derivative f'( x) of f( x) -still a polynomial in I<[ x]-, and hence the
greatest common divisorq(x) of f( x) and f'( x) (in I<[ x]). So q(x) is not
constant; however the degree ofq(x) is strict ly smaller than the degr ee
of f(x ), because it is less orequal to the degree of f'(x). Hence f( x) is
reducible.
Now assumet hat K has a prime characteristic p. Recall t he Frobenius
morphism Fr in K (and in every extension of K) , the one sending any
element a into its p-th power a", Fr is injective. This t ime, I< [x] may include
someirreduciblenon-separablepolynomials: for instance, given a E I< - I< P
and apositive integerh,

h
f( x) = xP - a

is irreducible, but has aunique root in the algebra ic closure of K because
Fr is 1-1; notice that f'(x) = o.
We saythat K is separablyclosedif and only if every sepa rable polyno mial
f( x) in I<[x] has a root in K .
Separablyclosed fieldsK form an elementary class in the language L of
fields; in fact, they are axiomatized by t he infinitely many sentencessaying
that every polynomial f( x) with a non-zero derivative has a root in K .
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However,in characteristic0, separablyclosedjust meansalgebraically closed.
On the contrary, in a prime characteristicp, there exist some separably
closed,non-algebraicallyclosedfields; indeedone showsthat a field J( is

algebraicallyclosed

if and on ly if

J( is separablyclosedand Fr is onto (that is, J( = J(P is perfect).

If this is not the case, weare led to considerthe field extensionJ( :2 J(P and
henceJ( as a vectorspaceover J(P . A set B <;;;; K is ca lled ap-basisof J( over
J(P if the monomials

(when n , eo,... , en range over natural numbers, aa, .. . , an are pairwise
distinct elements inBand e; < P for every i ::; n) form a basisof J( over
J(P (as a vectorspace). One shows that a p-basis B always exists and it s
cardinality dependson ly on J( : it is called the imperfection degreeof J(.

The model theory of separably closed(possibly non algebraically closed)
fields J( of prime characteristicp was investigatedby Ershov in 1967 [46].
Let seFp denote t heir theory. Of course, seFp is not complete, because
t he imperfect ion degree ofthesefields may change,and suitable first order
formulas in the languageoffi elds can express it s valu e, whenfinit e, or wit ness
its infinity otherwise. But Ershov observed that this imperfection degree is
the on ly obstructionto completeness; in fact, he showed

Theorem3 .7 .1 (Ershov) Let J( be a separably closed fieldof prime char
acteristic p . Then the elementary equivalence class ofJ( is fully determined
by its imperfectiondegree,if finite, or by the fact that this degree isinfinite,
otherwise.

Ershov's proof shows (an d uses)model completeness in a suit ableenriched
languagecapturingthe notion of p-basis.Notice that separably closedfields
do havesomenoteworthy algebraic connect ionswith differential fields. For
instance,given any separably closed fieldJ( and a p-basis B of J( , one can
see that any function 0 f rom B to K enlargesuniqu ely to a derivation D of
J( , and soequipsJ( with a structureof differential field .

This relationship between separably closed fieldsand differential fields in
prime characteristicp getsstrongerif we enter t he model theoretic frame
work and weconsider differentially closedfields. But, beforeproviding more
details, we haveto explain what a differentially closedfield in characteristic
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p is. Ind eed , westill have to clarify if, even in this set t ing , existentially
closed objects are an elementary class: so far , we have simp ly realized that
the an alysis should bemore complicated than in characteristic 0, because
no existe nt ially closed differential field can be algebraically closed .
Well, the answer is again positive: t he theory of differential fields of charac
teristic p doesadmit a model companion.This is the content of a theorem
of Carol Wood , who alsofound a nice axiomatizat ion of existe nt ially closed
objects.

T heorem 3.7. 2 (C . Wood) A differential field (/C, D ) in characteristic p
is existentially closed ifand only if

(i) C(K) equalsK P,

(ii) fo r every choiceof two differential polynomials f (x ) and g(x ) in
K {x } - {O} such that the orderof f (x ) is greaterthan the orderofg (x )
and the formal derivat iveof f (x ) with respect to D" x is not0, there is
some a E K such that f(a) = 0 and g(a) =1= o.

The model companion of the t heory of differential fields in characteristic p is
usually deno tedDCFp; its models -hence the existent ially closed differential
fields- areagain called differentially closed fields.Notably, t hey are separably
closed: t his isimplicitly said in (ii), provided t hatwe restrict to polynomi als
f( x) of ord er 0and we takeg( x) = 1. Moreovertheir imp erfection degree is
infinit e, becauset he dimension itself of /C over C (K) = K Pis infinit e: to see
this, just use (ii) again and take, for every positive integer rn , an element
X m in K satisfying D m x m = 0 and Dm-1Xm =1= 0; notice t hat t he xm's are
linearly ind ependent overC( K) (this is an easyexercise) .
DC Fp is mod el complete and complete, bu t does not eliminate the quan ti
fiers in the language L' : quantifier eliminat ion needs a larger setting, with
a further operation extracting p-th roots when possible, and valuing 0 oth
erwise.
Again, general resul ts ofpure model t heory ensure t he exist ence andunique
ness of a differential closure for differential fields(/C, D ) satisfying C(K) =
K P.

3.8

In t his section we deal with difference fields. These are structures (/C, 0" )
where /C is a field and0" is a distinguished (su rjective) automorphism. More
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generally, difference rings can be introduced in thesameway. Difference
fields include som e t rivial examples like

( id) for every field !C

but also

(!C Fr)

where !C is a perfect field of pr ime characterist ic p and Fr is t he Frobenius
morphism in !C: for every a E Fr(a) = al', Notice t hat theseexamples
include any finitefi eld !C.
At a super ficial sight,this set t ing resembles different ial fields.In both cases
t heunderlyingfield is enr iched by a l-ary operation,andthe onlydissonance
concerns the rules that this new function has to sat isfy: the derivation
laws in th e differenti al case, and t hemorphism laws presently. Of course,
t his connection is shallow, and sharp distinctions arise inexamining these
structures in a deeper way. Nevertheless some (minor) similarit ies persist .
For instance, given a difference field( ) one can lookat t he fixed subfield

Fi = E : ( ) = }

T his resem bles in some way t he constantsubfield of a differential field .
Similarly, instead of algebra ic polynomialsf (x) E I<[ x], one can form differ
ence polynomials in (or, possibly, in more unk nowns): t hey are algebraic
polynomials in

( ) 2( ) . .. , ( . ..

(wit h n natural). So formally t his is the same set as in the differential case;
but , of course,the new rules relating <T and t he operations ofaddition and
multiplication dictate a different ringstruct ure.This ring is usually deno ted
!C ( ) and gets a difference ringstruct ure extending (!C <T) in th e obvious
way.
Difference algebra was began by Rit t inthe thirties; now it is largely devel
oped andincludes some fund amental references, such as [28] (warning: the
terminology used in [28] is not t he same as here; in fact in that book a dif
ferencefi eld is a field wit h a distinguished monomorphism <T ; when <T is also
surjective, the difference field is called inversive). Wh at ca n we say within
t he model theoretic approach? First of all, notice that t he language fordif
ference fields enlarges{+, " - , 0, I } by a new l -ary operation symbol. So
t he resul tin gsetting again reminds differenti al fields, although now we prefer
to denote t he new symbol by<T. Difference fieldsare eas ily axiomatized in
a first order way in t his language.
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But our main question is how to characterize existent ia lly closeddifference
fields. Is their class axiomatizable? In other words, doesthe theory of
difference fieldsadmit a model companion ?
We should emphasize t hatthis interest in existent ially closeddifference fields
is comparatively recent. Ind eed ,at t he beginning of the nineties,Macintyre,
Van den Dries andWook showed t heir elementarity an d found a nice(al
though non trivial) axiornatization: t his is reported in [95]. In detail

Theorem 3.8.1 A difference fiel d (K ,a) is existentially closed if and only
if

(i) K is algebraically closed;

(ii) for every irreducible affine variety U over andfo r every subvariety
V of U X a(U) such that both the projectionsofV in to U anda(U) are
dense with respect to the Zariski topology, there is a point a of U (over

for which (a, a (a)) is in V .

Expressing (ii) in a first order way is not immediate, because it requires,
after all, to qu an t ify with respect to irreducible varieties. Howeverthis can
be done, owing to generalbou ndedness resul ts for (algebraic) polynomials
over fields [172].
The theory of existent ially closed difference fields is denoted ACF A ; their
modelsarecalled algebraically closed fields withan automorphism,although
this name is a lit tl e misleading, and wehaveto be ca reful aboutit. So recall
that they are not sim ply algebr aically closed fieldsenriched by anyarbitrary
automorphism, but just existent ially closedstructures amongfields wit h an
automorphism: (ii) has to be resp ected . Of courseACF A is model complete,
as a model companion. But ACFA is not com plete. However oneshows
t hat the key features fully determining t he elementary equ ivalenceclass of
a model (K , a) of ACFA are

(*) t he characteristic of the underlying field K

an d

(*) the action of a on the algebraic closure of t he prime subfield (upto
isomorphism).

The interest in ACF A is also related to its role towards a modeltheoretic
proofof classical questions in Algebraic Geometry, like t he Manin-Mumford
Conjecture. We will discuss t his point in Chapter 8. However t heseintrigu
ing connections led to a systemat ic st udy of AC F A, mainly pursued by
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Chatzidakisand Hrushovski in [20], and later by Chatzidakis,Hrushovski
and Peterzil in [21]. Herewe limit ourselvesto somevery basicinformation.
First of all, it turns out that, for any algebraically closed field with an
automorphism(K, 0"), thefixed subfield is pseudofinite,so it satisfies
the axiomsof finite fields, but (consequently)it is not algebraicallyclosed.
What aboutdefinablesets?

• First one meetsthezero setsof finite systemsof differencepolynomials
in K(X';; they are, again, the closedsetsin a Noetheriantopology for
K" (where is the length of is an example,becauseit is
defined by =

• Secondly,one hasto include the constructiblesetsin this topology, i.
e. the finite Booleancombinationsof closedsets.

• However, this is not enough, becausequantifier elimination fails for
ACFA in its original language. So definable does not imply con
structible. Here is a possible counterexample. We work inside an
"algebraically closed field with an automorphism" (K of charac
teristic 0 and suitably large cardinality. Due to this assumptionand
existentialclosedness,we canfind inside K two elementsa and b tran
scendentalover the prime subfield Q, and b in , and two
squareroots a' and b' of a, b, respectively,such that

= O"(b') = -b'.

and b satisfy the samequantifier free formulas, becausethey are
fixed by 0" and f f (b) i= 0 for every nonzeropolynomial f (x) over
the rationals. Nevertheless

= v A :3w(w2 = v A = w))

holdsfor b and not for a, and hencedefinesa non-constructibleset. Of
course,owing to model completeness,the projectionsof constructible
setsexhaustthe definableones.

Of course,owing to modelcompleteness,the projectionsof constructible
setsexhaustthe definableones.

A final important remark. We saw that no exampleof differentially closed
field (even in characteristic0) is known so far. This is not the case for
ACFA. In fact, Hrushovskiand, independently,Macintyre built somemod
els (K, 0") of ACFA explicitly; they are obtained by consideringsuitable
pseudofinitefields with a rather natural extensionof the Frobeniusmor
phism.
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Chapter 4

Elimination of imaginaries

4 .1 Interpretability

Let A be a structurefor a language We already dealt with definabil
ity in A when weintroduced definable sets and, more generally, definable
struct ures inA (see example 1.7.3 , 4) .The latter are th e st ruct uresA' for
a languageL' (possibly different from L) such that both the universe A' of
A ' and t he interpretations of symbols ofL ' in A' are definable inA . As in
t he case ofsets,we can introduce alsothe concept ofX -de finablestr ucture
for X �~ A In t he quotedexample, we observed that (N, + ,. ) is a st ruct ure
definable in (Z ,+,.). Here weprovide some fur th erexamples.

Examples 4.1. 1 1. Let L = {x , e,- l } be th e language for groups,9 be
a group. The centreZ(9) of 9 is t he set of elements of G commuting
with any elementof G, and so it is 0-definable as aset, by th e formula

Vw(v x w = w X v) .

But Z( 9) is also a subgroup of9, and hence a gro up wit h respect to t he
restrictions to Z (9) of t he operations of 9. Clearly t heseoperations
are 0-definable in 9. It follows that Z(9) is 0-definab le in9 also as a
group (and hence as anL-structure).

2. Let L = {a, 1,+," - } be the languagefor fields, IC be a field. Let us
consider, in t he languageL' = {x , e,- l } for groups, th e linear group
of degreen (n a positi ve integer) overIC

GL(n, ),

121
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in otherwords thegroupof n X n matriceswith entriesin J{ anddeter
minant i= 0, with the usual row-by-column product. Then GL(n, K)
is a structure0-definablein K.

In fact, the n X n matriceswith entriesin J{ can be viewed as tuples
if = (aijkj in J{n

2
• So the elements ofGL(n, K) are exactly those

tuples in J{n
2

satisfying
-,(det if = 0)

(here if abridges(Vij kj): recall that det is a homogeneuspolynomial
of degreen with coefficientsin thesubstructureof K generatedby 0,1.
The multiplication is defined by

n

ifxw=z 1\ (zij=LvihWhj) ,
Is i,jsn h=l

the identical matrix In by

1\ Vii = 1 /\ 1\ Vij = 0,
l<i<n Isi,jsn,i#j

and, finally, the inverseoperationby

if = w- 1
: "if X w = In" .

But Algebradealsnot only with substructures, but alsowith quotientstruc
tures. For instance,in the examplesquoted before, one can observewhat
follows.

1. Look at the quotientgroup 9/Z(9). As Z(9) is 0-definablein 9, the
equivalencerelation in G

whose equivalenceclassesare just the elementsof 9/Z(9) is also 0
definable. It follows that 9/Z(9) , as a quotient set, but also as a
quotientgroup, "lives" in 9.

2. The special linear groupof degreen over K

SL(n,K)

(a subgroupof G L( n, K)) is 0-definablein K: just considertheformula

det(if) = 1.
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Accordingly, just as in the prev iousexample, t he quotient group
GL(n, K ) j SL(n, K ) can be recovered inK by a suitable 0-defin able
equivalence relation. On th e other sideG L (n, K) jSL(n , K ) is isomor
phic to t he mult iplicative gro upK * of nonzero elements ofI< , and K *
itself is directly 0-definable inK (as a gro up, without involving any
quotient construction) .

These remarks int roducethe following

Definition 4.1.2 Let A be a structurefor L . A structure A' for L' is said
to be interpretable in A if and on ly if there exist apositive integer n , a
su bset S�~ An definable in A, an equivalence relation E over A n definable
in A such that A' = S ]E and

(i) for everycostantsy mbolc of L', {a E An : alE = cA'} is definable in
A;

(ii) for everyk-ary function symbol f of L' , {(al , " " �a�~ �, a) E A n(k+l) :

fA' (aIIE, ... ,aklE) = alE} is definable in A ;

(iii) for every k-ary relation symbol R of L' , {(al , . . . , ak ) E A nk :

(aIIE, . . . ,aklE) E RA' } is definable in A .

T he concept ofX- interpretable struct ure (for X �~ A) is defined in t he
usual way. Everystructuredefinable inA is interpret able inA (t hrough t he
equality relation) .

Example 4.1.3 GL(n, K ) j SL(n , K ) is 0-interpretable in K .

4.2 Imaginaryelements

The examples of t he previoussection showthat, in a given L-structure A ,
one meetsnot only

real elements

(t hose of t he domainA) , but even

im aginary elem ents,

t. e , equivalence classes of 0-definable equivalence relations E .

T he following technique, essent ially due to Shelah, shows how toexpandin
a natu ral way t hestructure A (and its languageL) in order to make the
imaginary elements real.
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Definition 4.2 .1 U q is the languageobtainedby L taking, for every equiv
alence relation over An (for somepositive integern) 0-definable in

• a 1-ary relation symbolAE (andamong these also A=);

• an n-ary function sym bol7rE .

Definition 4 .2 .2 A eq is the structure foru q such that

• the universe of Aeq is the disjoint union of the interpretationsin A eq
of the relation symbols AE;

• for every equivalence relat ion AE is interpreted as the quotient
set An E (in particular A= as {{a} : a EA} , which can becanoni
cally identifi ed withA) and7rE as thenatural project ion from An onto
AnjE;

• the symbolsfrom have thesame interpretation as in (aft er iden 
tifying A and the interpretation of A=).

One can checkthat , if and are st ructures for and == then
A eq== B'", This allows to define,T '" = Th(Aeq ) when T = Th (A). Many
significant properties of T are preservedunder passing fromT to T '", On
t he other hand, in T '" = Th(Aeq ) t he imaginary elements of get real.For
example, take a positive integer andthe relation = in An; = is 0-definable,
and hence, for every = (a1 ' ... , an) E An, t he class of modulo =, is
a real element ofA eq; so we can view any n-tuple in An as a realelement.
Indeed it is acommon agreement in Model Theory to considerthe tuples
from a structureA as elements ofA: t hey are imaginary elements inA , and
hence real elements inA eq.

Sometimes imaginary elementscan benaturally ident ified with real elements
of (or wit h finite sequencesof real elements of ) and hence referring to
A eqis no more necessary. Let us pro pose asimple example.

Example4.2.3 Let K be a field. We already pointed out that
GL(n,K)j SL(n,K) is isomorphic tothe multipli cative group * (0-definable
in It follows that t heimaginary elements SL(n, with E GL(n,
can be ident ifiedwith the real elementsdet( of * by th e determinant
function (more precisely by the isomorphism from GL(n , SL(n , K) to
J(* induced bydet).

In general:
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Definition 4.2.4 A structureA for L has the elimination of imagi
naries if and only if, for everyequivalencerelation E over An (n a positive
integer) 0-definable in A and aE An, there are aformula r.p(v,w) of Land
a unique sequence b in A such that

A structureA for L has a uniform elimination of imaginaries if and
only if, for every E as above, there exist a formula r.p (ii, w) of L and, for
eachaE An, a unique sequenceb in A such that

Theorem 4.2.5 LetA be astructure for L . Th en the follo wing proposit ions
are equivalent.

(i) A has a uniform elimination of imaginaries;

(ii) for every positive integer ti and equivalence relat ion E overAn 0
definable inA , there is a mapFi; 0-definable in A, with domain An
and range�~ Am (for some posit iveintegerm), such that,Va,a' E An,

a, a' are equivalent in E �~ FE(a) = FE(a' ).

Hence, ifA has auniform eliminat ion of imaginaries, th en, for every equiv
alence relation E as above, t he equivalence classes ofE ca n bethought as
tupies of real elements ofA , provided we ident ify,Va in An,

alE wit h FE(a).

It follows that referring to A eq is not necessary, because what is 0-inter
pretablein A is even 0-definable in A.

Proof. (i)=?(ii) For each a E A , define FE(a) as the unique elementbsuch
that alE = r.p (An, b) .
(ii)=?(i) Take r.p (v, Z) : "FE(V) = i" e b= FE(a). .,

T he t heory of elimina t ion of imaginaries was essentially developedby Poizat.
Actually Poizat'streatment is slight ly different from ours. They do coincide
for st ruct uresadmittingat leasttwo constants, or even two distinct definable
elements(see [131],Theorem16.16). As weare mainly interestedin fields,
and fields clearly sat isfy thi s condit ion, we canproceed with no anguishes.
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4.3 Algebraically closedfields

Notably, manyfamili ar struct uresadmit a uniform eliminat ion ofimaginar
ies. Let uspropose some exa mples.The fir st case we deal with concern s
algebraically closed fields: the aim ofthis section is just to prove

T heor e m 4 .3.1 Every algebraically closed fieldIC has a uniform elimina
tion of imaginaries.

The proof is a direct consequence ofthe following two lemmas.

Lemma4.3 .2 If IC is an algebraically closed field, thenIC has the elimina
tion of imaginaries.

Lemma4.3.3 Let L be a language with (at least) two cons tantsymbols,
IC be an L-structure interpreting these two constant symbols in different
elements. If IC has the elim inationof imaginaries, thenIC has a uniform
elimination of imaginaries.

Obviously an algebraically closed field IC satisfies also t he hypotheses of
lemma 4.3.3: th e language for fields has two constant symbols0, 1 int er
preted inIC as two different elements . HenceIC uniformly eliminatesimagi
naries (provided it eliminatest hem) .

Now we showLemma4.3 .2. The proof we provide here uses t he minim al
ity of any algebraically closed fi eld IC , hencethe fact that every definable
subsetof 1< is finite or cofinite . An alternative approach (working even for
differentially closed fields) will beproducedin Chapter 6.

Proof. Let n be a positive integer , E be an equi valence relation 0-definable
in K" : Let E (if ill) indicate t heformula defining E . F ix aE K", Consider
the formula

El (VI , ill) : :JV2 :Jv ( ill) .

El(lC ,a) is a definable set, and hence byCorollary 2.4.8 is eit her finit e or
cofinite . If E l it) is finit e, th en it contains only elements algebraic over
(th e subfieldgenerated by) a; in fact two elements t ra nscendental over (t he
subfield generated by) aare linked by some automorphism of IC fixing every
element ofa; hence if one of th em occurs in E l ( a) t hen t he latter is in
E l a) as well,and hence all t he elements of IC t ra nscendental over aare in
E l ( and E l ( it) is infinite. On t he other side, if l ( a) is cofinite,
t hen El ( a) contains at least an algebraic element, becauseIC has finitely
many elements algebraic over t he subfield generated by a
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In any case we canchoose Cl = Cl E E l (1( , algebra ic over Now let

E2 ( Cl , /C, it) is either finit e or cofinite, and as above we can pickout in
E 2 ( Cl , /C, it) an element algebraic over Cl ), and henceover Repeating
th e procedure we build c= ( Cl , • .• ,C ) E ( ) such that Cl , ••• , C are
algebraic over We can even form a finite setX �~ K " a-definablesuch
th at cE X it suffices to consider t he setX defined by

1\ "fi (V) = 0"
l < i < n

where, for each i = 1, ..., n , f i(X) is t he minimum polynomial of Ci over
t he su bfield generated by Without loss of generality, �~ (
(oth erwise substit ute for n (
Sup pose = (m) } wherec= and = (Cl n

for every j :::; m. Then we have

=

for every j :::; m . Recall th at we are looking for a formula t.p( Z) and a
unique sequencebsuch that

Thenconsider the following polynomial f (y,x)E /C[y ,X] (with x = (Xl , ... ,
X n ) ) :

n

f(y , ) = IT (y - c )X )

j Scm i= l

Let bbe the sequenceof coefficients of f(y , (with respect to some pre
established ordering). It is clear that b is uniquely defined by

c (m) } Conversely, as /C[y ,X] is a uniquefactorizat ion domain,
given thesequencebof th e coefficients of f(y , in other words givenf( y,
we know that f(y , x) decomposesin at most one way as

n

IT - Ci X
jScm i =l

(up to permuting factors) . Sob lets recoverX( = { c (m) } (al
t hough it may notprovide the single sequencesc c(m)) Then we can
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pick out bas the sequence of coeffi cients of!(y , i) and define'P(71, i) in such
a way that

'P(71, b)

is th e formula
n

Vw("(y- L Wi Xi ) divides j' (y, i) " -7 E (71, w)).
i= l

Obviously 'P(71, i) depends on a. ...

Let us prove nowLemma4.3.3.

Proof. Let 0, 1 be two different constantsymbolsin L such that K F= .(0 =
1). We know that, if E is an equivalence relation over K" 0-definable in
then for everyaE K" thereexist a formula 'PCi (71, i) and a uniquesequence
b= b( in such that

By compactnessthere exist anatural numberh and aa,... ,ah E K " such
t hat, for each E K " ,

F= V ::J! zi V71(E(71,a) H 'Pai (71,ii) ).
i< h

Wi thout loss of generality, we ca n assumethat Zo Zh have the same
length m (oth erwise add some O's tothe shorter sequences) .Considert he
formula

'P' (71, il Z)

(where ii = (uo, . . . , and Z has length m) conjunct ing:

• the formula saying that, Vi :::; i E {O, I} and there exists a unique
i :::; such that i = 1;

• the formula saying t hat, Vi:::; h, u; = 1 if and only if 'Pai(71,i)) , z is
the unique sequenceEsuch that 'Pai uc-,Z) = 'Pai itc»,i) and, Vj :::; h
with j < i, it is not true that t here is a unique sequencet such that
'Pai (K ", Z) = 'Paj (K ", i) .

It follows t hat for every E K'" , there exists a uniqu eb in I< m+h+ 1 such
that

F= V71 (E(71,a) H 'P' (71,

The formula 'P' (71, ii, i) depends only onE. HenceK has auniform elimin a-
t ion of imaginaries. ...
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4.4 Real closedfields
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T he aim of t hissection is to show that real closed fields un ifor mly eliminate
imaginaries.

Theorem4.4.1 In every real closed fieldK imaginary elements can be uni
formly eliminated.

Proof. First of all, let us emphasize a relevan tproper ty of definabl e sets
in real closed fields, essent ially related to t heir o-minimal ity. Takeany for 
mul a O(v, w) in t he langu ageL = {+ , " - ,0, 1, �~�} of ordered fields. We
know that (v w) is (equivalent in eF to) a finite boolean combination
of formulas

(*) fn(w)vn+ .. .+f1(W)v+fo(w) �~ 0

wheren is a natural number and foCi) , ... , fnUi) are polynomialswit h int e
gral coefficients. Let q(y ,x) = I: i<n f i(X)yi , q(y ,x) - as a polynomial in y 
has at mostn roots denoted by �s �~ �(�x �) �, ... ,Sr-1 (x) (where clearly r depends
on x, but r �~ n). Then (*) is equivalent tothe formula saying that eit her
w is equal t o someso(v) ,...,Sr- 1 or it is in a suit ableunion of intervals
among

] - oo, so(v)[, ]sO(V) ,S1(V)[ , . . . , ]Sr-1(V) ,+00[.

It follows that in a real closed fieldK for every in 'l9(K is a fi
nite union of intervals whose endpoints anni hilate somepolynomials q(y ,
hencethese intervals are a-d efinable by aformula only dependingon 'l9 (v, w)
even t he number of t hese intervals is uniformly bounded wit h resp ect to
'l9 (v, w) Let bdenotethe sequence ofthese endpoints: bdep ends ona,as
said before, indeed every elementin bis a-definable. At this point we may
wonder how to determine, for a given a, the zerosso(a), . . . , sr-da) (wit h
r = r(a) �~ n) belonging to O(K, a) and, above all, t heintervals among

] - 00, so(a)[, ]so(a), s1(a)[, .. . , ]Sr-1(a) ,+oo[

contained in O(K, Of course,this dependson t he sign(+ , - or 0) of the
polynomials q(y , in each point of b and inside t heintervals. T his can
be checkeddirectly for the roots, and choosing ineach interval a b-definable
(hence a-definable) witness cto test. T he latter operation ca n be eas ilydone
for every possible choice ofthe endpoints -00 �~ d < e �~ +00. For, take

c = 4¥ if -00 < d < e < +00,
c = d + 1 if -00 < d < e = + 00,
c = e - 1 if -00 = d < e < +00,
c = 0 if -00 = d < e = + 00.
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and notice that C is a-definable when d and e are a-d efinable (or infinite) .
In particular, observethat we can pick a unique a-definable c in(} (/C, a):
just choose the lowestroot, or t he wit ness in the left most interval. Hence,
what we have seen so far is t hat, given a formula () (v, w) one can build
a for mula 0- (v, Z) and , for every/C F RCF and every sequencea in I< , a
unique sequenceb in I< for which O' (/C ,b) = (} (/C, a): b is t he ord ered t uple of
t he roots of t he polynomials q(y a) (and so is a-defina ble) ,o'(v b) specifies
which roots and which intervals with endpoints among band ± oo form
(} (/C, a). A patient reader may write down0'(v, Z) in detail as an exercise.

Now let us come back to elimination of imaginaries. LetE be an equivalence
relation on K" ; and ass ume E 0-definable in/C. Let E ( w) the formula
defining it. We are looking for a formula <p (V,Z) and, for everya E K ";
a sequencebsuch t hatE (I<n, a) = <p (I<n, b), and bis t he unique sequence
wit h t his property.
When = 1, our claim is a direct consequence ofour preliminary work: just
let (} (v, w) be the defining formul aE(v, w) Now let n > 1. Pu t

3V1 .. . 3vn

Again using our preliminary wor k,and applying it to (}1(VI , w we deduce
t hat there are a formula0'1(VI , zi ) and, for eacha E K"; a unique sequence
�b�~ in I< suchthat

0'\(/C, �b�~ �) = (}1 (/C,

Moreover there is a formul aX1(V\ , zi ) such that X1(V\, �b�~ �) picks a unique
elementCl in 0'1 (/C, �b�~ �) = (}1 (/C, a) Now consider

As before we obtain t he existe nce of a form ula0'2(V2, Z2) and, for every
aE K "; of a unique sequence�b�~ in I< such that

as ab ove, t here is a formulaX2 (V2 , �b�~ �) select ing aunique element C2 in
O'2(/C' �b�~ �) = (}2(C1 , /C, a)
Cont inuing the procedure one defines a formul aX(v Z) and , for eacha in
I< , a unique sequencebsuch that

x (/C b) consists of a unique element = l . . . ,

and
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K F E(c, a), henceE(Kn,a) = E(Kn,C).

Hence
t.p(e. Z) : ::Iw (x(e , Z) 1\ E (V,w))

is the requiredformula. It

4.5 The elimination of imaginaries sometimesfails

Differentially closed fields eliminate imaginaries. T his will beshown in
Chapter 6, in the section devoted to developing in detail their model t heory.
Similarly, algebraically closed fieldswith an automorphism (i. e. models of
ACFA) eliminateimaginaries[20], as well as separably closed fields of finit e
imp erfection degree in an enr iched language capt uring p-bases (see [110)).
But there do existstruct ures wit hout t his property.This is the case, for
instance, of the separably closed fieldsthemselves inthe pure language of
fields (again,see [110)). Let uspropose herea simpler example.

Proposition 4.5.1 Let K be a finit e field with at least3 elements and V
be a vectorspaceof dimension2: 2 over K. Then V does not eliminate the
. . .
unaquiaries.

Proof. Suppose yes. AsK is finite, one ca n consider in LK the form ula

E (v , w) : V (v=kw)
kEK- {O}

This formuladefines inVan equivalencerelation E , identifying two elements
a, at E V if and only if a, atgeneratethe samesubspace.Takea E V , ai-D.
Then there exist a formula t.p(v,Z) of LK and a unique sequenceb in V
such that E (V , a) = t.p(V, b). As I< has at leastthreeelements, fi x k E I< ,
k i- 0, 1; for every x E V,

Since th e mult iplication by k is an automor phism ofV, we have, for every
x E V ,

x E E (V , ka) �~ x E t.p(V, kb).

T hen E'(V , a) = E(V, ka) = t.p(V , kb). It follows b = kb; but k i- 1, hence
necessarilyb = O. In other words, wecan assume t hatz= 0 and t.p(v,Z)
reduces to a LK-formula t.p(v) with at most one freevariable. The th eory
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KT has thequant ifier eliminat ion in LK and hence is equivalent to a
booleancombination of for mulas

v = v = o.

But V has dimensionat least 2,therefore no such booleancombination ca n
equalE (V ,a). •

4.6 References

An exhaustive int roduction to A eq can be found inHodges'book [56]. T he
elimination of imaginaries wasintroduced by Poizat [130]; a complete treat
ment can be found in Poizat 's book [131], recently t ranslated in english
[134].
The results on the elimination of quantifiersfor separably closed fields can
be found in [110], while the cor responding analysis for e.c. fieldswith an
automorp hism isprovided in [20].



Chapter 5

Morley rank

5.1 A tale of two chapters

In 1965, M. Morley's work [116] proposednew ideas, newtools and ,alto
gether , new fertile perspect ives inModel T heory. Actua lly Morley's main
t heorem is very simple to st ate: for , it says that a theory T categorical
in some uncountable power is, consequently,categorical in every uncount
ab le power.This is noteworthy, but perhaps not so dramaticand relevant .
However th e germsof Morley's ideaswent much further, and their richness
permeatedthe development of Model T heory for several years.
Accordingly, t hischapter , and t he following one , will bedevotedto preparing
a proofof Morley 's th eorem (although t his pro of will be done only inchapter
7); but our main intent t hroughout t hese pages will be to introduce, to
discussand to applyseveral Morley tools: types, sat uratedmodels, algebra ic
and definable closure, totally transcendental t heories.
We will deal also wit h some related questions, both model t heoret ical (like
prime models)and algebraic (such as differentially closedfi elds, or w-stable
gro ups and fields) .

5.2 Definable sets

Definablesetswere int rodu ced in Chapter 1, and were a constant leit moti v
t hroughout t he subsequent pages. T heyarise qui tenatura lly within a given
st ruct ure from t he basic operations and relat ions in and fully charac
terize A. Indeed t he st ructure A could be t hought as a non empty set A
plus t he collection of its definable sets . T his new outlook is less form al than
t he t radit ional definition given in Chapter 1, and may sound a lit t le puz-

133
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zling. However it isquite free and easy.Justto refer to our basicexamples,
it is instinctive to view an algebraically closed field asnaturally endowed
with the collect ion ofits const ruct iblesets (including varieties), or , inthe
sameway, a real closed fieldwith the collection of its semialgebraic sets , or
a differenti ally closed fieldwith the famil y of its Kolchin constructible sets.
Besides, should you like to fix exact lythis new perspective in introducing
st ruct ures , you couldtake note that the definable sets in a givenA can be
characterized in a form ally precise way, as follows.

Theorem5.2.1 Th e sets definable in a structure A are the smalles tfamily
D of subsets of Un>o An suchthat

(i) An is in D for every positive integern ; more generally for i ::; j ::; n
posit ive integers,{5 E An : a; = aj} is in D ;

(ii) eve ry relation of A, as well as the graphof every operation in A, is

in D ;

(iii) D is closedunder union, intersection and compleme nt;

(iv) D is closedunder projections: if X �~ An is in D , then the image
of X by the projection of An onto any i ::; ti coordinates is also in D;

(v) D is closedunder fibres: if X �~ An is in D , i is a posi ti ve integer
smaller than nandbE An-i, then the setof the sequen ces5 E Ai fo r
which (5, b) E X is in D .

Just a few words to comment . A careful and straightforward check easily
confirms that t hese condit ions are satisfied by the definable sets inA and
even characterizethem. Indeed , (i)-(v) allow setsdefined by atomicformu
las (i)-(ii), Booleancombinations (iii) , quantifiers (iv) , par ameters (v)and
nothing else.

In order to realize how complicated a struct ure or,more generally, a class
of structures-for instance,the models of a giventheory T- is, one cantry
to measurethe complexity of its, or t heir,definablesets. A possible way to
accomplishthis program is to assign , to every definable, a value (such as an
ordinal, or somethingsimilar) satisfyingsomereasonable assumptions, like
monotonicity (for C �~ D definable sets, t he measure of D should not be
smaller than the measure of C), and so on.
To prepare this assignment , let us consider againdefinables. Fix a setX
of parameters. Correspondingly one ca n formthe Boolean algebra ofX
definable sets , as we saw in Chapter 1. In introducing our measure, we
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may refer to this algebraicframework. But we have to becareful; for ,
t he Boolean algebra of X -definablesets,as sketchedin Chapter1, seems to
depe nd onthestructure A where X lies,andclea rly, evenamongthe models
of a given completet heory T , the choice ofA may vary in an essential way.
Also , if we enlarge X to a bigger set of parametersX', the X-definable sets
become au tomatically X '-definable, but in this extend edsetting t hey ga in
morecomplexity because they have to becomparedwit h moreobject s; so a
finer analysis must be expected.
To cla rify t hese dou bts(at least t he form er one) , cons ider ou rset X, a
st ruct ureA containing X and a positi ve integern. Take a model Bf(X) of
Th(Ax); accordingly B is a st ruct ure forLand j is an elementary func
tion from X into B, in particular j(X) is a subset of Band Ax == Bf( x ).
As already said, for every positive integer n we wish to compare th e alge
brasBn(X , A ) and Bn(J(X ), B) int roduced before. So consider any L (X) 
formula <p (v, i ) (v denots here t hesequence(VI , . . . , vn)). Then <p(v, i)
defines twosets

<p (An, i ) in A, and <p (Bn, j (i )) in B.

It is easy torealize that they sat isfythe following properties.

1. If A is an elementary subst ruct ure ofB (and j is th e inclusion of X
in B) , th en <p (An,i) �~ <p(Bn, i) .

In fact, for every ii E An, if A F <p (ii,i), then B F <p (ii,i), just
beca useB elementarily extends A.

2. If <p (An , i ) is finite (of power k) , then 1<p(Bn, j (i ))1= k as well.

In fact, asAx == Bf(X) , Ax andBf (X)satisfy th esentence:3! k v<p(v, i) .
In particular, underthe ass umpt ions in 1,<p (An, i ) = <p(Bn, i).

On t he contrary, for an infinite <p(An, i ), <p (Bn, j (i)) is infinite as well,
owing to elementary equivalence, but is possibly larger whenB is an ele
mentary extension of A. What we want to emphasize here is that, any way,
t he Boolean algebrasBn(X, A) and Bi,(J(X), B) are isomorphic; in this
sense our analysis of X -definablesetsand thecorresponding assignmentof
a measuredoes not dependon the choice ofA or B.
For this purpose , we need a preliminary analysis of Bn(X ,A) (and, in par
allel, of Bn(J (X ),B)). We know that every D in Bn(X ,A) , na mely every
subset D �~ An X-definable in A , can be viewed asD = <p(An, i) for some

la <p (v, i) . Of course, it may happen that two different L(X)
formulas <p (V) and 'l/J (V) define th esamesubsetof An. This meansthat <p (v)
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and (v) are logically equivalent wit hin inthe usual sense

Vv( H (V) ) E

Let rv denote t his (equivalence) relation. Elementary mathematical logic
tells usthat the quot ient set ofL(X)-for mulas (v) with respect to rvgets
a nat ural Boolean algebrastructure, provided weput, for (v) and (v) in

* the meetof t he <-classes of (v) and (v) is the rv-class of their conjunc
t ion,

* thejoin of the rv-classes of (v) and (V) is the -v-class of t heir disjunction,

* t he complement of t he<-class of (v) is the <-class of its negation,

so t he bottom element is th e rv-class of--.(VI = vd or any contradict ion,
and t hetop element isthe rv-class ofVI = VI or any tautology; in part icula r
the -v-class of (v) is smaller or equal to the rv-class of (V) if and only if

( ) <;;; ( and hence ifand only if

Vv( --+ (V) ) E (

T herefore it iseasy to check that this quotient algebra is isomorphic to
via t he function mapping t he rv-class of (v) into ( T he

same applies to ofcourse, and hence, inconclusion ,
and are isomorphic, as claimed, by t he function mapping

( ) into ( ) for every ) Hence t he isomorphi smtype of (X
depends on t he theory rathert ha n t he merestruct ure Moreover
we can view the elements of not only as X-definable subsetsof

but also as -v-classes offormulas in We will often confuse t hese
different points of view below, and even we will directl y t hink of t he elements
in as L(X)-fo rmulas (ident ifying<-equivalent formulas).

5.3 Types

Peopleacquaintedwith Booleanalgebras know what an ultrafilter is and
remember that t he ult rafilters in a given ca n benaturally endowedwith
a topology which makes t heir set a Boolean (i.e. Hausdorff, compact and
tot ally disconnected) space:the dual space of Of course this pro cedure
applies to t he Booleanalgebras of definable sets Even in t his
particular set t ing one can lookat the ultrafilters: they are calledcomplete
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n-typesover X and their spaceis usually denotedSn(X,A). That's all
abouttypes.
But who is not familiar with Booleanalgebrasmay appreciatesomemore
details. It is worthy satisfying her (him), also in order to realize explicitly
what a type is. This is the aim of this section.
Let us begin with a simple example. Everybody knows how realnumbers
are introducedstarting from the rationals and their usual order. But let
us summarizevery briefly their construction (in our style using formulas
and structures). Accordingly considerthe languageL = �{�~�} and the L
structure(Q, �~�)�. Partition Q in two non-emptysubsetsA, B such that, for
every a E A and b E B, a < b, A has nomaximum and B has nominimum.
Then considert he following set of L(Q)-formulas

p = {a < v: a EA} U {v < b: b E B}.

No elementr E Q cansatisfyall the formulasin However, foreveryfinite
conjunction v) of formulasof p, theredoesexist r E Q for which Q F=
in fact, let ao, ... , ah E A , bo,... , bm E B, a be the maximal elementamong
ao, ... , ah and b be the minimal element among bo, ... , bm ; then a < b
and, as the order of Q is dense,there is somerational r larger than a, and
consequentlythan ao, ... , ah, and smaller than b, hence than bo, ... , bm .

Now a simple applicationof CompactessTheorem(to beexplainedin detail
in the next Theorem 5.3.4) proves that in some elementaryextension of
(Q, �~�) thereis someelementrealizing On theotherhand, evenforgetting
Compactness Theoremand Model Theory, we do knowthat is realized in
(R, �~�) just by the real irrational numbercorrespondingto thesection
in Q.
The notion of type providesan abstractframeworkwhere to study the situ
ation just sketchedin the case of (Q ,�~�) and (R, �~�)�. Accordingly take any
structure for a language a subsetX of and a positive integer n.

Definition 5.3.1 A consistentn-type over X in is a set p of
L(X)-formulas (wherev abbreviates(Vi' ... ' vn)) suchthat everyfinite
conjunctionof formulas of p is satisfiedin - more precisely in - by
somesuitable tuple aE An.

Definition 5.3.2 A complete n-typeover X in is a consistent
n-type maximalwith respectto inclusion. Sn(X,A) denotes theset of com
plete n-typesover X in

In the sequel "n-type" will abbreviate"completen-type", unless otherwise
stated.
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Example 5.3.3 Consider a mod elBJ(x) of Th (A x ). Accordingly B == A
and f is an element ary function of X into B. For simplicity, assumethat
X �~ B and f is the inclusion ofX into B . Let bE B" ; p be t he set of
th e L( X )-formulas Cf/(v) such that B F Cf/(b). It is easyto check thatp is a
complete n- type over X . Let us see why.

• For every finit econjunction Cf/ (v) of formulas of p, B F Cf/ (b), whence
B F :JVCf/(V) and A F :JVCf/(v).

• Enlarge p by a new formula 'IjJ (if); 'IjJ (v) rf- p implies B �~ 'IjJ(b) and
so B F -,'IjJ (b) and -,'IjJ (v) E p ; hence no set offormulas extending
p U { 'IjJ( if)} is a consistent n-type any mor e, because itcontains two
formulas - 'IjJ (if) and its negation- whoseconjunction cannot be satis
fied by any tu pie inAn.

p is called th etypeof b over X and isdenotedtp(bj X) .
The next t heorem shows t hat any n-type over X ca n beobtained in this
way.

T heorem 5.3.4 Let p be a setof L (X)-formulas Cf/(v) (where v abbreviates
(VI , .•• , Vn ) as before). The follo wing propositions are equivalent:

(i) pE Sn(X , A );

(ii) there are a modelB of T h(A) such that X �~ B and the inclusion
of X into B is an elementary fu nction, and a tuple bE B" such that
tp (bj X ) = p.

Proof. (ii)=} (i) was shown before.
(i)=}(ii) Enlarge L( X ) by a t uplecof n new constant sy mbols. LetL' be
th e languageobtained in this way. Considerthe following set of sentences
in L'

T' = Th(Ax) U {<p(C) : <p(v) E p}.

Every finit e subsetTb of T ' has amodel. In fact

Tb �~ T h(Ax) U { <p (C) : <p (v) E Po}

for some finit e subsetPo of p. As p is consistent , t here is someii E An
satisfying in A th e conj unction of the formulas ofPo - At t his poin t lookat
th e L'-structureexpa ndingA and interpreting t he new constants cin ii and
not ice that this provides a model ofTb.
Now apply Compact ness T heorem and dedu ce that there is amodel B' of
T '. Restrict B' to L (X) and get a modelBJ(x) of T h(Ax) (hereB denotes
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a mod el ofT h (A ) and is an elementary fun ction of X into B, but th ere is
no loss of gener ality in suppos ingX �~ = inclusion of X into Let
bEB" interpret c in B'. In Bx , p �~ tp(bjX). Owing to the maximal ity of
p, p = tp( bj X) . •

When p = tp(bj X ) for b E B" ; one says t hat b is a realization of p (or
also t hatbrealizesp), and one writes b1= p. Notice t hat t he argument in
(i)=;.(ii) actually works also whenp is a consistent n-type overX wit h t he
only exception of the last point (deducingp = tp(bjX) from p �~ tp(bjX));
accordingly, if is a consistent n-type over X then thereare B and bsuch
t hat p �~ tp(bjX), and we canstate:

Theorem5.3.5 Let p be a consisten t n-type overX . Then p enlarges to a
comp lete n-type over X (possibly in severalways).

In the particular case whenX = Theorem5.3.4says that everycomplete
n-type over is realized in someelementaryextension of A. Notice also
t hat, when X �~ any complete n-typeoverX can be viewed as a consistent
n-type over and can be enlarged to a complete n-typ e over whence it
is realized in some elementary extension of
Theorem 5.3.4 (toget her wit hthe definition of complete type) also imp lies:

Corollary 5.3.6 Let p E Sn(X,A), (v ( be L(X)-formulas.

(i) If v) E p and ( E p, then (v) 1\ (v) E p;

(ii) if (v) E p and ----+ ( ) E Th(Ax), then (v) E p.

(iii) either (v) E p or ' v) E (and each case excludes the other).

Just to summarize, we might say that, as t he rationalorder (Q, ::;) implicitly
contains t hro ugh itssections all th ereal numbers -even t he irrational ones
as ideal elements, similarly, for any A , X and n, t he n-types over X in
Th(Ax) te ll us which new n-tuples of elements can arise in the structures

j(X) == A x , in particular in t he elementary extensions ofA. Under t his
point of view, the notion of n-type seems to deservea gooddeal ofattent ion .
So let us exp lore it.First we cons ider the set Sn We already linked
types and to pologyat the beginning ofthis section. Let us examine this
connection in mor e detail.
For every L(X)- form ula (v) di L(X) , put

(v) = {p E Sn(X,A) : (v) E p} .
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Notice that, for cp(v), 7j; (v) L (X )-formulas,

U<p(v) n U v) = U <p(v) v)'

In oth er words, for every typep E Sn(X, A) ,

cp(v) E p, 7j; (v) E P <=> cp(v) 1\ 7j; (if) E p.

In fact (=» is just (i) in Corollary 5.3.6, while�(�~�) is a simpIe consequence
of (ii) .
Consequently t he setsU <p(v) form a basis of open neighbourhoods for a to pol
ogy on Sn(X, A )when cp(v) ranges over L (X)-for mulas. Notice also that

U -'( Vl= vI) = 0, U V1=Vl = Sn (X ,A).

Furthermore, for every L(X)-formula cp(v) ,

S;(X ) - U <p(v) = <p(v)

(as implicitly stated in Corollary 5.3 .6,(iii)).
So thetopological spaceSn(X, A ) is:

• Hausdorff(in fact, for p,q E Sn(X, A ) and p =1= q, choosecp(v) E q - p
and observe-,cp(v) E p, whencep E <p(v) , while q E U <p (v) ) );

• totally disconnected (because every open set of th e givenbasis is also
closed) .

Sn(X, A ) is also compact. In fact , take an open covering ofSn(X,A). With
no loss of generality we can ass ume that every openset of t his cover ing is
basic. So for some suitable set of indexes our covering isjust { U<p (V) :

i E I} where, for anyi E I , cpi (if) is an L (X )-formula. Notice that { U<p (V) :

i E I} coversSn(X, A ) if and only if, for every model Bx of T h(Ax) and
bE B" ; t here is somei E I such that tp(bjX ) E U<p , namely B po cpi(b),
and hence if and only if, in a language with ann-tuple c of new constan ts,

has no model. So, by CompactnessTheorem , t here exists a finite subset
of J for which

T h(Ax) U {-,cpi (C) : i E }

has no model, equivalently, {U<P : i E is a (finite) subcoveri ng of
Sn(X , A ).
By th e way, t his to pological application of Compactness T heorem is just
the reason of itsname. But the topological framework also suggests t he
following definition.
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Definition 5.3.7 A type pE Sn(X, A) is said to beisolated if and only if
p is isolated as apoint of the topological space Sn(X,A), and so if and only
if there is someL(X)-formulacp(iJ) such that p is theonly element in ,

namelythe only n-type over X containingcp(iJ).

The next notion has aprevalent model theoreticflavour.

Definition 5.3.8 An n-type p E Sn(X,A) is said to bealgebraic if and
only if there is aformula cp(iJ) E P such that cp(An) is finit e (and hence
cp(Bn) is alsofinite, and even of the same cardinality as cp(An), fo r every
model B (X ) of T h(Ax)).

Let us cornpare thesenotions. is any type inSn(X

(i) If p is algebraic,then p is isolated.

In fact take aformula cp(iJ) in p suchthat cp(An) is finite of minimal size
We claim that p is the only type in Sn(X,A) containing cp(iJ). Let

q be anothertype over X including cp(iJ) . For every formula 'l9( iJ) E p,
cp(iJ) A 'l9 (iJ) is also in p, and so, owing to t he choice ofcp(iJ), cp(An) n
'l9(An) = cp(An), namely cp(An) �~ 'l9(An). Hence 'l9(iJ) E q. It follows
p �~ q, and sop = q by the maximality of p.

(ii) If X = A and p E Sn(A,A) is isolated , t henp is algebraic.

Let cp(iJ) be an L(A)-formula isolating is realized in some elemen
tary extension B of A ; consequently B F ::I iJcp(iJ). As an element ary
substructure, A sat isfies ::IiJcp(iJ) as well, and soincludes arealizat ion a
of p, and p = tp(a/A). But tp(a/A) contains t he formulaiJ= a and so

is its only realization.

However we will see wit hin a few linesthat an isolatedtypeover anarbitrary
subsetX may be non- algebraic. But , more generally, let us pro pose now
some specific examples oftypes.

Examples5.3.9 1. Let L = 0, A be an infinite set (viewed as astruct ure
for X �~ For everya EX, tp( a/ X) is theonly l-'typecontaining
v = a, and so is both isolatedand algebraic. Now t ake two elements
a and a' in - X t here does exist a bijection from onto hence
an automorphism of fixing X pointwise and mapping a in a'. So,
for every L(X)-formula cp(v ), A F cp(a) if and only if A F cp(a' ); in
other words, tp(a/X ) = tp( a'/ X). This shows t hat all t he elements
in - X realize th e sametype over Notice th at , for a finite
X = {xo, .. . , xn } , this type is isolated, for instance byAi<k --,(v = Xi );
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however, it has infinitelymany realizations (the elementsin - X)'
whenceit cannot be algebraic.

2. Now take t he language = {+, ., - , 0, I} for fields and an alge
braically closed field /C. Let X be a subset of K. For simplicity we
ass ume that X is the domain of some su bfield1i of /C. This is not so
restrictive. Indeed , not icethat each element in the field1i generated
by X is X -definable, in other wordsit is t he only point in /C satisfying
a suitable L(X)-formula. Consequent ly there is no great loss of gen
erality, when discussing t hetypes over X in replacing X by H and
hence in assuming that X = H is t he domain of a subfield

Owing to quan tifier elimination, every n-type p over H is fully de
termined by its for mulasf( if) = 0 where f(x) rangesover polyno
mials in H[X] Indeed every Lwfo rmula is equivalent in to a
Boolean combination of equations over Notice that t he polynomi
als f(x) E H[X] for which f(if) = 0 E P form a proper prime ideal
in 1i[X]. T his is easy to check . J usttake a realization ii of p in a
suitable extension , and notice that, for f( x) g(x) h(x) in H[ X] if
f(ii) = g(ii) = 0, t hen f(ii) + g(ii) = f(ii) . h(ii) = 0; moreover, if ii is
a root of f(x) . th en it ann ihilates f(x) or Conversely, let

be a (proper) prim e ideal in1i [X] and lookat the set of formu las

{f (if) = 0 : f (x) E I} U { --,(g(V) = 0) : 9(x) E H [X] - I} .

This defines a(complete) n-type over H , t he one ofI + x viewed as
an element of t heextension of 1i provided by the field of quotients of
t he integral domain 1i[x]/

In t his way weobtain a connection (indeed a bijection) betweenn
types over H and prime ideals in 1i[x] We shall prov ide a more de
tailed analysis of this point in Chapter 8. Now let usexamine closely

t he casen = 1. When is the ideal generated by some monic irre
ducible f( x) E H[ t hen we obtain t he ty pe defined by t he single
equation f(v) = 0 (and its consequences). Sothe roots of f( x) share
a com mon I-type overH This type p is clea rly realized in/C because
/C is algebraically closed; actually /C contains all t he realizations ofp
p is isolated byf(v) = 0, and algebraic ,becausef(x) has only finitely
many roots.

Ot herwise = O. Now t he corresponding I-type p conce rns all th e
elementswhich are transcendental over H When the transcendence
degreeof /C over 'H is bigger than 0, then p has (infinite ly many)
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realizations in K in particular it is not algebraic.Otherwise, if K is
just the algebraic closure of 1{ , t hen there is no room to satisfy in
K One easily sees that is not even isolated.

3. Now take the language = {+, ., -, 0, 1, :S} for ordered fieldsand
a real closed fieldK We discuss directly t he types over K , for sim
plicity. Owing to quantifier elimination, every n-type over K is fully
determined by its equat ionsand disequations f(v) = 0, g(iJ) 2: 0,
where f(x) and g(x) range over polynomials in n unknownswith co
efficients in K. In particular, when we look at aI-type over K ,
we have toconsiderpolynomials in But then , as explained in
Chapter2, § 5, is completelydeterminedby its for mulasv :S a, b :S v
(and negations) , wit h a and b in K. So a nonalgebraic p is given by
the cut it defines in K.

4. Let = {:S} , consider the L-structure = (R, :S) and the subset
X = Q. If a, a' E R and a f a' (say a < a'), there is r EQ such
that a < r and r < a'. So v < r E tp(ajQ), but v < r rt. tp(a'jQ). In
conclusion,there areat least �2�~�o�-�t �y�p�e�s over Q in (R, :S).

In general , for a countable language ,there are at most�2 �m�a �x�{�~�o �,�I�X�I �} n-types
over a setX for every posit iveintegern .

Now let us mention another relevant techn icalfact about types; it will be
useful severaltimeslater. Let be a model ofT , X �~ f be an elementary
function from X into a model B of (for instance, let f be t he rest rict ion
to X of some isomorphismbetween and B) For pE S(X put

= { v : x) Ep (andxinX)}.

T hen is a ty pe overf(X) in Indeed f determines in this way a
homeomorphism between S(X and S(J(X) In particular is
isolated, or algebraic,exactly when pis.
To conclude, it is worth underlining that, just as th e algebraBn (X of
X-definable subsets ofAn , similarly the space S of n-types over X
doesnot depend dire ctly on th e model whereX is element arilyembedded,
but only on the theory .

5.4 Saturated models

Let be a complete theory with infinite models in a countable language
L. A model of T may not realize all the l-typ es over a subset X: a
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t rivial counterexample is provided, when X = A, by th e consiste nt I- type
{--,( v = a) : a E A} , which cannot sat isfied by any element inA. The
sat urated models of T are, roughly speaking, those realizing as manytypes
as possibleover their subsets. In part icular, for an infinit ecardinal A, the A
saturated models of T arethose able tosatisfy any I- typ e over anarbitrary
subsetof power less than A.

Definition 5.4.1 Let A be an infinit e cardinal. A model B of T is said to
be A-saturatedif and only if, for every subset X of B or power < A, B
real ize eve ry i-type over X.

Of course this definition makes sense whenA �~ IBI (as the previous coun
terexample shows); it is also clear that, if A 2:: f-L 2:: �~�o are cardinalnumbers
and B is A-saturated , t henB is f-L- saturated, too. The first quest ion one may
raise at this point just concerns the existence ofA-satu rated models. T he
answer is positive, as the next theorem shows.

Theorem5.4.2 Let A be an infi n ite cardinal. T he nevery model A of T
has a A-saturated elementary ex tension .

Proof. We provide a comparatively simpleargument working when A = �~ �o �.

For an uncountable A this approach does not work any more, and one needs
a more complicated proof of a qui tedifferent style (but t he result remains
true). So take a modelA of T , we are looking for an elementary extension
A' > A realizing any l -type over a finite subset of A'. We do know that
every I-type over any (finit e or infinite) subset ofA is satisfied in some
elementary extension of A. Accordingly, well ord er the set P of l- types over
finite subsets of A , P = {Pv : v < o:} and associatewith any v < 0: an
elementary extension A(v) of A realizing p. Do this in such a waythat, if
v < fL < 0: t hen A(v) is an elementary substruct ure ofA(f-L) (the readermay
check t he det ails as an exercise). Now use t he Elementary Chain Theorem
(1.3.19) and dedu cethat A* = Uv<a A(v) is an elementaryextension ofA ,
and even ofA(v) for any v < 0:; it is also clear that A* reali ze any ty pe
pEP and so every I- type over a finite subset ofA . But this does not imply
that A* is �~�o�-�s �a�t�u�r�a�t�e�d �, namely realizesevery I-type over a finite subset of
itself. However wecan repeatthe previous procedu re anddefine, for every
natural n, an elementary extensionAn of A in such a waythat Ao is just A
and, for everyn, An+1 is an elementary extension ofAn realizing any l- typ e
over anarbitrary finite subsetof An. Using the Elementary Chain T heorem
onceagain, we dedu cethat A' = U nEN An is an elementary extension ofA ,
and even ofAn for every n , Moreover A' is �~�o�- �s �a�t�u�r �a �t �e�d�. In fact, let X be
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a finit e subset of A'; thereis somen for which X �~ An; consequent lyevery
I-typ e overX is realized in n+! and , through it , in eT-

Now let us show some basicproperties of A-saturated models.

Theorem 5.4.3 (Weak HomogeneityTheorem)Let B be a A-saturated model
of T . Let A be a model of T, X be a subset of A of power < A and f be
an elementary function from X into B. Then, for eve ry aE there is an
elementary function of X U {a} into B enlarging f . (A model B with th is
property is calledweakly A-ho m oge neo us) .

Proof. Let p = tp(ajX), so f(p) is a complete n-type over f(X) . As f is
1-1 If (X)1 < A. As B is A-satu rated,B contains some realization b of f(p);
hence, for everyL(X)-formulal'(v,

A F l' (a, ? l' (v, ) E <=> l' (v, f(1)) E f(p) <=> B F l' (b, f(1))·

So enlargef to a function g of X U {a} into B putting g(a) = b. Clearl y g
is what we arelooking for. ..

By definition, a A-saturated model of realizes any I- type over a subset
of power < A. Bu t actually B satisfies every ty pe (even withmore t han 1
variable) over such a subset . Let us see why.

C o ro lla ry 5 .4.4 Let A be an infinite cardinal, B be a A-saturated modelof
T, X be a subsetof B of power < A, n be a posit ive in teger. Th en every
n-type p over X is realized in B.

Proof. We know that p is realized in some model of say
by = an) E An . As == t he identity map of X is an
elementaryfunction from X into Using the WeakHomogeneity T heore m
over and over again,one exte ndsthis map to an elementaryfunction g from
X U .. . , an} into B . Let b= g(ii). For everyL(X) -formu la r.p(iJ,

F r.p(ii, <=> F r.p(b, )

Hencetp(bjX) = p. eT-

Theorem 5.4.5 (Universali tyTheorem) Let B be a A-saturated model ofT,
A be a model ofT of power < A. Th en there is an elementary em beddingof
A in to B (and soA is an elementary substructure of B up to isom orphism).
In th is case B is calledA- universal.
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Proof. Well order A = {a v : v < a} and, for v < a , put A v = {a jj :
Il < a }. As A == B, th e empty map is an elementary function from Ao = 0
(viewed as a subset ofA) into B. Using t heA-saturation (actua lly t he weak
A-homogeneity) ofB , extend thismap to elementary functions from Av
into B for every t/ < a, whosedomain progressivelyincludes every element
in A. One eventually gets an elementary fun ction (and so an elementary
embedding) ofA into B. ..

Now we deal with t he "most saturated" models ofT; as observed before,
t hey are the mod elssaturated in t heir own power.

Definition 5.4.6 A model B of T is said to besaturatedif and only if B
is IBI-saturated (and consequently realizes eve ryi-type over subsets o] Bof
power < IBI).

Such amodel B is (also) weakly IBI-homogeneous and IBI-universal.
F irst let us observe that, for every infinite cardinal A, t here isat most one
saturated model ofT of power A (uP to isomorphism).

Theorem5.4.7 (UniquenessTheorem) Let BandB' be saturated models
of T o] the same power. Th en B�~ B'.

Proof. Recall the Weak HomogeneityTheorem: as both Band B' are
saturated, if X �~ B , X' �~ B' , IXI < IBI and I is an elementary function of
X into B' with imageX' (whenceIX'I = IXI < IE'I and I-I is an elementary
function from X' into B), t hen

(i) for every a E B , one can enlargef to an elementary function g from
X u {a} into B' ,

(ii) for everya' E B',one can enlargeI- I to an elementary function g from
X' u {a'} into B.

Now observe that, as B == B' , the empty map is an elementary function of
o�~ B into B' (and conversely) . Start from t his function, well ord er both B
and B' and use alternatively (i) an d (ii) in a suitable (possibly transfinite)
induction procedure. One event uallygets an isomorphism between Band
B'.
Let us provide the details of this construction. Let A deno te th e common
power of B and B' ; view A as an initi al ordina l; let{bv : t/ < A }, �{�b�~ : v <
A }. List B , B' respectively. For everyv �~ A, one builds two elementary
functions lv, �I�~ �, t he form er from a subset of B including all t he bjj's wit h
Il < Aand having power< A into B' , t he lat ter from a subsetof B' including
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all t he �b �~ �' �s with J.l < A and havin gpower < A into 8 , in such a waythat,
for u ::; v < f v enlargesI; and �f�~�-�1 and �f�~ enlarges �f �~ and t;' , and
eventually 1>. and �f�~ are two isomorphisms, t he one inverse of t heotherone,
between 8 and8'. We proceed byinduction on i/,

When = 0, we know what to do: fa and �f�~ are just t he empty function.
For a limit put I; = Uj.l<v fj.l and �f�~ = �U�j�.�l�<�v �f �~ �. Finally supposev = J.l+ 1

successor. First build It s domainis m �f�~ U{av } ; using (i) , enlarge�f�~ -1 ,

hence fj.l ' to include av in t he domain; I, is what we form in this way. Now
const ruct �f�~ �. Its domain is I m f v U {bv} ; using (ii), enlarge t:' to include
b in t he domain; let �f �~ be the resulting function. Clearly this machinery
produces 1>. and �f�~ as required. ...

As a consequence weobtain:

Corollary 5.4.8 (Strong Homogeneity Theorem) Let 8 a saturatedmodel
of T , X be a subs etof B of power < IBI , be an eleme ntaryfunction of
X into 8. Then f can be enlarged to anautomorphism of8 (and then8 is
called homogeneous).

Proof. In t he language (X ) consider t hestructures 8X and 8 (X) ' As f is
an elementary function, 8 == 8 ( ) and so and8 ( ) aremodels of t he
same complete theory. As IXI= X)1< IBI , 8 and 8 ( ) aresaturated
also in (X Fin ally and8 ( ) have t hesame power. Accordingly t here
is someisomorphism (in (X )) between and 8 ( whose restriction to

determines anautomorphism of 8 enlarging ...

As a particular case, conside rX �~ < and two t uplesa, a' in
B" having the same n-type over X . The function fixing X pointwise and
mapping into is elementary, hencecan be enlarged to anautomorphism
of 8. As said ,this automorphism acts identically on X and maps into

Now we wonder for which ca rdinalsA a complete theory T may have a
saturatedmodel of power This is aquite delicate anddeepquestion, and
t he answer isnot easy. Of course,stronger ass umpt ions on maysomet imes
ensure t heseexistence results. For instan ce, one can see:

• if T is A-categorical in someinfinit e cardinal A, t hen theunique model
of T of power A is saturated (we will see why for a countable A in the
final section of Chapter 7, where we will also discuss the uncountable
case; t he exam plesat t he end of t he presentsection partly concern
t his point ).
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Furthermorethe (complete) theories having a countablesaturatedmodel
can be characterizedin the following way.

• T has a saturatedmodel of power �~�o if and only if T has at most
countablymany n-typesover 0 for every positive integern (the reader
may check this as anexercise).

But what we cansayfrom ageneralperspective,when dealingwith arbitrary
completetheoriesT? In this abstractframework, proving the existenceof
saturatedmodels seeemsrelated to some deepset theoretic assumptions,
like the existenceof large cardinals. In fact one shows:

Theorem5.4.9 Let A > �~�o be an inaccessiblecardinal. Then T has a
saturatedmodelof power A.

The existenceof an uncountableinaccessiblecardinal is a quite delicate
matter. But assumemomentarilythat such a saturatedmodeln exists (for
a given inaccessibleA > �~�o�)�. Recall that n is unique up to isomorphism.
Furthermore

• n is A-universal: everymodel of T of power < A can beembeddedas
an elementarysubstructurein n;

• n is A-homogeneous:if X is a subsetof n of power < A and a, a'
are two tuples in n having the sametype over X, then there is an
automorphismof n fixing X pointwiseand mappinga into a'.

It is a generalagreement(and habit) in Model Theory to assumethat such
a model n exists. This makes things easier and, on the other hand, is
sufficiently plausible; in particular, one can checkthat everythingis shown
inside n, so assumingthat n exists, can be proved (at the cost of some
major complications)even avoiding any referenceto n.
Which are the benefitsof working in n? As we said, the cardinality of n
is very large, and so one can reasonablysupposethat all the models we
expectto handlehave asmaller power. But this implies that they actually
are elementarysubstructuresof n of a smaller size (up to isomorphism).
Under this perspective,the subsetsof modelsof T can bedirectly viewed as
subsetsof n with power < 1nl: we will call thesesubsetssmallsubsetsof n,
just to tell them from the othersubsetsof n admitting its sameinaccessible
cardinality.
As alreadysaid, referringto small subsetsof n insteadof subsetsof arbitrary
models makesour life, and also our notationsimpler. For instance,take a
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small X and a posit ive integern . W hen definingBn(X ,A )an d Sn(X ,A ),we
had toexplicit ly refer to a modelA of T (now an elementary substructure of
Q) whereX is embedded. We also emphasized that Bn(X ,A ) an d Sn(X,A )
do not de pen d directly on A , but only on the theory of Ax : t he choice
of A is qui te arbitrary wit hin these bounds. But t hen it isconvenient to
refer to A = Q , as a universal model whereX is embedded. T his is what
we will do from now on. Ind eed we will write, when there is no danger of
misunderstanding, Sn(X)to mean Sn(X, Q) for everysmall Xj so S(X)will
denotethe union of t he spacesSn(X) when n ra nges over posit ive integers.

At last , let us propose some algebraic examples concerning more or less
saturated st ructures.

Examples 5.4.10 1. Which algebraically closed fieldsK are saturated
in a given cardinality A 2:: �~ �o �? To answer , wemay recall t hat, for any
p = 0 or prime, t he theory ACFp is categorical in every uncoun t able
power; so, accordingto what we said before, every uncountable alge
braically closed field (in anycharacteristic) is saturated. To confirm
t his from t he algebraic point of view and to discuss t heexistence ofsat
urated models in t he countable case, we can refer toSteinitz's analysis
of algebraically closedfields K and recall that such aK is the algebraic
closureof Ko(S) ,where Ko is th e primesubfield and S is a transcen
dence basisof K , so a maximal algebraically independent subset. The
isomorph ismtype of K is fully determ ined by its characteristic and
its transcendence degree,i. e. t he power ofS. Moreover, when S is
infini te, t his transcendencedeg ree equa ls1/(1. Now let 1/(12:: A and
take a subsetH of K of power < A. As we saw in t he lastsection , H
can be replaced by the subfield generated by H j t his does not change
its size, except when H is fini te; however, even in t hiscase,eachpoint
in t his subfield is/i- definable.Every algebraic l -fype over H is clearly
realized in K becauseK is algebraically closed . So t hepoint is: can
we realize the remaining l- nype, the one of t he elements which are
transcende ntal overH , for any H?

If K has an infini t e transce ndencedegree, t hen t his degree is just
1/(12:: A > IHI , so it is st rictly larger t han t he transcendence degree
of t he field generated by If. T his means t hat wecan realize our type
inside K for every H .

Otherwise, letH be generated by a finite t ranscendencebasisS of K ,
Clearly IHI < A, but now there is no way to realize our type insideK .

In conclusion, for 1/(12:: A, K is A-sat urated ifand only if its transcen-
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dence degree is infinite. In particular every algebra ically closed field
satisfying this condit ion issaturated (in its own power). So every un
countable algebra ically closed field issaturated(t his applies also to t he
complex field), while t he only countable saturated algebra ically closed
field (in a fixed characterist ic) is t he algebraic closure of /Co(S) where
/Co is t he prime subfield andS is a countable (infinite) algebraically
independent set.

2. The real ord ered field is not�~�o�- �s�a�t�u�r �a �t �e�d �. This is perhaps remarkable,
if one remembers that t he reals are a complete ord ered field (in t he
sense t hat every Cauchy sequence has a limit) , and eventhe only
complete ordered field up to isomorphism: in oth er words, given a
Cauchy sequence(rn)n>o in R , the l -type defined by

1
v - rn < - ,

n

when n ranges over positi ve integers, has a (unique) realization in t he
real fi eld.

However , lookat t he ty pe of a positive infinitesimal nonzero element .
This is defined by t he cut

1
0 < v < - ,

n

for n as before. So it is a ty pe over theempty set. Any fini te portion
is satisfied among t he reals, sothis infinitesimal element lives in some
element aryextension of the real field. Nevert heless the ty pe cannot
be realized inR.

Further examples will be discussed in th e nextsection within mod ules.

5.5 A parenthesis: pure injective modules

Saturated models are very large, powerfuland rich. Within algebraically
closed fields, t hey remind, and actually coincide with t he universal dom ains
int roduced byAndre Weil in his "FoundationsofA lgebraic Geometry" [176] ;
in fact, as wesaw in t he lastsection, t hey are just t he algebraically closed
fields wit h an infinite transcende nce degree (over t he prim e subfield) . Hence
it is not surprising to realize that t here do exist inother par ts of Algebra
some notions resembling saturation, perhaps in a weaker form.This is t he
case ofpure injecti vity wit hin module t heory.
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So, fix a (countable) ring R (with identity), and consider (say left) R
modules. We want to recall in this sectionwhat a pure injective R-module
is, and why these modules are so important. First we need introduce a
particular class ofembeddingsconcerningmodules.

Definition 5.5.1 Let M and N be R-modules. An R-modulehomomor
phism f from M into N if called pure if, for everypp-formula<p(v) in L R

and every ii in M,

Notice that a pure homomorphismis 1-1 and hence is anembedding. To
see this, just apply the definition to the formula Vi = V2. Moreover the
implication =? in (*) is trivial, hence the qualifying point in the definition
of purity �i�s�~ �. When M is a submoduleof M is called pure in N if
its inclusion embeddingis pure; in this case, onesaysalso that N is a pure
extensionof M.
The algebraiccontentof purity is thefollowing: if a linearsystem =
with parametersii from M admits a solution in the extension N, then it
admitsa solution alreadyin M; here A and B are, ofcourse,matriceswith
entriesin R and suitable sizes.

Examples5.5.2 1. If M is an elementarysubstructureof then M
is pure in N. Indeed, (*) holds for arbitrary formulas.

2. If M is a direct summand ofN , then Ai is pure in N. In fact, any
solution in N of a linear systemas before projectsitself to a solution
inM.

3. Let R = Z, so let us dealwith abelian groups. We saw in Chapter
2 that, in this particularframework, pp-formulasreduceto torsion or
divisibility conditions. Hence it isnot difficult to realize that, over Z,
M is pure in N if and only if r M = M n r N for every integer r , as
usually requiredin the definition of purity in the handbooksof abelian
group theory.

Incidentally, let us quotea noteworthyresult of Sabbagh.

Theorem5.5.3 Let M and N be R-modules,M be a submoduleof N .
ThenM is an elementary substructureofN if and only if M is pure in N
and M andN are elementarilyequivalent.
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Now we ca n int roduce pure injectivity : t his notion restricts in some sense
the usual injectivity requirementto pure embeddings.

Definition 5.5.4 An R-module M is called pureinjectivep. i. (but some
one prefers to say algebraically compact) if and only if one of the fo llowing
equivalentconditionsholds :

(i) For every choiceof R-modules N and N ', for which N is a pure
submoduleof N ', every homomorphism ffrom N to M lift s to a ho
momorphism l' from N ' to M .

(ii) M is a direct summandof everypure extension.

The equivalence between (i)and (ii) is proved in the referencesquoted at
the end of t he chapter. (i) and (ii) chacterize pure injectivity from t he
algebraicpoint of view. But t here is a t hirdequivalent definit ion ,disclosing
a model t heoretic flavour and showingthat pure injectivity is directly related
to saturation .

Theorem 5.5.5 An R-module M is pure injecti veif and only if, for every
countable subset X of M and every(incomplete) i-type p of pp-formulas
<p (v, ii) with parameters ii from X , when every fin ite port ionof p has a
realization in M , then the whole p can be satisfiedin M .

Hencepure injectivity is just a weak form of sat uration, restrictedto incom 
plete l-typesof pp-formulas(they areusually calledpp-types) . Consequently
every �~ �l�- �s�a�t �u �r�a�t�e�d R-module M is p. i.; t his fact , andTheorem5.4.2 clearly
imply that any R-module enlarges to a p.i. elementaryextension. But
something muchstrongerholds.

Theorem 5.5.6 Let M be an R-module. ThenM has a p.i. pure extension
M which is minimal in the followingsense:fo r everypure and p.i. extension
N ofM N containsM as apure submodule up to isomorphism. Moreover
M is unique up to isomorphismfixing M pointwise. Finally, M is an
eleme ntary extensionof

For a proof, see t he referencesat th e end of th echapter.
These existenceand uniqueness results justify th e specific symbol A1 to
denotethis p.i. extension of A1 and, furthermore, a specialnameto dub it;
actually, M is called "the" pure injective hull of M
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Up to elementary equivalence, p. i. R-modulesrepresent t he whole class of
R-modules, hencetheir algebraic analysis can help a description of the pos
sible complet ions ofRT. But what can wesayabout a possible classification
of pure injective R-modules? A usual and generaltechniquein studying a
given class ofmodules is

(a) to look for a possible(and hopefully unique) direct sum decomposition
of any module of the classinto indecomposable objects,

and t hen

(b) to classify the indecomposable modules of the class upto isomorphism .

By the way, recall t hat an R-moduleM is called indecomposableif M =J. 0
but there is no wayto expressM as adirectsum of two nonzerosubmodules.
T his procedure is not always successful within arbitrary classes ofmodules,
but is sufficient ly satisfactory when applied to p. i. modules. Let us explain
why. First of all it is comparativelyeasy to check that pure injectivity
is preservedby direct summands . Moreover (a) does work wit hin p. i.
modules, dueto t he following result of F isher andZiegler.

Theorem5.5.7 (Fisher-Ziegler) Let M be a p.i. R-module. ThenM de
composesuniquely (up to isomorphism)as

ffi

where E has no indecomposable direct summand, denotes p.i. hull
and, fo r every i , is an indecomposable p.i.R-module. MoreoverM is
elementarily equivalent toffi# i .

Incidentally, pure injectivity is not preservedunder infinite direct sums . To
summarize what we have seen so fa r:

• every R-module is an elementarysubstructure of its p.i . hull ;

• every p.i. R-module is elementarily equivalent to a direct sum of in
decomposablep.i. 's, and even isomorphic to th e p.i. hull of this sum
up to a summand with no indecomposable direct factors.

So what we have to do now is tostudy isomorphism classes, or elementary
equivalenceclasses of indecomposable p.i. R-modules.
Classification up to isomorphism is sometimes easy.For instan ce, whenR is
a field, sowhen we aredealingwith R-vectorspaces, t he only indecomposable
object is just (as a vectorspaceover itself) and is pu reinjective.
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But over oth er rings t he sit uation changes dramat ically and in some cases
one has to conclude t hat no classification is possible. This is what hap
pens, for inst ance, whenR = K (x , y) is t he ring of polynomials over a
field K in two non-commuting variables x and y , so when one considers
K -vectorspaces wit h twoadditional linear operators, correspondingto t he
actionof x, y respecti vely; infact, t his class of mod ules encodes insomeway
t he word pro blem forgroups, and there are somegood reasons to believe
that this forbids any classification of indecomposable p.i. objects. See [136]
for a detailed discussion ofthis point. As a consequence, even modules over
K[x , y] (wit h two com mut ing unknownsx and y) and, in another direction ,
over K (X l, ... , xn ) wit h n > 2 inherit t hesame "wild" sit uat ion,excluding
any possible classification.
So t he key point is to realize for which ringsR indecomposable p.i. modules
ca n be classified upto isomorphism . In t his perspect ive we would like to
quote a beau tiful resu lt of Ziegler, using model theory to equip in anatural
way indecomposable p.i. mod ules over any fixed ringR wit h a to pological
space structure.
In fact, let RZg denotethe set of (isomorphism classes of) indecomposable
p.i. R-modules. For every choice of pp-formulasrp (v) and (v) (in one free
variable) in LR, let (rp / ) be the set of the elements U in RZg such that
rp (U) properly includes rp(U) n (U) T hen the (rp / )'s are a basis for a
topologyof RZg, which is always compactand seldom Hausdorff.RZg with
t his topology is called the (left) Ziegler spectrum of R. Again , see [136] or
directly [181] for moredetails. What we can say in t herestricted framewor k
of thesepages is that t he knowledgeof t he Zieglerspectrumof R is a sortof
fixed coursetowards t hesolution of several significant mode l t heoretic (and
also algebra ic) pro blemsabout R-modules.
In particular, a successfu lanalysis of the Ziegler spectrumcanprovide some
useful informat ion on t he elementary equivalence class of any R-module M
Let us see very briefly and roughly why. Wesaw in Chapter 2 that t he
complete t heory of M is fully determined by t he values (modulo 00) of
[rp(M) : (M )] where rp (v) and (v) rangeover pp-form ulas in one free
variab le in L R. Now, up to elementary equivalence,M ca n be replaced by
a direct sum of indecomposable p. i . R-modules G7 U where

is th ecanonical decomposit ion ofthe pure injective hull A1 of A1 according
to the Fisher-Ziegler Theorem. Consequently, for rp(v) and (v) as before,

[rp(M) : (M )] = [rp(G7 U : ( U )]
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modulo 00 (in the sense that th ese valuesareeither finite and equal orboth
infinite) . Now it is easy to realizethat

[<p (EBiUd : 7Ji (EBiUi )] = �~ �) �<�P �( �U�i �) : 7Ji (Ui )]
1

modulo 00. So, when in t he Ziegler spectrum t he poin ts (Le. the indecom
posable p.i. R-modules) are classified as well as th eir basicopen neighbour
hood s, th e element ary equivalence type of can be determined by saying
which U ER Zg are involved in th edecomposition EBiUi and how many t imes
t hey occur. For instance, if U is known to be isolated -say by(<p / 7Ji)-, th en
t he value (modulo (0) of [<p(M) : 7Ji(A1)] can witness if occurs in th e de
composit ion,and how many ti mes. Of course,for a non-isolated a finer
analysis is necessary. In conclusion , when the spect rum isknown, looking
at th epoints in RZg and at their open neighbourhoods, one can effect ively
list t he completeextensions ofRT . Let us illustrate this by someexamples.

Examples5.5.8 1. Let R be t he ring Z ofintegers. Recallthat every
pp-formula <p (v) of Lz is logically equivalent within zT to a conjunc
t ion of torsion or divisibility condit ions

wherep is a prim e, < are positive integers and is aninteger. An
effect ive list of indecomposable p. i. Z-modules is known , andincludes
(up to isomorphism ) exactly th e following objects:

• the finit e modules Z/ pnZ ,

• th e Priifer groups Z/ pco,

• th e p-adic int egersZ ( )

• the additive group of rationals Q

where ranges overprimes and over positive int egers; t hep-adic
integers are just th e p. L hull ofthe localization Z ( ) of Z at It is not
prohibitive to realize that the previous examples are indecomposable
and p. i.; for instance, t hepure injectivity of th e Priifer groups and
t he rationals comesdirectl y from th eir divisibili ty. But the poin t is
to show t hat t heir list exha usts all t he possib lecases: see [181] for a
discussion ,and a completeproof of t his.

Now we have tostudy t he topology of the Ziegler spectrum z Z g. Here
is its Cantor-Bendixson analysis.
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• The isolated points (those having rank 0) are the finite mod ules
Z/pnz; in fact, each of t hem is t he only eleme nt in t he openset
((pn- 1Iv 1\ pv = 0) / (pnlv 1\ pv = 0)).

• Now forget the Z/pnZ 's;t hen aPriifer groupZ/ p= getsisolated
by ((pnlv 1\ pv = 0) / v = 0) for any positive n , while t he p-adic
integers are isolated by(pn- 1Iv / pnlv) for any n; hence all t hese
groups have rankl.

• The rational group is t he only remaining point , and so gets rank
2.

This analysis was pu rsued by Eklof-F isher in t he particular case when
R is a principal ideal domain, and supports and clarifiesthe previ
ous work of Wanda Szmielew (sketched inour Cha pter 2) for ab elian
groups. In particular, as a consequence, it implies the decidability of
t he theory zT. Ziegler 's approach was inspired by t hese par ti cular
cases,but is fully genera l and covers any ringR.

2. Hence what has beensaid on Z actua lly enlarges to principal ideal
domains and, partly, to Dedekind domains. For instance, it applies to
t he ringK[x] of polynomials over a fieldK wit h a single unknown: also
in t his caseone can accomplish a quite satisfactory description of t he
Ziegler spectrum, essent ially repeating t he analysis for the integers
wit h the necessary variants. Compare t his and what was observed
before when t he number ofunknowns increases.

5.6 Omitting types

Sat ura tedmodels realize many ty pes .But non isolated types arenot easy to
sat isfy in arbit rary models. Let us see why. We conside r a completetheory
T, and we denote its uni verse byn. Recall that we met isolatedtypes in
5.3: a ty pep over a set X �~ n is isolated whenp is t he only type over X
containing someL(X)-formula cp(v). It is an easy exercise to check what
follows.

Fact 5.6.1 For p E S(x), t he following propositions are equivalent .

1. P is isolated ;

2. t here is some L (X )-formula cp (v) E p such that p is just t he set of
L (X ) -formulas 7f; (v) for which cp(n n) �~ 7f; (nn);
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3. there is someL(X)-formula tp(v) such that tp(Dn) =f. 0 and p is just
t he set of the L(X)-formulas 'IjJ (if) for which tp(Dn) �~ 'IjJ (Dn).

Actually what distinguishes 2and 3 is th at in 2 we require theadditional
condition tp(v) E p. But it is easy to see t hattp(v) (j. p forces ,tp(v) E p,
hencetp(Dn) �~ ,tp(Dn), and sotp(Dn) = 0, a cont radict ion.
Now an isolated type p over X is triv ially realized in every mod elM of
T h(Dx ). For , D does cont ainsometuple satisfying p, and in particular the
formula tp(v) isolating p. So :3vtp(v)E Th(Dx).
On the contrary a non-isolatedtype p is not always realized. This is the
content of t he following result.

Theorem5.6.2 (Omitting Types) Let T be a complete theory in a language
L , p be anon-isolated type over0. Then there exists a(countable) model
M of T omitting p (in the sense thatp(M) = 0).

Proof. For simplicity, assumep E SI (0) (the reader can easily adaptthe
following argumentto more variables, if he (she) likes). We use some usu al
techniquesof classicalModel Theory. In detail, first we exte ndour language

by countably many new constant symbols

co,Cl, . .. , n , . .. (n natural).

List the sentences ofthe enlargedlanguageL' = L U {cn : n E N}

Now we build anincreasingsequenceof consistenttheories in£I

To �~ Tl �~ ... �~ .. . ,

all enlargingT and satisfying the following conditions,for every

1. is axiomat ized by To and a uniquefurther £I-sentence()

2. eit her tpn or ' tpn is in Tn+I;

3. whenever tpn or ' tpn is in Tn+l and hasthe form :3v'IjJn(v) , then
'ljJn (cm ) E Tn+l for some new constant Cm not already occuring in
any tpi, ()i for i ::;

4. finally, t here is some formula O"n(v) E for which 'O"n(cn) E Tn+ l .
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To is just T, or , more precisely, t he £I-theory axiomatized by T. Now,
ass umeTn given, and let us buildTn+l'
Let Cia ' ... , Ci h _ 1, C be t heconstantsin £' - L occuring in ()n ; replace t hese
constantsby new variablesWo, ..., Wh-l , v chosenout of ()n ; place before
:Jwo,..., :JWh-l and get a formula �(�) �~ (v) in L , with t he only free variable
v . Take a model �M�~ of Tn ; as o; E Tn , e;�( �M�~�) is not empty (it includes
�c �M�~�) �. As p is not isolated , t he condit ion 3 inFact 5.6.1 ensures that, for
some formula un(v) E p ,

Pu t ,Un(Cn) in Tn+l' This gua rantees4. Now look at 'Pn. If TnU {,Un(cn),
'Pn} has some mod el, letTn+1 include also 'Pn . Oth erwise' 'Pn is a conse
quence ofTn U {,Un(cn)}. T his gives 2. When 'Pn (or ''Pn) is of the form
:Jv'Pn(v), pick the least m such that Cm does not occur in'Pi, ()i for i �~ n,
and put 'ljJn(cm) in Tn+1 • This ensures 3.
Let Tn+1 be the t heory obtained in this way. ClearlyTn+l is consistentand
satisfies l.
Now form T ' = Unr; T ' is consistent. Take any model l v1' of T'. By 2,
T ' is com plete ,T ' = T h(M '): t he sentences :Jv'ljJ (v ) M' satisfies are just
those occu ring in someTn . Owing to 3, we can applythe Tarski-Vaught
Theorem and dedu cethat �{�C�~�' : n natural} is the domain of a (countable)
elementary substruct ure of M' , and hence acountable model of T' . Its
restricti on to L is a countable model ofT , and omits p because , forevery n ,
�C�~�' can not satisfy un(v). ..

5.7 The Morley rank, at last

Let T be a completetheory in a count able language. We remind the pro
gram outlined in 5.2: we aim at measuring t he complexity of definable sets
X in n (equivalently, of r-v-classes of formul as with par ameters inn) and,
more generally, of sets of formulas with parameters inn, including ty pes
over small subsets ofn. A reason able way toget t his is to define some
function assigning, if possible, to every definable, or formula , or type, an
ordinal value, according tosome reasonable condit ions, likemonotonicity.
An axiomatic introducti on to t his complexitymeasures ca n befound in [8]
or [131, 134]; t hese functions are usually calledranks. T here are several
possible ways to define a rank,according to some part icular algebraic or
model t heoretic featu res of thetheory T . Morley 's rank was the very first ,
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and fundamental, example in t hisdirection. Historically, it was inspired
by t he Cantor-Bendixson analysis of topological spacesS . Recall t hat t his
equips any poin t inS with a rank, whose value is eit her anordinal number
or 00 (where one assumes that 00 is greater than anyordinal) ; in parti cular
the Cantor-Bendixson ra nk assignsthe value 0 to t he isolated points of S,
th e valu e 1 to t he poin ts inS t hat get isolated wit hin t he rela tive topology
once th e isolatedpoin ts are forgotten, and so on.Of course one can apply
this Cantor-Bendixson machinery to t hetopological spaceS(C) , where C
is a small subset of n , and hence tothe types over C . Using t heStone
du ality between topological Boolean spaces and Boolean algebras , one can
define aCantor-Bendixson rank also for th e elements of t he du alalgebraof
S(C) , and hencefor C-defina ble sets. However , if onetranslatesliterally
th e Cantor-Bendixson analysis into our particular set t ing, then the same
definableobject mayobtain several possible ranks, according to which basic
set of parametersC we refer to; inparticular, if we replace C by alarger C',
t hen we ca nexpectt hat, overC', C-definablesetsget astronger complexity
and consequent ly a biggerCant or-Bendixson rank: some examples of this
phenomenon will be provided later in t he presentsection.
Morley's rank adapts t he Cant or-Bendixson approach to obviatethis diffi
culty. The recipe is ju st to refer toour universen and so to evaluate any
definable within arbitrary n -definabl e sets. Bu t it is t ime to give,at last, t he
exactdefinition of t he Morley rank; we will in troduce also a related notion
(Morley degree).
vVe consider a complete t heory T in a countable langu ageL: n denotes,
as usual, t he universe ofT . Let X be a definable subset of n n (for some
positive integern), we wan t to definethe Morley rank of X RM(X). First
let us say what

RM(X) ::::: 0:

mean s forevery ordinal 0:. We proceed by induction on 0: .

Defi nition 5.7.1 When 0: = 0, put RM(X) ::::: 0: if and only if X i= 0.
When 0: is a limit ordinal, put RM(X) ::::: 0: if and only if RM(X) ::::: 1/

fo r every ordinal 1/ < 0:. Fi nally, when 0: = 1/ + 1 is a successor ordinal,
put RM(X) ::::: 0: if and only if there are infini telymanypairwise disjoint
definable subsetsX i (i E N) of X such that RM(Xi ) ::::: 1/ for every i EN.

It is easyto observe t hat, if 0:, {3 are ordinals and 0: ::::: {3, t hen

R M(X) ::::: 0: implies RM (X ) ::::: {3.

Accordin gly it makes sense to put:
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1. If X = 0, then RM(X) = - 1.

2. LetX#-0 and supposethat there is someordinal a suchthat RM(X) t.
a (so RM(X) t. (3 for everyordinal (3 2: a); the leastordinal aD with
this property is a successor;if aD = v + 1, then put R.A1(X) = t/,

3. Finally supposeX #- 0, RM(X) 2: a for every ordinal a. Then put
RM(X) = 00.

(Of coursewe assume - 1 < a < 00 for every ordinal a) . When <.p(v) is a
formula (possiblywith parameters from n), define

(wheren is the length of v).

Examples 5.7.3 1. RM(X) = - 1 if and only if X = 0.

2. RM(X) = 0 if and only if X is finite and non-empty.For instance, in
algebraically closed fields, t he(definable)zerosetof a givenpolynomial
of degree2: 1 in one unknown is finite and non-empty,and hencehas
Morley rank O.

�~�t RM(X) = 1 if and only if X is infinit e, but cannot partition as the
union of infinit ely many pairwise disjoint infinite definable subsets.
For example, in algebraicallyclosed fields,the only definable infinite
1-arysetsarecofinite. This implies that their Morley rank is 1. Notice
that the sameis true for infinite vectorspacesover a countable field.

4. Let T = DLO- be the theory of denselinear orderswithout endpoints.
Fix a < b in n and consider the int erval I =]a, b[= {x En: a <
x < b}. I is definable, and RM(J) = 00. In fact, for every a, b as
before and ordinal a , RM(]a, bD 2: a. This can be eas ily checked by
induction on a. The casesa = 0 and a limit are trivial. So suppose
a = v + 1 for some u, As the ord er S; is dense,we can choosec E
]a, b[, andobservethat ]a, b[ includesthe disjoint intervals]a, C[, ]c, b[,
both having Morley rank 2: u, becauseof th e induction hypothesis.
Repeatingthis procedure,one finds infinitely many pairwise disjoint
open intervals in ]a, b[, all of Morley rank 2: u, Hence RM(]a, bD 2:
t/ + 1. Notice that even [a,b[, ]a,b], [a, b] (for a < b) haveMorley rank
00.

Let us point out now somesimp le propertiesof RM:
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P roposition 5.7.4 Let X , Y be two definable subsets ofnnfor some pos
itive integern,

(i) If X �~ Y, then RM(X) :S RM(Y ).

(ii) For every automorphism f ofn, RM(X) = RM(J(X)).

(iii) RM(X U Y) = max{RM(X),RM(Y )}.

Proof. (i) Every definable subset ofX is clea rly a definable subset also
of Y. So a simpleinduction argument shows that, for everyordinal a, if
RM(X) 2:: a, then RM(Y) 2:: a .
(ii) It suffices to show RM(X) :S RM(J(X)) (as th e opposite relation
RM(X) 2:: RM(J(X)) can beobtained just by reversing the roles ofX
and f(X ) and replacingf by f-l) . In oth er words, we have to check that,
for every ordinala, RM(X) 2:: a implies RM (J (X )) 2:: a. Proceed again
by induction on a (and observe th at , ifZ is a defina ble subset of X , t hen
f(Z) is a definable subset off(X)) .
(iii) 2:: follows from (i) . To check:S, it suffices to prove that, for everyordinal
a, RM(XU Y) 2:: a implies eit herRM(X) 2:: a or RM(Y) 2:: a . As before,
we can proceed byinduction on a . If a = 0 and RM(X U Y) 2:: a, t hen

X U Y i= 0 and consequent ly eit herX or Y is not empty. Now suppose

a limit and RM(X U Y) 2:: a, namely RM(X U Y) 2:: t/ for every ordinal
t/ < a. If th ere exists somev < a such that RM(X) 2:: J1 for every ordinal
J1 sat isfying v :S J1 < a , t hen RM(X) 2:: a . Otherwise, for everyordinal
v < a, th ere is someJ1 2:: t/ such that J1 < a and RM (X) t J1. By induction,
RiV1(Y ) 2:: J1 , whenceRM (Y ) 2:: u, It follows RM (Y ) 2:: a . At last , take a

successora = v+ 1 and supposeRM (X UY) 2:: a . T hen there are infinitely
many pairwi se disjoint infinite definablesubsets Z, (i E N ) of X U Y , all
having RM 2:: u , Look at t he sets

(i E N) .

For every i, eit herRM(Xi) 2:: t/ or RM (Y;) 2:: u , Accordingly RM(Xi) 2:: u,
or RiV1(Y;) 2:: v for infinitely many i 's. In t he form er caseRM (X) 2:: a; in
t he latter RM(Y) 2:: a . •

Now we are going to associatewith any definable subset X �~ nn(whose
Morley rank is an ordinal) a positive integer: t heMorley degreeof X
GM (X).
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Proposition 5.7.5 Let X �~ nnbe a definable set whose Mo rleyrank is an
ordinal 0:' . Th en there is amaximal positi ve in teger d such that Xpartit ions
as theunion of d pairwise disjo int definable subsetsof Morley rank 0:'

Proof. Suppose not. T hen, for every positi ve integerd, one can partition
X as t heunion of d definabl e subsetsof Morley rank 0:'

X(d,O), .. . , X (d, d - 1).

We ca n assumet hat, for every d and i ::; d, there is somej < d such
that X (d + 1,i) �~ X(d,j). In fact, X(d+ 1,i) decomposes as th e disjoint
union of its subsets X (d + 1, i) n X (d, j) for j < d. Owing to Proposition
5.7.4, (iii) , at least one of these subsets has the same Morley rank 0:' as
X(d + 1, By Proposition 5.7.4, (i), all th ese subsets have Morley rank
::; 0:'. Accordingly we can replaceX(d+1, i) by a subsetX(d+l , i )nX (d, j)
(to which one possibly adds other subsets X (d , j) of Morley rank s, 0:') . Now
a combinatorial argument (K6nig's Lemma) ensures that t here are positi ve
integers

do < dl < .. . < dm < ...

and natural numbers

. . .
ZO,ZI , · · · ,Zm, · · ·

such that, 'IIm EN, i m < dm and

(m E N )

(m E N)

We ob tain in this way infinit ely many pairwise disjoi nt definabl e subsetsof
X

X(dm , i m ) - X(dm+l i m +l )

(where mrangesoverN ), all havingMorley rank 0:'. ConsequentlyRM(X) 2:
0:' + 1, and t his is acontradiction. '"

Owing to t his proposition, we can at last introduce t he Morley degree as
follows.

Definit io n 5 .7 .6 Let X be a defi nable subsetofnn(for someposit ive inte
ger n) whoseMorley rank is an ordinal0:'. Th e Morleydegreeof X (den oted
G M (X)) is the maximal posit ive integer d such that X can partit ion as the
union of d definable subsetsof Morley rank
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Remarks5.7.7 1. If X is finite andnon-empty (in other wordsRM(X)=
0) ,GM(X) is just the size IXI of X. In particular, whenX is the zero
set of a polynomial f(x) of positive degree in oneunknown over an
algebra ically closed field/C, then the Morl ey degree ofX is just the
number of roots of f( x) in K.

2. A definableX havingMorley rank 1 and Morley degree 1 (so aninfinit e
definableX admit t ing no infinite coinfinite definable subset) is called
strongly minimal. A t heory T is st rongly minimal if it s universe (so
the formula v = v) is: we met this notion in Chapter 2, and we shall
deal againwith it in the next sect ions. Recall that algebraically closed
fields, as wellas infi nite vectorspaces over a countable field, admit a
st rongly minim al t heory.

3. Let X Y be two definable disjoint subsets of nnsuch that both
RM(X) and RM(Y) are ordina ls, andRM(X) < RM(Y). Then
GM(X U Y) equals

GM (X )+ GM(Y) if RM(X) = RM(Y),

GM(Y) otherwise

(the reader may checkthis as anexercise).

When (v) is a formula (possiblywith parametersfrom n) and RM( ( ))
is an ordinal , weput = GM(

Now we want to discuss the following problem. Let X be a definablesubset
of nn (for somepositive integer 0' denote t heMorley rank of X and d it s
Morley degree (if any) :both 0' and d can be calculated by looking at the de
finable subsets of X . But suppose that X is M-definable for some mod elM
of Then we wond er wheth er t he values of0' and d are already witnessed
by t he M -definable subsets of X , in ot her wordswhether 0' and d remain
t he same after replacing "defina ble" by"M-definable" in t he definition of
RM and GM.

Examples5.7.8 1. We knowthat RM(X) = 0 if and only if X is finite ;
furthermore, in this case ,GM(X) is just t he sizeIXI of X. Suppose
X = ( for a suit abletuple of parameters of a modelM of

As M is an elementary substruct ure ofn, X = (M So the
elementsof X in M can witnessRM(X) = 0, GM(X) = IXI.

2. RM(X) = 1 if andonly if X is infinit e, but X cannot containinfinitely
many pairwise disjoint infinite definable su bsets. As before, suppose
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x = <p(nn,a) for a in M F T. As M < n, <p(Mn, a) is infini te, so
M can witness RM(X) 2: 1. It is also clear t hat <p(Mn, a) cannot
contain infinitel y many pairwise disjoint infinit e AI -defina ble sets.

3. Now consider astruct ure Mo = (kIo, E) where E is anequivalence
relation having exactly one equivalence class of sizek for every posi
t ive integer k , but no infinite class. LetT deno te thetheory of Mo.
On e easily sees that Mo is elementarily embeddable in every mod el
of T . But a simple applicat ion ofCompactnessTheoremshowsthat
there exist someother models of T containing also infinite equ ivalence
classes,and indeed , for every positive integer t , T has a countable
model M t with exactly t infinite classes, while the universen has in
fin itely many infinite classes. Nowconsiderth e form ulav = v. Theset
it defines is just n, and consequently hasMorley rank 2: 2, becauseit
partitions into infini tely many infinit e pairwise disjoint definable sub
sets (the infinit e classes ofE). Indeed one sees that n has Morley
rank 2 and Morley degree1. On t he oth er side, t here is only one non
algebra ic I-type overMo as, for everya and b in n - Mo, one can
find an A1o-automor phism ofn mapping a in b. In parti cular, every
lVfo-definableset is finite or cofinite according to whether it excludes
or includes the elements in n - M«. Hencen cannot parti tion in two
infinite Mo-definable subsets,and M o cannot wit nessRM(n) 2: 2.

So we ca n wond er which models A1 of a givenT can witn ess t heMorley
rank anddegree of every M -defina ble set. As a partial answer, let us show
that �~�o �- �s �a�t�u�r �a�t�e�d models have t his feature.

P roposition 5.7.9 Let T be a complete theory, M be an�~�o�- �s�a�t�u�r�a�t �e�d model
of T . ThenA1 can witness the Morley rank and (if it exists) the Morley
degreeof any M -definable setX.

Proof. Put X = <p(nn, a) for somesuitable positive integer n and a E M .
First let us deal with RM(X) . It suffices to show t hat , for everyordinal
u, if RM(X) 2: v + 1, th en th ere are infinitel ymany pairw ise disjoint M 
definable subsetsof X , all having Morley rank 2: u. On t he other side we
do know that t here are infini te ly many pairwise disjoin t subsetsX i S;; X
(i EN), all having RM 2: u, For every i E N , let X i = <Pi(nn , ai) with
ai E n. As M is �~�o �- �s �a�t�u�r �a �t �e�d �, for every natural k t here are�b�~ �, ... , b: in
M such that tp(aa, .. . , ak la) = �t�p �(�b�~ �, ... , b:la). Consequently, for every
i �~ k , �<�P�i�( �n �n�, �~�) S;; <p(n n, a) because V'W(<Pi(W,vi) -+ <p(w, a)) lies in the
ty pe of (aa,.. . ,ak ) over a. Moreover , for i < j �~ k , �<�P �i�( �n �n �, �~ �) n <p(nn,bj) =
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obecause .....,:3W (ipi(W,Vi) /\ ipj(w,vj) ) is in tp (aa , ... , a"k l a) . Not ice also
t hat, Vi :s; k , ai , �b�~ correspond to each other by some automorphism ofn
fixing a pointwise, and consequent lyipi( nn,ai) and ipi( nn,b;) havethesame
RM �~ u , F inally, for every i :s; k , ip(nn, �b�~ �) is M -defina ble because�b�~
is in M . In conclusion, for every natural k , X contains at least k + 1 M 
definablepairwise disjoint subsets ofMorley rank �~ u, So, the combinatorial
argument inProposition 5.7.5 ca n be repeated and showsour claim.
Now let RM(X) = 0' where0' is an ordinal, d = GM(X) . We have to show
t hat X can partition as the union of d M -defin able subsets ofMorley rank
0'. Again we know that X does admit such a decomposition in definable
subsets

ipo(nn, a"O) , .. . , ipd-I (nn,ad-I)

with aa,.. . , �a�i�~�1 in n. On t he oth erhand tp(aa, ... , ad-=-I la) can berealized
in M , say by �b�~ �, ... ,bd-I, becau seM is �~�o�- �s �a �t�u�r�a�t �e�d �. By proceedingas
before, one seesthat

provide a partition as required. •

Now we want to define t he Mo rley rank and degree of a complete ty pep over
a small subsetA of n: t he Morley rank ofp R M (p)is anordinal or 00, while
t he Morley degree GM(p) is defined only whenR M (p) is anordinal , and is
a positi ve integer. T he reader ca n eas ily observe that t his ass ignment of a
Mo rley rank and degree can be eas ilyextended to arbit ra ry set offormulas
over A (alt hough, in t his enla rgedframework, the Morley rank may ass ume
also the value -1 -for inconsistent set of forrnul as-).

D efinition 5.7.10 Let A be a small subsetof n, p E S(A) . The Morley
rank of p RM(p) is the leastMorles) rank of a formula in p. If RM(p) is
an ordinal 0', GM(p) (the Morley degreeof p) is the least Morley degree of
a formula in pof Morley rank0' .

Accordingly, with any p ES(A) it is associateda formula ip (v) E p suchthat
RM(ip(v)) = RM(p) and , whenRM(p) is an ordinal , GM(ip (if)) = GM(p).
Of course, onemay wond er whether t hisformula ip (v) is unique . To clarify
t his question, first notice:

P roposit io n 5 .7. 11 Let p E S(A) satisfy R M (p)< 00, ip(v) be a formula
in p having the same Morleu rank and degree as p. Letip'(v) be any for
mula with parameters f rom A. Thenip'(v) E p if and only if R M (ip(nn) 
ip'( n n)) < RM (p).
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Proof. First suppose<p'(v) E p. Th en <p(if) /\ <p'(v) E p; as R M (<p(v) /\
ip' (v)) ::; RM(<p (if)), <p(v) /\ <p' (v) have the same Morley rank anddegree as
<p(v) , hence asp. ConsequentlyRM (<p (if) /\ ' <p' (v)) < RM(p).
Conversely, supposeRM (<p(n n)_<p' (n n)) < RM (p),so <p (v)/\,<p' (v) ca nnot
belong to p. In particular ' <p' (if) rt p, and so<p' (if) E p. ..

At t his poin t one deduces:

Corollary 5.7.12 Let pE S(A) satisfy RM(p)< 00, <p(v) be a formula in
p having the same Morley rank and degree as p. Letr.p' (v) be a formula of
L(A) also having the same Morley rank and degree as p. Then<p' (v) E p if
and onlyif Rj\![(r.p(n n) 6. r.p' (nn )) < RM(p).

Here 6. denotes symmetric difference: forX , X' sets ,X 6. X' = (X - X') U
(X' - X ).

Proof. Let r.p'( v) E p. Owing to Proposition 5.7.11,RM(r.p(nn)_ <p'(nn)) <
RM (p). But now wecan reverse t he roles of<p (v) and <p' (if) , and so dedu ce
RM (<p (n n) - <p'( nn)) < RM (p). By Proposition 5.7.4, (iii) , RM(<p(nn) 6.
<p'(n n))equalsmax{RM (r.p(n n)-<p' (n n)), RM (r.p' (n n)_r.p (n n))} ,andhence
is < RM (p). Conversely supposeRM (<p (nn) 6. r.p'(n n)) < RM (p). Th en
RM(<p(n n) - r.p'(n n)) < RM (p)as well, and so <p'(if) E p. ..

It is easyto realize that, for every ordinal a , t he relation =aidentifying two
L(A)-formul as <p (if) , <p' (if) if and only if

is an equivalence relation. According ly, whenRNf (p) is an ordinala, a
formula r.p(v) E p with the same Morleyrank and degree asp is uniquely
determined (in p) up to =a.
Remarks5.7.13 1. Let A �~ B be small subsets ofn, p E S(A), q E

S(B), p �~ q. Then RM(p) ;::: RM(q) and, whenRM(p) = RM(q),
GM(p) ;::: GM (q). For , all t heformulas in p belong toq as well.

2. Let p E S(A). Then p is algebraic if and only if RM(p) = 0 (recall
that p is algebraic if and only if t here is aformula r.p(if) E P such that
<p(n n) is finite and non-empty, in other words has Morley rank 0). We
saw t hat, for ty pes in a suitable setting, algebra ic just means isolated:
in t his way we recover in our frame work a very basic and familiar
property of theCantor-Bendixsonrank. For algebraically closed fields
(of a fixed characteristic) t he only nonalgebraic I- typ e over a small
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subset ofn has Morley ra nk 1. The same istrue for everystrongly
minimal t heory.

So we havejust introducedMorley ra nk and degree for types p E S(A) by
referring to Morley rank and degree offormulas . Conversely, for every
formula <p (v), we can recoverthe Morley rank and degree of<p(v) (and of
th e correspondingA-definableset <p (nn)) from the Morley rank anddegree
of the types over cont aining<p (v) (provided t hat, of course, t here is some
type overA containingthis formula, in other words<p(nn) 0)

Proposition5.7.14 Let A be a small subsetofn, <p (v) be anL(A)-formula
(in the free variables v= (Vt, ... ,vn)) such that<p (nn ) 0. Then

RM(<p(nn)) = max{RM(p) : pE Sn(A) ,<p (v) E p}

and, when R1v1.(<p(nn)) is an ordinal0',

GM(<p(nn)) = GM (p)
p

where p ranges over the n- types over A containing<p (v) and having rank0'.

Proof. Clearl y, if pE Sn(A) and <p(v) E p, then RM (p) �~ RM(<p (nn )). So
we havepreliminarily to showthat there existsat least one ty pep E Sn(A)
containing <p(v) and having its rank.
F irst suppose RM(<p(nn)) = 00. By compactnessthe set of L(A)-formulas

is consistent. In fact, let 'l?o(v), . . . ,'l?s(v) be L( A)-formulas of rank <
00; by Proposition 5.7.4 , (iii) , alsoVi<s'l?i(V) have rank < 00. Moreover
<p (nn) Cl:. Ui<s 'l? i(nn), otherwise eveni( v) has Morley rank < 00. Accord
ingly <p(nnf n (ni<s -,'l?i(nn)) 0. So exte ndPo to a type p E Sn (A);
<p(v) E p, and p has rank 00.

Now supposeRM(<p(n n)) = 0' where 0' is an ordina l. Decompose<p (v) as
V i<s <Pi(V) where <po(v)"",<Ps(v) are L (A)-formulas ofMorley rank 0' and
minimal Morley degr ee and, fori < j < s, RM(<pi(nn) n <pj (nn )) < 0'.

T he formul as<Po(v), . .. , <Ps(v) occurring inthis decompositionare uniquely
determined up to = CI'l as they have minimal degree.Fu rthermore theMorley
degreeof <p (v) is the sumof the degrees of<Pi (V) for i �~ s. Now fix i �~ s
and consider

qi = {<P i(v)} U {-,'l?(v) : 'l?(v) L(A)-formula, RM(<pi(V) A 'l?(v)) < O'}.
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By proceeding as in t he previous case, one checks that qi is consistent, and
so enlarges to atype Pi E Furthermore t his ty pePi is unique: in
fact, if fl( v) is an L(A)-formula and <pi(V) 1\ fl(v)) = 0: , t hen, owing
to th e choice of<p (v) (and the minimality of its degree over it follows

<p (v) 1\ fl( v)) < 0:, whencefl(v) is in P Clearly (Pi) = 0:. Using
t he minimality of t he degree of<pi (V) once again, one deduces Pi) =

i(V)) Finally <pi(V) E Pi and so<p (v) E P
So we havefound ty pes Po . . ,Ps E as claimed. To acco mplish the
proof (in particular, to show the equality about degrees) it suffices to observe
that the only n-typesP over containing <p(v) and having rank0: are j ust
Po ... , Ps · In fact , if <p (v) E P t hen there is a unique i �~ s such that
<Pi (v) E As P has rank0: , it follows qi �~ whencePi = ..

5.8 Strongly minimal sets

As said before, a definablesetis strongly minimal if it is infinite, but adm its
no par ti tion int o 2 disjoint infinite definable subsetsin D. A t heory is called
strongly minimal if the domain of its universe is.
Recall alsofrom Chapter 2 that a struct ureA is said to bestrongly minimal
if its th eory is, and minimal when its dom ainA admits no partition into 2
disjoin t A-definable infinit e subsets. Of course ,strongly minim al struct ures
are minimal , but t he conve rse is not t rue (see,again, Example 2.7.2) .
Clearly strongly minimal sets are t he simplest infinite definablesets and
hence provide amatter worthy of someinterest. Incidentally, due to t he
new approach to structuresprovided in 5.2, anystrongly minimal set, and,
more genera lly, any defina bleD in D can be naturally regarded as astructure
in its own right. It suffices to ass ume as definablesetsin D t he tracesin D
of the definable sets in D, henceD" n X for every definable X �~ Dn. It is
easyto checkthat t he result ing collection satisfies t hecondition in T heorem
5.2 .1. Wh enD is strongly minim al , t he resulting new structure is strongly
minimal , to o.
Accordingly, one ca nexamine strongly minimal structuresand theor ies in
stead of st rongly minim al sets. We already met someexamples in t hisarea.
In fact we knowthat infinite vectorspaces over a countable fields, as well
as algebraically closed fields (in a fixed characteristic) , and evenmere infi
nite sets,admit astrongly minim al complete theory. Let usanalyse closerly
these examples.
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Example s 5.8.1 1. Let K be acountablefield and considerthe theory
K ' of infinit e vectorspacesover Recall that each of t hem is fully
determined, up to isomorphism , by a cardinal number (its dim ension
overK ) In view of a possible generalization, let us remind very quickly
why. So let V be any vectorspace over Fora E V X �~ V define

a -< X (a linearly dependent on X )

if and only if a is in t he subspace(X) of V spanned byX (in oth er
words, is a finite linear combination of elements inX U {O}). One
introduces in this way a subset-< of V X P(V) (the linear depen dence
relation). Moreover one seesthat -< satisfies th e following properties:
for a, b in V and X Y �~ V

(D 1) if a E X t hen a -< X

(D2) if a -< X , t hen t here is some finiteXo �~ X such th ata < Xo;

(D 3) if a -< X and, for everyx E X x -< Y , t hen a -< Y ;

(D4) if a -< X U {b} but a -f< X , then b -< X U {a} .

Checking (D1) and (D2) is t rivial, while (D3), (D4) ju st need some
simpIe calculations.

Now define a subset of V linearly independentif and only if, for
every b E B , b -f< B - {b}; and say th atB �~ V is a basisof V if and
only if B is linearly independent and, for every a E V, a -< B .

Using (D1) - (D4) and Zorn 'sLemma(wit h no specific reference to t he
algebraic framework of vectorspaces), one shows that V admits some
basis B and that two bases ofV have the same power. Accordingly
one defines the dim ensionof V over K as the power ofany basis of

Finally one proves that two vectorspaces overK are isomorphicif and
only if they havethe same dimension.This t ime, t heproof needs also
th e following fact : if V is a vectorspace overK X �~ V a, b E V
and both and b are linearly independent of X , t hen t here is an
automor phism ofV fixing X pointwise and mapping into b (in other
words, and b have t hesame ty pe overX ).

2. Let = 0 or beprime, consider now t he theoryACFpof algebraically
closed fields of characteristic Also in this case it is known that every
model K of ACFp is fully determinedup to isomorphism by acardinal
number: its transcendence degree (over the prime subfield) . Under
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th is point of view, thesetting is qui te similar to what we saw in t he
prev ious example. In fact, for every algebraically closed field K of
characteristicp, one int roduces a subset -< of J( x P (J() (now called
t he alge braic dependence relation )in t he following way: for a E J(
and X �~ J( , one puts

a -< X (a algebraically dependen t on X)

if and only if a is algebraic over t he subfield generated by X. One
checksthat (D1) - (D4)still hold for a, b E J( andX, Y �~ J( (although
the proofs, especially that of (D3) and (D4) , require nowsomemajor
algebraic difficulties) .

Any how, as in th e previousexample, we can define a subsetB �~ J(
algebraically independent if and only if, for every b E B , b -< B - {b};
and we cansay t hat B is a transcendence basis of K if B is alge
braically independ ent and, forevery a E J( , a -< B. T he existe nce of a
t ranscendence basis ofK and t he fact t hat two transcendencebasesof
K have t hesame power are shownexactly as in the previousexamples,
despi te t he different algebra ic framework , by using only (D1) - (D4)
(and Zorn 'sLemma). T he cardinality of a t ra nscendence basis ofK
is ca lled thetranscendence degree ofK. As in the previous exam ples,
one shows that an algebraically closed fieldK of characterist ic p is
fully determined up to isomorphism just by its t ranscendence degree
(so by a cardinal number). T he reason is,again, t he fact that, if a,
b E J( , X �~ J( and a, b -I< X (so both a and b are t ranscendental
over t he subfield generated by X ), t hen t here is an aut omor phism of
K fixing X pointwise and mapping a into b (whencea and b have t he
samety pe overX ).

3. Let uspropose a moretrivi al example. Let L= 0, M be an infinit e
set . Fora E M , X �~ M , put

a -<X {:} aEX;

t his again defines a subset -< of M x P (M ) clearly satisfying (D1) 
(D4) . In t his case t he only possible basis ofM is just M, and actually
t he power ofM fully determines t he isomorphism class ofM among
L-structures (i. e. nonemptysets).

Before cont inuing ouranalysis ofstrongly minimal t heories andsets,in order
to exclude any possible misun derstandings and to preparethe next Chapter
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7, let us pointout a key remark: we cannot expect that, for any complete
t heory T , every model of T is determinedup to isomorphism by a single
cardinal invariant. Here is a simple "counterexample" .

Example 5.8.2 Let T be the t heory of th e st ruct ures B) whereB �~

and bot hB and A - B are infinit e. Not ice that T is com plete, for example
because itsat isfies the assumpt ions ofVaught's Theorem: it has no finite
models and is�~�o�- �c �a�t �e�g�o �r �i�c �a�l �, as the only countable model (upto isomor
phism) must satisfy IBI = lA- BI = �~�o �. In order to characterize a model

B) of T up to isomorphism , one needs anordered pair (IBI, lA - BI)
of ca rdinalnumbers.

Of coursethis examplecan be easily gene ra lized .Just think of a structure
= (A , (Bn)n<N) where 2 ::; ::; w and t heBn's are pairwise disjoin t

infinite subsetsof In t his extend ed fra meworkthe isomorphism type of
A is given bythe ord ered sequence ofcardinals

notice that this sequence is infinite when = w .
Now let us restrict again our attent ion to st ronglyminimal t heories. We
wond er if t he similar behaviour observed in Examples 1, 2 and 3 in 5.8.1 for
infini te K-vectorspaces, algebraically closed fields and infinite sets is found ed
on som ecommonbasis. Toclarify this poin t , let us give a furt herglance at
theseexamples.

Examples 5.8.3 1. Let V be a vectorspaceover a E V X �~ V
Recall that a -< X mean sthat there are n EN, ko, ... , kn E K ,
Xo, . .. , Xn E X such that a = Li<n kiXi ; in other words a is the only
element ofV sat isfying the L(X)=-formula v = L i<n kiXi.

2. Let F F a E K , X �~ K. Now a -< X if and only if th ere is a
polynomial f(t) E K[t] - {O} with coefficients in th e subfield generated
by X such that f(a) = O. There is no loss of generality in ass uming
that t he coefficients off(t) are also inthe subringgeneratedby X (so
in the L-substructure generated by Accordingly every coefficient
of f(t) gets X-definable, and"f (v) = 0" can bewritten as an L(X )
formula. Of coursethere are only finite ly many elements satisfying
t his formula , and a is one ofthem .
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3. Let A be an infinite set, a E A, X �~ A . Now a -< X simply means
a EX, hencethat a is the unique elementin A sat isfying the L(X)
formula v = a (a is in X!) .

5.9 Algebraic closure and definable closure

What we observedat the end of the previous section suggeststhe following
definitions. Let M be a st ructure in a language L , X �~ M.

Definition 5 .9 .1 1. The algebra ic closur e of X (denoted byacl(X))
is the union of all the finit e X -definablesubsets of M (and so is the
set of the elements a E M such that, for some L(X)-formula <p(v),
a E <p(M) and <p(M) is finit e) .

2. The definable closureof X (denoted bydcl(X)) is the se tof all the
X -definable elements ofM (and hence of the elements ofM such that,
for some L(X)-formula <p (v), <p(M ) = {a} ) .

Clearly dcl(X) �~ acl(X) for every X and A1. Sometimes dcl(X) = acl(X).
For instance, this is the case whenM expands a linear order :S and X is
any subset ofM.
In fact, let a E acl(X) , <p(v) be an L(X)-formulasuch t hat <p(M) is finit e
and includes a. More precisely, let ao < . . . < a; be t he elements of <p (M),
and let a = a; for a unique i :S r . Then a is t he only eleme nt inM satisfying
t he formula

<p (v) A :J!i w (<p(w) A w < v).

However there do exist some st ructures ;\,1and subsets X �~ M such that
dcl(X) f. acl(X), as we will see inthe next lines.

Remarks5 .9 .2 1. Let M, N be structures for L such that M is an
elementarysubstructure of N, X �~ M (hence X �~ N) . Of course,we
might expect to haveto form two algebraicclosu res ofX , the former
in M and the latter in N. Howeverthese twosetscoincide . Let us see
why. First notice that, for every L (X) -formula <p(v), <p (M ) is finit e if
and only if <p (N ) is , and t hese sets have the samepower. In fact, if
1<p(M)1= k, then A1 1= :J!k v (<p(v)) ; as M < N , N 1= :J!kv (<p(v)) ,
whence1<p(N) I = k. Of coursethis argument holds even inthe other
direction, from N to M . Moreover, using A1 < N once again , one
sees t hat every element of a finit e <p (M) satisfies <p(v) in N as well.
Consequently, for every L(X)-formula <p(v) such that <p(M ) is finit e,
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rp(M) = rp(N). In conclusion,the algebraicclosureof X is the same
in M and in N.

Clearly the samecan besaid about the definable closure. Conse
quently, for a complete theory T with universe n and for a small
X �~ n, ael(X) and del(X) do not dependon t hemodel of T contain
ing X one refers to .

2. Let T be acomplete theory, X be asmall subsetof n, a E n. Then

a E ael(X) {:} thereare at most finitely many elementsf(a) when f
rangesover the automorphismsof n fixing X pointwise.

In fact, take a E ael(X). Let rp(v) be an L(X)-formula such that
a E rp(n) and rp(n) is finite. For every automorphismf of n fixing X
pointwise, f(a) E rp(n) as well. Accordingly the imagesof a underthe
automorphismsof n fixing X pointwiseform a finite set.

Conversely,let a �~ ael(X), so, for every L(X)-formula rp(v), if a E
rp(n) , then rp(n) is infinite. Let ao, .. . , an be different elements,all
realizingtp(a/X) . Foreveryformula rp(v) E tp(a/X), thereis someb E
rp(n), b f. ao, ... , an' As tp(a/X) is closed under finite conjunction,
tp(a/X) U {-,( v = ai) : i ::; n} is consistentand can beenlargedto
a complete type over X U {ao,... , an}: any element an+! real izing
this type satisfiesan+l 1= tp(a/X), an+! f. ao, ... , an. So there are
infinitely many realizationsof tp(a/X) in n, and each ofthem is the
imageof a under someautomorphismof n fixing X pointwise.

A similar argumentshows

a E del(X) {:} f(a) = a for every automorphismf of n fixing X
pointwise.

Now let us come back tothe Examples5.8.1 ofthe last section. We want to
examine ael and del in their frameworks.

Examples 5.9.3 1. Let V be a vectorspaceover a countable field K,
X �~ V . Then del(X) = ael(X) coincide with the subspace(X) of V
spannedby X.

In fact, we knowthatdel(X) �~ ael(X) in general, andwe have already
seen that (X) �~ del(X). Hence it sufficesto prove ael(x) �~ (X).
Notice that, if a and b are two elementsof n, and both of them are
linearly independent of X, thenthereis someautomorphismof n fixing
X pointwise and mapping a into b. So, for a �~ (X) , every element
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in n - (X) is the image of a under some automor phism ofn act ing
identically on X ; accordinglyart ael(X).

2. Now consider an algebraically closed fieldIC (of some given characte r
istic p). If X �~ J(, then ael(X) coincide withthe algebraic closure(in
t he usual fieldtheoretic sense) of the su bfield ofIC generatedby X.

In fact, we already saw t hat:2 holds . Conversely, ifa,bEn are
t ra nscendental over the subfield generated by X , then there is some
automorphism ofn fixing X pointwise and mapping a into b. Just as
in 1, this excludes that a, or b, or any elementtranscendental over t he
subfield generatedby X can belong toael(X).

This t ime, del(X) i- ael(X). The reason is very simple: in fact , if
a,b E J( are two different roots of the sameirreducible polynomial
with coefficients inthe subring generated by X , th en one can build an
automorphism of IC fixing X poin twise andmapping a into b. Hence
a E ael(X), but a rt del(X).

Indeed one can check that, if IC has characteristic 0, th endel(X) is just
t he subfield ofIC generatedby X , while , if IC has a prime characteristic
p, then del(X) coincideswith th e closu re of t he subfield ofIC generated
by X under the inversefunction of t he Froben iusmorphism F r (the
one taking any a E J( to Fr (a) = aP) .

3. F ina lly let M be an infinit e set,X �~ M . Now ael(X) = del(X) = X.

In fact ael(X) :2 del(X) :2 X is clear. So it suffices to showael(X) �~

X. Owing to the Remark5.9.2.1, we can assumeIXI < IMI . Any two
elements of M - X correspondto eachother by apermutation of M
fixing X pointwise. Hence anyX -definablesubset of M overlapping
M -X includes M -X, and so is infinit e. Inconclusion , ael(X) �~ X ,
as claim ed .

Anyhow, in t heseexamples, we recognize a com mon feature: in fact, for
every small subsetX of n and a E n,

a -< X {:} a E ael(X) .

But, before examining closerlythis point, let us propose a couple offurther
examples.

Examples5.9.4 1. Let T = DLO- , X be a smallsubset of n. As T is
concern ed with linear orders,ael(X) = del(X). We claimael(X) = X.
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In fact , take a E n - Owing to Theorem 2.3.1 , everyelement
bEn- X suchthat

b «: » {:::} a < x

for every x E X satisfies the same L(X)-formulasas a. Hence, if
a E ( ) for someL(X)-formula (v ( ) contains all th ese elements
b. By Compactness,thereareinfinitely many b's; hence ( ) must be
infini te. In conclusionarf.acl(X) .

2. Let T = e F X be asmall subsetof n. As beforeacl(X ) = dcl(X ).
But now acl(X) equals t hereal closure of t he subfield generatedby X ,
that is t he least real closed fieldincluding X (inside n). T his can be
equivalently introduced asthe ord ered field of th e elements in n alge
braic over (the subfield generated by) X . So it is obvious t hat acl(X)
includes it . Conversely leta E acl(X) = dcl(X ), accordinglya is the
only element inn satisfying a suitable L(X )-formula Owing
the quantifier elimination, we ca n ass umethat (v) is a disjunction of
conjunctions -and indeed a singleconjunction- of equat ionsf (v) = 0
or disequations g(v) > 0 wheref( x) andg(x) arenonzeropolynomials
with coefficients in the subfield generated by Asa must be the
only elementsat isfying these conditions, at least one equat ion occurs,
whencea is algebraic overthe subfield generated by X as claim ed.

The read ermay check th e details of t he last example, and also calculate
acl(X), dcl(X) in other familiar cases, for inst ance whenX is a small subset
of th e universen of dLO+.

Now let us come backto a general framework . Accordingly, let be a
struct ure for a given languageL . For a E A, X �~ A , put

a -< X {:::} a E acl(X ).

We wonderwhether thi s relation < sat isfies t heconditions (D1) - (D4) in
5.8 (just as in th e t hreemain examples before) . (D1) - (D3) st ill hold in
this generalset t ing. Let us see why.

(D'l ) For every a E A and X �~ A , if a E X , t hen a -< X.

In fact a is the only elementsatisfying v = a (and so is even indcl(X )).

(D2) For every a E A and X �~ A , if a E acl(X), th en t here is a finite
subsetXo of X such that a E acl(Xo).

In fact take a E acl(X) ; th ere is someL(X) -formula such that
( is finite and includes a. Let Xo be t heset of the parameters

from X occurring in Clearly Xo is what we are looking for.
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(D 3) For every X �~ A, acl(acl(X)) �~ acl(X).

Let a E acl(acl(X)),cp(v ,X) be aformulawith parameters F .e- (xo, . . . ,
x m ) in acl(X) such that a E cp(A, x) and cp(A, x) is finite. Put
Icp(A, x)1= k For every i �~ m , there is a formula t9i(V, of L(X)
suchthat t9i ( is finite and includes Xi Put fj = (Yo, . . . , Y;") and
consider the formula

o;v, fj) : :.Jwo...:.Jwm ( ./\ t9i( Wi, !\ :.J!kz cp(z ,w) !\ cp(v ,10))
t<m

where wabbreviates th e tuple (wo, .. . , wm ) . Clearly a E t9(A,17) .
Furthermore t9(A,17) is th e union of the sets cp(A ,; ') when X' =
�( �x�~ �, . . . , �x�~�) satisfies �x �~ E t9i(A, and Icp(A, Xl ) 1 = Accordingly
t9(A, 17) is a finite union of setsof size k an hence is finite .

Now let uswonder if even (D4) holds in any st ruct ure Recallwhat (D4)
states.

(D4) For every a,b E and X �~ if a E acl(X U {b}) - acl(X), th en
b E acl(XU {a} ).

Example 5.9.5 Let A = (N 2 , J) where f is the 1-ary function such that,
for every YEN, f (x ,y) = (x ,0). Pu t

a= (0,0), b= (0,1 ).

Then a is t he only element inN 2 sat isfying v = f(b) , whencea E acl(b).
Moreover a rt acl(0) because any element (x with x E N is the imageof
a in someautomorphism of N 2 . But b rt acl(a) becau se any element (0,y)
with yEN - {a} is the image of b = (0,1) undersomeautomorphismfixing
a = (0,0).

Accordingly (D4) fails in general. However the following proposition holds.

Proposition 5. 9 .6 Let A be a minimal structure. Then(D4) holds in A:
if a,b E X �~ and aE acl(XU {b}) - acl(X), then bE acl(XU {a}).

Recall that is minimal if andonly if anysu bset ofA definable in iseither
finite or cofinite. Algebraically closed fields, vectorspaces (over coun table
fi elds) andpure infini te setsare minimal structures. On t hecontrar y, t he
structure of t he last example isnot minimal: for , t heformula f (v) = (0, 0)
defines an infinite coinfinite set.
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Proof. As t he minimality of A is preservedunderaddingor forgetting pa
rameters from A, thereis no loss ofgeneralityin assuming X = 0 (otherwise
replace A by Ax). Supposetowards a contradiction that t here are a and b
in A such that

a E acl(b) - acl(0), bf- acl(a).

As a E acl(b), t here is an L-formula �~ �(�v�, w) for which �~ �( �A�, b) is finite and
includes a; let k be the size of �~�(�A �, b) . Accordingly b sat isfiesthe formula

'l9( v, a) : �~�(�a �, v) !\ 3!k z �~ �(�z �, v).

As b f- acl(a), 'l9(A,a) must be infinite, hence cofinite. Let m denotethe
(finite) cardinality of A - 'l9(A, a); so a sat isfies

As a f- acl(0), also ')' (A ) must be infin ite. Pickk + 1 pairwise different
elementsaa, . .. , ak in ')' (A). For every i ::; k, t here are exactly m elements
in -,'l9(A,ai) . Exclude all these elements fori ::; k. We can st ill find some
b' E A satisfying

A 1= 1\ 'l9(b' , ai),
i< k

hence
A 1= 1\ �~ �( �a�i �, b') !\ 3!k Z �~ �(�z�, b').

i< k

Consequently aa, ... , ak E �~ �( �A �, �b �' �) �, contradicting �1 �~�(�A�,�b�'�)�1 = k. This ac-
complishes th e proof. '"

Hence, whenT is a strongly minimal t heory, -< sat isfies(D1)-(D4) in every
mod el A of T. T his allows to generalize the notions alreadyintrod uced in
the main examples: for B �~ A, one can say that

• B is independent if and only if, for every bE B , bf- acl(B - {b}) ,

• B is a basisof A if and only if B is independent andA = acl(B) .

Using Zorn 's Lemma, one canst ill deducethe existenceof a basis ofA, and
the fact that two bases havethe same ca rdinality; in this wayA is naturally
associated with a ca rdinal numbe r, that is t he power of anybasis. T his is
ca lled the dim ensionof A. Of course , allthis directly depends on (D1)-(D4).
However the fact that this ca rdina l determinesA up to isomorphi sm refers
to anotherbasic property of st rongly minimal theories, ensuringthat, for
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everyX �~ A , in particular for X = 0, there is a unique non-algebraicl -type
px over X : t he onecontaining every formula <p(v) such that <p(n) is cofinite .
In this perspective a basisB of A is actually a subset ofP0(A), and indeed
any element bin B realizes t he unique non-algebraic I- type overB - {b}.
Consequently, if A ,A' F T have the same dimension and B , B' are two
basesof A ,A' respectively, t hen th eredoesexist some bijection betweenB
and B' , but (which is more relevant) such a bijection is even anelementary
function. Furthemore, as A = ael(B) and A' = ael(B') , it can beextended
wit h a little patience to an isomorphism fromA onto A' .
In conclusion,t he models of a st ronglyminimal theorycan beclassified quite
satisfactorily up to isomorphism in the way we have just described, and the
main ingredients ofthis class ification result are:

(a) -< satisfies (Dl) -(D4);

(b) there is a uniquenon-algebraic l-ty pe over anysmall subset X of n.

To underline once againthe relevance of (b) , let usmention th e behaviourof
a-minimal t heories. Recall that they aret he complete theories of the infini te
st ructures A expandinglinear orders in such a way that th e only definable
subsetsof A are t he finite unions ofsingletons andopen intervals (possibly
wit h infinite endpoints). We will see in the Chapter7 that there are good
reasons toagreet hat the models of thesetheories cannot be classifi ed up
to isomorphism . In spite of t his , in ana-minimal structureA -< can sat isfy
(Dl) - (D4)' hence (a) holds(but (b) does not ) . As(Dl) - (D3) are always
true, we have to check(D4) . Here is th eproof.

Proposition5.9.7 Let A be an o-minimal structure expanding the lin ear
order (A , <). a, b E A, X �~ A. If a E ael(X U {b}) - ael(X), then
b E ael (X U {a}).

P roof. As the o-min imality of A is preserved under adding or forgetting
parameters fromA, t hereis no loss of generality in assumingX = 0. Let a,
b E A satisfy a E ael(b) - ael(0), we have to show b E ael(a). As ael and
del coincide in linearly ordered st ruct ures,a is in del(b) and so there is an
L-formula <p (v, w) such that a is the only element in <p (A , b). We can even
assumethat <p(v, w) defines a partial function f such that f( b) = a. Let B
denote t he set ofthe elementsx E A suchthat f( x) = a. B is {a }- definable
because f is 0-definable. By o-rninimality, B is the union of finite ly many
intervals10 , ... , Ik (whereeach interval may beopen,closed or semi-closed,
comedown to a singleton, or adm it infiniteendpoints) . Take k minimal and
ass ume10 < .. . < I i : Not ice that all t he end points of t hese intervals inA
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are {a}-definable. Consequently, if b equals one ofthem, t hen b E acl(a).
So supposet hat b is in the interior of someinterval among1o, . .. , Ik. Let
I denote this interval, d1 < d2 be its endpoints (where d1 , d2 may possib ly
equal - 00, +00respectively). If is finite, then it is easyto deduceagain
s«acl(a). Accordingly assumeI infinite. Notice that d1 cannotequal - 00,
otherwise is t he only element in A satisfying :3wYz(z ::; w -+ f (z) = v
whencea E acl(0). Simila rly, d2 < +00.
For a suitably large positive integer n, let n denote t he (0-defina ble)set
of t he left endpointsd E of some open intervalJ having size �~ nand
satisfying t he following furt her assumptions: f is (defined and) constantin
J and one cannot enla rgeJ to t he left keepingthis condit ion. Associate
any d E Dn with the right endpointg(d) E AU {+ oo} of a maximal int erval

By o-minimality, g(d) is well defined: in fact, t he elements> d lying
in the domain of f and havingthe same value inf as immediatelyafter d
form a defina bleset, and so a finite union ofintervals (in t he broader sense
said before) . Moreover, for d < d' in Dn , ]d, g(d)[n]d', g(d')[= 0. Recall
t hat D n is definable, so, by o-minimality, D n must be finite . As d1 E D n ,

d1 E acl(0) = dcl(0). As a is t he image of any element in ]d1 d2 [ by J a
'is in acl(0) as well, and this contradicts our hypotheses. SoI cannot be
infinite, and we are done. .,

Before concluding th is sectionand the whole chapter , we would like to un
derline two more points.
The form er specificallyconcerns a minimal, or o-rn inimal L-struct ure
Both t hese prop erties (minimality and o-m inimality) are preservedunder
adding parameters from asubset X of M, so und er passing from L to L(X)
and from M to M x: M x remains minimal , or o-minimal. Indeed , if the
t heoryof M is strong ly minimal, t henT h(Mx) is: in fact itsmodelsare the
structures (x ) where is an L-struct ure elementarily equivalent to M
-so a minimalstruct ure-, andf is an elementary function from X into
T he same happens for an o-minimalT h(M ). So, for M as before, we can
int roduce for everyX �~ M a new dependence relation <x in M X P (M )
by put t ing, fora E Me S �~ M, a <x S if and only if a E acl(S) in M x , in
other words if and only ifa E acl(X U S) in M. Moreover<x st ill satisfies
(D1)-(D4) .
Secondly, when our relation -< on M X P (M) satisfies (D1) - (D4) , we can
equip not only M, but also every subsetsS of M wit h a dimension dimS:
this can be formally int roduced asthe minimal power of a subsetB of S such
t hat S �~ acl(B) (in fact, it is easy to checkthat such aB is independent ).
Of course, this also concernsthe framework sketched a few lines ago: for
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x �~ M, the dimensionof X over X dim(SjX) is just the dimensionof S
with respectto <x
A final remark: in order to pursueand possibly accomplishour analysisof
strong minimality, we can wonder how generalthe exampleswe proposed
(pure sets, vectorspacesand algebraicallyclosed fields)are. Do thereexist
any" new" significant instances,or do th eyexhaustall the possiblecases?
In Chapter7 we will discussthe relevanceof this question (due to Zilber)
and we will provide its solution (due to I-Irushovski).

5.10 References

The paperswhereMorley developedhis ideasand, in particular,introduced
his rank are [116, 117, 119, 120]and [118]. The duality betweenBoolean
algebrasand Booleanspacesis in [52]. The proof of Theorem5.4.2 in the
general setting, for any cardinal A can be found inPoizat's book [131],
which also includesfull detailson saturatedmodels. Inaccessiblecardinals
are describedin [66] or [78] .
Now let us deal with modules: both [181] and [136] treat the mattersof
Section 5.5 (pure injectivity, Ziegler topology, and so on). Tame and wild
classesof modules are alsodiscussedin [136]. The classification of pure
injective objectsamongabeliangroups, and moregenerallyamongmodules
over a Dedekinddomain, is given in [40].
An abstracttreatmentof dependencerelations,including the main examples
in Section5.8, wasdevelopedin [173]. The detailson the real closureof an
orderedfield can befound in [65].
An axiomaticintroduction to ranks, and acomparisonof Morley rank with
other rank notions,are in [8]: see also [131].



Chapter 6

w -stability

6.1 Totally transcendental theories

We cont inue hereour t reat ment of Morley's Theorem and related ideas. All
t hroughout thissection, T is a complete t heory wit h no finite models in a
countable language andS1 denotes a bigsaturated model ofT In t he last
chapter we defined Morley rank and Morley degree as a complexity measu re
for definablesets. In particular we st udied t he simplest infinite definable sets
wit h respect to t his measure , i. e. t hestrongly minimal sets, those having
Morley rank 1 and Morley degree 1; we considered also st rongly minim al
theories, i. e. t he complete theories whose universe isstrongly minimal.
More generally, one canexamine t he theories in which every nonempty
definable set gets a(nordinal) Morley rank. T hese were called by Morley
totally transcendental.

Defini tion 6.1.1 T is calledtotall y transcendental if and only if, for
every non empty definable setX �~ S1n (with n a positive integer) ,RM (X )
is an ordina l num ber.

Hence totally transcendental theories exclude t he th eory of dense
linear orderings without endpoint s, as observed in Example 5.7.3,4, but
include, for inst ance, t hestrongly minimal t heories, which sat isfyRM(S1) =
GM (S1) = 1; indeed, as we will see within a few lines,strong minimality
implies RM(S1n) = n , GM (S1n) = 1 for every n , and soRM(X) :S n for
every definable setX �~ S1n.
Totally transcendental theories can be characterized in t he following alter
native and equivalent way.

181
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Definition 6.1.2 T is cc-stable if and only if, for every countable A �~ D,
the space5(A) of types over A is alsocountable.

One canequivalently ask that, for every countable A �~ D and positive
integern , 5n(A) is countable. Actually it suffices to require51(A) countable.
In fact let n be an integer biggerthan1,pE 5n(A), if = (aI , . . . , , an) realize
p in Dn. Then p is fully determined by:

(i) the (n - l.j-type of (a1,"" an-I) over A (equivalently, the orbit of
(a1,"" an-dwith respect to the A-automorphisms ofD);

(ii) the l- type of an over A U {aI , . .. ,an-d (henceover a countableset )
up to A-automorphism .

So, when 5 1(A) is countable, a simple induct ion proves that 5n(A) is count
able for every posit iveinteger n .
Observe also that T is w-stable if and only if, for every countable model M
of T , 51(M) is countable. In fact , for every countable A �~ D, t hereexists
some countable model M of T including A (just apply the Lowenheim
Skolem Theore m to the t heory ofDA). Every l-type over A extends to
some (possibly nonunique) I-type over M, and conversely restricting to
L(A) a l-type over M determinesa l-type over A . So 151(A)1 ::; 151(M)I .
Now let us point out:

Proposition6.1.3 A strongly minimal theoryT is eo-stable.

Proof. Let A be a countablesubsetof D. The language L(A) is countable,
as well asthe set of the L(A)-formulas <p (v) such that <p(D) is finite. Ac
cordingly acl(A) is countable, and the algebraic I-types overA also form a
countableset. As there is only one non- algebraicI -type over A, 51(A) is
count able,too. ..

Example6.1.4 DLO- is not w-stable. In fact (Q,::;) is count able,but
it is easy to realize that t here are�2�~ �o I-typ es overQ: just observe that ,
for every r,s E R with r < s , there is somea E Q such that r < a < s.
Accordingly tp(r/Q) f tp(s/Q) as the former typ e contains v < a, and the
lat ter does not.

As said before, w-stability is just equivalent tototal transcendency.Indeed
the following theoremholds.

Theorem6.1.5 T is totally tran scendental if and only if it is eo-stable.
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Proof. Let T be totally t ranscendent al.Then every ty pep over a small set
�~ n is fully determined by an ( <p(il) in p having thesame

Morley rank and degree as Then there areat most as many ty pes over
as ( and in conclusion at mostIAI+ �~ �o ty pes over In

par ticular, when A is countable, S(A) is coun table, too.
Now ass ume w-st able.First we claim t hat there exists an ordinal such
th at , for every positive int egern anddefinable setX �~ nn if RM(X) �~

th en R M (X) = 00.

In fact , let <p (ii. be aformula of L , ii, bbe two sequences inn havin g the
same lengthaswandt hesame type over0;so t here is an automorphism ofn
mapping ii into hence<p (nn ii) onto<p(nn b) It follows t hat <p ( ii) and
<p(n b) have the sameMorley rank. On the other side, S(0) is countable,
as well as t he set of all possibleformulas <p( So there are at most
countablymany Morley rank s=1= 00 of definable sets inn, and we cantake

as the least ordinal greaterthan all these values. By the way, one ca n
even showthat is coun table.
Now supposetowards a cont radict ion th at is not totally t ra nscendental.
T hen t here exists a definableset X = X 0 having Morley rank00, namely
�~ HenceRM(X0) �~ + 1, and so there exist two disjoint definable
subsets X o and Xl of X 0 both having Morley rank �~ and consequent ly
00. Repeating t his procedure one builds, for every finite ordered sequence
a of 0 and 1, hence for every element in{O , 1} < a definable subset X u of
X 0 of Morley rank 00 such that, for every a E {O, 1} < and i E {O, I} ,

The set A of the parameters needed to define th eX a 's when ranges over
{O , 1} < is countable. For every E {O , I}W, th e ( "v belongs
to Xu1n" (with n a natural number) form a consiste nt type, which can be
extended to a (complete) typ ePu E St(A). Of course different sequences
a, a' E {O, 1} yield different typesPu =1= �p�~ �. Accordingly there areat least
2No I-types over A , and this cont radicts thefact that T is w-stable. ..

A consequence of th is th eorem isthat total transcend ence (infact w-stability)
is preserved by interpretability.

Corollary 6.1.6 Let A be a struc ture for L ,A' be a structure for a possibly
different language L' such that A ,A' are infi nite andA' is in terpretable in
A. If Th(A) is w-stable, then T h( A') is.

Proof. (Sketch) We know that, for a suitable choice of a positi ve integer
n , a subsetS of An definable in A and an equivalence relation E in An
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definable in A , A' is just t he quotient set SIE and the whole L'-structure
A' can be definably recovered byA. Furthermore, if D is a big saturated
elementary extension of A , t hen t he machin ery definingA' inside A singles
in D a big saturated elementary extension D' ofA' (of t he same poweras D)
an d everyset X' definable in D' is the quo t ientset of someX definab le in
D wit h respect to E. At t his point a simple arg ument of ord inalinduct ion
shows that t heMorley rank of X ' in T h(A') is smaller or equal tothe Morley
rank of X in Th(A). Consequent ly, whenRM(X ) is anordinal , RM(X') is
an ordinal, too. In conclusion , ifT h(A ) is w-stable, th enT h(A' ) is. .,

Now let us deal again withMorley rank and degree for a st rongly minimal
theory T. We already seen t hat

RM(D) = 1, GM(D) = 1.

Recall t hat t here is a uniquel -f.ype of Morley rank 1 over any small subset
X of D, t he one of t he elements out of acl(X). Furthermore, for a,S in D,

a <x S <=? a E acl(X U S)

determines a depend ence relationsatisfying (Dl) - (D4).
More gene ra lly, one can see that, for every positi ve integernand n-tuple
ii in D, RM (tp(ii]X)) equals t he dimension ofii wit h respect to <x - In
par ticular RM(tp(iil X)) cannot exceedn; indeed t here is aunique n-type
over X of Morley rank n , t he one of an n-tuple ii --<x-independent.
Furthermore

as already said at t he beginn ing of t his sect ion.The proofs of t hese facts re
quire patience rat her t han ingenuousness,andcan befound in the references
quoted at the end of t he chapter.
Not ice t hat, in t he particular case of algebraically closed fields,the Morley
rank of a t uple d over a subfieldF just equ als the trascendence degreeof
F(ii) over F.

6.2 w-stab le groups

A paradigmatical example of w-stable t heory is the t heoryACFp of alge
braically closed fields of a fixed characteristic p = 0 or prime. But conse
quently everystructure defina ble, or interpretable in an algebra ically closed
field IC has an w-stable theory. T his is t he case of the groupsGL(n, IC) and,
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more generally, of th e algebraicgroups over K , as we will see in Chapter 8.
A commonfeature of these examples is the presence of a binary operation
(th e addition in K , t he usual row-by-column multiplication in GL(n, K))
makin g t hem a group. Accordingly we propose t he followingdefinitions.

Definition 6.2.1 Anw-st a b lestructure is a structure having an w-stable
theory; anw-stab le group is an w-stable structure with a binary operat ion
making it a group (and possibly other operationsand relations).

Then anyalgebraically closed fieldK is an w-stable group (with respectto
the sumoperation), as well as anygroupGL(n, K) and, moregenerally, any
algebraicgroup over K (as we will see inChapter 8). Other examples can
be found amongabeli an groups; for instance,we know that the theory of
non-zerovectorspaces over Q isstrongly minimal andconsequent lyw-stable.
Accordingly every non-zero Q-vectorspace is an w-stablegroup (with respect
to addit ion), andso every divisibletorsionfreeabelian group is an w-stable
group (for, can benaturally equipped with astruct ure of Q- vectorspace).
The aim of thissection is to begin theanalysis of w-stable groups. Infact,
part of its results will be accomplished,and hence fully und erstood and
ap preciated, only in t he next Chapters7 and 8, where morepowerful tools
will help our st udy. However the present pages will develop severa l basic
notions in t his area. Most of them clearly owe to t he t heory of algebra ic
groups, and par t of t hem refer to thestudy of finite groups. Ofcourse, we
are also interested in classifyingw-stable groups and in und erstanding t heir
connections with algebraic groups, or finit e groups, or abelian groups; but
we will examine in a closer and deeper way th ese t hemes in Chapte r 8.
First let us observe what follows. Let 9 be an w-st able group, be a
definable subgroup,a E G. Notice t ha t, ifX is a subset of H definable in
g, t hen

aX = {ag : g E X} is a definablesubset of th e cosetaH

and

X a = {ga : g E X} is a definablesubset of Ha.

It follows that, for any a, both aH and Ha havethe same Morley rank and
degree as Consequently, if �~ K are definable subgroups of9 and
Il i- K , t hen

R M (Il ) �~ R M (K ) and , if = holds,GM(Il) < G M (K)

(indeed K is aunion of cosetsof Now we show a chain condit ion for
definable subgroups of w-stable groups.
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Theorem6.2.2 Let 9 be aneo-stablegroup. For everynatural n, let H n be
a definable subgroupof 9 such that, forevery n , H n+1 is a subgroupof H n .

Th en there is natural n suchthat, for everym �~ n in N , H m = H n .

Proof . Otherwise, for everynatural n , there exists mEN such that
m > n and n.; #- n.. HenceRM(Hm ) < RM(Hn ) and, whenR M (Hm ) =
RM(Hn ), GM(Hm ) < GM(Hn ) . In part icular , fixedn , there is some s EN
tale ches > n e RM(Hs) < RM(Hn ) . But in this way one forms a st rictly
decreasinginfinite sequence ofordinals, and this is a cont radiction . '"

Corollary 6.2.3 Let 9 be an eo-stable group and, for everynatural n, let
K; be a definable subgroupof g. T hen n nEN K; is definable.

Proof. For every nat uraln, put Hn = n i< n Ki . T hen H'; is a definable
subgroupof 9 andH n+1 �~ H n for every n. Con sequently t here existsmEN
such that, for every i :s: m, Hi = Hm · So n nEN K n = n nEN H n = H m =
n n<mtc; and n n<m«; is definable. '"- -

Corollary 6.2.4 Let 9 be anea-stablegroup, f be a definable grouphomo
morphism from 9 into 9 having a fin ite kernel. Th en the imagef(G) of G
has a fin ite index ing.

Proof. Otherwise one can build a st rict ly decreasing infinite sequence of
subgroups

G �~ f(G) �~ f 2(G) .. . �~ r(G) ...

contrad ict ing T heorem 6.2.2. Infact, as f is definable,r (G ) is a definable
subgroup of 9 for every natural n. Fur th ermore, if f(G) has an infinite
index in g, t hen, for everyn EN, r:' (G) has an infinit e index in r (G),
and sorH(G) #- r(G). Let us see why. The casen = 0 is just our
assumption.So taken > 0, and supposethat the index of r (G) in r:' (G)
is infinit e. Notice t ha t, for a and b in r(G) , f (a) - f(b) E r(G ) if and
only if a - b E r: ' (G )+ K er f . As K er f is finit e andr(G) has an infinite
index in r:' (G), t here are infinitely many elements in r+ 1 (G) pairwise
inequivalent modulo r(G) , and sor +1 (G) has infinite index in r (G ).

'"Now take any st ruct ure9 exp anding somegiven group(G, .) (so 9 is not
necessaril y an w-stable group). As said before, ifX is a definable subset of
di G, t hen also

aX={ag :gEX}, Xa={ga :gEX}
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are for every a E G, as well asX - i = {g- i : g E X}. Notice also that, for
every ty pe p over G and a E G, we can formthe setsap, paof the formulas
cp(v) of L (G) such that cp(av) E p, cp(va) E p respectively. It is easyto see
that ap, paare typesover G. More precisely, ifx denotesany realization of
p, then ap is t he ty pe ofa-ix over G and pa is the type of xa-i over G .
The functions from G X S (G) to S (G) mapping any ordered pai r (a, p) of
G X S(G) into ap and pa define twoactions (a left action and a rightaction
respecti vely) ofG on S(G). Correspondingly we ca n cons ider, forevery
pES(G), t he left stabilizer {a E G : ap = p} of p in G and t he right
stabilizer {a E G : pa = p} of p in G . It is well known that both are
subgroups ofg.
In a similar way, for everytype p over G, we ca n form theset p-i of t he
formulas cp(v) in L(G) such that cp(v- i ) E p. Even p-i is a type overG;
indeed , ifx is any realization of p, t hen p-i is just t hetype of x-lover G .
Now let 9 be an w-stable gro up. As w-stability is preserved by=, t here is
no loss of generality for our pu rposes in replacing 9 by a suitably saturated
elementaryextension, and so in ass uming that 9 itself is saturated in some
uncountablepower (and so is the universeof its com pletetheory).
Let X �~ G be definable. As observed before X has the sameMorley rank
and degreeas aX and X a for every a E G, and also asX-i . Consequently,
for every type p E S(G), RM(p) = RM(ap) = RM(pa) per ogni a E G and
RM(p) = RM(p-i) . Moreover

Lemma6.2.5 Let 9 be an w-stable group, p be a type over G. Then both
the left and the right stabilizersof p in G are definable subgroupsof g.

Proof. We treat t he left case (t he right one can be han dled in a similar
way). For everyL-formula cp(v, ill) let G(p, cp) denotethe setof the elements
a E G such t hat, for every9 and h in G,

cp(hv,9) E p {:} cp(hv, 9)E ap.

It is easyto checkthatG cp) is a subgroup ofg. In fact , let a,bE G(p, cp);
t hen, for every h and9 in G,

cp(hv,if) E P {:} cp(hv, if) E ap {:} cp(hav,if) E P {:} cp(hav,if) E bp{:}

{:} cp(habv,if) E {:} cp(hv, if) E abp;

whenceab E G(p, cp). Furthermore
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whencea-I E too.
Now let usmomentainly assumewhat we will actually show only in Chapter
7, Theorem7.5.5 : due to w-stabiIity, <p) is definable in 9 becauseth ere
are someformulaswith parameters in G definingthesetsof th e tuples §)
in G for which

<p (hv,9J E p, or <p(hv,9J E ap (t hat is <p(hav ,9JE p).

Clearly th e left stabilizer of p is th e intersection of the subgroups <p)
when <p (v , 'Ill) ranges over L-formulas. Hence, byCorollary 6.2.3, the left
stabilizer is definable. '"

Let us exte nd againout interest to arbit rary expansions9 of groups .)
(so we are mom entarily forgetting th e w-stable ass umpt ion) . A definable
subgroupH of 9 is called connected (in 9) if and only if H has noproper
subgroup definable (in ) and of finit e index. Clearly9 has at most one
definable connected subgroup of finiteindex (if Ho and HI satisfy these con
d it ions, thenHon HI must equalboth Ho and HI, so Ho and HI coincide) .
However9 may lack such a subgroup. For instance, the additive group of
integers Z has a definable subgroupnZ of finit e index n for every natural
n =1= O. But a simp leapplication of Theorem6.2 .2 ensures that every w-stable
9 has a connected definab le subgroup of finit e index.

Theorem 6.2.6 Let 9 be an to-stable group. Then there exists a uniqu e
subgroupGOof 9 which is definable, connectedand of finite index in
Every definable subgroupof fin ite indexof 9 includesGO.

Proof. Supposethat9 has no definable connected subgroup of finite index.
Accordingly every definab le subgroup of 9 of finite index has in itsturn
a proper subgroupdefinable in 9 and of finite index (in and consequently
in Th en one can build astrictly decreasinginfinite sequenceof definable
subgroups of 9

each of finite index in its predecessor ,and so in g. But t his contradicts
Theorem 6.2.2. This showsthe existe nce of a subgroup as required. Its
uniqueness was alreadyobserved. Of course t hisunique subgroup does de
serve a specific symbol(Go, for instance). Fin ally notice that, if H is a
definable subgroup of finite indexand 1. GO, then If nGO contradictsthe
fact that GO is connected. ..
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GO is ca lled the connectedcomponent of 9 . GO is a normal subgroup of9.
In fact both the right and the left multiplication by a given element a E G
are definable. Hence, for everya E G, a-1GOa is a definable subgroup of 9
of the sameindex as GO, and consequently equals GO. But we can say even
more.

Proposition 6.2.7 Let 9 be an w-stablegroup. The connectedcomponent
GO of 9 is an 0-definable subgroup; in particular it is in variant under any
automorphismof 9 .

Proof. GO is definable, and so th ere are aformula <p(v, w) in the language
of 9 and a t uple inG such that GO = <p(9, Let k denotet he index of
GO in 9 . T he form ula

<p°(v) : :3w("<p (9 , w)is a subgroupof9 of indexk" 1\ <p (v , w))

defines a subgroup<p0(9 ) of index k of 9. Then <p°(9 ) ;;2 GO. But GO and
<p0(9) havethe same index in 9 ,whence<p0(9) = GO. •

The connectedcomponentgreatly clarifies the role of Morley degreeof an
w-stable group 9 . In fact the following resu lt holds.

Theorem 6.2.8 Let 9 be an eo-stable group,and let GO be its connected
component. Th en GO has thesame Morley rank as G , and Morley degree 1.

The form er claim isalmost triv ial. Let k still denotet he index ofGO in
Of course G is the union of th e k cosets ofGO in G. Each coset is of th e
form aGo for somea E G, and so has t he sameMorley rank as GO. Hence
RM(G) = RM(GO).
With respect to the latter claim, again it is easy toobserve that, if 9 is an
w-stable gro up ofMorley degree 1,then 9 has to be connected. But showing
t hat in general, for any w-stable GO has Morley degree1 is not so simple.
Indeed we have to prove that GO does not decomposeas the union of two
disjoint subsetsof the same Morleyrank, and so that there is a uniqu e 1
typep over G containingthe formula <po(v) defining GO and having the same
Morley rank as This needssomefurther more sophist icated ideas and
tools (to be introduced in Chapter7) . So we postponeth e full details of
Theorem6.2.8 to Theorem 7.5 .10. Here we limit ourse lves to a preliminary
result , saying t hat, if p is a type over as requ iredbefore (so cont aining
t he formula <po (v) defining GO and havingthe sameMorley ran k asG), t hen
GO equals both t he left and the right stabilizers of
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Le m m a 6 .2.9 Let 9 be an cc-stablegroup, G O be its connected component,
p be any type containing the formula vP(v) defining G Oand having the same
Morley rank as G. Then GO equals the left and the right stabilize rof

Proof. It suffices to handle t he left case . LetS denote t he left st abilizer
of Then S is a definable subgroup of Moreover, for everya in G , ap
has t hesame Morley rank as p ; as t hereare only finitely many ty pes over
G having t hesameMorley rank as G there are only finitelymanydifferent
types ap when a ranges overG . On t heotherside, for a and bin G , ap = bp
holds if and only if a and b are in th e same left coset of S in G. So S
has finit e index in G , whenceS ;2 GO. Conversely take a E S. For every
realizat ion x of p in n, ax sat isfiesp as well. In particular both x and ax lie
in (l (n ); hencea = axx-l sat isfies <p° (v ) . As a E G , a E <p° (G ) = GO. ..

To summarize, if 9 is an w-stable group (of Morl ey rank a GO is its con
nected componentand 1 = aD, al , . . . ,ak-l are asetof representatives of th e
cosetsof GOin G , t hen G = Ui<k aiGo whereeachaiGo has Morley rank a
and Morleydegree1. SoG has Morleydegree k = [G : GO], t here areexactly
k I -types overG of Morley rank a, and each of them is isolated (amongt he
I-typ es of Morley rank a) by a formula v E aiGo (more precisely<pO(a; lv ))
for some < k. These ty pes are usually called t hegeneric typesof g
Mo re generally, when 9 is an w-stable group and is any small subset of
t he universen of t he t heory of g,

• a ty pe p E S(A) is said to be generic if and only if it has t he same
Morley rank as G;

• an elementx of n is said to begenericover A if and only if its type
over A is.

Clearly there are only finit ely many generic types over any small <;;;; n.
Moreover, if x is genericover A, th en alsox- l

, ax and xa (for a in A) are.
It is worthy underlining that every g E G can be written (in n) as t he
product of two elements generic overG: in fact, if x E n is genericover G,
t hen alsogx-l is, and g = (gx-l) x .
Let us conclude th issection by proposing another fund amental tool in t he
ana lysis of w-stablegroups, in particular of w-stable groups of finiteMorley
rank (i. e. of Morley rank < w): t his is the so calledZilber's Indecompos
ability Th eorem.We need t he following definition.

Definition 6.2.10 Let 9 be a structure expanding a group (G, .), X be a
(non empt y) definable subsetof G . X is said to be (left) indecomposable
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if and only if, for every definablesubgroup H dig, either X is included in
a unique left coselof H in G, or X overlapsinfinitely manysuch cosets.

Right indecomposabilityis defined in a specularway. It is easyto seethat,
for every definable X , X is left indecomposableif and only if X-I is right
indecomposable.In particular,when X = X-I , X is left indecomposableif
and only if it is right indecomposable.
Now we can stateand prove Zilber's IndecomposabilityTheorem.

Theorem 6.2.11 (Zilber) Let 9 be anw-stableqroup of finit e Morley rank
(where finite means< w). For every i in a set J of indexes, let Xi denote
a definable left (right) indecomposablesubsetof G containing the identity
element1 ofg. Thenthe subgroupof9 generatedby UiEI Xi is definableand
connectedin g . Moreoveronly finitely manyXi's are sufficient to generate
it.

Proo]. Assumefor simplicity Xi left indecomposablefor every i: the right
casecan be handled in a similar way. As G has a finite Morley rank, we
can choosea subsetB of G such that B is a finite product of sets Xi or
X i-

1 with i E J (and henceis definable) and B hasa maximal Morley rank.
Accordingly, for every i E J, RM(XiB) = R1W.(Xi-

1B) = RM(B); in fact
1 E Xi n X i-

1 and hence B �~ XiB, B < X i-
1B. Let p be a type over G

containing the formula "v E B" defining B and having the sameMorley
rank as B. Moreoverlet S denotethe (left) stabilizer of p. Recall that S is
definable (Lemma6.2.5). We claim that S is just the subgroupgeneratedby
the Xi'S when i rangesover J, and thatonly finitely many Xi's aresufficient
to generateS.
First notice that, for every i E J, Xi �~ S. It suffices to show that Xi
intersectsat most finitely many left cosetsof S in G; in fact, in this case,
as Xi is left indecomposable,Xi is wholly included in a single left cosetof
S in G, which must coincide with S as 1 E Xi. Accordingly take a E Xi;
the formula "v E X i-

1B " defining X i-
1B is in ap. We know that RM(ap)=

RM(p) = RM(B) and that "v E X i-
1B" occurs in at most finitely many

typeshaving its rank. Hencethereareonly finitely many pairwisedifferent
typesof the form ap with a E X, otherwiseRM(Xi-

1B) > RM(B), which
contradictswhat we have observedbefore. Consequentlythere are only
finitely many left cosetsof S in G of the form as with a E X (recall as=
bS{:} b-1a E S {:} bp = ap for everya and b), as claimed. So S is a subgroup
containingeachXi.
Now we showS �~ BB-I. Let a E S, x FP. SO even ax realizesp, and both
x and ax satisfy the formula "v E B" . Consequentlya = axx-1 satisfies
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"v E BB-I " in n and hence ing. In par t icular S is generated by theX i's
(actually, by a finit e subfa mily ofthem).
At t his point it remains to show thatS is connected in g. So take a subgroup
H of S definable in 9 and having a finit e ind ex inS . Accord ingly, for every
i E I , X i overlaps only finitely many left cosetsof H , whenceX i �~ H. Bu t
t his forces1I = S. ..

6.3 w-st a b le fields

T he aim ofthis sectionis twofold . F irst wewant to apply what we have seen
about w-stable th eories and , moreparticularly, w-stable groupsto prove a
beautiful t heorem du eto Macintyre and characterizing the fields having an
w-stable theory. We already know t hatthey include the algebraically closed
fields ; bu t now we will show that no further examples arise, so t he w-st abl e
complete theories of (pure) fields arejust the theoriesACFp where p is 0
or a prime. Secondly, we will provide a new proof of t he fact t hat alge
braically closed fields eliminate the imaginaries; t his alternative approach
mainly refers to t heir w-stabili ty and, owing to t his feature, applies to other
w-stable settings, including differentially closed fields of characteristic 0 (as
we will see later in t his chapter) .
Now let usstateMacintyre's T heorem.

Theorem6.3.1 (Macintyre) Let I( be an infini te in tegra l domain with iden
t ity 1, and let I( ha ve an w -stable theory. T henI( is an algebraically closed
fi eld.

Proof. First let us see that I( is a field. Take a E J( , a i= O. Let C denote
prop er inclusion. If «« C J( , t hen an+1 J( C anJ( for every positive integer
n because I( is a domain and so, forb E J( - o.K, anb E anJ( - an+ l J(. So
I( is an w-stable group (wi th respect to the sum operation) with a st rict ly
decreasing infinite sequence of definablesubgroups J( J aJ( J a2J( J ... ,

which cont radicts Theorem 6.2.2. Accordingly o.K = K , whence there is
some c E J( such that ac = 1. So I( is a field. Now supposetowards

a contradiction that I( is not algebraically closed . HenceI( has a Galois
extension F of finit e degree >1. Consequently t here is someintermediate
field E extending I( and included in F such that t he Galois group ofF over
E is (cyclic) of pri me orderq. On t he other side E is an extension of finite
degree of1( , and hence is definable in 1(: in fact , let d denote t he dimension
of L as a vectorspaceover 1( , t hen E can be viewed asI( d equipped with
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suitably defined field operations. HenceE has an w-stable t heory, and an
extension F with a (cyclic) Galoisgroup of prime order q. With no loss
of generality replace K by £ and hence assumethat K it self has a Galoi s
extension F of prime degreeq. Field theory tells us that, in this setting,
F = K (a ) where t he minim um polynomial a over K is eit her

x q - a wit h a E K q ca K

or

x q - x - a with a E K q = c K

To get a contradiction,we showthat every polynomial of this form must
be reducible .For this purpose, first recall that K is an w-stablegroup with
respect to addition +. MoreoverJ( coincid eswith its connectedcomponent
(with respectto +). In fact , take a E J( and look at t he multiplication by
a. T his gives an automor phism of t he addit ive group ofK and indeed an
automorphism definable in Consequent ly t hemultiplication by a fi xes
t he connected component So a J(° = J(o for every a E J( in oth er words
aJ(o is an ideal ofK Hence J(o = J( as J( is infinite and sox» cannot
equal {a }
Now consider J(* = J( - { J(* is an w-stable gro up wit h respect to
multipli cation . AsJ( is infinite, J(* has t hesame Morley rank and degree as
K in particular J(* hasdegree1, and consequent lyJ(* equals itsconnected
com ponent . Notice that t he function of J(* into J(* mapping any element
k E J(* into kq is a definable grouphomomorphism having a finite kernel
{a E J( : aq = I} . Owing to Corollary 6.2.4, the image of th is function
has a finite index in1<* and consequent ly equalsJ(* as J(* is connected.
Moreoveraq = aand sok f---t kq defines a surjective function from J( onto
J( In particul ar, for every a E K th e polynomial x q

- a is reducible.
In the same way, whenq = ca th e function h of J( into J( mappingany
elementk E J( into kq - k is a definable endomorphism of theadditivegroup
K and has a finit e kern el{a E J( : a q = a} Accordingly its imagehas finite
index in J( and so coincideswith J( becauseJ( is connected . Then h is
surjective and, for everya E J( even the polynomialx q

- x - a is redu cible.
T his yields t herequired cont radict ion. '"

It is worth und erlini ng onceagain t hat Macinty re's T heorem deals not only
wit h infinite fields, but more gene ra lly wit h integral domains wit h identi ty;
moreover, as algebraically closed fieldsare strongly min imal, it classifies
even t hestrongly minimal examples in thisframework.
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Now let us dealwith the secondmatterof this section: elimination of imag
inaries.

Theorem 6.3.2 Every algebraically closedfield I( eliminatesuniformly the
. . .
tmaquuiries.

Proof. Our new approachneeds the following non trivial algebraicpre
liminaries, regardingarbitrary fields I( and ideals I in I([X] (where x still
abbreviates(Xl, ... , xn ) ) : their detailscan befound in thereferencesquoted
at the end of the chapter.

1. The first concernsthe fields of definition of I: theseare subfields ofI(
containingthecoefficientsof the polynomialsof somegeneratingsubset
of I. One canseethat thereis a (countable)field of definition I( (1) of I
satisfyingthe following additional condition: for every automorphism
a of 1(,

a (moreexactly, its naturalextensionto I([X]) fixes I setwise

if and only if
a actsidentically on K (1).

2. Incidentally one can notice that, for every automorphisma of I , if
a(1) 2 I then a(1) = I.

3. Now considerprime ideals in I([X]. More particularly, take pairwise
different prime ideals 10, ... , I m of I([X] in the sameconjugacyorbit:
so, for every j < h S; m, there is some automorphismof I( taking
Ij to h. Correspondinglyone can find a subfield1(0 of I( such that,
for every automorphisma of 1(, a permutes10, ... , I m if and only
if a fixes [(0 pointwise. It suffices to form I = nj<m Ij and choose
as 1(0 the field of definition 1((1) associatedwith I as in 1. The key
point here is that an automorphisma fixes I setwiseif and only if it
permutesthe Ij's. This is a consequenceof two facts: the former is
that, owing to 2, I = nj<m Ij is an irredundantdecompositionof the
(radical) ideal 1 as anintersectionof prime ideals, and the latter is
that this irredundantdecompositionis unique up to the order of the
involved prime ideals.

Let usdealat last with algebraicallyclosedfields I( andwith Model Theory:
we want to show that I( uniformly eliminatesthe imaginaries.As observed
in Chapter4, it is sufficient for our purposesto prove that any such I(

eliminatesthe imaginariesand so to find, for every 0-definableequivalence
relation E = E (v, w) in K" and i1 in K";
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* a formula <p (v, Z),

* a unique sequencebin K
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such that E(Kn, a) = <p(Kn, b) (here t he com mon length ofz and bmay be
f n) There is no loss of genera lity in ass umingK �~�l�- �s �a �t�u�r �a �t �e�d�: in fact,
given ain K"; if t here exists a unique bin some �~�l�- �s �a �t�u�r �a �t �e�d extension K'
of K such that K' F Vv(E (v,a) H <p (v, b) ), t hen this t upleb must belong
to (a) and consequently to K.
Now we usethe w-stability -rnore precisely th etotal t ra nscendence- ofK ,
as promised. In fact, given a E K " and t he formula E (v, a) , there are
only finitely many n-typesPo, ..., Pqover K containing E (v, a) and having
th e sameMorley rank as E (v, Let 10, . .. , Iq be th eprime ideals ofK[X]
corres ponding tothese types. Partition theseidealsinto conjugacyorbits, so
into equivalence classes with respect tothe relation linking two idealsexactly
when they corres pond to each oth er by some automorphism of K Take any
orbit O. Up to rearranging t he indexes, one ca n ass ume0 = {Io, .. . , Im }

for some m ::;q. Appl y 3 and find a (count able) subfieldK(O) of K such
t hat, for every automorphism ofK, permutes 10, .. . , Im if and only if

fixes K(O) pointwise. LetKo be t he coun table subfield ofK generated by
t he K (O) 's when0 ranges over t he orbi ts of10, ... , Iq. We claim t hat, for
every , fixes E( Kn, a) setwise if and only if acts identically on Ko.
In fact, if preservesE( Kn,a), t hen permutes the ty pesPo, ... , Pqcon
taining E(v, a) and having thesame Morley rank asE(v, a); hence per
mutes t he corres ponding ideals10, ... , Iq as well, and in particular any
single orbit O . Hence fixes poin twise eachK(O) and in conclusionKo.
Conversely, let act identically onK« , and so on any K (O). It follows
t hat permutes th e ideals in anyorbit 0 and so t he wholeset 10, ... , Iq.
Equivalent ly permutes Po, . . . , Pq. But has to preserve E becauseE
is 0-definable, and so takes E-classes toE-classes. Inparticular fixes
E (Kn,a) becau se th e formul aE (v,a) lies in all th e typesPo, ... , Pq.
Therefore anyautomorphism of K fixing a pointwise, and so preserving
E (v, a), fixes Ko pointwise as well; inother words, Ko�~

Now assemble allthe L(1<o)-formulas 'Ij; (V) for which E (Kn, a) �~ 'Ij; (Kn).
They form a possibly incomplete type over Ko. We claim

E( Kn, a) = n 'Ij; (Kn).
(V)

Oth erwise t here is some l EK " sat isfying P and �-�, �E �(�d�~ a) T his remains
t rue for every ({1 E K " having t hesame type aslover Ko; in fact , asK is
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�~�l �- �s �a �t�u�r�a �t �e�d and 1(0 is countable, �d�~ d! correspond to eachother by some
automorphism (Y of K fixing 1(0 pointwise, hence K ii) setwise. T hen
tp(d/I(o) implies (v ii) in Use compactness and determine( E
tp(d/I(o) such t hat (K ) �~ (K ) equivalent ly K 2 (K
But t his forces (v) E p �~ tp(d/I(o ), a cont radict ion.
Consequent ly (v iD is a consequen5e of Again use compactness and
find a formula b) in - so wit h bin 1(0 - implying ii), and hence
equivalent to it. At t his point it remains to show the uniqueness ofb. T his
can beobtained by some simple manipulations, slight ly cha nging b) In
fact , take any # bin I( having th e same type asbover 0. There is some
aut omor phism(Y of K sendingb to so (Y does not act identically on 1(0

because it movesbi ; accordingly (Y doesnot fix setwise ( =
in other words b) # b') . This is t rue for everybi # b realizing
tp(bj0). By compactness, t here is someformula in tp(bj0) for which

K F= ( 1\ ( = b) -+ v( v �~ (v

So, unless replacing (v by ' D : 1\ ( we �s �e �~ t hat b is
t he only tuple in I( such that '(K b) = K ii): in fact , if b' does not
satisfy ( t hen K bi ) = 0. This accomplishesour proof. ..

6 .4 Pri me m odels

T his section t reats a fund amental feature of w-stable theories, nam elythe
existence anduniqueness of prim e models over subsets. T his property will
be useful in 7.8, in proving Morley's T heorem on uncoun tabl y categorical
t heories; but aremarkable application will be provided also in 6.5, when
dealing with differential fields; in fact we will observe that DCFo is w-stable,
and sothe machinery of this sect ion willapply and yield both existence and
uniqueness ofprime models over subsetsamongdifferentially closed fields of
characterist ic 0 - in algebraic terms, existenceand uniqueness of differential
closures among differential fields of characterist ic 0 -.
T he first ste p ofour t reatment is clearly to define what a prime mod el is.
Let be any (possibly non w-stable) complete t heory wit h infinite mod els
in a count able language n still deno tes a bigsaturated model of

D efi n ition 6.4.1 Let X be asmall su bset of n. A model of T is called
prim e over X if and only if:

(i) there is an elemen tary function f of X in to
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(ii) for every model B of T and elementary f un ct ion g from X into B,
there is an elem entary em beddingh of into fo r which h f = g.

T wo problems spring qui te naturally in t his setting. Let X �~ n be given.

(a) (Existence) Is t here any modelA of T prim e overX?

(b) (Uniquen ess)Is t his modelunique? More precisely, let Ao and A l

be two models of prime over X - via t he elementary funct ions fo,
!l respect ively -. Are Ao and Al isomorphic by a map h satisfying
hfo = i l ?

Intuitively speaking, a model of pnme over X is a "minimal" model
exte ndingX by someelementary function. Of course a sharpdefinition in
a genera l set t ingfatally involves all the details given before. Inparticular
uniqueness has to be required up toisomorphism , in th e way stated some
lines ago. On theother hand , t his generality has its positi ve sides,andeven
allows some well accepted freedom. For inst ance, just owing to (b), t here is
no loss of generality in assuming that a model prime overX if any, does
extend X (and sof is an inclusion).
We will see that existenceand uniqueness of prim e models arenot guar an
teed in genera l, for ar bitrary t heor ies and over arbit ra rysetsX However
t hey do hold when is w-stable. But now let uspropose some examples.

Examples6.4.2 1. Let = or , if you like to keepour complete-
ness ass umpt ion on let = p for somep = 0 or prime. When
X is an integral domain wit hidentity in characterist ic p , a mod el of

prime overX is t he algebraic closu re of t he field ofquoti ents of
X (in the field th eoret icsense),and is unique (as t he Algebra hand
books relate).

2. Let = A model of prime over an ord ered fieldX is it s
real closure, and is uniqu e up to isomorphism.Again, any handbook
of Algebra (such as [65]) provid es thedetails.

3. Now let = DCFo. Take a differential field X of characterist ic O. Now
Algebra does not te ll us anything similar to t he previous examples; in
fact it clarifies neith er t he existence nor the uniqueness of a differential
closure of X indeed Algebra ca nnot eit her define what a differential
closure is.

So t he existe nce anduniqueness problems ofprime models overlap some non
tri via l (unsolved?) algebraic questions.
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Now let ussummarizebriefly how weplan to organizethis section. First we
introduceand discusssomenotionsclosely relatedto prime models: atomic
setsand constructible sets. Indeed we will seethat over countable setsa
model is prime if and only if it is atomic and countable, and if and only
if it is constructible (warning: here constructible has a specific meaning,
having nothingto do with what we introduced in Chapters1, 2 and 3 in the
particular frameworkof fields). In this perspective, a theoremof Ressayre
stating the uniqueness of a modelconstructible over a givensubsetis very
noteworthy, as it implies, among other t hings , th euniquenessof a prime
model over a countable set. At t his point we will discuss the existence
problem of prime models. We will give a condition of topological flavour
characterizingthe theoriesT such that every small subset X of n admits
a prime model over itself:they are exactly t hose where the isolated types
over every X are den se in This will accomplish the general analysis
for arbit rary theories.
At this point we will assume Tw-stable, and we will show atheoremof
Morley proving that, in this setting, the previous topological condit ion is
satisfied and, consequently,t he existenceof prime models is always guar
anteed.Finally we will treat a nice and deep theoremof Shelah showing
th e uniquenessof prime models in the w-stable framework. Actually what
Shelah proves isthat, for an w-stable T, a model prim e over aset X is also
construct ible over soRessayre'sTheorem appliesand gives the required
uniqueness result. As alreadysaid, Shelah's Theoremis quite complicated,
and needssomesubtlenotionsand tools to beintroduced later inthis book.
So we will postponeits proof unti l Chapter7. To conclude,we will see that
both existenceand uniq ueness ofprime models fail when the w-stability
assumptionis dropped.

This is th e sketch ofthis section . Now let us beginour reportby introducing
atomicand constructiblesets, as promised. We assume some basicacquain
tance wit h ordinalnumbers. Z ... denotesmall subsets of n, a, b,
c,.. . tuples in n. For simplicity we sometimesident ify a tuple aand the
(finit e) set of th e elementsin

Definit ion 6.4.3 Y �~ X is atomic over X if and only if every tuple in Y
has an isolatedtype over X .

Recall that every model of T extendingX via an elementary function
realizesall the isolated types over on the contrary, non-isolatedtypes
can beomitted by suitably chosenmodels, as t heOmitting TypesTheorem
shows. So a mod elprime over being elementarily embeddable in every
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model A extendingX as before, should not be far from being atomic over

Here is a list ofsimple and useful facts concerningatomic setsand isolated
types.

Remarks6.4.4 1. If tp(b, clX) is isolated,then tp(blX) is.

In fact, let <p(iJ, w) be an L(X)-formula isolating tp(b, cIX). An easy
check showsthat :Jw<p( 117) isolatestp(blX). In fact b doessatisfy
:Jw<p( 117). Furthermore,for every fji realizing :Jw<p(iJ, w), there is
somec' for which 1= <p(fji, c'} Then (b', c') has the �~�a�m�e type as (b, c)
over X, and consequentlyb' has the sametype as b over X.

2. If tp(b, clX) is isolated, then tp(blX U C) is.

In fact, if <p(v, w) is an L(X)-formulaisolatingtp(b, clX) , then<p(v, C)
isolatestp(blX U C).

3. Let X �~ Y. Supposetp(C/Y) isolated by someL(Y)-formula <p(iJ, b)
with parametersbin Y, and tp(bIX) also isolated. Then tp(C/X) is
isolated.

In fact, take an L(X)-formula 7jJ(w) isolating tp(bIX). Look at the
L(X)-formula 8(v) : :JW(7jJ(1V) A <p(v, w)). Clearly n 1= 8(C). We
claim that 8(iJ) isolatestp(cl For, let 2 satisfy 8(v) so for some
fji , n 1= 7jJ (fji ) A <p(2, fji). In particular b' has the same type over
X as band hence there is an automorphismf of n fixing X point
wise and taking b to fji. Then <p(v, b

')
isolatesa type over f(Y); as

n 1= <p(2, fji), tp(2I f(Y)) equalsthis type and so containsevery for
mula O'(v, f(d)) with O'(v, d) E tp(C/Y). In particular, as f fixes X
pointwise, tp(2I X) = tp(ClX).

Notice that 3 implies that atomicity is transitive: for X �~ Y �~ if
Z is atomicover Y and Y is atomicover then Z is atomicover

4. Let Y :2 X be atomicover X, cbe in Y. ThenY is atomicover X Uc.
In fact, for everybEY,tp(b, clX) is isolated. So 2 impliestp(blxuc)
isolated,too.

Definition 6.4.5 Y :2 X is constructibleover X if one can list the ele
mentsofY by ordinal indexes bv (with v < 0', 0' a suitable ordinal) in such
a way that, for everyv < 0', b; has an isolated type over XU {bJ1 : fL < v}.
In this case thesequence(bv : u < 0') is called aconstructionof Y over
X.
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We put for simplicity X; = X U {b/-l : fL < v}. So X o = X , for a limit
v X; = U/-I <v XJ.L and, for a successorv = fL + 1, X; = X/-I U {b/-l}' Of
courseY = Uv<a X v. It is quite trivial that, if b; E X , then tp(bv/X), and
consequently tp(b; / Xv), is isolated (by v = bv)'
Now we discuss t he relationship between atomicity and constructibility.
First we propose a simple resul t.

Lemma6.4.6 Let Y ;2 X be atomic overX. If Y - X is countable, then
Y is constructible over X .

Proof. Let ba, bl , ..., bn , ... (n natural) enumerateY - X . It is enough
to show th at , for everyn, th e type ofbn over X n = X U {bm : m < n} is
isolated. As X n - X is finit e, t he previous Remark 6.4.4.4ensuresthat Y
is isolated overX n , and sothat tp(bn / X n ) is isolated , as required. .,

So atomicity sometimes impliesconstruct ibility. But a strongerand deeper
resul t holds in the opposite directi on: in fact , as we will see wit hin a few
lines, if Y ;2 X is construct ible overX, t hen Y is atomic over X.
Now we relate construct ibility and prime models. Fix a smallX �~ 12 and
take a mod elA of T exte ndingX by some given elementary function. As
alreadysaid, thereis no loss of generality for our purposes in ass uming that
X is just a subset ofA and that the corresponding inclusion is elementary.

Theorem6.4.7 If A is construc tible over X , thenA is prime over X .

Proof. Let B be a model ofT and 9 be an elementaryfunction from X into
B. We are looking for an elementary embeddingh of A into B extending
9. Let (bv : v < a ) be a construct ion of A over X. T he st rategy we devise
to build h is the following: weprogressively extend 9 to larger and larger
elementary functions 9v from X; into B (for v < a ); at last, we checkthat
Uv<a 9v is just t he requiredembeddingh.
We proceed byinducti on on u, For v = 0, we put 90 = 9. Wh en v is limit ,
we set 9v = U/-I<v9/-1 , a function from X; = U/-I<vX /-I into B. It is easy to
check that 9v is elementary. In fact let ii in X; sat isfy F ep(ii) for someL
form ula ep(v); for a suffi cient ly largefL < u, ii lies in X I-'" So t he elementarity
of 9/-1 ensuresB F ep(9/-1 (ii)). As 9v ;2 9/-1 ' B F ep(9v(ii)).
F inally let t/ = fL + 1 be a successorordinal. Look at the isolated ty pe
tp (b/-l/ X /-I)' Call it P/-l for simplicity ; 9/-1(P/-l ) is in its turn an isolated ty pe
over 9/-1(X/-I) �~ B , and so it is sat isfied by some element�b�~ E B. Extend 91L

by including the new elementb/-l in the dom ain andmapping b/-l into �b�~�. Let
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9v be the resultingfunction. Then the domainof 9v is just Xv = Xjt U {bjt};
moreover,owing to the choice of �b�~�, 9v is elementary.
At last form f = Uv<a9v. The sameargumentas beforeshowsthat h is an
elementaryembeddingof into (recall = Uv<aXv). ..

So constructiblemodelsareprime. At this point, we showthatconstructible
models satisfy the uniquenessassumption. This is a non trivial result of
Ressayre. But, before stating it exactly and beginning its proof, we need
sometechnical preliminaries. So let Y beconstructibleover fix a con
struction (b; : v < Cl:) of Y over X. For every v < Cl: choosean L (Xv)
formula <Pv(v, a-:) isolating the type of b; over Xv, in particular fix the
parametersa-: from Xv' When bv EX, choosev = bv as an isolating for
mula. In this framework, a subsetZ of Y is called closed (with respectto
the given constructionof Y over X) if, for every v < Cl: with bv E Z, even
the defining tuple a-: is in Clearly X and Y are closed; moreoverclosed
setsare preservedunder (finite) union and intersection.

Lemma6.4.8 Let X �~ Z �~ Y, Z be closed. Then the theory of Dz is
axiomatizedby Th(Dx) U {<p(b v , a-:) : v < Cl:, b; E Z}.

Proof. For every J-L ::; Cl: put Zjt = {bv E Z : t/ < J-L}. It is an easyexercise
to seethat Zjt is closed forevery J-L ::; Cl:. MoreoverZa coincideswith Z. We
claim that, for every J-L ::; Cl: ,

Th(Dxuz,J is axiomatizedby Th(Dx) U {<Pv(bv, a-:) : bv E Zjt}.

This is clearly enough,as thecaseJ-L = Cl: is just our thesis. Now it is obvious
that

Th(Dx) U {<Pv(bv, a-:) : b; E Zjt} �~ Th(Dxuzl')

because,for every v and J-L, when b; E Zjt, a-: is in Zjt, too. So we have
to prove that, conversely,everysentencein Th(Dxuzl') is a consequenceof
Th(Dx) U {<Pv(bv, a-:) : b; E Zjt}. We proceedby induction on J-L. When

/J, = 0, Zo is empty and so the claim is trivial. When J-L is limit, we can
observethat a sentencein involves only finitely manyelements
in Zjt and so belongsto for somesuitable u < J-L. Hence the
induction hypothesisapplies. At last, take a successor J-L = v + 1. We
can assumeb., E Z, otherwise there is nothing to prove. As <Pv(v, a-:)
isolatestp(bv!Xv), the sentencesconcerningb; in Th(Dxl') are proved by
Th(Dxl')U{ <Pv(bv, a-:n. Whenwe restrictour attentionto Z, we candeduce
by standardargumentsof elementarylogic that
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becauseb; and consequent lya: are in Z . Notice xJ.Lnz= XUZJLl X vnz=
X U Z; and deducethat

T h(Ox uzl') is axiomat ized by T h(OxuzJ U { <Pv(bv, a:n.
But owing to t heinduction hypothesis T h(OxuzJ is axiomatized in itsturn
by Th(Ox) U{<P A(bA, a)J : A < 1/, bA E Z }, whencethe last set of sentences,
together wit h <Pv(bv, a:) , axiomatizes the theory ofOXUZI', as claimed. ...

Still keeping the same notation, now we show:

Lemma6.4.9 If Z �~ Y and Z is clos ed, thenY is atomic over X U Z .

Notice t hat t his applies also toZ = X and implies

Corollary 6.4.10 IfY 2 X is constructi ble over X , then Y is atomic over
X.

Proof. (of the lemm a) Lethbe in Y ,we have to showthat t he ty pe of h over
X U Z is isolated. Extend hto a larger and closedtuple cin the following
way. For everyb E h,pick 1/ < 0: for which b = bv, and consider the formula
<p (v , a:) isolating t he type of b over X v. For every a E a: , take f1 �~ 1/

such that a = bJ.L' and repeatt he previous procedure.As there is no infinite
strict ly decreasing sequence of ordinals, this machinerystopsafter finit ely
many steps. Letcabsorb all t he elementsarising in this procedure. Clearly
cis closed , as well asZ U cand X U Z. Owing to Lemma6.4.8, the t heory
of Oxuzue is axiomatized by Th(Oxuz) U {<P v(bv, a:) : 1/ < 0: , b; E 2}.
Hence /\bvEC<Pv (vv , a:) isolatesthe ty pe of cover X U Z. As cenlargesh,
tp(hjX U Z ) is isolated, too. ...

Now we can st ateand prove Ressayre's Uniqueness T heorem.

Theorem6.4.11 (Ressayre)Let X be a small subse tof 0 , Ao and A i be
two models of T containing X via some elementary i nclusions, and con
struc ti ble overX. Then there is an isomorphismh of Ao onto Ai fi xing X
pointwise.

Proof. Look at th e triples (Yo, Yi , f) where, for everyi = 0, 1, X �~ Yi �~

Ai , Yi is closedwith respect to some given const ruct ion ofAi over X and f
is an elementary function of Yo into Ai acting identically on X and having
Yi as image. The collection of th esetriples is not empty because it contains
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(X i (in fact , X is closed) ; moreover it is partially ordered by t he
relation ::S suchthat

(Yo, Yl , J) ::S �(�Y�~ �, Y{, 1')

if and only if Yi �~ Y/ for every i = 0, 1 and �~ A stra ight forward
check ensu res that Zorn 's Lemma applies to::S and yields a maximal t riple
( o, Yl , ] ). We claim that Yi = i for every i = 0, 1, so ] is the required
isomorphism.
Suppose not. For instance, ass ume Yo o. Use thesame technique as in
th e pro of of Lemm a 6.4.10 and enlarge Yo to a closed oo 2 Yo U {b} wit h
YoO - Yo finite. Owing to Lemm a 6.4.10 t he sequenceCo of t he elements in
Yoo - Yo has an isolated type over Yo. Call it p. Not ice that even ](p) is
an isolated type (over YI) because] is elementary. In par ticular ] (p) is
realized inAI, say by Cl . Enlarge Yl by Cl and get a newset YlO 2 Yl in
Al . Clearly ] can beextended to an elementary function f Ofrom Yoo into

. Al with imageYd: j ust map Co in Cl ' If Yd is closed wit h respect to the
fixed constructi on of Al over X t hen weare done; in fact , we have fou nd
a counterexample (Ycf , YlO, f a) to t he maximality of o, Yl , ] ) ; t his is a
contradiction, and so shows Yo = Ao as claimed. Otherwise weapply t he
previous procedure to YlO. Accordingly we enlarge YlO to a closedYl 2 YlO
with Yl - Y? finite, and correspondingly we buildYcf �~ Yd �~ Ao and an
elementary function i' from Yd in A l with imageYl. If Yo

l is closed , th en
we are done; ot herwise we cont inue our procedure. In t he worst case, weget
for every natural a t riple (Yo

n, Yr, f n) such that, for everynand i = 0, 1,
(Yo, Yl , ]) ::S (Yon, Yr , I" ) , X �~ �Y�~ C Yin l I" is an elementary map from
Yo

n into Al wit h imageYt, Yin - Yi is finite and both Y0
2n l and y1

2n 2are
closed . Owing to t he last condit ion bothUnYon and Unyr are closed . So
(UnYon,UnYt ,Un again cont radicts the choice of(Yo, Yl , ]).

In conclusion Yo = o, and, similarly, Yl = A l . •

But now it is time to come back to t he existenceand uniquenessproblems
of prim e mod els. As a warm-up, let us first discussthe caseX = 0. Here
we showuniqueness and we characterize existence by some equivalent con
ditions. Not ice that t he ass umption X = 0 is not so rest ricti ve as it may
look. Indeed it impli citly includ es the seemingly moregeneral case whenX
is countable: it suffices to replaceL by t he (countable) languageL(X) and

by t he theory of Dx , and to observe th at a model of prim e over
ois just, as astruct ure of L , a mod el ofT prim e over X . Not ice also that
a model of prim e over0 is elementarily embeddable inevery mod el
of in fact, as is complete,the inclusion of 0 in is element ary. Th e
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uniqueness of a model prime over 0 is a direct conseq uence of Ressayre's
Theoremand the following result.

Theorem6.4.12 Let A be a model ofT. Th en the followingpropositions
are equivalent:

(1 ) A is prime over0,.

(2) is coun table andatomic over 0,.

(3) A is constructible over 0.

Proof. (1) =} (2) As alreadysaid, a model of T pr ime over0elementarily
embeds itself in any mod elofT. This clearly implies that A is countable, as

doesadmit somecountable mod els.Furthermore every non-isolated ty pe
over 0 is omitted in somecountable model of (by the Omitting Types
Theorem) and consequently inA: so A is atomic over 0.
(2) =} (3) Just apply Lemma6.4.6 to Y = and X = 0.
(3) =} (1) This is a particular caseof Theorem6.4.7. ..

At this point Ressayre's UniquenessTheorem appliesand shows:

Theorem 6.4.13 Any two modelsof T prime over0 are isomorphic.

In fact t hese mod els are const ructible over 0. Now let us discuss th e exis
te nce of a mod el of prime over 0. The following t heorem provides a nice
equivalent condit ion.

Theor e m 6.4.14 There exists a modelofT prime over0 if and only if, for
every positi veinteger n, the isolated n-types over0 are dense in the topologi
cal spaceSn(0) (this means that , for everyL-formula (v) in n free variables
v if ( ) 0, then there is som e isolated n-type over0 containing (v))

Proof. (=}) Assume that A is a mod elofT pri me over0. As T is complete,
cp(A )n is not empty, in oth er words t here is sometuple in A sat isfying
cp(v) As A is atomic over 0, th e ty pe of over0 is isolated (and includes

))
({::: ) The stra tegy here is to use some classical techniques(addingconstants,
referring to theTarski-VaughtT heoremandso on) and to construct a count
able model constructible over 0: as said before , th is is alsoprime over
0. In order to form we build preliminarily a sequence of isolated types
PI <;:;: P2 <;:;: ... <;:;: Pn <;:;: .•. (with n a posit ive integer) suchthat, for every n ,
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(a) Pn is an n-typ e over0 (in t he free vari ables(Vi, . .. , vn) = v(n));

(b) if 3w<p(w , v(n)) E Pn for someformula <pew, v(n)), t hen for some
integer m> n <p(vm, v (n)) E Pm.

T hese ty pes are buil t byinduction on n. Pi is any isolated I-type over0.
Now assume t hat Pn is defined, we show how to formPn+!' Let /"n (v(n))
be aformula isolating Pn, list all t he formulas 3w<p(w , v(n )) occuring in Pn.
As Pn 2 Pk for k �~ n , t his list includes all the formulas of t he same kind
occurring in Pk with k < n. Take t he firstformula 3w<pn(w , v (n)) in this list
not alreadyconsideredin the previoussteps < n. Observe3w<pn(w, v(n)) 1\

/"(v (n )) E Pn,so <Pn(w, v(n))I\ /"(v(n)) occurs in some(n+l)-typeover 0. Use
our ass umpt ionthat isolated (n + 1)-typesover 0 are dense inSn+!(0) and
deducethat <Pn(w, v(n)) 1\ /" (v(n )) actually occurs in some isolated (n + 1)
ty pe. Choose such a ty pe asPn+l .
Actually t his construction should involve sooner or later anyformula 3w<p(w,
if) occurring in somePk when k ranges over positi ve integers.But t his can
be obtained by using a suitable diagonal Cantorlike procedure.
Now extend t he language of by coun tably many new constants C =
{ Ch : h positi ve int eger} . For everyh replaceVh by Ch in t he formulas of
P = UnPn· One gets asetT of sentences in t he enlarged languageL UC : T
is a consistent theory, and indeed a complete t heory, as t hereader ca n easily
check. Nowtake a modelBp of Tp. Tp is just t he theory ofBp, hence the
(LUC)-sentences of the form3w<p(w , C) (wit h c in C) t rue inBpare exactly

t hose occurring in T • Look at t he set A = �{ �c �~ �P : h positive integer} and
not ice that, owing to (b) and t he Tarski-VaughtTheorem ,A is t he dom ain
of an elementarysubstructure of Bp. Restrict this substruct ure toL and get
a mod el -actually a countable model-A of T. MoreoverA is atomic over 0,
as required: infact, given a sequence c= (Cl , ... , cn ) from C , the type of

over 0contains Pn, hence equalsPn and is isolated. ..

This concludesour discussion of th e caseX = 0. As already said , when
we enlargeour attention to countable sets X we immediately obtain what
follows.

Corollary 6.4.15 (1) T here exists a modelofT pr im e overX if and only
if, for every posit ive integer n , the isolated n-types overX are dense
in Sn(X) ,

(2) Two models ofT extending X byelementary inclusions are isom orphic
by a fu nct ion fixing X pointwise.
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But t he previous analysis discloses some usefulinformation even in the gen
eral case, when X is any, possibly uncountable , smallsubset of D. In partic
ular, it clarifies under which condit ions on T any Xadmits a prime model.
This is what the following t heoremexplains.

Theorem6.4.16 Thefollowing propositions are equivalent.

(1) For everyX, there is a modelof T prime overX.

(2) For every X and positive integer n , the isolatedn-types overX are
dense in

(3) For everyX , the isolated I-types overX are dense in

(1)' For everycountableX , there is a modelofT prime overX.

(2)' For every countableX and posit iveinteger n , the isolatedn-types
over X are dense in

(3)' For every countableX , the isolated I- types overX are dens em
X

Proof. (I)::::} (1)', (2) ::::} (2)' and (3)::::} (3)' aretrivial , as well as (2)::::} (3)
and (2)' ::::} (3)'. Moreover (1)' {:::? (2)' is just Corollary 6.4.15. So, in order to
accomplishthe proof, it suffices to show(3)'::::} (3) , (3) ::::} (2) and (3)::::} (1).

(3)' ::::} (3) Suppose towards acontrad ict ion t ha tthereareX , a tuple ain X
and aformula <p (v, suchthat <p (v, occurs in no isolated I-ty pe overX.
We want to extract a countable X ' �~ X suchthat X' contains but <p (v ,
occurs in no isolated l- typ e over X': this is clearly enoughbecause such a
set X' contradicts(3)/. Let Xo denotethe set of t he elements in Is Xo a
reasonable ca ndidate as X '? No, it is not , because it mayhappen t hat, in
t he restricted frameworkof X o, some L(Xo)-formula'Ij1 (v ) isolates a single
L-t yp e cont aining<p (v, However 'Ij1 (v ) cannot preserve t hisproperty over
X, sothereareat least two different l- types over Xcontaining 'Ij1 (v)A<p(v ,
consequent lythere exists someformula O(v, b) wit h parameters b from X
occurring in the former ty pe butnot in the lat ter . For every'Ij1(v) as above,
fix a correspondingb (and O(v , b)) Enlarge Xo by adding the elements
of these t upiesbwhen 'Ij1 (v ) ranges overthe L(Xo)-formulas isolat ing some
type over Xo containing <p (v, One getsa count ableXl �~ X enlarging
and suchthat no L(Xo)-formula 'Ij1 (v ) isolates a I-type over Xl containing
<p (v, Indeed , for every'Ij1 (v ), t here is some formula O(v , b) in L(X ) for
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which both 1jJ(v) 1\ r.p(v, if) 1\ ()(v, b)and 1jJ(v) 1\ r.p(v, if) 1\ -,()(v, b)enlargeto
consistentl-typesoverXl' For any L(Xo)-formula1jJ(v) which cannotisolate
any l-type containing r.p(v, if) even in 51 (Xo), ()(v, b) can be also found in
L(Xo) ; otherwise b) is producedby the previousprocedure.We repeat
this machinery and we build, for every natural n, a countableX n �~ X
enlarging if in a way such that, for any n, no L(Xn)-formulacan isolate a
l-type over Xn+! containing r.p(v, if) At this point, considerX' = Un Xn.
X' in countable.Moreover,for every L(X')-formula1jJ(v), thereis a suitable
n for which 1jJ(v) belongsto the languageL(Xn) and hencecannotisolate
any l-type containingr.p(v, if) over Xn+ l and consequentlyover X'.

(3) ::::} (2) We proceedby induction on n. As the casen = I is just our hy
pothesis,we havesimply to see howto passfrom any n to n+1. Let r.p(v, w)
be anL(X)-formulawith n+1 free variables(v, w) (w = (WI, ... , wn)) and
r.p(nn+!) =I- 0. So :3vr.p(v, w) lies in somen-type over X, and hencein some
isolatedn-type p over X. Let b realizep, so n p= :3vr.p(v, b), and r.p(v, b) is in
someI-type over X U b. By hypothesis,there is someisolated l-'type q over
X U b containingr.p(v, b). Let a realize q, so p= r.p(a, b). Look at the type of
(a, b)over x: it containsr.p(v, w) and is isolated becauseboth tp(ajXUb)
and tp(bjX) are.

(3) ::::} (I) Fix we have to find a model of prime over X As shown
in Theorem6.4.7, it suffices to build a model A of T constructibleover X.
Let us work in a model M of T containingX via an elementaryinclusion.
To obtain A inside M, we extend progressivelyX and form larger and
larger setsXJ.L 2 X in M (for It an ordinal), all constructibleover X and
elementarily included in M, until we meet in this increasingsequencethe
domain of an elementarysubstructureof M and, in this way, a model of

constructibleover X. Start putting Xo = X. For a limit set X J.L =
UV<J.L XV, as it is right to expect: indeed this preservesconstructibility and
the other assumptionson X w The crucial stepconcernssuccessorordinals
It = v+1. Supposethat Xv is not the domainof an elementarysubstructure
of M (otherwisewe are done). By the Tarski-Vaught Theorem,there is an
L(Xv)-formular.p(v) suchthat :3vr.p(v) is true in M - in otherwords r.p(M)
o-but X; containsno realization of r.p(v). Use (3) and get someisolated
l-type p over Xv including r.p(v). Thereis someelementav E M satisfyingp.
Put Xv+! = XvU{av}; Xv+! is constructibleover X becausep = tp(avjXv)
is isolated;moreoverthe inclusion of X v+ l in M is elementary.Now notice
that the length of this procedurecannotexceed IMI. Accordingly XJ.L =
XJ.L+! for some It �~ IMI; but this meansthat XJ.L is the domain of the
required model. ..
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Let us underline onemore tim e that what we get in (3)=} (1) is actually a
model of T constructibleover X
Now assume, at last , T w-stable. Weshowt hat, underthis assumption, th e
existence of pr ime models is ensuredover any This is a resu lt ofMorley
and is obtainedas a direct consequ ence of the previoustheorem .

Theorem 6.4.17 (Morley) Let T be ta-stable. Th en, for every X , there is
a modelofT pr ime overX

Proof. Owing to Theorem6.4.16, it suffices to show t hat, for every count
able X t he isolated I-typesover X are dense in51(X) Use w-stability and
deducethat, for a countable 51(X) is countable, to o. Now refer totopol
ogy and specifically recall a theorem of Cantorand Bendixson saying t hat
in every count able compact Hausdorff space - like51(X) - isolated points
are den se.This is just what we need . ..

Indeedth e previou s theoremsaysevenmore: in fact, for an w-stableT ,over
any X we can find a constructible mod el.
Finally let us deal with uniqueness in th e w-stable set t ing.

Theorem 6.4.18 (Shela h) Let T bew-stable, X be a small subsetof rl , Aa
and A 1 be two modelsof T prime over X . Th en there is an isomorphism h
between Aaand A 1 fi xing X pointwise.

Actually what Shelah proves is t ha t , for an w-stable T , a mod el prime
over X must be constructible over X as well. So Ressayre'sTheoremapplies
and ensuresthe uniqueness of t he prim e model overX . However , Shelah 's
tools in th e proof are qu ite sophist icatedand require new progress in t he
generaltheory. We will developt hesepreliminaries inChapter 7, so we have
to delay th e full details of the proof to that chapter.
We concl ude t hissectionobservingthat neitherexistence noruniqueness of
pr ime models areguaranteed when isnot w-stable. In particular we pro
pose a simplecounterexampleto existe nce. Uniqueness is also cont radicted
by some suitable th eories T ,but t he corresponding examples aremore tech
nical and com plicated, and may make this section still heavier. We omi t
them.

Example 6.4.19 In the language = {S; , where is a l-ary relation
symbol, look atthest ruct ure(R, S;, Q). T his is adenselinear orderwithout
endpoints (R , S;) with a subset Q both denseand codense inR. All th ese
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proper ties can be easily written as first ord er sentences in Let be t he
theory axiomatized in t his way. A simplearrangement ofCantor 's Theorem
on showsthat is �~ �o �- �c �a �t �e �g�o�r�i�c�a�l andso, by Vaught'sTest ,complete.
Hence = ( ::;, Q). Of course is not w-stable (just as )
Now suppose t hat has a prim e model overQ inside (R, ::;, Q). Up to
isomorphi sm this model will be of t he form ::;, Q) for some countable
subset A of R properly including Q . Let a E A - Q. If we take a away
from t hen we get a new model( - {a} , ::; , Q) of this contains th e
rationals, but cannotembed ::;, Q). In fact t he cut fills in overQ
is not realized in - {a}, ::;, Q).

6 .5 D F o revisited

We pursue here th e analysis of existenti ally closed differential fields of cha r
acterist ic 0 begun in Chapte r 2. We saidat t hat t ime that their class
is elementary and we provided (wit hout proof ) their nice first order char
acterization D o due to Lenore Blum, according to which t hey are th e
differenti al fields K of characterist ic 0 such that, for every non zeroj (x )
an d 9(x) in [( { x } such that the ord er of9(x) is smaller t ha n t he ord er of
j (x ), t here is some a E[( such that j (a ) = 0 and g(a ) =I 0 (let us mo
mentaril y call t hese fields differentially closed fields;actua lly we are going
to show that t hey are just t he existent ially closed differenti al fields). Now it
is t he right mom ent to prove at last that result, as well as th erelated fact ,
mentioned several t imes, th at every different ial field of characterist ic 0 has
its own differential closure. In fact, we will show that D Fo is w-st able,
and so t hemachinery developed in t he last section will apply and produce
a prime model of D o (so a differential closure) over any differen tial field
of cha racterist ic O. The w-stability of Fo will be also usedto prove, in a
way closely resembling that pursuedfor in 6.3, th atD o uniformly
eliminatesthe imaginaries.
This is the plan of t hissection. In order to begin our t reat ment and, in
particular, to focus existent ially closed differentialfields, let us preliminarily
examine how a differential fi eld can beenlarged and which is t he st ruct ure
of a differential extension H. of In par t icular, for a E - K; we want
to singleout in t he smallest differential subfield ( containing [( and
a (i. e. t he int ersection of all t he differential subfieldsof}{ cont aining both
[( and a); t his requires to clarify and und erstand how a is related to in
oth er words which differential polynomials over[( a sat isfies.Of course t his
is basic (Different ial) Algebra rath er than Mod el T heory; and in fact there is
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a straightforward andgenera l algebraic technique to approach this question,
t hat is to consider the function Fa from the differential domain K{ x } into
1£ taking any differential polynomialf (x ) E K{ x} to its value f (a ) in a .
T his is a different ial ring homomorphism , and its kern el[ (aIK) = {f (x) E

K { x } : f (a) = O} is a proper prime ideal ofK { x }, and even adifferential
ideal (i. e. an ideal closed und er derivation D , as it is easy to check) .
Incidentally define a differentially algebraic over K if [(alK ) =1= 0 (so if
f (a ) = 0 for some nonzero differential polynomial f( x) E K{ x} ), and dif
ferentially transcendentalotherwise.
When a is differenti ally transcendental over K , t here is nothing to add. For,
Fa is a differential ring isomorphism betweenK{ x } and a suitable differential
subring ofK containing K and a . It is straightforward to dedu cethat the
differential fi eld K(a) we are looking for is isomorphic to t he field ofquotients
of K{ x} (which inherits a natural st ructure of differential field regulated by
t he usual derivation rules for quo tients) .
Bu t t he most critical poin t of our analysis concerns a differentiall y algebraic
element a overK. In fact , on the onehand it is easy to realize that even
in t his case t hequotient ring K{x }I [ (a ]K ) getsa natural struct ure of dif
ferential dom ain, j ust because [ (a] J() is a prim e differential ring and so it
makes sense to put , forf (x ) E J({x },

D(J (x)+ [ (a l K )) = Df (x)+ [ (aIK);

t he field of quotients of K{x} I [ (o]K ) inherits in its tu rn anobvious struc
t ure of differential field , andK (a) is isomorphic to t his field . This is qui te
genera l, and formally satisfactory. But we aimat understanding the internal
struct ure of K (a), and t his clearly requires tostudy t he prim e differential
ideal [(alJ() and to provide an intrinsic description of its polynomials.
F irst let us observe that every prime differential ideal 1 =1= {O} , K {x } of
K{ x } can be represented asI = [(a IK) for some suitable 1£ and a E II
(differentially algebraic overK) . This is stra ightforward andquite general.
In fact , look at the differential dom ainK{ x }I L, form its differential field of
quotientsQ, noti ce that Q extends K provided one identifies eachk E K
and its classI + k in Q, and t hat a= I +x just annihilates t he differenti al
polynomials in I over K.
So take any nont rivial prime differential idealI of K{x}. Choose a nonzero
polynomial f (x ) E I having

* a minimal ord er n ,

then
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* a minimal degree inD" (

and finally

* a minimal total degree.

211

As I is prime, f( x) is irreducibleas an algebraicpolynomial in ,'C[Dm(x) : m
natural]. We wonder whether I equals by chance thedifferential ideal (J(x))
generated byf( x) , in other word s t he algebraic ideal of ,'C[Dm(x) : m
natural] generated by f(x) and its derivatives. T his isnot true in general,
and is somewhat more complicated. Bu t cla rifying this point requires a
further notion.

Definition 6.5.1 Let f(x) E K {x} have order n. The formal partial deriva
tive of f( x) with respect to Dn(x) is called theseparantof f(x) and denoted

For example,the separantof f( x) = (D3x) 2+ x .D3x+Dx .D2x is 2D3x+ x.
Now, given a different ial polynomial f( x) E K{ x} , look at t he set I(J(x))
of the polynomials t(x ) E K {x} suchthat for some natural m

SJ(x). t(x) E (J(x));

one seesthat I(J(x)) is a differential ideal and, when f( x) is irredu cible,
it is also prime. Of course the membership to I(J(x)) is not easy and
immediate to check ;but one can show that, for an irreducible f( x) of order
n, a polynomial g(x ) E I(J(x)) must have order 2:: n and, if its order is just
n, then f( x) directly divides g(x). This an alysis impliesthat , if a is a roo t
of f( x) , then I(J( x)) = I(ajK).
Mo re gener ally, let us comeback to our nontrivial prime differential ideal
and to t he polynomial ( E chosen before.One proves

Theorem6.5.2 I = I(J(x)) .

This is a noteworthy and deep algebraic fact; it sproof can be found in
t he referencesquoted at t he end ofthis chapter. This also concludes our
preliminary outline of basic Differential Algebra. Now let us deal atlast
with Model T heory. Infact, owing to what we said about I(J(x)) we are in
a posit ionto show:

Theorem6.5.3 Existentially closeddifferential fields of characteristic 0
are differentially closed.
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Proof. We have to check that K satisfies Blum's ax ioms: for every nonzero
polynomials f (x) , g(x) E K {x} such that the order of f (x ) is larger than
the order of g(x) , t here iset is K sat isfying f( et) = 0 andg(et) i: O. As t he
existence of et can be expressed by an existe nt ial sentence wit h par ameters
in K and K is existentially closed , it suffices to find such an elementet in
some differential field 'H. extending K Pick an irredu cible factor f' (x ) of
f (x ) in K{ x} of the same order as f(x), and form I = I (J' (x )). Clearly
f (x ) E I , while g(x) ca nnot belong to I because itsorder is less than the
order of f '(x) . Now enlargeK to the differential field of quotients H of
K{ x }/ I and not ice that in Il I + x sat isfies f (v) = 0 and ca nnot realize
g(v) = 0, becausef( x ) E I and g(x ) rJ. I. ..

In order to conclude that D F o is just th e t heory of existent ially closed
differential fi elds of characterist ic 0, we have to show t he inverseimpl icatio n
(say ing that any differentially closedfi eld of characteristic 0 is existent ia lly
closed) and definit ively to checktwo more points:

(i) every differential field of characteristic 0 has a differenti ally closed
extension;

(ii) Fo is model complete .

Here are theirproofs.

Theorem6.5.4 Every differential fieldK of characteristic0 has a differ
entially closed extension.

Proof. T his ca n be shown by usingsome familiar chain arguments. In
detail , list in some (possible t ra nsfinite) way t he pai rs(J (x ), g(x))of nonzero
polynomials in K {x } such that t he order of f (x ) is larger than t he order
of g(x ). Apply the same technique as in Theorem 6.5.3 and , for every pa ir
(J (x ), g(x)), enlargethe ground field in ord er toincludea roo t et of f (x) such
t hat g(et) i: o. Repeat t hisprocedure and event ua lly ob tain a differential
extensionK' of K with t he following property: for everychoice off( x ), g(x )
in K{ x} - {O} suc h that the orde r off (x ) is larger t ha n t he orde r ofg(x ),
there is someet E K' such that f(et) = 0 and g(et) i: o. However t his does
not mean that K' is different ia lly closed (infact, what happens forf (x )
and g(x ) in K' {x }?). But now we can form a new sequence of di fferential
exte nsionsK n of K by put tin g K o = K and, for every K n+1 = �K �~ (a
differential fi eld enlarging Kn and containing, for every choice of nonzero
polynomials f( x) , g(x ) in Kn{x} such that the orde r of f( x) is larger than
theorder of g(x) ,a roo t et of f( x) t ha t doesnot annihilateg(x)). tc = UKn
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is the domain of a differential field extending/C. A straightforward check
showsthat f( is differentially closed . ..

Theorem6.5.5 Fo is completeandeliminate the quantifiers in the lan
guage L= {+, " - , 0, 1, D}. In particular o is modelcomplete.

Proof. Fi rst we show t hat Fo is complete, and hence that any two
models /C, /C' of F o are elementarily equivalent . As everystructure has
somet:io-sat urated elementary extension , we canassumethat both /C and /C'
are t:io-saturated . As parti al isomorphism implies elementaryequivalence , it
sufficesto show/C �~ �p /C'. Accordinglylet betheset of alltheisomorphisms
betweenfinitely generated differential subfields of/C and /C' respect ively.
is not empty becauseboth /C and /C' include the rational field (with a zero
derivative) as the minimal differential subfield generatedby 0. Now let /Co
and /Cb be twofinitely generateddifferential subfields of /C, /C' respectively,
correspondingto eachotherby some isomorphism Ofcourse, if is atuple
generating then ii) =

'
generates /Cb' So, algebraically speaking, any

element ofKo can be obtainedfrom ii by the usual elementary operations
and and t he same can besaid about Kb and Incidentally notice that
Ko �~ dcl(ii) and , parallely,Kb �~ dcl(al ). We have tocontrol that h sat isfies
the back-and-forth properties (i) and(ii) . Clearly it suffices to deal wit h (i),
as (ii) can be handledin a similar way. So takea E - Ko. We look for
two finitely generatedextensions /Cl, �/�C�~ of /Co, /Cb respectivelysuch that
a E K 1 and h can be enlarged to an isomorphismbetween/Cl and �/�C�~�. We
distinguish two cases,according to whether a is differentially algebraic, or
differentially transcendental over /Co.
When a is differentially algebraic, consider the nonzero prime differential
ideal I(a/Ko) and th e (irreducible) polynomial j( x) in l(a/Ko) having
minimal order n , then minimal degree in and, finally , minimal total
degree. Then j'( X) = h(J(x)) is an irreducible polynomial of order n in
/Co{x }. Look at t he ty pe given by th eformulas

j'( v) = 0, -,(g'(V) = 0)

whereg' (x) ranges over t he nonzero polynomials of order< n in Kb{x}. As
Kb �~ dcl(a

'),
p can be viewed as atype overO! As /C' is differentially closed ,

any finite portion of is satisfied in /C'. As /C' is t:io-satu rated, itself is
realizedin K' - Kb by a suitable elementa'. MoreoverI (J' (x)) = I (a' / Kb)·
So one can easily enlarge h to an isomorphism between/Co(a) and /Cb(a/)
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mapping a in a ' (for , I (a/Ko) and I (a' /Kb) correspond to each oth er by
h Accordingly K i = Ko(a) and �K�~ = Kb(a' ) yield (i) .

The case whena is differentially t ranscendental over Ko is simpler. In
fact , using t he�~�o �- �s �a �t�u �r �a �t�i�o�n of K' , one easily finds an elementa ' E K'
algebraically t ranscendental over Kb �~ del(at) . At t his point , one observes
t hat Ko(a) and Kb(a') are isomorphic by a function extending h and taking
a to a'. T his ensures (i) even in t his case,and eventually acco mplishes t he
proof that F o is com plete.

Now we prove that o eliminates t he quan tifiers in Owing to com
pleteness, every L-sentence is DC Fo-equivalent to 0 = 0 when belonging
to DCFo, and to 0 = 1 otherwise. So we have to eliminate t he qu anti
fiers in t he L-formulas (v) when thesequence v of free vari ables is not
em pty. For t his pu rpose we arra nge t he previous completeness proof in the
following way. Let ii, at be two t uples in the universen of F o satisfy
ing the samequantifier free L-formulas ; we claim that t hey have thesame
ty pe over0. T here is no loss ofgenerality in assuming in andat in
K' for some suitable �~ �o �- �s �a �t�u�r �a �t �e�d different ially closed fields and T he
hypoth esis that and at realize t hesame quanti fi er freeformulas easily im
plies that at generateisomorphicdifferential subrings, and consequently
isomorphicdifferential subfields in respectively, by f---7 at. We look
now at t he set of th e isomorphisms between finitely generated differenti al
subfields ofK containing and finitely generated differential subfields ofK'
containing at which extend f---7 By pro ceeding as before, one obtains
t his t ime (K, ) == (K' , ) in t he language enlargingL by suitably many
new constants to beinterpreted in respect ively. Inother words, ii, at
have t hesame ty pe over0, as claimed. Hence, two sequencessatisfying the
same quantifier free formulas do admit the samety pe; in order to conclude ,
we have simply to realizethat t his is just th e eliminat ion of quant ifiers for
L-formulas (v) with a non-empty v Let us see why.

If (V) does not occur in any type over0, t hen it is clearl y equivalent to
-, (V i = Vi) ' Oth erwise we have just seenthat, for every type p contain
ing V) , (v) is a consequence of the quant ifier free formulas in By
compactness, only finite ly many formulas of t his kind ,and even a single
quan ti fier freeformulas (v) -their conjunction-, are enoughto imply (v)
within DC Fo. Topologically speaking, when ranges over t he ty pes over°containing t he neighbourhoods (v) form an open cover ing of the
closed , hence compactset (v) ' Again usingcom pac t ness, one finds a finite
set of types p containing (v) such th at (v) equ alsU PEPo (v) ' In
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oth er words
Vv(<p( f-----+ V <pp (v)) E DCFa.

o

As t he lat terformula is quan tifier free, we are don e. ..
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Hence DCFo is t he mod el compa nion of t he t heory of differential fields
of characterist ic O. But t he previous analysis says mor e and inparticular
ensures:

T heorem 6.5.6 DCFa is eo-sta ble.

Proof. What we have to check is t ha t , foreverydifferentially closed field/C
in characterist ic 0, IS1(K)1= IK I. Actually we will show somet hingmore,
resembling what we did for algebraically closed fields. Infact, we will see
that , for every /C, there is a natural bijection between l-types over K in
DC Faand (proper) prim e differential ideals in /C{x}: owing to what we saw
about t hese ideals and t heirstructure, this implies 151(1<)1 �~ IK{ x}1 = IKI ,
whence 151(K )1 = IKI.
F irst take a l- type over K and form

I (p) = {j (x ) E K{ x} : j (v) = 0 E p}.

Checking that I (p) is a prime different ial ideal in/C {x} is a straightforwa rd
exe rcise. Indeed every (proper) prim e differential ideal of /C{ x} can be
obtained in this way: in fact , build t he (different ial) field of quo tientsQ
of /C{ x} / I , enlarge Q to a differenti ally closed and,at last , take the
ty pe of + over (t he isomorphic copy of ) /C (in K): clearly a polynomial
j (x) E K{ x} sat isfiesj (v) = 0 E P if and only if j (x ) E I . Furthermoretwo
different l-types p =1= q over /C define different ideals. In fact t here is some
L(K)-formula <p (v ) in and not in q Now use elimination of quantifiers:
<p (v ) can be chosen as a disjunction of conjunct ions -and even as aunique
conjunction- of equations j( v) = 0 or negations ---,(g(v) = 0) with f(x) and
g(x) in K {x}. But t hen any singleequationand disequationis in p, and at
least one of them is not in q. Consequent lyI(p) =1= I(q) . ..

As a corollary, let us poin t that t he constant subfieldC(/C) = {a E K : D O'
O} of a differen tially closed/C, as astruct ure definable in/C , is w-stable, and
so algebraically closed (due toMacinty re's Theorem).
Incidentally, we should alsosay t hat DCFo is not strongly minimal; indeed
its Morley rank is wand its degree is1. However , owing to the theorems
of Morley and Shelah on t he existence and uniqu eness of prime models over
subsetsin w-stable t heories, wecan dedu ce:
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Corollary 6.5.7 Over any differential field IC of characteristic0 there is a
prime model of DCPo (hencea differential closure), and this is unique up
to isomorphismfixing K pointwise.

We alreadyemphasizedseveraltimes that this approach-using Model The
ory, in particular w-stability, Morley's Theoremand Shelah'sTheorem- is
the very first proof, and virtually the only one known till now, of the exis
tenceand uniquenessof differential closures.
Again using w-stability we show nowthe last result of this section.

Theorem6.5.8 DCFo uniformly eliminatesthe imaginaries.

Proof. We repeat almost wholly the approachfollowed in 6.3 for alge
braically closed fields. Indeed the first two algebraic preliminary stepsin
that proof concernarbitrary fields and ideals, so apply to our presentset
ting as well. The samecan be said about the use ofw-stability, owing to
Theorem6.5.6,althoughnow typescorrespondto (proper) primedifferential
ideals,and not directly to prime ideals. In conclusionwhat we haveto check
is that the third preliminarystepin the proofof Theorem6.3.2 still works in
the new framework. Accordingly take adifferential field IC of characteristic
0, and 10 , • •• , I m prime differential ideals of IC{ x} in the sameconjugacy
class (with respectto differential field automorphismsof IC) . We look for
a(n even algebraic) subfield ICo of IC such that, for every automorphism(J

of IC as adifferential fi eld,

(J permutes10 , •.. , I m if and only if (J fixes Ko pointwise.

This can be obtained by rearrangingthe approachin the field case. Form
I = nj<m Ij. This is a differential ideal, andeven aradical ideal in the usual
sense:for every f(x) E K {x}, if ft(x) E I for somepositive integer t, then
f(x) itself is in I. A differential version of the Basis Theorem,due to Ritt
and Raudenbushand working overdifferential fields of characteristic0, says
that every differential ideal of IC{x} -like I, but also 10 , ••• , Im - is finitely
generated(as adifferential ideal). Fix a finite setof differential polynomials
including generatorsof I, 10 , ... , I m . Let]-f be their maximal order, so
all these polynomialscan be viewed asalgebraicpolynomialsover K in the
unknownstr», for h ::; n, 1 ::; i ::; m. Put t: = IC[Dhxi : h <u, 1 ::; i ::;
m], and look at In R, 10 n R, ... , i; n R. Then In R = nj<m(Ij n R),
and 10 n R, ..., Im n R are prime ideals in n in the sameconjugacyclass
with respectto field automorphismsof IC: in fact, for i , j' ::; m, there is
someautomorphismof IC as adifferential field, henceas a field,taking Ij to
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Ij , and sot, n R to I j n R. Use Step 3 inTheorem 6.3.2and dedu cethat
t here is an algebra ic su bfieldKo of K such that, for every automor phism0

of viewed as a fieldand in particular as adifferential field, 0- permutes
t he Ij nR's if and only if it fixes Ko pointwise. But eachIj nR generatesIj
as a differential ideal in so, fori. j' ::; m, o-(Ij n R) = I j n R implies
o-(Ij) = Ij . Consequently, for every automorphism0- of the differenti al field

0- permutes 10 .•. , Im if and only if 0- acts identically on Ko. ..

6.6 Ryll-Nardzewski's Theorem, and other things

We concludeour outline of Morley 's ideas in t hese two chapters with a
perhaps oblique and superficially related argument. In fact we want to
treat �~�o�- �c �a�t �e �g�o �r �i�c �a�l t heories. As already underlined, they behave qui te au
tonomo uslyand include examples whichare not categorical in any uncount
able cardina l, and neither are w-stable: for instance, t hink of On
t he other hand, theredo exist uncountably categorical structures which are
not �~�o�- �c �a�t �e�g�o�r�i�c�a�l (such as p for any fixed p). However �~�o�- �c�a�t�e�g�o�r�i �c �a �l

theories havetheir peculiar and specificpropert ies. In part icular theyenjoy
t he following nice characterization, due to Ryll-Nardzewkiand others.

Theorem 6.6.1 (Ryll-Nardzewski) Let T be acomplete theory in a count
able language L. Then thefollowing propositions are equivalent:

(i) T is �~�o�- �c�a�t �e�g�o�r�i�c�a�l �;

(ii) for every positive integer n , there are onlyfini tely many n -types over
oin T ;

(iii) fo r every positive integer n , there areonly fin itely many formulas
in n f ree variablespairwise inequivalent in T.

Proof. The equi valence between (ii) and (iii) is clear: it can bededuced
directly, or usingthe classical duality betweenBooleanspaces andBoolean
algebras (recall that, for every n, t he n-types over 0 form the du al space
Sn(0)of t he Boolean algebra of0-definablesubsetsof o n).
So let us compare (i) and(ii). First supposeSn(0) infinite for some n.
As Sn(0) is cornpact, it contains somenon-isolated type p. The Omit t ing
Types Theorem ensuresthat p is omitted in some countable model of T;
on the other hand , there does exist some countable model of realizing
p , The latter mod el cannot be isomorphic to t he form er; hence is not
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�~�o�- �c �a�t �e �g�o �r �i�c �a�l�. Now ass umeSn(0) finite for every n. Consequently Sn (0) is
a discrete space, and so everyn-type over 0 is isolated. As t his is true for
every n , everymodelof T is atomicover 0,henceevery countable mode l of T
is prime over 0. Then all the countable models ofTarepairwise isomorphic...
Let us underline a simple conseque nce showing inthe cou ntable case t he
more gene ral fact t hat, for a A-categoricalT, t he only model of power A is
saturated (in t he uncountable case, this result ismuch mo re complicated
and refersto Morley's Categoricity Theorem) .

Corollary 6.6.2 LetT be an�~�o �-�c�a�t �e�g�o�r�i �c�a�l theory. Then theonly countable
model M ofT is �~�o �- �s�a�t�u�r�a�t �e�d�.

Proof. Let abe a tuple (of length m) in M . For every positive integer
n , there are only finitely many n-types over a, ind eed only finit ely many
(n + m)-typ es over0. So every n-type over ais isolated , and consequently
is realized in M. ..

Now let us proposesomeexamples illustratingRyll-Na rdzewski's Theorem.

Examples6.6.3 1. We know that dense linear orders(with or ) without
endpoints have an�~�o�- �c �a�t �e �g�o �r �i�c �a�l t heory (see Chapter 1) . Let us con
firm t his result via t he Ry ll-NardzewskiT heorem. First take a positive
integer mand ao, ... , am , bo,. . . , bm in the universe ofDLO-, with
ao < ... < am, bo < .. . < bm. Then t here is an automorph ism ofn
mapping aj in bj for every j �~ m . In fact t he intervals in n

] - 00, ao[, ] - 00, bo[,

]aj , a j+d , ]bj , bj+d Vj < m ,

Jam,+00[' ]bm, +oo[

aremodels ofDLO- and aresaturated in the same power asn. Conse
quent ly t hey are isomorphic to eachother. In part icular (ao , . .. , am),
(bo, . . . , bm ) have the same typ e over0. This implies t hat, for ev
ery positi ve integer n an d sequence (Cl, . .. , Cn) E nn, the type of
(Cl , . . . , cn ) over t he empty set is fully determinedby t he isomorphism
ty pe of t he ordered set ({Cl, ... , cn } , �~�) �. So we get onlyfinit ely many
n-types over0 for every n , and the Ryll- Nardzewski Theorem applies
to confirm t hat DLO- is �~�o�-�c�a �t�e�g�o�r�i�c �a�l�.
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2. On the contrary, Fp is not �~�o�-�c�a�t�e�g�o�r�i�c�a�l for any p = 0 or prime.
Let us see why by usingthe Ryll-Nardzewski Theorem. Is suffices
to notice that there are infinitely many pairwise distinct 0-definable
subsetsin the universen of and even that there are infinitely
many pairwisedistinct 0-definablesubsetsof n, in other words
that ad(0) is infinite. But this is well known becausead(0) equalsthe
(field theoretic) algebraicclosureof the prime subfield of n.

Of course, no (expansionof a) field of characteristic0 can admit an �~�o�

categoricaltheory, for the samereasonas in Example6.6.3, 2. This applies
in particular to real closed fields.Checkingwhat happensfor differentially
closed fields, orseparablyclosed fields, orACFA, could be a usefulexercise.

We conclude this section and the whole chapter by discussinga related
matter,againconcerningdefinablesetsand types. In particularwe wonder
which information we can obtain about a completetheory by looking at
theisomorphismtypesof theBooleanalgebrasof definablesetsof its models.
Can the knowledgeof thesealgebrassay anythingessentialaboutthe model
theoreticcomplexityof T? Incidentally, recall that, at leastin the countable
case, theredoesexist a satisfactoryclassificationof Booleanalgebrasup to
isomorphism,provided by Ketonen.
In this framework,A-categoricitycan bereplaced,for every infinite cardinal

by a seeminglyweakernotion, called BooleanA-categoricity. A complete
theory is said to be Booleanly A-categoricalif and only if all its modelsof
power A have isomorphicBoolean algebrasof definable 1-ary sets. Clearly
categoricityimplies Booleancategoricityin every . Notably

Theorem6.6.4 (Mangani-Marcja)For an uncountableA, a completethe
ory T is BooleanA-categoricalif and only if is A-categorical.

But this is false whenA= �~�o�. Indeed

Theorem6.6.5 (Marcja-Toffalori) Every �~�1 -categorical theory is Boolean
�~�o -categorical.

So algebraicallyclosed fields haveBoolean �~�o�-�c�a�t�e�g�o�r�i�c�a�l theories.One can
seethat the sameis true also for real closedand differentially closed fields,
as well as forevery module.
Other connectionsbetweenisomorphismtypesof Booleanalgebrasof defin
able setsandstructuralpropertiesof theoriesare investigatedin the papers
quotedat the end ofthe chapter.
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6.7 R eferences

w-stable t heories andstructures are deal t with in [8]. The det ails about
Morley rank and degree instrongly minim al t heories ca n be found in [108],
or in the Ziegler contribution to [16]. [132] (and its recent english transla
tion) provide a nice and clear treat mentof w-stablegroups;also [15] is a rich
source onthis subject .Macintyre's Th eorem on w-stable fields is in [90]; by
t he way, let us mention its genera lization to superstable fields in [25] say ing
t hat any superstable field is algebraically closed (superstability is a notion
enlarging w-stability, and will be int roduced in the next chapter) .
Prime mod els over the empty set were st udied by Vaught [174]; t heanal
ysis over arbitrary sets was developed in [118]. Ressayre's contributions to
constructible sets, and in particular the UniquenessTheorem , were never
publi shed , while Shelah 's UniquenessTheorem is in [148].
As already said, t he theory of differentiall y closed fields of characteristic 0
was developed in Blum 's Ph .D. T hesis [12] (see also [146]). Good references
are also [110] or [131].
Ryll-Nardzewski 's T heorem is in [145]; see also [43]and [156].
The classification of countable Boolean algebras is in [69] . Boolean A
categoricity was introduced in [104] and intensively studied in [105] and
[165]; actually, Booleancategoricity was called pseudocategoricity in those
papers. The st udy of t he st ruct uralproperties of theories by the isomor
phism types of Boolean algebras of definable sets oftheir models is also
pursuedin [106] and [107].



Chapter 7

Classifying

7.1 Shelah's Classification Theory

A cent ra l subject in Mathematics is classifying, t ha t is characterizing the
objectsof a given class up to equivalence relat ions, for instance t hestructures
of a givenlanguage, or t hemodels of a giventheory up to isomorphism. Let
us mention someclassical examples.

Examples7.1.1 1. An infinite set (without additional structure) is fully
characterized up to isomorphism by its power, so by a (ninfinit e) ca r
dinal numb er.

2. Let J( be a fixed (cou ntable) field . A non- zerovectorspace overJ( is
completely determined up to isomorphism by its dimension overJ(, so
again by a cardina l number.

3. An algebraically closed field of a given char acteristic is fully determined
up to isomorphism by its transcendence degreeover its pr ime subfield,
so, onceagain, by a ca rdinal number.

Notice that t he previous examples concernelementary classes and even
strongly mini mal th eories (provided we restrict our attention to infinite
vectors paces in7.1.1, 2). But, of course,the classification purposes
touch larger horizons.

4. It is well known that every finite ly generated abelian groupA decom
posesas afinit e direct sum of cyclic grou ps, and even of copies of Z ,
Z/pn where p rangesover pr imes andn over positi ve integers.More
over the lat terdecomposit ion is unique up to isomorphism (and up
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to permuting the summands);so the isomorphismtype of A is de
termined by sayinghow many copies of Z, Z/pn (p prime, n positive
integer) are involved in this decompositionof A. Notice that finitely
generatedabeliangroupsare not an elementaryclass (why?).

5. Considertorsionfreeabelian groups of rank at most n , where n is a
given positive integer: they are the subgroupsof the additive group
(Qn, +). Baerfound in the thirties a niceclassificationof thesegroups
up to isomorphismwhen n = 1. However it has been alongstanding
open question to accomplish a generalsatisfactoryclassification for
every n 2: 2, and actually no classificationis presentlyknown. We will
go deepin this questionlater.

6. Let K be a given field, and lookat the ring K(x, y) of polynomials
with coefficients in J( and two non-commutingsunknowns x and y.
ConsiderK(x, y)-modulesfinite dimensionalover K towardsa possi
ble characterizationof their isomorphismclasses.Well, this problem
is generally believed intractable. In fact, finite dimensionalK(x, y)
modulesinterpret the word problem of groups, and classifying them
as saidmeanssolving this problem.

Of course, classification problems do not restrain themselvesto the iso
morphism relation; for instanceone can try to classify squarematricesby
similarity, and so on. Also, it should be underlined that a classificationis
sometimes (often?) very unlikely to be obtained (as Examples7.1.1, 5 and
7.1.1,6witness). However looking for a classification,and even realizing its
unfeasibility, can disclosenew connectionsbetweendifferent areas, generate
new techniquesand, definitively, enlight new horizonswithin Mathematics.
From an abstractpoint of view, a naturalproblem arisesin this framework,
that is developing a theoretical treatmentto recognizewhich classesand
relationsadmit a classification,and to proposegeneraltools to accomplish
this classificationwhen possible,or to measureits difficulty in the hardcases.
A closely related and preliminary question is just: what does classifying
mean?
These issues are intensively studied within MathematicalLogic. For in
stance,DescriptiveSet Theory (andconsequently,throughit, both SetThe
ory and Recursion Theory) are concernedwith the classification matter.
In fact DescriptiveSet Theory dealswith definablesetsof R, viewed as a
separablecompletemetric space,and of similar topological spaces(Polish
spaces). This does overlap classification. Indeed the objects that are to
classified often belong to a Polish spaceX , or at least to a Borel subset of
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X , and t he classifying equivalence relation E is a Borel, or analyt ic, etc .,
subsetof X 2 : in fact, t his is the case ofthesimilarity relat ion forsquarema
trices, as well asthe isomorphism relation for denumerable structures (such
as groups and fields) in a given language. Inthis setting it is sometimes
possible to associate in aBorelian way to anyobject of X a point (called
"invariant") in anotherPolishspacesuch that two different objectshave the
sameassociatedpoint if andonly if they areequivalentin E. The relation E
is calledsmoothwhen it satisfiestheserequirements. For example,Jordan 's
canonical form is aninvariantof thesimilarity relation for matrices, which is
thereforesmooth. In Ergodic Theory,smoothrelations arejust t hose which
are consideredact ually classifiable. But not all equivalence relations one
meetsare smooth. In the latest years a general theory of classificationof
equivalence relations which live in Polish spaceshas been developedwithin
Descriptive Set Theory: it allows to est ablish, forE and F equivalence
relations, when classifyingmodulo E is morecomplex thanclassify ing mod
ulo F. In particular it includes some recentand beautiful resultsof Simon
Thomas(and others)on isomorphismfor torsionfreeabeliangro ups of ra nk
; theseworks show that t his relation is of increasingcomplexity when

grows, and isnot smoot h(and so is likely to be intractable) when �~ 2.
But now let us come back to Model Theory. Of course,also Model The
ory is interested in classifying (structures,definable sets, and soon). But
its approachis peculiar, and differs from the perspectives and the aims of
DescriptiveSet Theory: and indeed, very roughly speaking , one could say
that Model Theory and DescriptiveSet Theory are complementary in this
framework. In fact, one couldagreethat the latter is mainly concernedin
measuringhow ha rd and difficult classifying is in the worst "wild" cases ,
while Model Theory aims at determining t he "tame" settings in Mathe
matics, and accordingly atclarifying whereand why a classification can be
done.
Classification in Model Theory promptly recalls Shelah. In fact, it was She
lah who approached ,treated andessentially solved theclassificationproblem
in Model Theorysince the end ofthe sixties until the earlyeighties. So She
lah'sformidable work datesback to almosttwenty years ago,but is far from
having exhaustedits st imulus, as we will exp lainlater in more det ail. The
Shelah strategy was to determine aseriesof successivekey properties (sim
plicity, stability, superstability and so on) concerningcompletetheoriesand
having a twofold role: in fact, each ofthem allows a new significant step
towardsclassifiability, while its negationexcludes any hope ofclassification.
At the end of thesesuccessivedichotomiesShelahexactly determi nes which
abstractconditions ensureclassifiability .
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The aim ot this chapteris to outline Shelah's classification program, its con
cepts, tools and techniques (forking, stability, superstability and so on) , as
well as its recent developments regardingsimplicity and spectrum problem.
We will lay emphasison ideas andmotivations rather than on proofs. So
we will sacrifice full details in general. However we willprovide a com plete
report in t he w-st able case .
The fir st point to be clarified is: what do we want to classify? Here th e
answer is qu ick and ready: we will dealwith classesof struct ures .Just to
avoid too manycomplicat ions, we will limit our analysis here to element ary
classes,and even to classesM od(T) of models of count able complete first
order theoriesT. We illustrated this choice in Chapter 1. As usual, we will
work inside a bigsaturated model n of T.
The second preliminary question is: with respectto which relation will we
classify? Also in t his casethe reply is fast and easy: we will classify up to
isomorphi sm.
Bu t now we haveto answer amore delicate and fundamental quest ion, that
is: what does it mean to classifythe models of acomplete T up to iso
morphism? By which "invariants" will we accomplishour classification pro
gram?
When T is st rongly minimal - just as in the Examples 7.1.1, 1-3quoted
before- classifying means ass igning toevery model a cardinal number - its
dim ension - in such a way t hat twomodelsare isomorphic if and only if t hey
are given th esame ca rdinal. But we already saw that, for sometheories,
a classification cannot be accomplished by assigning a singlecardinal and
often requiressomet hing more complicated, like pairs of cardinals, or even
(possibly infi nite) sequences ofcardinals, andso on. T his is whathappens in
Example 7.1.1, 4, whereactually the involved class isnot elementary; ot her
elementarycases were discussed in Chapter5. Here is anot her exa mple.

Example7.1.2 Con sider the theory of the structures Eh 2) where
E l, 2 areequivalencerelations, 2 �~ E l and

• every E2-class has infinitely many elements,

• every El -classcontains infinitely many E2-classes;

• t here areinfinitely many E l-classes.

T is complete (for instance becau se it is categorical in �~�o�) �. In a mod el
of T any El-class of power �~ �O�' is determinedup to isomorphism by the
function mapping any infinite cardinal �~ �,�6 ::; �~ �O�' to the numberof the E2

subclassesof power �~ �,�6 �, and hence by an ordered sequence of a cardinals
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�~ �~ �a �. Con sequently, if = E t , 2) is a model of of power th en
the isomorphism type of is completely given by the function associating
to any ordered seq uence of(11 cardinals �~ �~ �a �( �~ �O�' �~ t he number of th e
Et-classesin A corresponding to this sequence.

T his construction can be iterated toproducemoreand more complicatedex
amples, needingmore and more sophist icated isomorphism invariants. This
suggests t he following definition .

Definition 7.1.3 Let C denote the class of cardinal numbers. For every
ordinal (11, we define a classC " by induction on(11 in the following way.

• CO is C,

• if (11 = {3 + 1 is a successorordinal, then weput C " = C f3 U P (Cf3 ) ;

• if (11 is limit , then weput C" = Uf3 <O' C f3 •

Definition 7.1.4 Let T be a complete theory ,(11 be an ordinal. T is said
to have aninvariant systemof rank (11 if and only if there is afunction f
associat ing eve rymodelofT with an eleme ntofCA such that two models A
and B of T are isomorphicif and only if f(A) = f( B) .

Examples 7.1.5
of rank O.

1. A st rongly minimal theory has aninvariant system

2. An orderedsequence of cardinals is an element of 2 • So th etheories
in Example 5.8.2 have an invariant system of rank 2.

3. The t heory in Example 7.1.2 has an invariant system ofrank 4.

Shelah's proposal is to assumet hat acomplete theoryT is classifiable if and
only if hasan invariant system of rank (11 for some ordinal (11.

We will discussShelah 'spoint of view later in this chapter, afterdescribing
Shelah' s classification th eory. Inparticular, we will seethat th ere are some
good reasonsto agree wit h it . Once this is don e, wecan deduce:

Theorem7.1.6 Let T be acomplete theory suchthat, for everyuncountable
power T has2'\ pairwise non isomorphic models of cardinality . Th en
T is not classifiable.

In fact somecardinal and ordina l computations excludethat such a has
an invariant systemof any possible rank. T his isquite remarkable,because
therearesomevery fam iliar t heories sat isfyingthe assumptionsof T heorem
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7.1.6. For instance,this is the caseof the theory DLO- of denselinear or
derswithout endpoints: in fact DLO- is �~�o�-�c�a�t�e�g�o�r�i�c�a�l andso hasonly one
countablemodel (up to isomorphism)but it gets2'\ pairwisenon isomorphic
modelsin any uncountablepower >.. Accordingly DLO- is not classifiable.
Mo re generallyTheorem7.1.6 applies,as we will see inthe next section,to
any completetheory of linearly orderedinfinite structures. None of these
theoriesis classifiable. In particular, no o-minimal theory is classifiable,al
thoughany such theorysatisfiesthe conditions(Dl)-(D4) of the dependence
relation

a -< a E acl(A)

for a E n, a small subsetof n. This is a little surprising and will be
discussedin more detail later in this chapter,and then in Chapter9.
Anyhow, if we (momentarily) agreewith Shelah'sdefinition of classifiable
theory, then we haveto take note that too many models (in other words 2'\

non-isomorphicmodels in every uncountable>.) excludeclassifiability. On
the otherside, we would like also to determinethe key criteria ensuringthe
classifiability of an arbitrary complete theory: this will be the matter of
the forthcoming sections. To concludethe presentone, let us spendsome
more words about the close relationship betweenclassifying theories (in
the Shelahsense)and counting the models of This is already explicit
in Theorem7.1.6. More generally,for every countable complete one can
define a function I(T, . ..) associatingto every infinite cardinal >.

I(T, >.) = numberof the isomorphimtypesof modelsof T of power >..

x f---7 I(T, >') is called the spectrumfunction ofT. Recall that 1 ::; I(T, >.) ::;
2'\ for every X, owing to the Lowenheim-SkolemTheoremand cardinalcom
putations.The contentof Theorem7.1.6 is just that I(T, >.) = 2'\ for every
uncountable>. excludesthe classifiability of T. Indeed there was a conjec
ture of Morley, precedingShelah'swork and, in somesense,originating it,
saying:

Conjeeture 7.1.7 (Morley) Let T be a countable complete first order the
ory. Then the spectrumfunction>. f---7 I(T, >.) is increasingamonguncount
able cardinals: for �~�o < x< I(T, >.) < I(T,

Shelah positively answeredthis conjecture,as a non-minor consequenceof
his classificationanalysis. The problem of determiningall the possiblespec
trum functions>' f---7 I(T, >.) when T rangesover countable completethe
ories (and>. is uncountable) was solved only in 2000 by Hart, Hrushovki
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and Laskowski,who explicitly listed all thesefunctions. Notably their proof
involves someargumentsfrom DescriptiveSet Theory.
Finally, what can we say whenA = �~�o�? As we observedin th e last chapter
when talking about �~�o �-�c�a�t�e�g�o�r �i�c�i�t�y�, this case is alittle oblique with respect
to the general analysisand requi res peculiar approaches andtechniques. A
classical conject ure inthis frameworkwas raised by Vaught.

Conjecture 7.1.8 (Vaught) For a countablecompletefirst order theoryT ,
either I(T, �~�o�) ::; �~�o or I(T, �~�o�) = 2No (apart from theContinuumHypoth 
esis, of course) .

As in the case of Morley's Conjecture,this question is not only a mere cardi
nal investigation; what is more relevantis to underst andthe structureof the
countable models of T. Shelah (togetherwith Harrington andMakkai) pos
itively answeredVaught'sConjecturefor w-stable theories T . Other partial
posit iveanswersareknown. Indeedin t he latestmonthsthe news of acoun
terexample(a theory with exactly �~�l countable models) due to R. Knight
[75] has beenspreading,but this negative solut ion st ill seems(october 2002)
underexamination.

7. 2 Simple theories

All throughoutthis section T is a completefirst order theory in a countable
languageL, T has no finite modelsand n denotest he universe ofT.
We aim at determiningwhich key propertiesmake T classifiable. A classifi
cation is very easyin the strongly minimal case .In fact, whenT is strongly
minimal , every mod el ofT is lab elled by acardinal number - its dimens ion
- classifying it up to isomorphism ; what ru les this dimension and its as
signme nt is anotion of dependence, based onthe model theoreticalgebraic
closure ad. Unfortunatelythe ad dependencedoesnot work any morewhen
we enlargeour settingand we leavethe strongly minimal framework.
So we need amore general notion of (in)depend ence ,still including the
classicalcasesof linear independencein vectorspaces,algebraicindependence
in algebraically closed fields and ,definitively, ad independence instrongly
minimal theories,but applying to a wider context. In other words we aim
at defining for anyT

ii is independent from B over A

whereii is a tuple in n and A �~ B aresmall subsetsof n. As not ionsrequire
abstract symbols to be presented let us denote by I (I for independence)
the set of all the triples (ii, B , A) in n such t hat
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in a sense to bemademore precise.It is reasonable to expect t hat 1 satisfies
the following proper ties:

(11) (invariance) for every (a,B, A) E 1 and aut omorphismf of n,
(1(a), f(B) , f(A)) is still in 1;

(12) (local character) for every a and B , th ere is a count ableA �~ B such
t hat (a, E , A) E 1;

(13) (fini te character) for everya, A and B , (a,B , A ) E 1 if and only if, for
all finit e tuples bin B , (a,AUb,A) E I;

(14) (ex tension)for every a, A and B , t here is a t uplea' having the same
length and t he same ty pe overA as asuc h that (a', B , A) E 1;

(15) (symmetry) for every a, b and A, (a, A U b,A) E 1 if and only if
(b, A U a,A) E 1;

(16) (transitivity) for every a and A �~ B �~ C, (a,C, A ) E 1 if and only if
(a,B , A) E 1 and (a,C , B) E 1.

Definition 7.2.1 A set1 of triples (a, B , A) with a inn and A �~ B small
subsetofn is called anindependencesystemofT if and only if I satisfies
(ll) - (16).

An easy applicat ion of (13) and(15) shows that, if B , B' :::> A are small
subsetsof n, t hen

(b,B' , A) E 1 VbE B

if and only if
(b' , B , A) E 1 V;} E B'.

We will say t hat B and B' are independ ent overA when t his happens.
Notice also that, ifa' is a subsequence ofa and (a, B , A) E 1, t hen
(a' , B , A) E 1 as well. By (13), it suffices to check(a' , A Ub, A) E 1 for all
bin B. We know (a, A U i, A) E 1. By symmet ry (15), (b, A U a, A) E 1,
whence (b, AUa', A) E I by (13), and (a' , AUb, A) E 1 by (15) onceagain.

Let us propose some exa mples of independ encesystems, both to illustrate
t he meaning of (11) - (16) and to confirm that they provide a reason able
axiomatic ground to introduce an abstract notion of independ ence.
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Examples7.2.2 1. First let us checkthat the old independencenotion
in stronglyminimal theoriesT correspondsnaturally to an indendence
systemin the new sense.In fact, let T be any theory. For a E nand
A <;;:; B small subsetsof n put

(a, B, A) E I if and only if a E acl(B) implies a E acl(A)

or, equivalently but more transparently,

(a, B, A) rf. if and only if a E acl(B) - acl(A).

We claim that, if the acl dependencerelation in T satisfies(Dl), (D2)
and (D4) (in particular, if T is strongly minimal, or also o-rninimal),
then the triples B , A) in I do satisfy (11) - (16). We underlinethat
we are momentarilydealingwith elementsa ratherthan with tuplesa
in n.

(11) is clear.

(12) follows from (D2) , whichsayseven more; infact, it ensuresthat,
for every a and B, if a E acl(B), then there is a finite A <;;:; B
such that a E acl(A).

(13) saysin our particularsetting that, for every a and <;;:; with
a rf. acl(A), a E acl(B) if and only if there exists a tuple bin
B such that a E acl(A U So the direction from left to right
just follows from the definition of acl, and the converseis a direct
consequenceof (D2).

(14) Let (a, B, A) rf. L, so a E acl(B) - acl(A). tp(a/A) is not alge
braic, and so isrealizedevenout of acl(B). Takeany a' rf. acl(B)
such that tp(a'/A) = tp(a/A) and notice that (a', B , A) E I,

(15) when restricted to elementsa and b in n is just the Exchange
Principle (D4).

(16) is clear.

It is straightforwardto seethat the previousanalysisextendsto arbi
trary tuplesain n, provided we put, for a= (al' ... , an),

E [

if and only if, for every i �~ n,

(ai, B U {aa, ... , ai-d, A U {aa, ... , ai-d) E I,
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The resulting is an independence system of T. As already said ,this
exa mple includ es both strongly minim al ando-rninim al theories. In
part icular it applies to t he following classes ofstruct ures .

(a) (Pure) infinit e sets: here , fora, A, E as above, (a,E , A) et I (so
a dependent from E over meansa E E -

(b) Vectorspaces over a given (countable) field K: in this case,
(a,E , A) et I meansthat a is in the subspace spanned byE
but is not in t he subspacespanned by A ; henceI recovers linear
independence.

(c) Algebraicall y closed fields: this time, for A and E subfields,
(a,E , A) et I meansthat a is algebraic over E but is transcen
dental over A ; accordingly I recoversalgebraic independence in
t his case.

(d) Real closed fields (such as t he ordered field ofreals): recall that
these fi elds areo-minimal ; moreover, for ordered subfields A and
E , t he modeltheoreticalgebraic closureaclequals t he real closure
in t he usualalgebraicsense; accordingly, fora, A and E as before,
(a,E, A ) et I means that a is in the real closureof E but is not
in the real closure of

But independencesystemsdo go beyond the st rongly minimal and 0

minimal set ti ngs, and applyto larger sceneries, for instance to w-stable
t heor ies, andother theories as well.

2. Let T be w-stable. Define I by putting, for A and E as before ,

(ii, E , A) E I �~ RM(tp(ii, E)) = RM(tp(ii, A)).

Then is an independ ence system of T .The details will be provided
in Section7.5 below. We give here just a few comments. Firstly recall
that RM(tp(ii,E)) ::; RM(tp(ii, A)) for every sand A �~ E. Secondly
not ice t hat, for astrongly minimal T and for a E n, RM(tp(a,E)) <
RM(tp(a, A)) j ust meansa E acl(E) - acl(A) . In other words, when
we restrict our attention to strongly minimal theories, we recover t he
independencesystem in1. But , of course, independence concerns now
a muchlarger framework, including, for instance, differentially closed
fields of characterist ic 0 (the differential case will bediscussed in more
detail in Section 7.10) .
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3. Now consider random graphs.They are (infinite )graphs (C, R ) (with
R a symmetricirreflexive binary relation on satisfying the following
addit ional condit ion :

(*) for every m , E N and aa, . .. , an , ba,... , bm E C , t here is some
g E C satisfying R( g,ad for all i ::; n and-,R( g, bj )for all j ::; m.

Clearly (*) ca n be exp ressed byinfinit ely many first order sente nces
in t he language L = {R} , so randomgra phs are an elementary class.
T heir t heory T is w-categorical and consequ ently complete ; fur th er
mor e it elimina tes the quantifiers in Notice that is not w-stable.
In fact, given a random graph R) for any subset 5 of th e
formulas

R( v, s)Vs E 5, -,R(v,g) E C - 5

defines a I- type overC, and differentsubsetsproduce different ty pes;
so 5t{C) contains at least 21G1elements. This implies that T is not
w-stable.

Now define, as in t he case of infinite sets, for in n and A �~ B ,

(a,B , A) E fi f and only ifa E B - A .

It is easy to check that one determines in t his way an independ ence
system

4. Any cornpletion of the t heory ACFA of existent ially closedfi elds wit h
an automorphism has an independ encesystem: thi s will be described
in more detail in t he final section of this chapter , amongother algebraic
exa mples.

However t heories having an independ ence system (such as t hose considered
in th e previousexamples) donot behave inthe same way. For instance, one
realizesthat th e following amalgamation property is a crucialdividing line:

(17) (amalgamation)let A be a modelofT, B , B' ;2 A be independentover
A, b, fi be tuples in n having the same ty pep over A and satisfying
(b,B,A) E I , (fi , B' ,A) E fr especti vely; t hen t here is some c inn
realizing the same ty pe asbover B and as fi over B', and satisfying
(c B U B', A) E

Definition 7.2.3 A n independence system I of T is good if and only if it
satisfies (17).
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Let us run t hrough t he previousexamples to illustrate (17)and its relevance.

Examples 7.2.4 1. Let T be strongly minimal , I be defined asbefore.
Then (17) holds. Let us check this when dealing with t uples of length
1, so for elements ofn. If b or b' is in A , t hen b = b' and c= b = b'
works. So ass umeb, b' t/. A; independ ence impliesb t/. acl(B) and
b' t/. acl(B') , in other words b, b' realize the only non-algebraic I-type
over B , B' respectively; so any realization of the unique non-algebraic
I-type over B UB' works as c. Not icethat , in this case, (17) is adirect
consequence of th e fact th at, forevery small subset X of n, there is
a uniq uenon-algebraic l - type px over X and consequent ly over every
small Y ;;2 X thereis a uniq uenon-algebraic l -fype extendingux .
However (17) failswithin o-rninimal theories: / is not good in this
set t ing. Let us see why in t heparticul ar case whenT = RCF is th e
theory of real closed fields. Consider th e orderedfi eld R of reals and ,
in a suitably saturated exte nsionn of R , 4 positive elements

b < a < a' < b'

each infinitely larger t ha n t he previous ones, andb infinitely larger
t ha n R .Then a and a' are independ ent over R((a , R U{a' }, R ) E /) ,

b, b' realize t hesame ty pe over R and

(b, R U {a} , R ) E I , (b' , R U {a'} , R ) E /.

However no cE n can satisfy t he same ty pe asb over R U{a} and as
b' over R U{a'} becauseb < a < a' < b' and so c< a excludesa' < c.

2. The independencesystem associated with an w-stab le T as before is
good. T his will be checked indetail in 7.5.

3. Also t he independence system ofrandomgraphs enjoys amalgamation:
the read ermay easily checkthis.

4. The same is true for AC F A and its complet ions.

Definition 7.2.5 T is calledsimple when T has a good independence sys
tem. A structureA is simple when its theory is.

T herefore w-stable t heories (and in par t icular strongly minimal theories) are
simple; randomgraphs are simple, as well as any existent ially closed field
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with an automorphism: in allthese cases , an independence notion sat isfying
not only (11) - (16) bu t alsothe additional condit ion (17) can beintroduced.
But we can say even more.Indeed, for a simple T , thisindependence not ion
is unique; in other words, there is only onegood independence system I of
T making T simple. I can be characterized as follows.

Definition 7.2.6 (Shelah) Let �~ E be sm all subsetsof n, p be a type
over E . p is said tofork over if and only if there are aformula <p eV,
and iuples (where v < and is a sui table infinite ordinal) , all having
the same length as w, such that

(i) the bll 's have the same type over A;

(ii) c bo) E

(iii) n ll<'\ <p (nn, bv ) = 0 (where n is, obviou sly, the length of v)

In any simple t heoryT , a good independence system necessaril yarises from
forking: this is t he contentof t he following theorem of Kim and Pillay.

Theorem7.2.7 (Kim - Pillay) Let T be simple, I be a goodindependence
system of T. T hen, fo r eve rytuple a in n and �~ E small subsetsof n,
(a , E , E I if and only if tp( ajE ) doesnot fork over

So t he only possiblegood independence systemof a simple t heory is t he
set I of the triples (a ,E, ) as before such that tp(ajE) does not fork over
A : this is what is necessarilymeant when we say t hat independent from E
over in asimple T; we will write a .J..A E when t hishappens.When and
B are anysmall sets(so possibly 'l:. E) , a .J..A E abbreviates a .J..A U B ;
one usually omit t he subscriptA when A is empty; so.J.. ju st means .J..0; for
B and E' sets, E .J..A E' abridgesb .J..A E ' for every bin B, or equivalent ly

.J..A E for every in E'.
For tec hnicalconvenience, let us rest ate (11) - (17) in t his new notation for
a simple

(ll) (Invariance) for every E and A as before and every automorphism
f of n, if a.J..A B , then f(a) .J..f( A) feE);

(12) (local character) for every aand E , t here is a countable A �~ E such
th at a.J..A E ;

(13) (fini te character) for everya, A and E , a .J..A E if and only if, for all
finite tuples bin E , a .J..A b.
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(14) (ex tension)for every ii, A and B , t here is a t uple5' having the same
length and t hesame ty pe overA as 5 andsatisfying ii' 4-AB ;

(15) (symmetry) for every s, band A , n4-Abif and only if b4-A5;

(16) (transitivity ) for every nand A �~ B �~ C, ii 4-A C if and only if s 4-AB
and ii 4-B C .

(17) (amalgamation) let A be a model ofT, B , B' "2 A satisfying B 4-AB' ,
b, iI be tuples in n havin g t he same type p over A and satisfying
b4-AB , b' 4-AB' resp ectively; then there is somesin n realizing t he
sametype as bover B and asiI over B' , and sat isfying s4-A B UB' .

The read ermay directly realize what t heseproperties imply when t uples ii
are replaced byarbitrary small subsets, so when one deal swith B 4-AB' ,
and rewrite them in this enla rgedsetting.
Remarkably sy mmetry - namely (I5) - is a key proper ty of the forking in
dependence within simple t heories : ind eed , simplicity is equivalent to t he
sy mmet ry offorking. Also transit ivity (16) and local character (12) have t he
same crucial role. This was observed byKim and Pillay as to local character,
and has been recently shown by Kim inthe other two cases.

Theorem 7.2 .8 A theory T is simple if and only if, one of the follo wing
proposit ion s holds:

(i) the fo rking in dependenc e satisfiessymmetry (15);

(ii) the fo rking in depen dence satisfies transit ivity (16) ;

(iii) the forking indepen dence satisfie s local characte r(12).

In conclusion, simple t heories arethose whereindepend ence can be reason
abl y introduced and developed in the axiomatic way we said before. Of
course, this is a positive property towards classifiability, But one can won
der which is the reverse of t he medal , inother words what happens in non
simple t heories. Well , Shelahproved a quite negative resul t aboutthem: in
fact, t hey are not classifiabl e, and so must be rejected in our classification
program.

Theorem 7.2.9 (Shelah) If T is not simple, then I (T ,A) = 2'\ for every
uncoun table cardinalA.

Simple t heories exclude o-rn inimal t heories, as obser ved before. More gen
erally one can show that no com plete t heory of linear orderscan be simple.
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Theorem 7.2.10 No linearly orderedinfinite structure has a simple theory.
In particular, no complete theoryof linearly ordered infinite structures is
classifiable.

It is perhapsworth repeating that, in spite of th is result, infinite linearly
ord ered st ructuresare not so bad . On t hecontrary, some ofthem, like dense
or discrete linear orders, real closed fieldsand, more generally, o-rninimal
mod els satisfy some niceand powerful modeltheoreti cproperties; in all th ese
frameworks a suitableindepend encenotion, sat isfyingthe axioms (11)- (16)
can be introduced . Sothings are not so sick as t hey look. We will come
back to thispoint at th e end of Chapter 9.
To conclude t his sect ion, let us sketch a br iefhistory of simple t heories.
Simplicity was first int roduced by Shelah in 1980,but its relevance wasnot
completely realizedat that t ime; indeed Shelah laid amajo r emphasis on a
st rongernotion - stability, the matter of the next section - andregarded sim
plicity as a generalizationof stability, and not directly as a keydichotomy.
The role of simplicity in introducing independenceand so towardsclassi
fiabilit y was neglecteduntil t he nineties, when one observed that severa l
interest ing algebraic st ruct ures - mostnotably, existent ially closed fields
with an automorphism - have a simpleunstable theory. Then Kim in 1996
showedthat the forking independence sat isfies symmet ry (15) wit hinsimple
theoriesand, together wit h P illay, provedthe closeconnection between in
depend enceandsimplicity introduced before (in Theorem7.2.7). Kim again
realized in 2001 t he key role of symmet ry forthe forking independence in
the simple framework.
Now simplicity theory has deserved its own room in Mod elTheory, as an
autonomousand relevan tpart of the classification program.

7.3 Stable theories

As said in t he last sect ion, Shelah's original analysis put its emphasis on
stability rather than simplicity. Stabi lity looked t he key property towards
independence. But, after Kim and Pillay, one realizedthat it is simplicity
th at plays t he cent ral role here , while stabilitystrengths simplicity in t he
sense we are going to explain.
There are several ways to int roducestability , and their equivalence is not
so immediate as one would like. Weadopt th e following definition, which
underlines t he connection wit h simplicity : T st ill denotesa completefirst
ord er theory with no finite models in a countable languageL, and n is a big
saturatedmodel of T .
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Definition 7.3.1 T is stableif and only if T has an independence system
I satisf ying the follo wing additional assumption:

(18) (stationarityover models)for every model Aof tuplesa, ;; in
f2 and small subset B ;;2 A in f2, if a, a

'
have thesame type over A

and are independent from B over A (with respect to1), then they have
the same type also overB.

T is calledunstablewhen it is not stable. A structure is said to bestable
or unstablewhen its theory is.

The content of (18) isclear: t here is auniqueway to extend a ty pep over a
model A of to a ty pe overB ;;2 A of tuples independentfro m B over
Let us propose an easyexample to illust rate this condit ion (18), and so
stability.

Example7.3.2 Just for a change(?!) , we dealwith a strongly minimal
and I-types overa modelA The algebraic l- typesarerealized in A and
so extend uniquely over any B ;;2 But th e only non- algebraic p E 51 (A)
may have several extensions overB; howeveronly one of th em do es not fork
over A , and this is t he unique non-algebraic I-type overB , in other words
the ty pe of any element out ofacl(B). What happens if we enlarge our
ana lysis from models ofT to arbitrary small setsA? Now even an algebraic
l -type p over A may have several extensions over aB ;;2 A , and all of t hem
do not fork over A; however th eir number is finiteand cannot exceed1<p(f2) I
where<p (v ) is an A)-formula isolatingp; on the cont rary thenon-algeb raic
I-type over A has again a unique nonforking extension overp, t ha t is t he
non- algebraic l -type over

Hence st ronglyminimal t heor ies are stable. But this property may fail
elsewhere;indeedwe aregoing to seethat it does not hold any longer in non
simple t heories, and even incertain simple structures, like random graphs
(and others).

Theorem7.3.3 1f T is stable, then T is simple.

Proof. Let I be an independ encesystemof T sat isfying (18). We have
to check amalgamation (17). So take amodel A of two sets Band B'
independentover A (with respect toI) , and twotuplesb iJ having t hesame
type over A and satisfying B , A) E I , (iJ B' , A ) E I respectively. Using
extension (13) , one finds twotuples �d�~ J! having the same type asbover B
and asb

'
over B' respect ively, and both independent overB U B' over A.
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In particular,J,Jt have the sametype over A. By (18), they have the same
type also overB UB'. Hencelhasthe sametype as Jt, and consequently
as ii, over B'; furthermorel has the sametype as bover B. So l satisfies
(17) asc. •

Then any independencesystemI satisfying (18) in a stableT is good, and
must equal the forking independence:for a, A and B as usual,

(a,B,A) E I �~ atA B.

Accordingly (18) can berestatedas follows for asimple T.

(18) Let A be a model of 1' , B be asmall subsetof n including A. Then
every type over A hasa unique non-forking extensionover B.

Onceagain recall that the existenceof a non-forkingextensionis just stated
in (14). Uniquenessmay fail for astableT over arbitrarysubsetsA of n; but
also in this extended frameworkstability boundsthe numberof the possible
non-forking extensionsover B of a type over A, in the following sense.

Theorem7.3.4 T is stable if and only if T is simple and, for everysmall
A �~ nandpES(A) , there is acardinal K, (less than 1nI) such that, for any
small B :2 A, p has atmostK, non-forkingextensionsin S(B).

Another equivalent way ofdefining stability relies upon a counting type
characterization(resemblingw-stability).

Theorem7.3.5 T is stable if and only if there is someinfinite cardinal A
such that, for everysmall A �~ n of power A, IS(A)I = A.

We wish to underline anotherequivalentcharacterization, saying that sta
bility just excludesdefinableinfinite linear orders,in the following sense.

Theorem7.3.6 T is unstableif andonly if it satisfiesthe orderproperty:
there is aformula <p(v, 'Ill) - where v and 'Ill have thesamelength n - such
that <p(n2n) linearly orders an infinite (possiblynon definable)subsetof n n.

So the order property is the key obstructionto stability. On the otherside
we saw in the last section that no infinite linearly orderedstructurehas a
classifiable theory; this applies more generally to theories with the order
property, hence tounstabletheories.

Theorem7.3.7 (Shelah) If T is not stable, then for every uncountable
power A I (1', A) = 2.\. In particular, T is not classifiable.
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Hence instability is a negative condit ion intheclassification perspective. On
the other hand, which are t he benefits ofthe stability assumption? Some of
them arealreadydescribed by t he definition and the equivalent (positive)
characterizations listed before. In particular we emphasize onceagain t ha t ,
for a stable T and for a mod elA of T , every typep over A enlargesuniquely
to a non-forkingextension over any setB 2 A. Let plB denote this extension
in S(B); plB can becharacterized as follows

* for every L-formula <p(V, w ), if there is somebin B for which <p (V, b) is
in piB , then there is ii in A suchthat ip(v, ii) E Pi

** for everyformula <p (v, b) E piB, there issomeii in A for which F <p( ii, b).

For an arbitrary T, a type q over B sat isfying * (in the place of plB) is
called anheir of p, and a type q over B satisfying ** is called acoheir of p.
So, within st abletheories and for types over mod els,

heir = coheir = non-forking ex tension.

We will check t hese equ alities inthe restricted w-stable framework in 7.5.
Another benefit of t he stability ass umption concerns definability. To de
scribe t his, we need t he following definition .

D efi n ition 7.3.8 Let A beany small subsetof n. A type p over A is said
to be definable over A if and only if, for eve ry L-formula <p( ii, w ), the set
of the tuples ii for which <p( ii, ii) occurs in p is A -definable; in other words,
there is an L(A)-formula d<p (w ) (possibly with parameters) such that, for
every ii in A , <p (v, ii) E P if and only if F d<p( ii) .

Theorem 7.3.9 T is stable if and only if eve ry type over amodel A of T
is definable; moreover, for every small B 2 A , evenplB is definable over
B , and indeed, for every formula <p( v, w ) the same L(A) -form ula d<p(w)
working for p and A goesright also over B.

Th e last theoremimplies in its turn

C o r o llary 7.3.10 Let A -< B be modelsof a stable theory T . If <p (v) is a
formula wit h param eters from B (and n is the length of il}, then <p (A n)
is A -definable.

We will check t hese results in det ail in 7.5 in t he restri cted framework of w

stable t heories. Now, to conclude t his sect ion, let uspropose someexamples
of stable or unstable t heories.
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Examples7.3.11 1. Every w-stable theory T is st able. T his will be
dedu ced bythe definition of stability in 7.5 below; it follows even
moredirectly from othercharacterizations (for instance, from T heorem
7.3 .5). Indeed, the part icular case of strongly minimal t heories was
alread y dealtwith a few lines ago. So any infinit evectorspace, as well
as any algebraically closed field , or any differentially closed field of
characteristic 0, has a st able t heory.

2. Any module(over a countable ringR) has a stable theory: this extends
what we have just observed about vectorspaces. The proof requires
very basic preliminaries aboutthe model theory of modules, and can
be found inthe referencesquotedat the end ofthe cha pter.

3. Real closed fields donot have astable theory. IndeedRCF is not even
simple,and anyhow it housesinfinit e linear orders.

4. The theory of randomgrap hs is unstable,althoughsimple. Infact, let
= ( R) be a randomgraph, �~ be a small subset ofn. Use

compactnessand find a and at in n such that n 1= R(a,x) for every
x E Band n 1= R(a, b) for a unique b E B , with b 1- A. Then a and
at have t hesame type overA and each ofthem is independentfrom B
over But they do not have th esame typ e over

5. Similarly, existentiall y closed fieldswith an automorphismare simple
and unstable.

6. On t he cont ra ry, sepa rably closed fields and differentially closed fields
in pr ime characteristics arestable.

7.4 Superstable theories

Also in t his section T is a complete first order t heorywith infinite models
in a countable languageL , and n denotes a big saturated model of T .
Let us underline once again a particular feature of the st rongly minimal
case: this assumption implies, amongother things, that T is stable and,
over any small subset of n, th ere is aunique non-algebraic I-typ e p ,
which is realized by all t he elements outside acl(A); moreover,for a and B
in so out of acl(A),

a.J!A B meansa E acl(B).
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In particular YAsatisfies wit hin p(Q) t he properties (0 1) - (D4) stated in
Chapter 5.
Now conside r an arbit rarystable T. In t his enlargedsetting t here may be
several non- algebraicI-types over a small fix one of th em , call it p and
look at t he setp(Q) of its realizations in Q. We wond er whether YAstill
sat isfies (Dl) - (D4). Assume momentarily t he following condition.

(*) For every small 2 p has a unique non-forking extension over

Recall that p hasat least one non-for kingextension over anyB: t his is just
what is statedin (14). (*) requires that all t he elements a E p(Q) satisfying

t realize t hesame ty pe also over Not ice that, as is stable, every
p over a model of sat isfies(*). Call p stationarywhen (*) holds.
So take a non-algebraicstationa ry typep over a small It is easy to check
t hat YA satisfies (D'l), (D2) and (D4) in p In fact , let a, bE p(Q) and
B �~ p(

(D1) If a E , t hen a

As p in not algebraic we can findinfinit ely many elementsbo = a, bl, ... ,
bn , ... realizing p in Q . T he formul av = bo is in tp(a /B) bu t no other bn

can satisfy it. Hencetp(a/ ) forks over according to Shelah's definition ,
and so YA B.
(D2) If a B , t hen t here is some finiteBo �~ B for which a Bo.

This follows directly from (13).

(D4) If a B U {b} but a B , t hen b B U {a}.

Oth erwisetransit ivity (16) implies b a, whencea b by symmetry (15);
as a B , (16) appliesagain and givesa B U {b}.

On the oth er side, there do exist non algebraic stationary p's for which
doesnot obey th e last condition:

(D3) if a B U {b} and b B , t hen a B.

Here is a counterexample.

Example7.4.1 Consider the t heory of t he usualCartesian planeR 2 wit h
the two projections

(x, y) 1--7 (x, 0), (x, y) 1--7 (0, y), Vx, yE R

onto the z-axis and the y-axisrespectively. T here are t hree non-algebraic
I -types over the empty set; t hey cor respond in R 2to:
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(i) any element(x , 0) with x =1= 0

(ii) any elemen t (0,y) wit h y =1= 0

(iii) any element ( y ) with y =1= 0
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respectively (the only algebraic l-type concerns (0,0), that is the unique
point lying in both the projection sets). Let deno te t hethird ty pe in the
previous list. Now let us conside r the algebra icl-types over R2

; t hey can
be parti tioned into t hreeclasses:

(a) a new element(00, y) with an old ord inate y E Rand001. R ;

(b) a new element(x , (0) with an old abscissx E R and 001. R;

(c) a ent irely new(00, (0) wit h 001. R .

Actually the same analysis works over every model ofT . T he ty pes in
(a) and (b) have Morley rank 1, while th e third ty pe has Morley rank 2.
A ccordingly is w-stable with Morley rank 2 and Morley degree1. T he
thi rd type is the only non-forking extension of actua lly, even the ty pes
in (a), (b) wit h x , y =1= 0 enlargep, but they fork over0 (when y = 0 and
x = 0 t he ty pes in (a) and (b) extend those in(i), (ii) respecti vely) . It is
also straight forward to check that is stationa ry. Now take

A = 0, B = R 2, a = (00, (0), b = (x, (0)

with x =1= 0 in R . Clearly a and b realize p, in particular a -l- R 2 . But
¥ R2 U {b} and b¥ R2• T his cont radicts (D3) .

Definition 7.4.2 A (non-algebraic stationary)i-type p over asmall A is
called regular when (D3) holds in p(f2).

Our classification purposes suggest to handle stable t heoriesT admitt ing
suitably many regular ty pes. In fact , roughly speaking, t he more t hey are,
t he bet ter one can expect to approach Now put:

Definition 7.4.3 A stable theory T is calledsuperstableif and only if,
for every smallBandpE S (B ), there is a finite subset Aof B over which
p doesnot fork. A structureA is said to besuperstablewhen its theory is .

Notice thatsuperstability generalizes what happens in t hestrongly minimal
case . But what is more remarkable for our purposes is t he following resul t.
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Theorem 70404 Let T be a superstable theory, A and B be two modelsof
T such that A is an elementary substructureof B and A Then there
is some bE B - A such that the type of b over A is regular.

So regular typesarenot rarewithin superstable theories. On theotherhand ,
if superst ability fails ,then no classification can beexpected.

Theorem704.5 LetT be sta bleunsuperstable. Then, for everyuncountable
power A, I (T , A) = 2,\. In particular T is not classifiable.

Accordingly superstabil ity provides a new dichotomy in Shelah's approach
to classification. For, it ens ures sufficient lymany regular types, while its
negation excludes anyclassification . Superstability can be introduced in
other equivalent ways. Let us quote a characterization based on a count ing
typescriterion (just as we did in t hestable setting) .

Theorem704.6 T is superstable if and on ly if, for everyA �~ 2No and every
set A of power A, there are atmost A i -types over A .

Let us concl ude thissection by list ing someexamples and counterexamples
of superstable theories.

Examples704.7 1. Separably closed fields , or evendifferentially closed
fields in a prime characteristic arenot superstable(although t hey are
stable).

2. On t he other hand , allw-stable theories are superstable. T hiscan be
eas ily deduced from t he previousdefiniti on, but we will postpone t he
details to 7.5 below.

3. Theredo exist superstable nonw-stable theory. For instance t he t heory
of the additi ve group of integers is so.

7.5 w-stable theories

Just to have ashort break in our outline of Shelah'sclassification, let us
come back in t his section to a more fam ilia r setting , t he one of w-stable
theories. What we plan to do is toexamine closerly within th is part icular
framework t he main notions int roduced so far inour report. Accordingly
we will check that w-stable theories are simple, stableand superstable; we
will characterizeforking, independenceand so on inthe w-stablesetting; we
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will provide proofs and details of t he main t heoremsstated t ill now. So,
all t hroughout t his sect ion, T will denote an w-stable t heory in a coun table
languageL.
The fir st fact we want to check is that w-stable t heoriesare stable as well.
Indeed wit hinShelah's dicho to mies,and in our outline, simplicity preceded
stability, and consequently one might reason ably expect to meet simplicity
before stability at this point ; we will explain later why we are reversing
t his ord er and postponing simplicity in this sect ion. Weprovided severa l
equivalent characterizations ofstability in Section 7.3; in parti cular we said
that stable theories are just t hose failing to have t he ord erproperty. And
actually it is easy enough to show that w-stability implies stability if we
refer to t hischaracterization.

Theorem 7.5.1 No w-stable theory Tsatisfies the order property. Equiva
lently, any w-stableT is stable.

Proof. Let T be w-stable. Suppose towards a cont radict ion that t here are
an L-formula ( and t uplesai (i E N) in n (say of lengthn) such that,
for every choice ofi and j in N ,

n F cp(ai , aj) {::} i::; j.

A straightforwardapplication of th e CompactnessTheorem showsthat we
can replaceN by Q above; inother words, t here aretupies ai (i E Q) in n
such that, for every choice ofi and j in Q ,

n F cp(ai, aj) {::} i::; j .

Notice that there do exist definable subsets X in n such that t he indexes
i E Q such that ai E X form an interval of positive lengthI(X ) in Q ; for
instance, whenX = n n, I (nn)= Q is so. ChooseX as before with minimal
Morley rank anddegree. Fix a poin t j in the interior of th e corres ponding
interval I(X) and look at

Xo = X n (nn aj) , Xl = X - Xo.

Both Xo and Xl are definable subsetsof X . Furthemore I (X o) = {i E
I (X) : i ::; j} and I (X I ) = {i E I (X) : i > j} are intervals of posit ive
leng th . SoXo and Xl have t hesame Morley rank and degree asX ; but this
cont radicts the fact th at they parti tion X. •

Another equivalent way ofintroducing stable th eories concerns definability
of types: let us checkthat w-stability implies stability by referr ing to t his
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characterization. Recall t hat a typ ep over a smallsubsetA of the universe
n of T is said to bedefinable over A if and only if, for every L-formula
<.p (V, w), the set of t he t uplesa in n for which <.p (v, a) E p is A-definable. T
is st able exactly when any ty pe over any mod elM of T is definableover M:
t his is what we want to check for an w-stableT. We begin by two technical
lemmas.

Lemma7.5.2 Let X �~ nnbe a definable se t, A be asmall subsetofn such
that every automorphismf of n fi xing A poin twisefixes X setwise. Then
X is A-definable.

Proof. Let <.p (v) be a formula defining X, and let P denotethe set of the
ty pesp over A of elements a in X . Notice t hat, inthis case, everyrealization
bof p is in X ; in fact there is an A-automorphism f of n sendingato b;
f fixes X setwise, and so , asa is in X, b is in X , too. In conclusion, for
every pEP and a 1= p, n 1= <.p (a). Now repeatthe same argument as in
Theorem 6.5.5: bycompact ness, for everypEP t here is a finiteconjunction
of formulas in p, and hence a single formula<.pp (v) of p suchthat

Furt hermore, for every a EX, P = tp(a/A) is in P, and a E <.pp (nn). In
conclusion X = U PEP <.pp (nn), in other words {Urpp : pEP} is an open
covering ofUrp. By compactnessagain, there is afinite subsetPoof P such
that {Urpp : p E Po} coversUrp , henceX = U PEPo <.pp (nn). Accordingly X is
defined by t heL(A)- formula V PEPo <.pp(v). •

Lemma7.5.3 Let T be anw-stable theory, M be an �~�o �-�s�a�t�u�r�a�t �e�d modelof
T, X �~ nnbe a non-empty M -definable set, Y be any definable (poss ibly
non M -definable) subsetofn such that Y �~ X and Y has thesame Morley
rank as X . ThenY nu» i= 0.

Proof. Put 0' = RM(X), d = G M (X). Recall°S; 0' < 00. T hen proceed
by induction on t he pair (0', d) (with respectto t he lexicographic order) . If
0' = 0, then X is finite, andsoX �~ u». This implies Y �~ u».Furthermore
y i= 0 because has thesame Morl ey rank asX .
Now supposecv > 0, d = 1. Then RM(X- Y) < cv. Put (3 = RM(X- V) .
Owing to Proposition 5.7.9, there are infinit ely many pairwise disjoint M
definable subsets X i (i E N) of Morley rank (3 inside X . In part icular
there exists some natural i for which RM((X- Y) n X i) < (3. Accordingly
RM(Y nXi ) = (3, and by induction Y nX i nu» i= 0. Hence Yn M n i= 0.
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At last assumea > 0 and d » 1. By Proposition 5.7.9onceagain, X can be
decomposed asthe disjoin t union ofd i\1-definable sets X o, ... , X having
Morley rank a anddegree1. For somei < d, Y n Xi hasMorley rank a and
hence Morleydegree1. By induction Y nXinMn 0,whenceYnMn 0..
The previous lemm as have a prevalent technical flavour. The next lemma
is more substant ial and will be used several t imes later inthis section; it
ensures t hat, in an w-stable t heory for every definable X c n n and
formula <p(v, the set of the tuplesafor which <p (nn, a) nX has t he same
Morley rank as X is definable.

Lemma7.5.4 Let T be an w-stable theory, A be a small su bset ofn, n be
a positi ve integer, X be an A -definable subs etof n n, a be theMorley rank
of X. Let <p (V, be aformula of the language L ofT (and n be the length
of v,m denote the length of Th en both the se tsof the tuples aE nm

satisfying

respect ively are A -defi nable.

Proof. For every a E nm , RM (<p (n n,a) n X ) < a; accordingly it is
sufficient to showthat t he former set -that of the tuples a E nm such
th at RM(<p (n n,a) n X) < a is A-definable; for , t he lat terset is just its
complement . Moreover noticethat any A-automorphism di n fixes th e set
of t he tuples a E nm for which RM(<p(nn,a) n X ) < a ; consequent ly, if
thi s set is definable, t hen it is even A-definable, owing to Lemma 7.5.2.
In conclusion, it isenoughto prove that the form er set is definable. Now
look at th e Morley degreed of X: X decomposes as th edisjoint union of
d definable subsets, all havingMorley rank a (and degree1) X = Ui<d X i.
Clearly, Va E nm

,

Hence it suffices to show that,Vi < d t he set of th etuplesaE nm sat isfying
RM(<p (nn,a) n X i) < a is definable. Inother words, we ca n also ass ume
d = 1.
Now let us sketchthe plan of t heproof.
The first step will produce a finite subsetD of X such that, for everyaE nm

,

if D n <p(n n,a) = 0, t hen RM (<p (n n,a) n X ) < a.
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The second step will even prove that, for every ii E nm sat isfying
RM (<p(nn, ii ) n X ) < Q', t hereexists a finite subset D (ii ) suchthat D (ii ) n
<p (nn, ii) = 0and, fora' E nm satisfying D (ii)n<p(n n, �~ �) = 0,RM(<p(n , a')n
X ) < Q'.

Assume momentarily t hese prelimin arysteps shown, and consider all t he
finite setsD �~ X such that, Vii E nm

,

Let �~ denote the class of t hesesets �(�~ may have t hesame power as n) .
Not ice that, for every D E �~ �, one can write a suitable formula Q'D(w)
(possibly with parameters) just stating "D n <p(nn,w) = 0" . Observethat
U D E6. Q'D (n m

) is the set of th etuples ii E n m suchthat

In fact, if ii E n m satisfies Q'D(w) for some D E�~ �, t henD n <p(nn, ii) = 0and
henceRM (<p(n n, ii) n X) < Q'. Conversely, supposeRM (<p(n n, ii) n X) < Q'

for ii E nm and lookat t he corresponding set D (ii) (determined in t he second
step); D(ii) is in �~ and satisfies D(ii) n <p(nn, ii ) = 0, whencenE Q'D (n m ) .

So the t hird (and final)step of t heproofwill aim atshowing that U DE6. Q'D (n m )

is definable. Actually, t here is a subtle objection one might make wit h re
spect to t his claim. In fact, one might notice that U D E6. Q'D(n m

) joins �I �~�I

many sets , and�~ may admit t hesame power asn, and so have an uncount
able inaccessible ca rdinality; accordinglyour proof might require here some
hypoth eses oninaccessible ca rdina ls. However we ca n avoid any reference
to t hese deep settheoretic condit ions byproceedin g in t he way we are going
to desc ribe. LetD(v) be a formula defining X , fix an w-saturated model M
of T containing the param eters inD(v), and rearrange t he first two ste ps of
th e proof as follows.
First ste p: there exists a finite subsetD �~ D(Mn) such that, for every
sE nn,

D n<p(nn, ii) = 0 :::} RM(<p(nn, ii) n X) < Q' .

Oth erwise, for every natural i , one can find two t uples ai E nm , �b�~ E nn
such that, for any i , j E N ,

RM (<p(n n,ai ) n X ) = Q',

n F .<p(bj,ai) �~ j < i .
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Let us see how to introduce ai, �b�~ for a given natural i . Supposeaj , bj
given for all j < i . Then D = {bj : j < i } is a finit e subsetof ( and
consequent ly there is ai E nm for which

bu t
M ( ai) n X) =

As (X ) = a and X) = 1, M (X n j ( aj)) = a . By

Lemma 7.5.3 , asX is M -definable, t here is some�e �~ �m�e �n�t �b�~ E in X n
n j::; i ( aj ) such that Vj �~ i n F �<�p �( �b�~�, aj). T his yield s t he t uplesai , �b�~

as required. But at t his point it is easy to con t radict the w-stability (indeed
t he stability) of In fact t he formula ' if, ') : ( ') sat isfies

n F ' (b aj; 6;,ai ) <=> n 1= �<�p �( �b�~�, aj) <=> j < i

for eve ry i and j in N , and so ob eys t heorder proper ty.

In t he same way one showsthe next step.

Secondstep: for every ii E nm for which ( ii) nX) < a, there is a
finit e set D(ii) contain ed in suchthat D(ii) n ii) = 0and, for
a; E nm ,

It suffices to apply t he same procedu re as inthe first step to M
( ii) (and use t he fact t hat X - ( ii) has t he same Mo rley rank and

degree asX
At t his point, just assaid before, we can consider t heset .6. of all t he finit e
subsets �~ such that ,vs enm ,

.6. has power< 1nl , and �U�D�E�~ m ) (where, for every E .6., is
introduced as befor e,and hence isM-definable because D �~ M n

) equals
the set of t he t uples Enm for which M ( ii) n X ) < a . It remains
to show

Third step: �U�D�E�~ m ) is definable.
To get t his, first no tice t hat what we haveproved with respect to (
applies to as well. So t he set ofthe t upIes d E nm sat isfying
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RM (X - a)) < 0', t hat is RM ( a) n X) = 0', decomposes as
a union of M -definablesets f3a( m ) (where G ranges over a suitableset
I"). Accordingly t he formul asO'D(W) wit h D E �~ and f3a(w) with G E r
form an open coverin g ofSm(M) . By compact ness we ca n extract a finite
subcovering,and in particular we can find a finite subset �~ �o �~ �~ such that ,
Va Enm

,

RM( a) nX) < 0' �~ aE U O'D (n m
) .

DEt::..o

As UDEt::..o O'D(nm ) is definable, we aredone. •

At last we are in aposition to show:

Theorem7.5.5 Let T be an w-stable theor·y. Th en every type p over a
small �~ n is A-definable.

Proof. Let '19 (v) be a formula ofp having t he sameMorley rank and degree
as In particular, let 0' denote t herank of For every formula (v w) in
the language ofT and aE Am (where m isthe length of

a) E �~ 'l9(V) A ( a) E

Moreover, if t his is t he case,then '19 (v) A<p(v a) has thesame Morley rankand
degree asp , and soRM ('19 ) - ( a)) < 0'. Conversely,RM ('19 ) 

a)) < 0' implies that 'l9(v) A (v a) t hat is 'l9(v) A a) E In
conclusion, for every formul a w) and aE Am,

By Lemma7.5 .4, th e t uplesa E nm satisfying

(that is n a)) = 0') form an A-definable class.The L(A)-
formula d defining t his class is just what we are looking for. -"

Another remarkableconsequence of Lemma 7.5.4 is t he following

Theorem7.5.6 Let p be a type overany model M of an w-stable theory
T. Th en p has Morley degree1.

Proof. Let '19(v) be a formul a ofp havin g t hesame Morley rank 0' and
t he sameMorley degreed as Accordingly t here are d formulas 'l9 ( )
(i < d) wit h parametersxi in n such that
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(ii) 'l9 i(nn ,xj) n 'l9 j(nn, xi) = 0 for j < i < d,

(iii) RM ('l9 (n n)n 'l9 i(n n, xi ))= Q' for every i < d.
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The class ofthe sequencesxi in n sat isfying (iii) for a given i < d is M
definable because'l9 (iJ) has got its ownparameters in M. Accordingly the
existence of some sequencesi'o, . . . ,Xd- satisfying (i) , (ii) and (iii) can be
expressed by a suitable first ord er sente nce wit h parameters in M . Conse
quently t hese tuplesxo,... ,Xd- can be chosen inM . Correspondingly we
ca n ass ume that, for every i < d 'l9( iJ, xi ) is a formula with parameters in
M; so there is i < d such t hat 'l9(iJ, xi) E p, as Vi<d 'l9( iJ, xi) E p. If d > 1,
t hen (iii) implies RM('l9(iJ) A'l9 j(iJ, xj )) = Q' for every j < d, j =1= i, and hence
GM('l9(nn) n 'l9 i (n n, xi )) < d. But t his cont radicts'l9(iJ) A 'l9 i (iJ, xi) E p. So
d = 1, as claimed. ...

Now we t urn ourattent ion to simplicity. Our aim is to prove that w-stable
th eoriesare simple. More specifically, we will showthat, for an w-stab le
theory th e t riples(ii, E , A) suchthat ii is a t uple in n ,B 2 A are small
subsetsof nandRM(tp(ii/A)) = RM(tp(ii/B )) form a good independence
system of T . This confirms that T is simple, and proves also that, for ii, A
and B as before,ii is independent ofB over A ii -!- B if and only if tp(ii] A)
hasthe same Morley rank as its extension tp(ii/ B). Incidentally recall t hat,
for any A and B , tp(ii/B) always includes tp(ii/A), and consequent ly
RM(tp(ii/B)) <RM(tp(ii/A)) .

Theorem 7.5.7 Let T be ancc-stable, and let I be the set of the triples
(ii, B , A) where ii is a tuple in n, A �~ B are small subsets of n and
RM (tp(ii/B)) = RM (tp(ii/A)). Then I is agood independence system of
T .

Proof. We have to check thatI sat isfies th e condit ions (11)-(17) listed in
Section 7.2.

(11) is trivia lly t rue, as automorphisms preserve both Morley rank and Mor
ley degree.

(12) Fix ii, B, and pick a formula <p(iJ) of tp(ii/ B) having th e same Morley
rank (and degree) astp(ii/B). Let A be the set of th eparameters in<p (iJ).
T hen A is finite (hence countable) and<p( iJ) belongs totp(ii/A), when ce t he
Morley rank oftp(ii/ A) equ als that of <p(iJ) , and so that oftp(ii/B).

Before (13) , let us treat (16) .
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(16) Fix A �~ B �~ C and a. Recall RM (tp(ajA) ) �~ RM (tp(ajB)) �~

RM(tp(ajC)) . Consequent lyRM (tp(aj A)) and RM(tp(ajC)) coincide if
and only if both theseranks equalRM (tp(aj B)).

(13) Take A �~ B e a. If R1vf(tp(ajA)) = RM (tp(ajB)), t hen we can
apply what we have just checked in(16) and deduceRM(tp(aj A U b) ) =
RM(tp(ajA)) for every bEB.
Conversely supposeRM(tp(ifjA)) > RM (tp(ajB )). Choose a formula <p(v, b)
in tp(ii] B) having the same Morley rank astp(ii] B). Look at tp(ajA U b):
t his ty pe includes<p(v, b) and consequent ly has the sameMorley rank as
tp(aj B), and anyhow a Morley rank smaller t han tp(ajA) .

(14) Now we have to show that, for every choice ofA �~ B and if, th ere is a
tuple at having th e same type overA as if and sat isfyingRM(tp(at j A)) =
RM (tp(at j B)). In oth er words, we claim that every ty pep over A has
someextension q in 5(B) having t he same Morley rank (t orealize t his, put
p = tp(atj A) , q = tp(;' j B )). Let a be t he Morley rank of p. Choosea
formula <p(v) of p having t hesameMorley rank a and the same Mo rley
degree asp. We know that there do exist (fi nite ly many) ty pesq in 5 (B )
containing <p (v) and havin g rank a ; indeed th e sum of their Morley degrees
equals the degree of<p(V) , and so t he degree ofp. It suffi ces to show that
the extensions of p in 5(B) with rank a coincide wit h t hesetypes. Now it
is obv ious that any extension of p contains <p(v) . On the ot her side ,take
any ty peq over B containing <p(v) and having rank a. Pick f)(v) E p, t hen
<p (v) A f)(v) is also in p , and consequent ly has th esame Morl ey rank and
degree asp . Accord ingly the Morley rank of <p (v) A -.f)(v) is less t hana and
<p(v) A -.f)(v) ca nnot belong top. So neith er-.f)(v) is in p. As q is cornplete,
q includes f)(v). In conclusionp �~ q.
In part icular observe that, if M is a mode l ofT and B is a small subsetof
n including M, t hen every ty pep over M has aunique extension q over B
with the same Morley rank. In fact, as wesaw before in thissection, the
Morley degree ofp is 1. This remarkis useful to show (17).

(17) Let M be a model ofT, B and B' be two small sets including M .
Owing to t he last observation, any ty pep over 1\1 has a unique extension
wit h t he sameMorley rank over anysetextending 1\1, in part icular overB ,
over B' and overB UB' . A t uple realizing th e last ty pe (overB UB') must
satisfy th e only extension ofp of the same rank both over B and overB' .

It remains to show (15).

(15) Let A be asmall subset of n, if, bbe two sequencesin n. We have to
prove that RM (tp(aj A U b)) = RM (tp(ifj A)) implies RM (tp(bj A U a)) =
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RM(tp(bjA)). Let n, m denotethe length of ii, b respectively.
First assumethat A = M is the domain of an �~�o�-�s�a�t�u�r�a�t�e�d model ofT. Let
<p(v) be aformulaoftp(iijM) with the sameMorley rank a as tp(iijM) (and
degree1), and let 'l/;(v) be aformulaoftp(bjM) with thesameMorley rank (3
as tp(bjM) (and degree1). Supposetowardsa contradictionRM(tp(bjM U
ii)) < (3. Then there is a formula X(v,w) E tp(ii, bjM) such that X(ii,n m )

hasMorley rank < (3. Without loss ofgeneralitywe can assume

n FViNw(X(v, w) -7 <p(v) 1\ 'l/; (w));

otherwisewe replaceX(v,w) by its conjunction with <p(v) 1\ 'l/; (w). The set
of the tuplescin n for which RM(X(c, n m ) ) < (3 (equivalentlyRM('l/;(nm)n
X(c, n m

) ) < (3) is M-definablebecause'l/;(nm
) is. FurthermoreRM(X(ii, n m

) )

< (3. Accordingly we can assumeRM(X(c, n m
) ) < (3 for every tuple c in n

such that X(c, n m
) i= 0 (just replace <p(v) by <p(v) 1\ "RM(X(v, n m

) ) <
(3"). It follows x(nn, b) n M n = 0, otherwise, if a' is any element in
this intersection, then RM(x(a', n m

) �~ (3 as x(a', w) E tp(bjM). By
Lemma7.5.3,RM(x(nn, b)) < RM(<p(nn)) = a becausex(nn, b) �~ <p(nn),
but x(nn, b) n u» = 0. On the other side X(v,b) E tp(iijM U b), so
RM(tp(iijM U b)) < a = RM(tp(iijM)) (a contradiction).
Now let A be any small subsetof n. Let M be an �~�o�-�s�a�t�u�r�a�t�e�d model
of T extending A. We can assumeRM(tp(bjM)) = RM(tp(bjA)) and
RM(tp(iijM U b)) = RM(tp(iijA U b)). In fact, if this is not the case ,then
use (14) and get a tuple P realizing tp(bjA) and satisfyingRM(tp(b'jA)) =
RM(tp(bjA)). As i, b' have the sametype over A, there is an A-au to
morphism f of n mapping b into b

'.
Of course f(ii) has the sametype

over A as ii. Now use again (14) and replace f(ii) by a tuple ;;; having
the same type over A U P as f (ii) and satisfying RM(tp(a'j M U p)) =
RM(tp(iijAUP)). As before, thereis an automorphism9 ofn fixing AUP
pointwise and mappingf(ii) into;;;. So gf is an A-automorphismsending
a into a' and b into P. Owing to (11), if a' and P satisfy our claim, then
the sameholds for ii and b. In conclusion,we can assumeRM(tp(bjM)) =
RM(tp(bjA)) andRM(tp(iijMUb)) = RM(tp(iijAUb)) , as saidbefore. Now
recall what our hypothesissays ,that is RM(tp(iijA U b)) = RM(tp(iijA)) .
FurthermoreRM(tp(iijM U b)) = RM(tp(iijA U b)). Hence RM(tp(iijM U
b)) = RM(tp(iijA)) and consequentlyRM(tp(iijM U b)) = RM(tp(iijM)).
Owing to what we showed before whendealingwith an �~�o�-�s�a�t�u�r�a�t�e�d model ,
RM(tp(bjM U ii)) = RM(tp(bjM)). As RM(tp(bjM)) = RM(tp(bjA)) ,
it follows RM(tp(bjM U ii)) = RM(tp(bjA)) , whenceRM(tp(bjA U ii)) =
RM(tp(bjA)). This accomplishesthe proof of (15) and the whole theorem.

•
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At t his point we can also check(18) and confirm once again in t his way
t hat an w-stabletheory T is stable. Indeed, given any type P over asmall
A �~ n and B 2 A , t he number of non-forking extensions ofp in S( B )
ca nnot exceedthe Morley degree ofp , and so is anyhow finit e. So, when
A is t he domain of some mod el of T, (18) is just a rephras ing ofTheorem
7.5.6: in fact ,the Morley degree ofp is 1 in this case .
At t his point , it is immediate to deducealso that w-stability implies super
stability.

Corollary 7.5.8 An w-stable theoryT is superstable.

Proof. T is stable, and the set A in (12) is finite . '"

Now we want to discuss inour w-stablesetting the concepts of heir and
coheir introduced in Section 7.3 , and to show their equivalencewith the
notion of non-forking exte nsion. Let us recall briefly how heir and coheir
are defined . F irst we fixour framework: T is a( n w-stable) theory, M is a
mod el of T, B is a small subsetof n including M , n is a positive int eger ,p
is an n-type over M and q is anextension ofp in Sn (B) . In this setting

• q is anheir of p if and only if, for every formul aiJ(v, b) E q, t here exists
a t uplea in M such that iJ( ii, a) E p,

• q is a coheirof p if and only if, for everyformula iJ(V,b) E q, iJ(M n , b) =f:.
0.

'rVe are going to show t he equalit iesheir = coheir = non-forking extension
among the ty pes over a smallset B extending a given ty pep over a mod el
M of T . F irst let us recall what we showed before in t hissection, namely
t hat a ty pep over any smallset A is A-definable and so, for everyL-formula
iJ(v, w), finds anL (A )-formula diJ(w) suchth at a t upleain A sat isfiesdiJ(w)
if and only if iJ(v, a) E Pi indeed , if <p (v) is a formula of p with t he same
Morley rank and degree asp, then diJ(w) defines th eset of all tuples a in
A for which RM(<p(v) 1\ -,iJ (v, a)) < RM(p) . But now, after seeinghow
independence in T is characterized (bythe Morley rank), we can say even
more. In fact, suppose that A = M is the dom ain of somemodel M of T
and let B be a small set including M. Thenp (and<p(v)) have Morley degree
1, and so t here is aunique non-forking extension q of p over B , and <p (v)
is a formul a ofq havin g its Morley rank anddegree. Accordingly, for every
L-formula iJ(v, w), t he L( M )-formula diJ (w) still satisfies n F= diJ (b) {:}
iJ(v, b) E q for every bin B .
Now wecanstateour t heorem (we arestill keeping here t he notation int ro
duced a few lines ago) .
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Theorem 7.5.9 The following propositions are equivalent:
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(i) q does not fork over A;

(ii) q is an heirof p;

(iii) q is a coheirof p.

In particular the heir (and coheir)of p over B is unique.

Proof. Let q E S(B ) be anon-forkingextension of As already underlined ,
q is unique asp hasMorley degree 1, and, for everyL-formula 'O(v, ill), there
is an L (M)-form ula d'O( ill) such that, for every b inB ,

'O(v,b) E q {::} n F d'O(b)

(and, for every a in M , 'O(v, a) E p if and only if F d'O(a)). So suppose
th at , for somebin n, 'O(v,b) E q. Then n F :JilldO (ill) , and consequent ly
M F :Jill dO(w) becausedO(w) is an L(M )-formula. Let a E M sat isfy
M F dO(a) , then '0(v, a) is in p and in q. So q is an heir ofp. Now suppose

that q' E S(B) is another heir ofp. Th ere are a form ula'0(v ill) in L and a
tuple bin B suchthat b) E q - q'; in particular n F d'O(b), and hence

-,'0(v,01) 1\ d'O(a!) E p.

So M F d'O(a while 'O(V,a!) 1. p: t his is a cont radict ion. It follows th atq
is the only heir ofpin S (B ). This implies that (i) and (ii) are equ ivalent .
Now we check(ii) {::} (iii) . F irst suppose - finite; let blist the elements
of - and let arealize q. Observethat

tp(a/M U b) is an heir oftp(a/M)

if and only if

for every L(M) -formula ( ill) satisfying nF ( b) t here existsmE
suchthat n F m)

and hence ifand only if

tp(b/M U a) is a coheir oftp(b/M).

So t he equivalence (i){::} (ii) and (15) imply that tp(a/ M U b) is an heir of
tp(a/M) if andonly if tp(b/ M Ua) is acoheirof tp(b/ M ). This establishes t he
equivalence of(ii) and (iii) when - is finite. To extend t hisconclusion
to the generalsetting, it suffices to observethat q is an heir (a coheir) ofp
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if and only if, for every finit e subsetBi, of B , t he rest rict ion ofp to MU Bi,
is an heir (a coheir respectively) of p. ...

At this poin t we can completewhat we observedin 6.2 aboutthe connected
component of an w-stablegroup.

Theorem 7.5.10 Let 9 be aneo-stable group. Then the connected compo
nentGO of 9 has Morley degree 1.

Proof. Take two ty pesp , q over G having th e same Morley rank as G and
containing th eformula <p°(v) defining GO. Let x FP, Y F q, x -J-c y (namely
RM(tp(x/G)) = RM(tp(x/Gu {y}))) . For everyformula <p (v , w) and a in
G, <p(v , a) E tp(yx/GU{y}) if and only if <p (yv, a)E tp(x/GU {y}) (or also
<p0(y)1\ <p (yv, a)E tp(x/G U {y})). As tp(x/GU {y}) is the heir of tp(x/G),
there issomeb E GO= <p°(G) such that <p (bv, a) E tp( x/ G) = p. As GOis
the left stabilizer ofp , <p (v ,a) E p. Hence t he typ e ofyx over G coincides
with p. But just inverting th e roles ofx and y one deduces in th e same way
that yx realizes q. So p = q. ...

As said before , w-stability implies superstability. Recall that, roughly speak
ing , t he superstable theories T are t hose ensuring thatevery properelemen
tary extensionM < N , M =f N between mod els ofT realizes someregular
type over M ; and t he regular types arejust the non-algebraictypesp over
M such t hat¥A sat isfies(D3), and consequently (Dl) - (D4), in p(D).
Ou r aim is to examinecloserly these matters in t he w-stableframework,
where anelegantapproach proposed by Lascarallows a simpler t reatment.
Indeed stronger tools are available in the restricted w-stablesetting; for
instance, we will use overand over again (existence anduniqueness of)
prime models over subsets below:this is a feature of w-stable th eories which
may fail in arbitrary superst abletheories. Accordingly fix an w-stable T
and a modelM of T ; we wish to examinetypes overM. By the way, let
us introduce the following notation: for X a small subset of D, let M (X)
denotethe model of T prime overM U X; when X is t he do main ofsome
finite tuple a, we write M (a) instead ofA1(X) ; notice that, if a and a' have
t he samety pe overM , then M (a) and M (a') are isomorphic by a function
fixing M poin twise andmappinga into a'; in ot her words, the isomorphism
type of M(a) over A1 doesnot depend directly on a, but on t he type ofa
over M .
Wh at we fi rst need inour analysis is a criterion com pa ringtypes p and q
over M , and measuringwhetherrealizing p is easier or harder than realizing
q. This is provided by t he so calledRudin-Keisler relation ?RK (althoughit
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was Lascar who introduced t his notion, fain tly inspi red by aRudin-Keisler
order relation concerning ultrafilters). Here is its definition .

Definition 7.5.11 Let p and q inS(M). We put p'2RK q if and only if,
f or every tupleii satisfyingp, the modelM (ii) prim e overM U ii contains
some realizati on b of q, an d we put pr- tuc q if and on ly if p '2RK q and
q '2RK p.

Notice that, owing to whatwe said ab ou t (ii) before, we could equivalent ly
write "for some ' instead of "for every in t his definition.
'2RK is a preorder relation : it is reflexive and t ransitive, but it is not an
ti symmetric. So r-ruc is an equivalencerelation and '2RK determines an
orde r relation in the quotient setS (M)/ r-ruc among rvRK-classesof types.
Roughly speaking, p '2RK q means that, whereverp is realized ,q is reali zed
as well; and consequent lyp <nx q says th atp and q are realized by t he
samemod els exte ndingM.
It is also clear that t he typesover M minimal wit h respect to '2RK are the
algebraic ones, as t hey are alreadysatisfied in M . But t hey do not interest
us, so let us exclude them and ca ll atype p over M R K-minimal when it is
minimal wit h respect to '2RK among non-a lgebra ic ty pes.

Definition 7.5.12 A non-algebraic type p ES(M) is RK-minimal if it is
rvRK-equivalen t to eve rynon-algebraic type q over M such that p '2RK p.

Notice t hat everyRK-mini mal type p is rvRK-equivalent to someI- type. In
fact take ii 1= as is not algebra ic, t here exists some in out of M;
t hen tp(a/M) is not algebraic and tp(a/M) S,RK p,whencetp(a/M ) r-tuc
by RK-minimality.
There is anot her relevan t relation between types arising in t his set t ing, and
closely connected with rvRK ; it is called orth ogonality and is defined as
follows.

Definition 7.5.13 Let p and q in S(M). We saythat p is orthogonal to
q and we write p1. q if and only if, for every ii 1= p and b1= q, s b.

Notice t hat 1. is symmetric. Roughly speaking , p 1. q means that realizing
p and realizing q are "independent" facts. Here are some simpleexamples
concern ing'2RK, rvRK and 1..

Examples 7.5.14 1. Let K be an algebraically closed field . Recall that
t here is aunique non-algebraic I- type over K ,that of t he t ra nscen
dental elements over K. More generally lookat arbitrary ty pes and
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q over K. Let n F= p andbF= q (wheres,bmay have differen t length s).
Then p �~�R�K q if and only if t he t ranscendence degree ofK (il) over
K is not smaller tha n the t ranscendence degree ofK(b) over K, and
p rvRK q if and only if t hese t ranscendence degrees coincide. In par tic
ular t he Rudin-Keisler relation determines a total ord er in t he quo tient
set S (K) I <n« , and t heunique non-algebraic I- type over K is t he
only RK-minimal ty pe (up to r-tuc ).

Notice t hat the same analysis can be repeated in any st ronglyminimal
struct ure M (wit h respect to t heacl depend ence relation): for p,
q E S(M), il F= p and bF= q, P �~�R �K q if and only if th e dim ension ofil
over M is not smaller t ha n th e dimensionof bover M , and p rvRK q if
and only if these dimensions coincid e. Sothe Rudin-Keisler order in
S (M )I r-tuc is st ill linear , andthe only RK-minimal class if th at of
t he unique non-algebraic I-type overM .

2. Takethe theory T of an equivalence relation E with infinitely many
infinite classes (and no finite class) . T is complete (why?). Let us de
scribe the non-algebraic l -typesover a modelM = (M , E) ofT. First ,
for every a E M; we have to consider the I-typePa of a new element
in the E -class ofa; moreover there is another I- typ e q, concern ing
t he elements in a new E-class; no fur th erI- typ e ar ises. In par t icular
ISl (M) I = IM\, and T is w-stable. Notice also that, for every ty pep
listed before and zF= p, t he domain ofM (x) is just MU { x } (M UxlE
wit h a countable x] E in the case ofq). Accordingly t hese types are
pairwi se rvRK-inequivalent andRK-minimal. Not ice alsothat t hey
are pairwise orthogonal.

Now let usintroduce strongly regular types . As we will see below, t hey can
reasonably replaceregular types inthe w-stable framework. A1 st ill denotes
a model of acountable w-stable theoryT.

Definition 7.5.15 A i-type p over M is calledstrongly regular if p is
not algebraic and there is someformula <p(v) E p such that, for every aF= p
and seM (a) - M , b F= p if and only if F= <p (b) .

Notice that, owing to what we observed before about A1(a) , we could say
"for somea F= p" instead of "for everya F= p" in this definition. Now let us
propose someexamples.

Examples 7.5.16 1. The only non-algebraic I- type over an algebraically
closed field , or also over an arbitrary strongly minim al structure, is
strongly regular:v = v works as<p( v) .
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2. Take astructure (M ) where E is an equivalence relation with in
finitely many infinite classes and no finite class, as in Example 7.5.13 ,
2. Each ty pe listed in 7.5.13,2 is strongly regular ,Pa because ofE(v , )
and q because ofv = v.

The basic fact about st rongly regular types is:

Theorem7.5.17 Let T be w-stable,M andN be models of T such that
M is an elementary substructure ofN and M i= N . Then there is some
a E N - M for which tp(a/ M ) is strongly regular.

Proof. Let a E N - M be such that p = tp(a/M) has a minim al Morley
rank, and let th eformula <p (v) isolate p among the types of th e sameMorley
rank in SI(M); in particular <p (v ) has the sameMorley rank as p. We claim
t hat <p(v) makesp strongly regular. In fact<p(v) E p. Furt hermore, let
bE <p (M (a)) - M ; owing to t he choice ofa, R M (tp (b/ M )) �~ R M (tp (a/ M ));
as <p (v ) E tp(b/M) , R M (tp (b/ M )) = R M (tp(a/M )) and eventp(b/M) =
tp(a/M) . ..

Corollary 7.5.18 For every non-algebraic qE S(M ) there is some strongly
regular type pE S I(M) fo r which p �~�R�K q. In part icular everyRI(-minimal
q is '"RK -equivalen t to som e strongly regular p.

Proof. Let b F q. As q is not algebraic,M (b) properly extends So
apply th e previous t heoremand gets some strongly regular reali zed in
M (b) : �~�R �[�{ ..

On the oth er side

Theorem7.5.19 Eve ry strongly regular p E SI(M ) is RI(-minimal.

Proof. This needs amore laborious approach,and some preliminary ste ps
which perh aps have t heir ownintrinsic interest. F irst let us fix our setting.
There is some L(M) -formula <p (v ) wit nessing that p is strongly regular. We
take a non-algebraic q E S(M) satisfying q �~�R �[�{ p and we have to show
t hat q "' RK p. There is no loss of genera lity in ass umingq E S I(M) Given
a F p, th ere is someb E M (a) - M realizin g q. It is an easyexercise to
realize th atb �~�\�1 M(a) (just compare the Morley rank of th e typ es ofb over
M and overM ). The first preliminary step states that actua lly b¥M
In fact we have:

Step 1. Let a �~ M, b �~�M a. T hen b �~�M M(a) .
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Notice t hat we do not use here th e hypothesis that p is st rongly regular.
What we want to show is that tp(b/M(a)) does not fork over M , more
precisely is t he heir oftp(b/M ). Accordingly take a formula X(v, C) in
tp(b/M (a))with parameterscin M( a). The ty pe ofcover M U {a} is iso
la ted, say by"7 (w, a). We claim that "7 (w, a) isolatestp(CjMU{a, b}) as well.
Otherwise t here is some t uple2 such that 1= "7(2, a) bu t tp(c/M U{a , b}) =1=

tp(2/M U {a, b}), and so t here exists someformula 'I/; (w, a,b) (possibly
with further parameters from M ) for which 1= 'I/; (c, a,b) A -,'1/; (2 , a, b) .
Consequent ly3w3W" ("7 (w, v) A "7 (W" , v) A 'I/; (w, v, b) A -,'1/; (W" , v, b)) is in
tp(a/M U {b}). As a tM b and sotp(a/M U {b}) is t he heir oftp(a/M) ,
th ere is somem E M sat isfying

bu t this gives acontradiction because"7 (w,a) isolates a singletype over
M U {a} . Accordingly "7(w, a) isolates t he type ofcalso overM U {a, b}.
This type contains X(b,w) , so

'Vw("7 (w, a) -7 X(v, w))A 3w"7(w, a) E tp(b/M U {a} ),

whence, asbefore, x(v, m) E tp(b/M ) for some m in M . In conclusion ,
tp(b/ M (a)) is the heir of tp(b/M ), as claimed .

The second preliminary step proves:
Step2. <p (M (b)) =1= <p(A1).
Oth erwisea t M b, which cont radicts th e previousconclusion. In fact, let
O(v, a) be aformula in tp(b/MU {a}) . As b E M(a) , M(a) 1= O(b, a), and
consequent lyM(a) 1= 3w(O(b, w) A <p (w)) (a sente nce with parameters in
Mu {b}). As M(b) is an elementary subst ruct ure ofM(a) , even M(b)
sat isfies this sentence. So 1= O(b, c) for some c E<p (M (b)) �~ M. Hence
O(v, c) E tp(b/M). In conclusion,tp(b/M U {a}) is the heir of tp(b/M) .

Now we canconclude our proof. Let dE <p (M (b)) - M; so d E <p (M (a)) as
well, and consequentlytp(d/M) equalsp. As d E M(b) , p -::;' RK q,whence

p r"VRK q. '"

Using mor e or less thesame technica lpremises one shows also t he following
notablecharacterization of r"VR!{ within RI<-minimal ty pes.

T heorem 7.5.20 Two RI< -minimal types over M arer"V RK-equivalent if
and only if they areorthogonal.
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We omi t the details. There areother relevan t t hings tounderline about
strongly regular types. First of all , strongly regular typ es are regular as
well: checking t his requires the same ingredients as in the last t heorem and
some equivalent characterizations of both t he involved notions. Again , we
omi t a full t reatment of t his point (t his section is going to bequite long,and
actually we already proved about strongly regular ty pes what we will need
in t he rest ofthe chapter). However , it isworthy poin tin g out that t here do
exist even in t he w-stable setting someregularty pes which arenot st rongly
regular (and indeed are not"'RK-equivalent to any strongly regular type).
There is anotherpoint in t his framework deserving a few words. In fact ,
�~ �R�K (and consequently'"RK) as well 1.. are preserved und er passing from
types P q over a mod elM of an w-stable theory T to their non-forking
extensions oversomeelementary extension M': P �~�R �K q, P "'RK q, P 1.. q if
an d only ifplM' �~�R�K qlM' , plM' "'RK qlM' , plM' 1.. qlM' respectively.The
same ca n besaid about RK-minimality. With respect tostrongly regular
ty pes , one seesthat, if M < M' , P is a l- typ e over M and cp(v) is an
L( M) -formulamaking Pstrongly regular, th en th esame formul a makesplM'
strongly regular as well.

The last matter we want to deal wit h in t hissection st ill concerns non
forki ng extensions and w-stable t heories. It is a t heorem(actua lly valid
even forstable t heories) which will t urn out to be a useful tool in the proof
of Shelah's UniquenessTheorem in Sect ion 7.7.It is generally ca lled t he
Open Mapping Theorem,a nam eclearly evoking topology ; of course, the
topological spaces we are concernedwith are t he Boolean spaces of typ es
over small subsetsof n. In particular , we conside r two small subsets �~ B
in an w-stable t heory T, and we lookat the spacesS(A) and S (B) . It is
easy to realizethat the restriction map r from S(B) in S(A) ,sending every
typ e q over B into its restriction to A (so into th e set of theL(A)-formulas
of q) is cont inuous and surject ive: cont inuity follows from th etrivial remark
that L(A) �~ L(B) , henceL(A)-formulasareL(B)-formulasas well, andany
openset in S(A) can be regardedas the image und er r of someopenset in
S(B); surject ivity is obvious.
Now considerthe set of t he types q over B t hat do not fork over Let
N (B , ) denote t his set. First notice

Proposition 7.5.21 N(B , A) is a closed subsetof S(B ).

Proof. T he claim is obvious whenA is t he dom ain of some model of
In fact we know that, for every q E S (B ), q E N(B, A) if and only if

q is t he coheir of its restricti on to and it iseasyto realize that the last
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condit ion just ensures that q is in t he closure of t hesetof t he types over B
of t he t uples inA . Accordingly N(B, A) equ als t his closed set .
Now let A be any subset of B. Use extension (13) and compactness, and
build a model M of T independent of B over A . Notice t hat everytype
in N(B, A) has a non-forking extension overB U M , and so by t ransit ivity
enlargesto some ty pe inN(B U M, A) , which , again by transit ivity, lies
also in N (B U M , M ). On t he other hand, every type q E N (B U M , M )
restri cts to a type in N(B, A ). In fact, let c realize q, hence let c -!-M B .
Use symmetry and deduce B -!-M M U c. As B -!-A M, t ransit ivity yields
B -!-A MU sand consequ entlyB -!-A A U c. Use symmet ryand deduce
c -!-AB , in ot her word s that the type of cdoesnot fork over A , as claimed .
Then the restriction map from S (B U M) onto 8(B) - a cont inuosfunction
between compactspaces- sendsN (B U M , M) just onto N(B, A). As the
for mer set is closed , it s image is, too...

Now we are in aposition to prove t he Op enMapping T heorem.

T heorem 7.5.22 Let A �~ B be small se ts, r denote the restriction map
fro m N (B, A) onto 8(A). Then r is open . In other words,for everyL(B)
fo rmula O(V) there is an L (A)-formula O' (V) such tha t a type q over B non
forking over A contains O(v) if and only its restrict ion to A in cludes0'(V) .

Proof. T here is no loss of genera lity in replacing B by a mod el A1 of
T elementarily including B and saturated in some power > IAI. In fact,
let r', r'' denote t he restri cti on maps fromN (NI, A) onto 8(A) and from
N(M, A) in 8 (B) respecti vely; it is aneasyexercise to checkthat the lat ter
fun ction maps N(M, A) onto N(B, A) and t hat r' is just t he composit ion
of r" and r . Consequent ly, ifr' is open,then r is, asr" is cont inuous. Hence
we can replace B by M , as claimed; accordingly, let r denote from now
on the restriction map from N (M, A) onto 8(A). Let U be an open set of
N(M, A) . We can assume that U is t he set of the types over M which do
not fork over A and include a givenformula <p(v, b) with parametersbfrom
M. We haveto showt hat r (U ) is open. Let U* denote r -1r(U) (so thesetof
t he types q E N (M, A) havin g t he same restriction to A as sometype in U );
elementary topology ensu res that it suffices toprove that U* is open: in fact,
in t his case, t hecomplement U; of U is closed , as well as its imager( U; ) =
(r (U))' because r is closed ; whencer (U) is open , as claim ed. Toshow t hat
U* is open , first observe that U* equa lsUg{q E N(M, A) : <p(v, g (b)) E q}
where g ranges over t he automor phisms ofM fixing A pointwi se. :2 is
clear. In fact, for <p(v, g(b)) E q, <p(v, b) E g-l (q) , and the las ttype g-l (q)
do es not fork over A as non-forking ispreserved und er automorphism; hence
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«: (q) E U, and so, asq and g-1 (q) have t hesame restriction to , q E U* .
Now let us deal wit h t heother implication. Let q E U*, hence t here is some
type p E U such that p and q have t hesame restrict ion to . For every
for mula X(1o) of (bj ) , ep(v, b) A X(b) is in ; as does not fork over
t here is some tupleif in for which ep(iJ, if) A X(if) occurs in t he restriction
of to and consequent ly inq. Recall that q E is definable, whence
t here is some L(M)-formula "ep(iJ, 10) E q" defining the t upiescsuch t hat
ep(iJ, C) E q. Accordingly t he set of L (M )-formulas

{ " ep(e. 10) E q"} u (bj

determines a(possiblyincomplete) type overM. As M is sat urated in some
power > IAI, we can even find a t uplec in M realizing these formulas; in
par ticular ep(v, C) E q. Enla rge t he identity map of bybt----7 c, and get an
automorphism9 of M such that ep(iJ, g(b)) E q, as requi red. '"

7.6 Classifiable theories

We cont inue and conclude in t hissection our outline of Shelah's classification
program. still deno tes a com plete first ordertheory with infinite models
in a countable language , n a big saturated model of. As unsuperstable
t heories have too manymodels and are not classifiable, we should assume
superstable. However , to simplifyour exposit ion, we will evenassumeT w

stable, and we will treat in detail t his restrict ed framework. In fact w-stable
t heories are superstable as well (but not conversely) and enjoy some st ronger
properties (such as existence and uniqu eness of prim e models) making t hem
more t ract able.
To introduce our next ste ps, let us refer onceagain to strongly minimal
t heories, and even tothe moreparticular case when = AC Fp for a given
p = 0 or prime. Recall Steinitz's an alysis of an algebraically closed fieldIC
of characterist ic p: given

• t he prime subfield <> of IC ,

• a transcendence basisB of IC (over <» ,

IC is fully determined up to isomorphism as t he algebraic closure of t he
extension of <> by B , which in its t urn depends only on t hecardinality of
B (t he transcendence degree of). This provides a qui te sat isfactory answer
to our classification purposes. But , in view of a possible generalization, we
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have to be very careful in weighing t he specific advantagesof th e particular
algebraically closed (or alsostrongly minimal)setting and in checking which
of t hem ca n beextendedto a broader framework. Above all, we have to
recall that over K <> (as well as over any subfield ofK ) t here is aunique
non-algebraicl-type, that of t ranscendental elements; by the way, t his ty pe
is strongly regular.
Now take any w-stableT and a mod elM of T . Keeping the previous exam pie
in mind, we examine thestruct ure of (elementarily) includes the
modelM <> of prime over0. To construct A1 upon )\,-1 <>, look at the non
algebraic I- types overM <> realized inM . Unlike t he example of fields, in
this general sett ing we should expect to meet quite a lot of ty pes; however we
can restrict ourattention to t heRK-minimal ones, partition th em according
to the equivalence relation r-tuc andchoose astrongly regular representative
in each rvRK-class. Incidentally recall that t he resu lt ing ty pes arepairwise
ort hogo nal. At t his poin ttake a maximal independentset of realizations
for each of t hesetypes, glue t hesesets, form t heir union X and the model
M <>(X) prime over M<> U X in A1. If t his model equalsM (just as in
algebraically closed fi elds) , t hen we are don e: the isomorphism type of
should be given by t he sizes of t he independent sets of realizations of t he
involved strongly regular ty pes. But it may happen that, given astrong ly
regular type over M<> realized in M , say by a, after forming t he model
A1<> ( ofT prime overlVf<>U{ } one meets some new non-algebraic ty pes
over M<> ( which areorthogonal to anytype over M<> and are realized
in (as t henext Example 7.6.1 will show) . One sees that t his excludes
M = M <> (X). Accordingly we have to repeat the previous machinery
over and overagain until M is reached (prov ided that A1 can be event ually
reac hed) .

Example7.6.1 Let be t he theory of a l -ary function 1 such that each
element hasinfinit ely many preimages via1, t here is an element 0 for which
1 (0) = 0 and noa 0 satisfies r (a) = a for any positive integer n. The
reader may check that is complete : we do not wish tolinger over this point
and we prefer to descri be indetail t he non-algebra icI-ty pes over a model
of In t his setting, first we have to consider, for any posit ive integer nand
a E M, t he typePM(n , a)of an elementsatisfying r(v) = a, -,(fn-l(v)
b) for every b E M. In addition there is a type qM determined by the
formulas -,(r( v) = a) for any a E M and positive integer n. No fur th er
I- typ e arises. In pa rt icularSI(M) is countable when M is, and so T is
w-stable. Incidentally notice that t he set t heoretic union of two models of
T is again a model of T .
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Now observe that all t he I-types mentioned above are strongly regular.
Let us check t his. First consider PM(n, a) for a E M , n a positive inte
ger. Let x F PM(n,a). To form A1(x) , one t akesM , and oneadds first
z , f ... ,r:' and th en�~�o preimages for each of th em ,and for every
preimage, and so on. Consequently th e on ly elements of M( x) - M real izing
PM(n, a) are t hose sat isfying t heformula r(v) = a. T his confirms that
PM(n, a) is st rongly regular. Now look at x F qM. This time, to form
A1(x) we take and weadd f n(x) for every posi ti ve integern , and then
�~�o preimages for each ofthem, and for every preimage, and so on. All t hese
elementssat isfyas«, and so th e poin ts ofM ( - M realizing qM are exactly
those satisfying, for instance, v = v . So alsoqM is st rongly regular.
Now take an �~�l �- �s �a �t �u �r �a �t �e �d model M of T. M <> (the model prime over
0) is an elementary subst ruct ure ofM up to isomorphism . As M <> is
countable,M contains a realization x of PM<> (1,a) for every a E M, Also
A1' = M <>(x) is an elementary substructure of M . Now consider PM' (I , x),
which is a st rongly regular type, and again can be realized in because
M is �~�l�- �s�a �t�u�r�a�t�e�d and M' is countable . Furth ermore PM'(I , x ) is orthogo
nal (equivalentlyis not f"VRK -equivalent) to any non-algebraicI -type over
M<>; in other wordsPM,(I , x ) 1.. P/M" In fact, if P = PM<>(n, a') for some
a' E M<> and positive integer n , t hen one eas ilyobserves PIM' = PM,(n, a') ,
while, if P = qA1<> , t hen pIM' = qM' , In any case,piM' is strongly regu
lar. To concludePM,(I , x ) 1.. P!M' , we can equivalent ly checkpIM' rfRK

PM,(I ,x), which is easilyproved, as, for everyy F PM,(I , x) , M'(y) con
tains no realization of piM' (and conversely). In conclusion t here exist some
st rongly regular types over M' realized in A1 but orthogonal to t he non
algebraic types over M <>. Moreover t his procedure can be repeated as
many t imes as you like (afte r realizin gPM' (I , x ) by y in l one can form
PM'(y) (1,y), and so on) .

Let us comebackto our generalanalysis. Wewonderund er wh ichconditions
any model of our arbitraryw-stable theory T can be reachedat th e top
of th e construction descr ibedbefore. To clarify this point we have tomake
our framework mor e precise. So let us first recall what follows.

Definition 7.6.2 For any non-zeroordinal A, let A<w denote the setof the
fini te ordered sequencesof elementsof A. A<w is partially ordered by the
relation ::::; according to which, for s,tE A<W, s ::::; t if and only if s is an
initial segment of t . A<w has a least element in::::; (the empty sequence<» ,o
every SEA<w different from <> has a (unique)predecessor(a greatest
element < s}, which will be denoted by s: ; s is called asuccessor of S- .
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A tree of A<w is a downwardclosed subs etC : if SEC, tE A<w and t �~ s,
then t E C as well.

Thefollowing definition describesin detail the models M which can be built
in the way sketchedbefore: th ey are exactly those having a presentation of
the form we are goingto explain .

Definition 7.6.3 Let M be amodel of T of powerA > �~ �o�. A presentation
of M is a pai r (C , ((M s, as): s EC)) suchthat C is a treeof A<W, fo r every
sE C M s is a model ofT and as E Ms, and:

(i) M <> is prime over 0;

(ii) if s, t E C and s = t '>, then )\I{t = M s(at} and Pt = tp(at/M s) is

strongly regular;

(iii) if s, t , tf E C and s = i " = i':' , t hen ei ther Pt= Pt' or Pt .L Pt' ;

(iv) for every SE C , (at : t E C ,t " = s) is independent over M s,
namely, for every t E C such that C = s , at tMs {at ' : t f E C,t f =1=

t , t': = s};

(v) if s , t E C ands = t" >, then Pt isorthogonal to all the non-algebraic
types over M s;

(vi) )\1{ is prime over UsEcu. .
Of coursewe are interested inthose theoriesT such that every model gets
such a presentation.

Definition 7.6.4 An to-stable theory T is calledpresentablewhen, fo r all
models )\I{ o, M 1, M 2 and )\I{ oj T such that

• M o is an elementary substructureof both M 1 and M 2 ,

• M 1 tMo M2 (in other words ait Mo M2 for every ai E M1 , or, equzv
alently, a2 tMo M 1 for every a2 in M2),

• M is prime over M 1 U M 2 ,

for every non-algebraic typepES(M) there existssome typeover M 1 or
over M 2 that is not orthogonal to p.

Presentability is a newdichotomywithin t he classificationproblem. In fact,
on the one side,oneshows:
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Theorem7.6.5 (Shelah) If T is an eo-stable theory andT is not pre
sentable,then I(T, A) = 2-\ for every uncountablecardinal A. In particular,
T is not classificable.

On the other hand

Theorem7.6.6 (Shelah) If T is ea-stableand presentable,then every un
countable modelM of T has apresentation.

A model M may admit several presentations.Actually there is a "quasi
uniqueness"theorem stating under which conditions two "different" pre
sentationsyield isomorphic models; but it is impossible to discussit here
shortly, so weomit its treatment,and we concludeour report about pre
sentabilityandpresentationsby proposingsomeexamplesand,in particular,
an w-stabletheory which is not presentable.

Examples7.6.7 1. Let T be the theory of two equivalencerelations
El, E2 such that any El-classand any E2-classshareinfinitely many
commonelements.One checksthat T is complete. Here are the non
algebraicI-types over a modelM of T:

• for a E M, the formulas Et{v, a), E2(v, a) and ,(v = b) for all
b « M determinea type PM(a);

• for a E M and i = 1,2, the formulas Ei(V,a) and ,E3-i(V, b) for
all s« M give a newtype PM(a, i);

• finally there is a type qM determinedby the formulas ,El(v, b)
and ,E2 (v , b) for all s«M.

In particular, if A1 is countable,then Sl (M) is. Hence T isw-stable.
Moreoverit is straightforwardto checkthat all the typeslisted above
arestrongly regularand, for all a E M, PM(a, 1) ..1 PM(a, 2). Now fix
a model Mo of T and a E 1110 • For i = 1, 2, let Xi realize PMo (a, i)
and Mi denote MO(Xi): so Mi is built by taking Mo and adding
a new E3_i-class (the class of Xi) having countably many common
elementswith any Ei-classin M o- Onecan seethat both M 1 and M 2

are elementaryextensionsof Mo ; furthermorePM(a ,1) ..1 PM(a, 2)
implies Xl -!-Mo X2, whence M1 -!-Mo M 2 (see the proof of Theorem
7.5.19), Now form the model M of T prime over M 1 U M 2 ; M is
obtainedjust by addingcountablymany elementsto M 1 U M 2 in the
intersectionbetweenthe E2-classof Xl and the El-class of X2. Let
X be an element in this intersection, and considerp = PM(X) : P is
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a non-algebraic type overM , and onecan check that P is orthogon al
(equivalent ly, is not"'RK-equivalent) to any ty pe overM 1 or M 2• So
T is not present able.

Let us also check that, for every uncount able cardinal >. , J(T >') just
equals 2'\. In facttake t he disjoint union I of two setsh and J2 of
power >.; let R be anirreflexive symmet ric binary relation in I such
t hat, if 81, 82 E I and ( 81 , 8 2 ) E R , th en 8 1 E h and 8 2 E h or
conve rsely (so(1, R ) is a bipartit e graph). Now build a model MR
of T where the E i-classescorrespond to th e elements ofI; for ever y
i = 1, 2 and, for every El -classXl and E2-class X 2 ,

and
IX1 n X 2 ! = �~�o otherwise.

It is clear th at MR has power>. for everyR. Furthermore, forR =1= R' ,
A1 R A1R' . So I (T , >') �~ 2.\ and consequent lyI (T, >.) = 2.\: in fact ,
t here exist 2.\ many relations R as before.

2. On t he contrary the t heoryT in Example 7.6.1 is presentable. In fact
take threemodels M o, A11> M 2 of T such that JV10 is an elementary
substructu re of both M 1 and JV12 and -!-Mo 2. We observed that
M1 U M2 is t he dom ain of a mod elM of T extending M 1 and M 2 ;

of course, isprime over M 1 U 2 • Let p be a non-algebraic ty pe
over j1;[ (and keep th esame notat ion as in 7.6.1). IfP = PM( n , a) for
somea E M and some positiveinteger n , t henP"' RK PMi(n , a)where
i = 1, 2 sat isfiesa E Ms, If P= qM , t henP is '"RK-equivalent to both
qM l and qM2' So T is presentable, as claim ed .

Nevertheless T is not classifiable, as it has 2.\ many pairwise non iso
morphicmodelsin every uncountable power>.. Let us see why. Indeed ,
for every X, we ca n build 2.\ nonisomorphic models sat isfyingthe fur
t her assumpt ion

for every a E M and for some natural n f n(a) = O.

Notice t hat such a mod el ca n be viewed as a t ree of>.<w with
respect to t he relation �~ defined as follows:\la , b E M , a �~ b if and
only if r( b) = a for some natural n ; in parti cular a = b: if and
only if f( b) = a, and < >= O. The isomorphism class ofM clearl y
determ ines t he isomorphism ty pe of(M, �~�) as a t ree. Moreover every
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point in �(�M�,�~�) has infinitely many successors, and IMI= A. So it
suffices to show t hat t here exist 2-\ pairwise non isomorphictrees of
A<w sat isfying t he last addit iona lproper ties.

Associate a t reeC (v) of A<w with any ordinal v < A as follows.

(a ) F irst let v = 0: in () th e roo t <> has A successors, while any
fur ther vertex has �~ �o successors.

(b) Now let v = J-l + 1: in (v) <> has �~ �o successors,and each of
them is t he root of a t ree isomorphic to C (J-l) .

(c) Finally let v be a limit ordinal: in (v < > hasa successors/'
for every J-l < v , and s/' is the root of a tree isomorphicto C (J-l) .

At this point, let us bui ld for every <;;; A a tree (5 ) of A<was
follows: < > has a successors., for every v < A and, for every t/ < A,
V is in it s turn th e root of a t ree isomorphic to v) if v E 5 and to

w<w otherwise. It is clear that jC(5) I = A for every 5 �~ A and that
different subsets 5 I: 5 ' yield non isomorphic trees (5 ) 'f!. 5')

At t his poin t one may wonder whatis sowrong in t he lastexample to exclude
any classification of models. More generally one may ask why apresent able
t heory may benon-classifiable. Recall that, if is presentable, t hen any
uncountable model A1 of has a presentation, whose "skeleton" is a t reeC
of IMI<w. Of course t his is a good feature towa rds a genera l class ificat ion of
mod els. But th e poin t is thatsome involved t ree might be non well found ed .
Let us recallwhat th is means.
Let C be any t ree (say inA<W ). One associateswith any poin t s in C a rank
r (s) (an ordinal, or 00) in t he following way. First we define r (s) �~ a for
any ordinala . We pro ceed byinduction on a :

1. r (s) �~ a if a = 0;

2. if a is limit , then r(s) �~ a meansr (s) �~ {3 for every ordinal {3 < a;

3. if a = (3 + 1, th en r(s) �~ a meanst hat, for somet E S with s = t r ;
r(t) �~ (3.

If t here is anordinal a for which r(s) a, t hen the leastordinal with t his
property is necessarily a successorao + 1, and we putr(s) = ao. Otherwise
(when r(s) �~ a for every ordinal a) we put r (s) = 00. We say that C is
well founded if r(<"> is an ordinal.
Now let usarrange t hese definitions in our setting, when is any w-stable
presentable t heory. So every uncoun table mod el ofhas a presen tat ion ,
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where th e points of th e involved t ree correspond tostrongly regular types.
Take any model M of T and anystrongly regu lar type p over M. We want
to associatewit h p a depth D p(p ) (an ordinal or 00) in a way inspired by th e
above assignmentof a rank to the pointsof a tree. First we defineDp(p) �~ a
for every ordinal a . As usual, we pro ceed byinduction on a .

Definit ion 7.6.8 1. If a = 0, then Dp(p) �~ a .

2. If a is limit, then weput Dp(p ) �~ a whenDp(p ) �~ f3 fo r eve ry ordinal
f3 < a .

3. If a = f3 + 1 is a successorf3, then weput Dp(p) �~ a exactly when,for
every x realizing p,there is somestrongly regular type q over M (x)
such thatDp(q) �~ f3 and q is orthogonal to all the types overM .

Now we ca n introduce Dp(p).

Definitio n 7.6. 9 If there is an ordinal a such that Dp(p) 'i. a , then the
leastordinal with this property is a successora o+1, and we put Dp(p) = ao .
Otherwise (whenDp(p ) �~ a for every ordinal a) we put Dp(p) = 00.

Now we definethe depth of the whole theory T Dp(T). As usua l, weagree
that 00 is greaterthan any ordin al.

Definition 7.6.10 T he depth of T Dp(T ) is the least upperboundof the
depths of the strongly regular types over models of T. T is calleddeep if
Dp(T) = 00, and shallow if Dp(T ) is an ordinal.

Actu ally t he original definition of depth requires somerearrangements du e
to a technical convenience in th eproofs. But thi s does not concernour
sketched treatment here.
At t his point it is easy to realizethat the (presentable) th eory T in 7.6.1
(and later in7.6.7.2) is deep. In fact, let M be a model of T , a E Mo, p
be the strongly regular ty pe PM(l , a) (according to the notation introduced
in 7.6.1) . We have seen t hat , for everyx 1= p , S(M(x)) contains a st rongly
regular ty pe q = PM( x)(l ,x) having depth �~ 0 and orthogonal to all t he
non- algebraic ty pes over M . Consequently Dp(p) �~ 1. But th en evenq
has depth �~ 1, and so Dp(p) �~ 2. Iterating this pro cedure, one eventu ally
gets Dp(p ) = 00. Recall t hat T is not classifiable, because it getstoo many
models in any uncountablepower. But this is a general fact, as th e following
theorem clarifies.
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Theorem 7.6.11 (Shelah )1fT is an cc-stable,presentable and deep theory ,
then I (T ,A) = 2>' fo r eve ry uncountable cardin alA. In part icular T is not
classifiable.

This is not the case for a shallowT. In fact , first one shows that Dp(T ) < Wl

(and indeed , for everyordinal et < Wl , there is som e w-stable presentable
shallow th eoryTOt having depth et). Moreover , for every uncoun tableA, one
ca n upp erly and und erly bound I (T , A) with respect toDp(T) in an effecti ve
way, implying, among oth er t hings,I (T , A) < 2>' for someA. In t his sense,
we ca n conclude

Theorem 7.6.12 Let T be an w- stable theory. Th en T is classifiable ifand
only if T is presentable and shallow.

Of course, thisstatement makessenseprovided that we agree wit h Shelah's
proposal that T is not classifiable if and only ifI (T , A) = 2>' for every un
countable Aj should wethink that a classifiabili ty proof requires to show t he
existence of an invari an tsystemof someordinal rank, we might reasonably
d oubt t hat Theorem7.6.12is t he last word about classification, and wonder
if Shelah's classification program is fully reached in t his theorem. T his is a
subtle and delicate matter, and may be discussed as long as one likes. So
here we limit ou rselves to a few commentswhich just aimat introducing a
possible debate and do not cla im to suggest any conclusion.
F irst one should undoubtedly acknowledge how formidable Shelah's work
was; in some sense t he "dept h" itself of t he newnotions and tec hniques pro
posed by Shelah wit ness its validity and aut horitat iveness. Not surp risingly,
Shelah himself celebrated its conclusion even in t he t it le of a preliminary
version of the final pa per, which juststated "W hy am I so hap py". Actually
Shelah's happiness isquite easyto und erstand and to sha re.
It should be also mentioned t hat Mellesproposed some years ago an alter
native approach to classifiability of a mor e recurs ion t heoretic flavour, so
looking for effective class ificat ioninvariants; however Melles himself proved
t hat his perspecti ve event uallyagrees wit h Shelah's point of view. It should
be alsosaid t hat Appenzeller (andothers) observed some intriguin g con
nections between t he main notions ar ising in Shelah's classification, and
some concepts coming from Stat iona ry Logic and Descrip tive Set T heory.
This is quite interesting, and provides a fur th er corroboratio n of Shelah 's
perspective.
Fi nally let us discuss what happens wit hin superstable (an d possibly non
w-stable) t heoriesT. T he main t rouble in t his enlarged framework is that
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prime models may fail. However prim emodels (and existence and uniqu e
ness properties) st ill make senseprovided we restrict our attent ion to a
suitablesubclass ofM od(T), form ed by sufficientl y sat uratedmodels(called
a-models) . This allows to define what T presentable, or T deep, or T shallow
means, and to dedu ce that, when T is not presentable, or is presentable and
deep , is not classifiable: in fact , in these cases hastoo many a-models,
and consequent ly toomany models, toget a classification.
But the point is whether a presentable shallow superstable is classifiable.
According to Shelah 's perspecti ve, this requires to upperly bound t he num
ber of models of a givenuncountable power (warn ing: we havesaid models,
and not a-models,boundingth e latter ones does not impl y apriori restrict
ing the number of t heformer ones). Again the main difficulty in handling
this sett ing is the possible lack of prim emodels, especially in t heframework
proposed in the definition of presentabletheory. And actually Shelah singled
out t he following keyproperty, called t heexistence property.

Definition 7.6.13 A superstableT is said to satisfy theexistenceprop
erty if and only if, fo r every choiceof modelsA10 , A11 , ) \.12 of T such
that

• Mo is an elem entary substructure of both M 1 and M 2 ,

• M 1 tMo M 2 ,

there is a modelM ofT pr ime and atomic over M1 U M 2 •

This is t he last dichotomy in t he superstable case , and provides t he final
dividing line betweenclass ifiab le and non-classificable theories. In fact the
following resul ts hold .

Theorem7.6.14 (Shelah )1f T is superstable but fa ils to have the existence
property, then l(T , ) = 2'\ for every uncountable cardinal

Theorem7.6.15 (Shelah) 1fT is a superstable, presentable, shallow theory
and has the existence property, then T is classifiable.

Of course, the comments following T heorem 7.6.12 arestill valid and do
concern alsoTheorem 7.6.15.

7.7 Shelah'sUniquenessTheorem

In the forthcomingsections we discharge two debts we contracted in Chapter
6: the proofs of Shelah 's Uniqueness T heorem forprime models in w-stable
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t heories and Morley's T heorem on uncountably categorical t heories. In fact
both require, in addit ion to thetechniques developed in Chapters 5 and 6,
t he more sophisticated tools introduced in t his Chapter , in particular t he
material of Section 7.5 on w-stability. First we deal wit h Shelah's Uniqueness
T heorem. vVe recall its fram ework: we are concern ed wit h an w-stable t heory
T and a small subset X of its universen. We have to show that, if o and

1 are two models of T both elementarily including X and prime over X
t hen t here is an isomorphism between o and fixing X pointwise. As
we sawin 6.4 , Ressayre's Uniqueness T heorem for const ructible setsreduces
th e wholeproblem to prove:

Theor e m 7.7.1 (Shelah) Let T be an w-stable theory, X be asmall subset
of n, A be a modelof T eleme ntarilyincluding X . If A is prime over X ,
then A isconstructible overX.

Proof. According to Morley's Existence Theorem (6.4.17) t here is some
model B of T constructible over X . Fix such a mod elB. We can freely
assume that X is a subset of B and that t he corres ponding inclusion is
elementary. As is prime overX t here is an elementary embedding of
into B fixing X pointwise. Again , wit hout loss of generality we can ass ume
t hat is an elementary substructure of B. In par t icular X �~ �~ B and
all t hese inclusions are elementary. We claim that these ass umptions

X �~ �~ B B constructible over X

(so forgetting the additional hyp othesis t hat both andB are models of
T ) are sufficient to impl y, for T w-stable, that is constructible over X as
expected.
We proceed byinduction on the power - of B - X. If - XI is
countable, then - is countable,too; furt hermore B is atomic overX
becauseB is constructible over X ; hencewe can apply Lemma6.4 .6 and
concludethat is const ructible over asclaimed.
So ass ume - XI = uncountable. Fix any const ruction (bv : < of
B over X : here A is viewed as an initi alordinal. Correspondingly webuild
a n increasing sequence of subsets C; (v < A) of B satisfying

1. B=XUUv<'\ v

and, for everyv <

2 . ICvl = Ivl + �~ �o �,

3 . is closed (in t he sense ofSection 6.4) ,
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4. for every t uplec in Cv, the type of cover A has thesameMorley rank
as its extension tp(cjA U Cv).

To form this sequence, start by putting Co = 0. Moreover, for a limit u, let
C; be t he unio n ofthe preceding sets inthe sequence.It is straightfo rward
to check that 2, 3,and 4 aresatisfied in these cases . Nowtake a successor
ordinal v + 1. If b; E Cv, then put Cv+1 = Cv. Otherwiseform Cv U {by}
and call it Cv(O). For every tuple bin Cv(O) th ere is afinite subset A(b) of
A for which

RM(tp(bjA)) = RM(tp(bjA(b))) .

Take Cv(O)U Ub'A(b) and enlarge it to a minimal closed extensionCv(1 ) in
B, in t he way we saw in Section 6.4. Apply t he sameprocedure used to
enlargeCv(O) to Cv(l), and then to Cv(n) for every natural n, so building
for every n a closed setCv(n + 1) 2 Cv(n) in B such t hat, for eachbin
Cv(n), there is a finite subset A(b) of A n Cv(n + 1) for which

RM (tp(bjA)) = RM(tp(bjA(b))).

Finally put Cv+1 = UnCv(n) . Again , a st ra ightfo rward check proves 2, 3
and 4 for Cv+!,
It is also clearthat B = X U Uv<"' Cv and hence 1 holds. Nownotice t hat,
for a given t/ < A,

5. Cv+! is constructi ble over X U Cv,

The latterclaim follows directly from 2, asIB-XI = A > �I�v�l�+�~�o�. 5 requires
somemore work . First form a (possiblytransfinite) list of the elements in
Cv+1 - (X U Cv)

(dJ1- : J-L < a)

extracting t hem from the given constructi on of B over X . Notice that, for
every /3 < a , C; U {dJ1- : J-L < /3} is closed because both C; and Cv+! are
closed. So use Lemma 6.4.9 anddeducethat thetypeof d(3 overXUCvU{ dJ1- :
J-L < /3} is isolated. Hence{d J1- : J-L < a} is a construction ofCv+1 overXU Cv,
and 5 isproved .
Owing to 5 and 6, t he induct ion hypothesis applies to

X Uc, �~ X U o,U (Cv+1 n A) �~ X U Cv+1
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and showsthat v U ( +! n is constructible over U v. For every
v < x, fix a const ruction of X U c,U ( v+! n over X U c.,and glue all
t hese constructions to build a (t ransfinite) list of t he elements of

where, for every v ( : v :S < v+d constructs v+1 n over X U v.
We claim that (*) is actually a construct ion of A over X: in oth er words, for
every tp(all / X U{ aT] : 1] < is isolated. In fact, suppose v :S < v+l
it suffices to show

In fact, the former type is isolated and consequent ly th eOpen Mapping
Theor em ensures that t he latter is isolated , too. Now, for every tuple c in
c.,

RM(tp(CjA )) = RM(tp(CjAn v))

by 4. Now we use what wesaw in Section 7.5 about independ ence in w-stable
th eories. First noti ce that t ra nsit ivity (16) implies

Then symmetry yields

As t his holds for every t uplecin (13) implies th at t he ty pe of ll over
X U ; U {aT] : 1] < do esnot fork over X U {a T] : 1] < and this is ju st
what we haveclaimed . So is const ructible over X and weare done. ..

7.8 Morley's Theorem

At last hereare to showMorley 'sTheoremon uncountabl y categorical t he
ories. Let us recall its framework: for a complete t heory T wit hout finite
mod els in a countable langu age t he theorem sayst ha t T is categorical
eit her in all uncountab le cardinals, or in none of them. In oth er words

Theor e m 7. 8 .1 (Morley) 1fT is categorical in some uncountable cardinal,
the T is categoricalin every uncoun table cardinal.
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Just to preparethe proof of Morl ey 's Theorem, let us premit a particular
caseas awarm-up .

Proposition 7.8.2 If T is stmnglyminimal, then T is categorica l in every
uncountable power .

P roof. For every mod elB of T , t he isomorphismclassof B is given by its
dimension with respect to the ad dependence relation. Wh en B is uncount
able, t his dim ension just equals th epower of B becau seB = ad(X) forces
IXI = IBI for every X �~ B . ..

So the point is: how far is a t heory Tcategorica l in some uncount able power
f-l from beingst rongly minimal? Canwe recoverinsideT a possibly "weaker"
form of "st rong" minimality making t he previous argumentwork?
Not ice that there do exist som e t heor iesT which are categorical in any
infinite cardinal but are not strongly minimal: for instance,consider t he
theory of two infinit e disjoint sets A and A' with a bijection f between
them.
Anyhow take af-l-categorical T wheref-l is a fixed uncountable cardinal. We
keep thi s assumpt ion all t hroughout t his section, unless explicit ly st ated .
First we observe:

Lemma 7.8.3 T is w-sta ble.

Proo]. The strate gy is simple. Wedeny w-st ability and consequently we
succeed in building two models of T of power f-l which cannot be isomorphic,
so contradicting the hypothesis that T is f-l -categorical. To do th is, first we
recall that, if T is not w-stable, th en there is acountable X �~ n over which
thereare unco untably many I-types. So th ere issomemodel ofT extending
X and realizing uncountablymany types,and using t he Lowen heim-Skolem
T heoremwe canget a modelB of T sat isfying theseprop ert iesand having
power f-l. Thesecondpartof t he proofuses amethoddueto Ehrenfeuchtand
Mostowski and valid for everyth eoryT andevery uncountablecardinal f-l : it
yields in t his general frameworka model C of T of power f-l realizing at most
�~�o I-typesover any count ablesubset. Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski 's method is
quite sophisticated, and its interest forour purposes inthis book is confined
to this lemma; so weomit its detailed t reat ment,and we limit ourselves to
apply it to our par ti cular set t ing. In fact, for a f-l-categorica lT, t he model
C just built in t his way cannot be isomorphic to the structure B obtained
before. ..
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Of course , Lemma7.8.3 ca nnot imply t hat T is st rongly minim al. But, as
a consequence of the w-stability of T , indeed as a consequence ofthis only
hypothesis (we do not need fl-categoricity here) , we show that t here is some
strongly minimal formula -possibly involving parameters- in T .

Lemma7.8.4 Th ere is somestrongly minimal formula cp(v ) in T.

Just to avoid any misunderstanding later , let us und erline once again that
here formul a means for mula with parameters.

Proof. Oth erwise, for every formula cp(v) for which cp(n) is infinite, one can
find a formula cp' (v) such that cp' (n) �~ cp(n )and both cp' (n) andcp(n )_cp'(n)
are infinit e. Using t his fact and start ing from CPO(v) : v = v, one defines ,
for every finite ord ered sequences of 0 and 1, aformula CPs(v) in such a way
t hat, for any s , cps(n) is infinite and cpso(n ) and cps1(n ) parti tion cps(n ).
T he parameters involved intheseformulas are as many as the sequencess ,
and so form a countable setX On t heother side, every bra ncht of t he t ree
{a, 1}wdetermines a( n incomplete) l- Lyp e Pt over X given by t he for mulas
CPtln (v) where n ranges over naturals and t in denotes t he restriction of t
to the first naturals; furthermore differen t branches yield different ty pes.
This givesat least 2No I- types overX and contradicts w-stability . •

Bu t fl-categorici ty implies even more. In fact , for a fl-categor icalT , t he
formula cp(v) ca n be chosen wit h parameters in the modelA of T prime over
o(owing to w-stability this models exists and is unique up to isomorphism ).
This result requires the following premise, which is now just a techn ical
lemma, but will play a key role later in the proof of Morley'sT heorem .

Lemma7.8.5 Let a(v, ) be a fo rmula (wi th param eters ii in n) such that
a( n , ii) is infini te, and let Bo andB l be two models of T suchthat Bo is an
elementary substruct ureof B l , o and both o and 1 elementarily
include ii. Th en a(Bo, ii) is properly included ina(B1 ii).

Proof. Suppose not. Accordingly t here are two model sBo and B1 of
elementarily including such that o is an elementary substructure of

B1, Bo B1 but a(B1, equalsa(Bo, ) (an infinite set ) . Apply the
Lowenh eim-SkolemTheorem to the theory of( 1 o) in a language ex
t ending by a l-ary relat ion symbol for o and new constan ts for t he
elements in ii, and get a countable model (B'1 , Ba) of this t heory: soBr
and Ba are still models of T elementarily including Bo is an elementary
substruct ure ofBi , Bo Bi , a(Bi , ) = a(Bo, ii), Bo,e and consequent ly
a(Bi, ) = a(Bo, ii) are countable. Hence, unless replacingBo and B1 by Bo
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and Br resp ecti vely, wecan ass ume that a(Bl if) = a (Bo, if) is countable.
Now we define for every ordinal > 0 a model v of T elementarily extend
ing Ba (and if) and even t heBp's for p < u, properly including all of them
andstilI satisfying a(Bv , if) = a(Bo, if) Notice that this is sufficient for our
purposes because, proceedi ng in this way, we event uallybuild a mod elB of
T of power f-l elementarily extending Ba bu t satisfying a(B, if) = a(Bo, if)
hence admitting a countable a( B, if); on t he other side , a simple use of
CompactnessTheorem yields another model C of T of power f-l such that,
for every t uple if in C admitt ing t he sametype as if over t he empty set,
la (C, 01= f-l Conseq uently B and C cannot be isomorphic, and this con
tradicts t he f-l -categoricity of T .
So let us build the Bv's. vVe alr eady introduced Bl . For a limit v, put
B; = Up<vBp: t his is a model of T and satisfies our condit ionsabove. So it
rem ainsto treat the caseof a successor ordinal v = p + 1 with p > O. For
simplicity we limi t ourselves top = 1, v = 2; indeed whatwe aregoing to say
in this caseapplies to any p > 0 as well, and so is generally valid . First use
ind ependence t heory, more precisely (13) an d(14), and find an isomorph ic
copy �B�~ of B l inside n, corresponding to Bl by an isomorphism fixing Ba
poin twise, andsatisfying �B�~ ../.-Bo To build �B�~ �, consider a language L*
enlarging L by a constant b* for every b E Bl , and inL * t he t heoryT * saying
that , for everybin B l ,

b* satisfies the non-forking extension of ( Ba) over Bi .

Any fini te portion To of T* has a model; in fact, let bglue all t he t upIes from
l arising in t he sentences of use(14) and obtain a t upIeb* realizing the

non-forking extension of Ba) over Bi ; recall that every subsequence of
b* has the same property. By compactness ,T* has a model. T he elements
b' embody ing t he constants b* in t his model form a st ruct ure�B�~ isomorphic
to Bl over Ba (as, for everyL a (v) and bin l F (b) if and
only if F (b' )) and independent of Bi over Ba. In particular �a �( �B �~�, if) =
a(Bo, if Let B2 be t he model of T prime over e, U �B�~ �. We claim th at
B2 is just t he model we are looking for. T he key point to check is that
a( B2 , if) = a(Bo, if) 2 is clear. On the other hand, take d Ea(B2 , if) T hen

t he typeof d over �U �B�~ is isolated by some suitable for mula �7�/�J �( �b�~�, b1, z) (in

t he free variablez) wit h par ameters�b�~ from e, and b1 fro m �B�~�. Recall that
�t �p�( �b�~�j a) is definable: for every L-formula X(v w) t here is an o-formula
dX(w) such t hat, for any bin Ba,

n F �x �( �b�~�, b) <=? n F dx(b)
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This remains true if we enlargeBa to �B�~ U {d} : for every bin �B�~ U {d} , so
also for b= ( with in �B�~ �,

n F= �X�( �b�~ �, ) {:? n F= X )

Let us see why. Oth erwisen F= �-�' �( �X �( �b�~ �, H X ) and consequently

n F= 3z( z ii) 1\ �-�'�( �x �(�b�~ �, b' z) H

in other words,

3z( (z ii) 1\ ( (v z) H z))) E �t�p�(�b�~ �/

As B, and �B�~ are independent overBa , there is someb
"

in Ba for which

n F= z( (z ii) 1\ �-�' �( �x �( �b�~ �, b
"

z) H " z)))

Then t here is somed" E B (and indeed in ( ii) ) such that

8 1 F= �-�' �( �X �( �b�~ �, b
"

) H X (b
"

))

Recall ii) = ( ii), so " E Ba. But t his cont radicts the choice ofX
over Ba. Now apply what we have just observed to theformula ( �b�~ �,

As n F= �1�/�; �( �b�~�, �b�~ �, ) it follows n F= �d �1�/�; �(�b�~ �, where is t he defining for

mula. So�8�~ F= 3 (b1 z) and we find E�B�~ such that �B�~ F= (b1 )
and hencen F= �1�/�; �( �b�~ �, b1 T his meansthat has t hesame ty pe as over
B U �B�~ �, and so = E �B�~ �; but �a �( �B �~�, ii) = ( o, ii), henced E ( o, ii) .
This accomplishesour proof. ..

Now we are in a position to show, aspromised

Lemma 7.8.6 Let A be amodel ofT prime over 0. Then there is a strongly
m inimal f orm ula ep(v) in T with parameters from A .

Proof. Proceedas in Lemma7.8.5 , but work in A instead of n. Using
w-stability, find again a formul aep(v) with parameters inA such that ep(A)
is infinite but has no par ti t ion into 2 A-definable infinite subsets. This does
not mean apriori t hat ep(v) is strongly minimal , as in general wecannot
imagine what happens if we allowparameters out of However we claim
t hat in our particular setting , for a JL-categorical ep(v) is just strongly
minimal. Let us see why. Suppose not , so, enlarging ou r perspective to
n, we can find an L-for mula1/;(v, Z) and parameters b inn suchthat both
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<p(v) 1\ 'IjJ (v, b) and <p(v) 1\ -,'IjJ (v, b) define infinite sets. Now let us restrict
our horizon to A: for every natural n, we can pick a t upleii(n) in A for
which

1<p(A) n 'IjJ (A , ii(n)l , 1<p(A) - 'IjJ (A , ii(n) I �~ n.

However , just owing t he choice of<p(v), at least one ofthesesets is fi nite,
and consequent ly equals<p(n) n 'IjJ (n, ii(n)), or <p(n) - 'IjJ (n , ii(n)) . So eit her
<p(A) n 'IjJ(A , ii(n)) is finite and equals<p(n ) - 'IjJ (n , ii(n)) for infinitely many
n, or <p (A) - 'IjJ (A , ii(n)) satisfies t hesame cond it ion. Assume for simplicity
that the form eroption holds. Unlessforgetting ii(n) for every except ionaln,
we can even ass uming that <p (A) n'IjJ (A , ii(n)) is finite of size �~ n and equals
<p(n ) - 'IjJ (n , ii(n)) for each n. Now a simple application of Compactness
Theorem , usingthese features of A , n and t he ii(n)'s, yields two models B
and C of T and a tuple ii in B such that B is an elementary substruct ure of
C, B =/: C and

<p (B) n 'IjJ (B, ii) = <p (C) n 'IjJ (C, ii)

is infinite. T his clearl y cont radicts Lemma 7.8.5. ..

But we can even assume that our strongly mini mal <p(v) is actually an
L-form ula, and needs no addit iona l parameters. Let us explain why. Esse n
t ially what we have to do is to inser t in t he language newconstants for t he
parametersii E A involved in <p (v) and t hen, in th isextended fra mewor k,
to consider T '= T h(A, ii) instead of T= Th (A ). Notice t hat t he ty pe ofii
over 0 is isolated - say by the L-formula O(w) - becauseA is atomic over0,
so tp(ii/0 ) is realized inevery model of T and indeed the models of T ' are
just t hestruct ures (B , b) whereB is a mod el ofT and bE B has t hesame
type as ii over 0; in oth er words,bsat isfiesO(W) in B. In this set t ing it is
not prohibitive to show:

Lemma 7.8.7 For every infinite cardinal A, T is A-categoricalif and only
if T ' is.

The reader may t ry to check t his as an exercise. In particular , ifT is J.L
categorical, t henT' is; and, if we succeed inproving that T ' is categorica l
in every uncountable power A, th en we can say t hesameof T . So, wit h
no loss of genera lity, we can replace T byT', in other words to assu me
t hat T is a J.L-categorical t heory with astrongly minimal L-formula <p(v)
(wit hout parameters).This resembles t he plainer framework outlined at the
beginning of this section, when T itself isstrongly minimal. So t he poin t
is: for a modelB of our t heory T, can the dim ension of<p(B) with respect
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to ad and so(at least in uncountable powers) t he cardinali ty of ( play
the samerole asthe dimension of in t hestrongly minimal case?
At t his point Lemma 7.8.5 applies once again, and ensuresthat ( o) is
properly included in ( 1) when o and 1 are mod els of T , o is an ele
ment ary substructureof B1 and Bo B1 • But now we can say much more.
In fact we have what follows.

Lemma7.8.8 For every model of T , is prim e over Moreover
1<p(B)1 =

Proof. As T is w-stabl e, t here exists a model ofT pr ime over ( )
elementa rilyembeds into via a function fixing ( ) point wise; again,

we can ass ume that B' is an elementary substructure of B. Consequent ly
' ) = ( ) n B' ; on the other side ( ' ) �~ ( ) , and so ( ' ) is equal

to ( ) Apply Lem ma 7.8.5 and deduce B = B'. Hence isprime over
( ) It rem ain s to check t hat1<p(B)1 = IBI. ::; is tri vial. On the other

hand an easyapplication of t he Lowenheim-Skolem T heor em to t he t heory
of yields a model C of T such t hat ICI = 1<p(B)1 and ( �~ G by an
elementary inclusion . As is prime over ( elementarily em beds inC.
In particular 1<p(B)1 = IGI ;::: IBI, as required . •

At last weare in a position to concludeou r way.

Proof. (Morley 's Theorem). Let Bo and B1 be two models of T having
the same uncountabl epower ).. . Owing to Lemma 7.8.8,each (i = 0, 1)
is prime over ( ) an d satisfies 1 I = )... Choosea basis X of ( )
with respect to the ad dependence relation: X hasagain power A because
1 I = ).. > �~�o�. T hen Xo and X l correspond to each other by some
elementary biject ion , which enlarges to an elementary bijection h between

( o) and ( 1) h defines in it s t urn an isomorphism between t he mode ls

o and 1 prime over ( o) and ( 1) resp ectively. •

7.9 Biinterpretability and Zilber Conjecture

We have devoted several sections to t he problem ofclassifying structures
up to isomorphism andto Shelah's analysis of this qu estion. But, needless
to say, isomorphism is not the only possible classifying equivalence rela
tion, even within structures. Anot her possiblecriterion, deeply related to
Model Theory, is interpretability. The following two examples illustratet his
alternative perspective and its underlying idea.
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Examples 7 .9.1 1. Natural numbers (viewed as non-negati ve int egers)
form a definable set in the ring (Z,+, .) of integers: as recalled in
Chapter 1, a celebrated T heorem of Lagrangesaysthat they are ex
actly t he sums offour squa res in (Z,+, .). So t he wholestruct ure
(N, +, .) is definable in (Z,+, '), because t he addit ion and multipli 
cation in N are just t herestrict ions of the corresponding operations of
Z . This is a fund amental result: infact, as (N , +, .) lives in (Z ,+, .)
as a definablestruct ure , (Z,+, .) inherits its undecidabili typhenom
ena related to God el IncompletenessTheorems, and inthis sense is a
"wild" st ructure.

2. In t he same way (N, +, .) lives in the rational field (Q, +, .) as a
definable structure. This is a deep theorem ofJulia Robinson. So
even the rational field inherits th e complexity of(N, +, .) and its
undecidability.

So, genera lly speaking, when we meet a st ruct ureA in a language L and we
realize that A defines, or also interprets anoth er structure A' (possibly of a
different language L'), t hen we can reasonably agree that A inherits th e full
complexity ofA' , and consequent ly isat least as difficult to dominate asA'
is. Of course t his ca n be extended to classesof struct ures. In t his enlarged
framework , we com pare twoclassesof struct ures,K in a language L andK'
in a languageL' respecti vely. For simplicity, we can agree that both K and
K' are elementary. We ass ume t hat there are suitable L-formulas defining,
or also interpreting, in any structure A E K a struct ure A' E K' and that,
conversely, everyA' E K' ca n be recovered by someA E K in this way;
we assume alsothat these formul as do not depend on t he choice ofA in
K . Then we say that K interprets K' and in this case we can agreethat K
inherits the complexity ofK' . Here are somefurther examples illustrating
this point.

Examples 7.9.2 1. Recall that a graph is a st ruct ure(G , R) where R
is a symmet ric irreflexivebinary relation, usually ca lled adjacency .
T he (elementary) class of graphs interprets any class ofstructures,
and soinherits in t his way the full complexity of math emat ics.The
proof of thi s fact requirespatience rath er t ha n ingenuousness. To
avoid toomany tedious details , let us illustrate its idea in a par t icular
case, and see how graphs interpret arbitrar y binary relation s. Sotake
any structure (A, R) where R is a binary relation on A , and form
a graph (A', R' ) as follows. Let A' include A. Moreover, for every
a E A, add two new vertices ao and al in A', both adjacent to a (so
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(a, ao), (a, ad E ). Finally, for every pair e = (a, b) E add
in A' two new ver ticeseo,el sat isfying (a, eo), (eo,el ), (el , b) E R',
t hree more ver tices adjacent to eo,and four more vertices adj acent to
el . For instance, here is a picture of ) when = {a , b c} and
R = { (a b)} .

bo
A

Co

It is an easy exercise to realizethat any ( can bedefinably re
covered inside t he cor responding ) in a way independent of t he
particular choice of( ). In fact, is ju st t heset of t he ver tices
in A' having eit her 2 adjacent nod es, or 3 adjacent nodessuch that 2
of t hem have no fur th er adjacent nod e, whileR is t he set of t he pairs
(a, b) E R such that there areeo, el E A' for which (a, eo), (eo,el)
(el, b) E eo has t hree adjacent nodes in addit ion toa and el has
four adj acent nodes besideseoand b.

2. T he same can be said of t he class ofgroups, and even ofthe class of
nilpoten t groups of class 2 (a compa rat ively slight generalizat ion of
abeliangroups) . This is a beautiful result of A. Mekler , showingthat
nilpotent groups of class 2 intepret graphs and so, throughthem, any
class ofstructures. The proof usesbrilliantly some non-trivial notions
and tools from groupth eory. T heconclusion is clear: groups,andeven
nilpotent groupsof class 2,are a class asbad as possible,and inherits
the full complexity of mathematics.

3. We said in 7.1that , for a given (countable) fieldK, K(x ,y)-modules (i.
e. K-vectorspaces with two distinguishedendomorphismsx and y) are
an intractable class: no classification can be expected, even for finit e
dimension alobjects , otherwisethe word problem for groups would be
solvable. Of course, every class interpretin g K(x , y)-modules is at least
as complicated as t hey are, and hence definiti vely a bad class. Several
notabl e classes ofmodules share t his negative feature. For instance,
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t his is the case ofK[x, y]-modules (wit h two commuting unknowns x
and y), or Z[x]-modules, and so on.The book ofPrest quoted in t he
referencesat the end of the chapter includes a discussion of t his point
and a great deal of notewort hyexamples.

So a possible way of classifyingstructures, or even classes ofstructures, is up
to mutual interpretabili ty (biinterpretability) . Accordingly, one could t ry to
characterize struct ures by lookingat what is definable, or also interpretable,
in them: gro ups, fields, and so on.
Incident ally notice that a relevant emphas is on the role of definability al
ready arises within Shelah 's classification analysis (for instance, t hink of th e
ord er property, lookin g at t he ordersdefinable in a givenstruct ure). How
ever the st udy of mutual int erpretabilityin mathematics did precede Mod el
Theory, or ,at least, mod ern Model Theory. For example, let us mention
t he celebrated Malcev correspondence between groups and rings, essent ially
showing that t he class of uni tary rings is biinterpret able with a suitable class
of nilpotent groups of class 2, and confirming inthis way how complicated
t hese groups are.
But who mainly developed the biinterpretability program in Model T heory
was Boris Zilber. Zilber 's original project concerned t he class ification of
uncou ntablycategorical t heories (t hose where Morley 's Theorem applies)
by looking at which gro ups, or fields , an d so on , are definable in t hem.
As already observed, uncoun tablycategorica l t heories includethe strongly
minim al ones, and t he lat ter t heories are t he simplest possible (if we excludes
finite structures) . Accordingly t heir exam is a reasonable firststep towards a
genera l approach. So t he question is: what strongly minimal structures look
like? Can we reason ably classify t hem by lookin g at what t hey interpret?
Let us outline Zilber an alysis in thestrongly minim al setting. Recall that
a st ruct ureA is said to best rongly minimal if it s complete theory is: so,
for every B elementarily equivalent toA , the only definable subsets ofB
are t hose finite or cofinite . Weintroduced in Cha pte r 5 several examples of
strongly minim al struct ures . To summarizethem , let us work inside a fixed
algebraically closed fi eld A.

Examples7.9.3 1. Firstly view A as astruct ure in the language0, so
as a mere infinite set . In t his case , t he t heory ofA equals that of
infinite sets, and isstrongly minimal. T he st ruct ure ofA is very poor ,
and no (infinite) gro up is definable here. Moreover

• for every subsetX of A, acl (X ) = X ,
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• for every positive integer n , the definable subsets ofAn are the
finit e Boolean combinations of

with i , j = 1, .. . , n, bE

2. Let Aabe t he pr imesubfield of A, and look at A as avectorspaceover
Aa in the appropriatelanguage. Now t hecompletetheory of A is t hat
of infinite vectorspacesover Aa, and is again strongly minimal. But
t his time

• for everysubsetX of A , acl(X) is the subspaceof A spanned by

• for every positive integer n, the definable subsetsof An are the
fini te Booleancombinat ions ofcosetsof pp-definable subgroups of

and for > 1 their class islarger t han in Example 1. Notice
that an infinite group is trivially definable in but no field can
be interpreted insideA .

3. At last , view just as analgebraically closed field. If is itscharacter
istic, then the complete theory of is and is strongly minimal.
Moreover

• for every subsetX of A, acl(X) is the algebraic closure ofA in
the field theoreticsense,

• for every positive integer n, t he definable subsetsof An are the
construct ible ones , inother wordst hefinite Booleancombinations
of algebraicvarieties of A n.

Now take any strongly minimal st ruct ureA.

Definit ion 7.9 .4 A is calledtrivial if, for everyX �~ A,

acl (X) = UxEXacl(X).

Every (pu re) infinite set is trivial. But, of course, vectorspaces and alge
braically closed fields arenot. Moreover no trivi al st rongly minimal struc
ture can interpretan infinite group.

Definition 7.9.5 A is called locally modular if, for eve ry choice of X ,
Y �~ A suc hthat X nY acl

(*) dim (X UY) + dim (X nY) = dimX+ dim Y.
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Every t rivial structure A is locally modular (in fact, for every X and Y ,
acl (X U Y ) = acl(X) U acl(Y), so a basis ofX U Y can be form ed bytaking
a basis aX n Y , extending it to a basis ofX and a basis of Y ,and gluin g
these basestogether). But also vectorspaces aremodular: in fact, in t his
case ,(*) is just t heGrassmanformula (and does not need the assumpt ion
X n Y :f: acl (0)) .
On the cont rary, no algebraically closed field A (of t ra nscendencedegree
2': 4) is locally modular. In fact, chooseao, aI , a2, a3E A algebraically
independent over the prim e subfieldAa , and form th e extensions

Then dim X = dim Y = 3 but dim(X n Y) = dim Ao(aa) = 1, whence
X nY :f: acl(0) , and dim(X U Y) = dim(Aa(ao, aI , a2, a3)) = 4. So (*)
fails.
What is t he significance of localmodularity? Basically a locallymodular A
eit her is triv ial or can define an infinitegroup. Furthermore one observes
th at any group9 definable in a locallymodular A is abelian-by-finite (in
other words , it has a normal abelian subgroup of finite index);and every
subsetof any cartesian powerendefinable inA is a finite Boolean combi
nation of cosetsof definable subgroups ofen. Accordingly, no infinite field
is definable inA.
In t his setting Zilber raised in 1984 t he followingproblem , generally called
Zilber Trichotomy Conjecture.

Conjecture7.9.6 (Zilber) Let A be a st rongly minimal non locally modular
struct ure. ThenA interprets an infini te field K . Furthermore, for every
posit ive integer n , the subsetsof K " definable in A are ju st thos e definable
in K (and hence coin cide with theconstruciible ones).

Recall that, owing to Macintyre's Theorem, anyinfinit e field interpretable
in an w-stablestruct ure must be algebraically closed. Hencethe importance
of this conjecture is clear: according to it any st rongly minim al st ruct ureA
eit her is t rivial, and so looks like aninfinite set (as in Exa mple7.9.3.1), or is
locally modular and not t rivial, and t hen resembles amodule (as in Exam
ple 7.9.3.2), or looks like an algebraically closed field , because it interpret s
such a field (Example 7.9.3.3). Hence the conjecture would provide a qui te
sat isfactory classification of strongly minim alstruct ures (and t heories) up to
biinterpretabili ty. But in 1993 Hrushovski showed t ha t Zilber 'sConjecture
is false.
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Theorem 7.9.7 (Hrushovski) There do exist stronglyminimal structures
A which arenot trivial but cannot int erpret any infinite group.

Clearly such astructure A is not locally modularand doesnot interpretany
infinite field.
HoweverZilber Conjecture (moreprecisely, a suitable restatement) does hold
in certain topological structures deeply related to st ronglyminimal models:
the so called Zariski geometries . To introduce them, let us come back to
Example 7.9.3.3 , sodealing with algebraically closed fieldsA.
We know that, for every positive integern, the algebraicvarieties of An are
preservedund er finite union and arbitrary intersection, and form the closed
setsin the Zariski topologyon A n. Thesetopologies are Noeth erian: none of
them admits any infinite strictly decreasingsequence of closedsets. More
over they sat isfy th e following properties(m and n denotebelow positive
integers) .

(Zl ) Let f = Ut, ... , f m) be afunction from An in Am. Assumethat each
componentf i (1 �~ i �~ m) as afunction from An in A , either projects
An onto A or is constant. Then f is continuous.

(Z2 ) Every set EA : ; = with 1 �~ i , j �~ n is closed.

(Z3) The projection of a closed set ofAn+! onto An is a constructibleset
in An.

(Z4) as a closedset, is irreducible.

(Z5) Let X be a closed irreducible subset ofAn. For every ii E An-I , let
X denote th eset of the elementsb E such that b) EX. T hen
there is anatural such that, for every ii E An-I, either X ( )I �~

or = In particular, when n = 1, every closed proper subset
of must be finite.

(Z6) Let X be a closed irreduciblesubset ofAn, ddenote the (topological)
dimensionof X. Then, for every i , j among 1, . . . ,n, X n E An :

= j} has dimension 2 d - 1.

(Zl) - (Z6) restatein a topological style some propertieswhich are well
known, or easy to check.For instance (Z5) followsdirectly from somesimple
algebraic facts and the st rongminimality of by a compactnessargument:
the reader may checkthis in detail as anexercise.
Now it is easy to realizethat even infinit e sets and vectorspaces over a
countable field satisfy (Zl) - (Z6) provided one takesas closedsubsets the
finite Boolean com binationsof t he following sets:
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• the sets of the tuples admit t ing a fixed coordinatein a given place,
or equalcoordinates in two different places, whendealing with pure
infinite sets;

• the cosets ofpp-definable subgroups when dealing with vectorspaces.

It is easy tocontrol t hat in both cases t hesesets areactually t he closed sets
in a su itabletopology.

D efinition 7.9.8 A Zariski structure (or geometry) is a collection(A,
{Tn : n positive integer}) where A is anon-emptyse t, for every n Tn is a
Noetherian topology on Anand (Zl) - (Z6) hold.

Hencetheexamples 7.9 .3produce Zariski structures. Conversely, let (A, {Tn :

n positive integer}) be any Zariskistructure. Assum e that A is the domain
of some st ruct ureA (in a language L) suchthat,for every positive integern ,
the subsets ofAn definable inA arej ust the finite Boolean combinat ions of
closedsetsin T'; (andso coincidewith th e construct ible sets inTn ) . Then it
is easy to checkthat A is st ronglyminimal; moreover t he possibletriviali ty,
or local modularity of A does not depend onL , or on t he L-structure of
A , but only reliesupon th e characterizat ion of th e definable sets ofA and
so, afte r all,upon (Zl ) - (Z6) . More notably, in the restricted framework
of Zariski struct ures, the ZilberTrichotomy Conjecture is t rue, as shown by
Hrushoski and Zilber himself.

T heorem 7.9.9 (Hrushovski-Zilber) Let (A, {Tn : n posit ive integer}) be
a Zarisk i structure, A be a strongly minimal st ructure with domain A such
that, for every posit ive in teger n , the subsetsof An definable in A are ju st
the cons iructible sets in Tn . If A is not locally modular, then A interprets an
algebraically closed fieldJ( , and J( is unique up to definable isomorphism.
Moreover, for every positi ve integer n , the subsetsof K " definable in A
coinc ide with the ones definable in J(.

7.10 Two algebraic examples

Let us summarize briefly some ofthe main notions introduced in t hischapter
by examining two relevant classes of algebraic structures, and their first
order th eories: differentially closed fields ofcharacteristic 0, and existent ially
closed fields with an automorphism(again in characteristic 0). Both these
examples play animportant role in the mod el t heoretic solution of some
notable questions of Algebraic Geom et ry: we will describe these problems
and t heir solut ion in t he next chapter.
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1. DC Fa. First let us deal wit h differentially closed fields of characteris
t ic O. Let us recall onceagain t hat their t heoryDC Fo is complete and
quantifier elimina ble in its natural language L, containing the sym
bols +, " - , 0, 1, D and nothing more. So definablesetsare easy to
classify: as we saw in Chapter 3, t hey include t he zerosetsof (finite)
systems of differential polynomials - in oth er words, t he closedsetsin
t he Kolchin topology - as well as t heir finite Boolean combinat ions 
t he construct ible setsin t his topology -, bu t nothing else. As a ty pica l
Kolchin closedset in a different ially closed field(K, D) let us mention
t he field of constan tsC (K ) = {a E K : Da = O}. T his is an alge
braically closed field - just asK -, and is strongly minim al even inL;
in fact, D is identically 0 on C (K ) and so adds no further definable
objects to th e field st ruct ure onC (K ).

DCFa eliminates the imaginaries, too. Moreove rDCFa is w-st able
with Morley rankw, so independencemakes sense inDC Fa , andindeed
it is ruled by Morley rank: for ii , A and B as in Section 7.2,

s+A B {:::=;> R M (tp (il/ B )) = R M (tp(il/ A )).

Of course t his raises t he question of characterizing algebraically Mor
ley ra nk within differentially closed fields of characterist ic O. But there
are also oth er ways of describingforking an d inde pendencein DCFa,
having a pret ty algeb ra icfl avour. For instan ce, one can preliminar
ily observe that, for every small A , acl(A) - in t he model t heoret ic
sense - is just t he (field t heoretic) algebra ic closure of t he differen
t ial subfield generated by A Q(Dia : a E A , i EN); at t his point ,
one can realize that, for ii, A and B as usual ,ii +A B just means
t hat acl(AUil) and acl(B) are (algebraically) independ ent overacl(A).
Amongotherthings,this characterization sugges ts analternative rank
notion, specifically concerning th e differential framework: this is called
differential degreeor D-degreeand denoted D-dg: for H a differential
field and ii a tuple of elements in n, D-dg(il/H) is th e t ranscende nce
degre ofthe differential fi eld generated by H U ii over H . So, for ii, A
an d B as before, andA and B differential subfi elds for simplicity,

il +AB {:::=;> D-dg(il/B) = D-dg(il/ A ).

However we have to be ca reful here: t he last equivalence does notmean
that R M and D-dg coincide . Their relationship, an algebra ic cha r
acterization of R M in DC Fa and t he connection among differential
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degree, Morley rank and other possib le ranks in D C Fo are described
in the references ment ioned atthe end of th e chapte r.

Now let us dealwith biinterpretability, in particular let us consider
st rongly minimal setsin differentially closed fieldsIC of characteristic
O. They include the constant subfieldC (IC ) (which also has different ial
degree1, as it is easy to check). C (IC ) is not locally modular, in
fact the argume nt proposed in t he last sect ion for algebra ically closed
fields applies to C (IC ) as well. But what is most remarkable in this
sett ing is a theoremof Hru shovski and Sokolovic sayi ngthat Zilber
Trichotomy Conjecture holds within strongly minimal setsin DCFo.
In fact all t hesesetsareZariski structures, and so obeythe Hrushovski
Zilber Th eorem . We can say evenmore: any strongly minimal set S
which isnot locally modular, andhenceinterprets aninfinite field, does
interpret t he field of constants C(IC) up to a definable isomorphism .
We will provide more details about these mat te rs in Section 8.7 .

2. ACF A. Now we dealwith existe nt ially closed fields with an automor
phism . For simplicity, we still work in characterist ic o. Let AD F Aode
note the corresponding theory in the natural language
L = {+ , ., - , 0, 1, O" } where 0" is the symbol representingthe au
tomorphism . Recall that, t his ti me, fixing t he characteristic is not
sufficient to ensure completeness: in order to characterize a model
of ACFAo up to elementaryequivalence, one has also todescribe
the act ion of t he automorphism on th eprime subfield Q. Moreover
ACF Ao does not eliminate the quan tifiers inL, alt hough it is obvi
ously modelcomplete (as a modelcompanion). Accordingly definable
sets exhibit somemore complications than in the differential case. In
fact, t hey include the zero setsof (finite) systems of difference polyno
mials , as well astheir finite Booleancombinat ions;the former are the
closed sets, and t he lat ter t heconstructibleones in asuitabletopology.
But now, as quan tifier eliminat ion fails, we haveto consider alsothe
projections of const ruct ible sets - andnothing else, owing to model
completeness - to capt urethe whole class of definable sets. An exam
ple of a closedset in a model (IC , 0") of AC F Ao is its fixed subfield
Fix (O" ) = {a E I< : er(a) = a}. This is not algebraically closed (in
particular it is not st rongly minimal); but one can see t hat it is a
pseudofinite field , so aninfinite model of the theory of finite fields.

ACF Ao eliminatesthe imaginaries. T histime no existentially closed
field (IC, 0") with an au tomorphism is w-st able , or even st able. How-
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ever ( ) is simple (as well as its fixed subfield, and any pseudofinite
field) . So independ encemakes sense inACFAa, and comes directly
from forkin g, but cannot be ruled by Morley ran k. Any how an explicit
algebraic characterization ca n be don e as follows. We work for sim
plicity in a big saturated model ( ) of ACF Aa. First one observes
that, for every small A, acl(A) coincides wit h the algebra ic closure 
in t he field t heoret ic sense - of t he difference subfield generated by A

Q (a i (a ) : a E A, i E Z)

(here we use t he characterist ic 0 assump t ion; prim e characterist ics
cause somemajor trouble). At thi s point one shows that, for ii,
and B as usual , just meansthat acl(A U il) and acl(B) are
(algebraically) independent over acl This yields an appropriate
notion of rank, of a pret ty algebraic flavour, called difference degree
or a -degreeand deno tedo-dq: for H a differencefi eld and a t uple of
elements inn, a-dg(il/ H ) is t he t ra nscendence degree of t he difference
fi eld generated by U ii over When finite, t he difference degree
can reason ably replace Morley rank and provides a good notion of
dimension in t his unstable setting; on t he oth er side , whena-dg(il/ H )
is infinite, t hen clearly the ( 's (when i ra nges over integers)are
algeb raically independent over So, for and as before, and
A and B difference subfields for simp licity,

B {:::::::? a - dg(il/B ) = a - dg (il/ A )

at least when t he lat ter degreesare finite. Wh enX is any definableset
in f{ n , the difference degree ofX over H - dg(X/H) is the maximal
difference degree of a t uple in X over H . In particul ar the fixed
subfield ofK gets difference degree1. In this sense,Fi x (a) is a "mini
mal" definableinfinit e set of Notably, an adapted version of Zilber
Trichotomy Conj ecture holds forthese "minimal" setsin ACFAa, and
even ensures in part icular t hat, very roughly speaking, Fix (a) is t he
only non "locally modular" exam ple among thesestructures.

7.11 References

T he classification issue from t he point of view of Descripti ve Set T heory
is treated in [68]; t he par ticular and int riguin g case oftorsionfree abelian
groups of finite rank is dealt wit h in [163].Finite dim ensional vectorspaces
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wit h two distinguished endomorphismsover a fixed field, andthe wildness
of t heir classification problem are describedin [136] or, morespecifically, in
[137].
The main referenceson Shelah's classificat ion theory are just t he Shelah
book [149] andits revised and updated version [151].Most of t he topics of
this chapterare treatedthere in detail. Anothergood and perhapsmore ac
cessible source on classification andstability t heory is [8]. See alsoMakkai's
paper [101]. Vaught's Conjecture is proposedin [174], and its solution in
the w-stable framework can be found in [152].Lascar's paper [84] provides
an enjoyablediscussion of t hismatter.
The (uncountable) spectrum problem for complete countable first order the
or ies is fully solved in [53].
Simple theor ies wereintroducedin [149], but it was Kim who showed, to
getherwith Pillay, their relevancewithin the classification program: see[71]
and [73]. Kim again observedthe key role of symmetry, transitivity and
local character[72]. Wagner's book [175] provides ageneral and exhaustive
report onthis theme.
As already said, stability, superstability andthe further dichotomiesarising
in t he classificationprogramare treatedin Shelahbooks[149, 151], in [8] or
also in [101]. [85] provides a nice andterseintroduction to stability, using
and emphasizing t henotion of heir and coheir. [83]pursuest his approach
and deals inparticular wit h Rudin-Keisler order and strongregularity.
The effectivenessaspectsof Shelah 'sclassification program is discussed in
[114], while [2] examinesits connect ions withStationary Logic.
Turning our attentionto t healgebraicexamples, let us mention [136] or also
[56] for modules, and [19] forpseudofinitefields . [110] treatsdifferentially
closed andseparablyclosed fields, andincludesa wide bibliographical list on
them. [62] and [155]provide ot her keyreferenceson DCFo; see also [134].
Existentially closed fields wit h anautomorphism are just t he subject of [20].
An explicit example of such a field can be found in [58] and [88]; see also
[95].
Shelah'suniquenesstheoremis in [148], Morley's theoremin [117]. Another
proofof Morley 's Theoremis given in [9]; see also Sack's book [146], or [57].
T he Ehrenfeucht - Mostowski models quoted in Sect ion 7.8 are int roduced
in [38].
Finally, let us deal with biinterpretability. Malcev 's correspondence is in
[102] while Mekler's th eorem onnilpotent groupsof class 2 is in [113]. Zil
ber 's programis developed in [182],where Zilber's Conjecture is also pro
posed.Thenegative solution of this conjectureis in [59], and theHrushovski
Zilber theoremon Zar iskistructuresin [64].



Chapter 8

Model Theory and Algebraic
Geometry

8 .1 Int roduction

We have often emphasized in t he past chapters t he deep relationship between
Model Theory and Algebraic Geometry : we have seen, and we are going to
see also in this chapter t hat severa l relevant notions arising in Algebraic Ge
ometry (like variet ies, morphisms, manifolds, algebraic groups over a field
K ) are definableobjects and are consequent ly concerned wit h t he model t he
oretic machinery developed in t he previous pages. For instance, whenK is
algebraicall y closed , t hey are w-stable st ruct ures.T his connection ca n yield,
and is actually yielding, significant frui ts in both Model T heoryand Alge
braic Geometry. On th e one hand, several techniques andideasoriginated
and employed within the specificsett ing of Algebraic Geomet ry can inspire
a more abstractmodel th eoretic treatment , applying to arbit rary classes of
st ruct ures. Inthis sense AlgebraicGeometryover algebra ically closed fields
can suggest newdirections in th estudy of w-stability: we will describe this
connection in many sect ions of thischapter. However aparallel analysis
can be developed inside other relevant areas, like differentia lly closed fi elds
(and Differential Algebraic Geometry) , or existe nt ially closed fieldswith an
automorphism,and so on .
On t he oth erhand, it is right to observethat t he benefits of t hisrelationship
regard not only Model Theory, but also,and relevant ly, AlgebraicGeome
t ry. In particular, we will propose someprominent problems in Algebra ic
Geometry, whosesolution do es profit byModel Theory and its techniques.
This will be the aim of the finalsection of this cha pte r.

291
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8.2 Algebraic varieties, ideals, types

Let be a field , be apositive integer. We alreadyintroduced in th e
past chapters the (algebraic) varieties of K" : They are the zerosets of finite
systemsof polynomials of (wherexabbreviates, as usual, (Xl , .. . , ))
and so are definable in Moreover they form the closedsetsin the Zari ski
topology of K"; accordingly eventhe Zariski open or const ructible sets are
definable in
But the varieties ofK" are also closelyrelatedto the ideals of In fact
one can define a function I from varieties to ideals mappingany variety V
of K" into the idealI(V) of t he polynomials in suchthat = 0
for every in V . Checkingthat I(V) is indeed an ideal is straight forward;
I(V) is even a radical ideal , in other words it coincides with its radical
rad I (V ): if E [([X] and, for some positive integer k, E I( V) ,
t hen already occurs in I (V). In particular I is not onto.
But there is also another function V in the other direction, from ideals to
varieties, mapping any ideal 1 of (in part icular any radical ideal)into
t he setV(I) of t hose elementsaE K" annihilating all the polynomials of

V(1) = E : = 0 v El}.

Due to t he Hilbert Basis Theorem, is finit ely generated, and so V(I) is a
variety. Indeed ,any variety V can be ob tained in this way by definition; in
oth er wordsV is onto. Not ice also t ha tV(I) = V(rad I) for every ideal
The definition of I and V tri vially implies t ha t, for every ideal of
I(V(1)) "2 I. As I(V(I)) is a radical ideal, I(V(I)) "2 rad T, Hilbert 's
Nullstellensatz (see Chapter 3) ensuresthat, when is an algebraically
closed field, equality holds: for every ideal of

I(V(1)) = rad I ,

It is easyto deducethat , if is algebraically closed , t henI andV determine
two bijections, the one inverse of theother, between varieties of K" and
radical ideals of We will st ill denote theserestricted bijections by I ,
V respectively. Notice t hat both reverseinclusion: for instance ifV W are
two varieties of K" , then

I(V) "2 I(W) �~ V �~ W.

We assume from now onthat is an algebraically closed field. By the way
recall that, under t his condit ion, what is definable in is w-stable of finite
Morley rank, because is st rongly minimal.
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Let us restrict our attentionfrom radical ideals ofK[X] t o primeideals (t hose
ideals I in K[X] such that, if a productof two polynomials of K[XJ lies in I ,
th en at least one factor polynomial is in I as well) . Parallely we consider,
among varieties of K" , the irreducible ones, so t he non-empty varieties V
t hat cannot decompose as aunion of two proper subvariet ies . It iseasy
to checkthat the previous bijections I and V between vari eties ofK" and
radical ideals of K[X] link irreducible varietiesof K" and prime idealsof
K[XJ: for every variety V of K"; V is irreducible if and only if I(V) is prime.
Notice alsothat I(0) = K[XJ .
A closer relationship links irreducible varieties and prime ideals. For in
stance, it isknown that every non-emptyvariety V of " can be expressed
as afinite irredundantunion of irreduciblevarieties,and that this decompo
sit ion is uniqueup to permutingthe involved irreducible varieties(which are
consequently called the irreducible componentsof V) ; th e irredundancy of
the decomposit ion just meansthat no irreducible componentof V is included
in the union of the other components.
Specularly, every proper radi cal idealI of K[XJ can be expressed as a finite
intersection of prime ideals minimal with respect to inclusion ; even t his
representation is unique up to permuting the involved minim alprime ideals.
One can also realize th at , und er this point of view, for every non-empty
vari ety V in " t he irredu cible components of V correspond to theminimal
prime ideals occurring in th e decomposit ion of I (V ).
So far we have summarized -some very famili ar topics of basicAlgebraic
Geometry. Now let Model Theory intervene. As wesaw in Section 5.3,
prime ideals of K[XJ - and hence,through t hem, irreducible variet ies of
K" - directly and naturally correspond to n-types over I< . In fact , for an
algebraically closed field th ere are two bijections i and p , one inverse of
the other, betweenn-types over I< and prime ideals ofK[XJ. Basically, for
every n-type p over I<,

i(p) is the ideal of the polynomials E I<[XJ such that the formula
= 0 is in p,

and, conversely, forevery prime ideal I of K[XJ ,

{J(11) = 0 : EI} U = 0) : g( ) E I<[ XJ - I}

enlarges to aunique n-typep(I) over I<. Accordingly, for every irred ucible
variety V of " and polynomial ( E I<[

(ii) = 0, Vii E V {::} ( E I(V) {::} " = 0" E (I (V)
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p(I(V)) is called a generic typeof the variety V . More generally a generic
type of an arbit ra ry non-empty variety V of K" is a generictype of an
irr educible component of V T his model theoretic notion of generic type
just corresponds to the idea of a generic poin t of an irreducible variety V
int roduced in Algebraic Geometry: the latter is a point just annihilat ing t he
polynomialsin I(V) and nothing more, andsocanbe equivalent lydefinedas
a realization of the generic type p(I(V)). It can be obtainedas follows. As
V is irreducible, I( V) is prime an d consequent ly t hequotient ring /C[X] /I(V)
is an integral domain; /C[X]/I( V) containsa subring {k + I(V) : k E I<}
isomorphic to /C and a t uple x+ I( V) ann ihilat ing just the polynomials
of I(V) ; so t he field of fractions /C(V) of /C[X]/I(V) extends /C - up to
isomorphism - andincludes agenericpoint a(V) = x+ I(V) of V .
To concludethis section let us observe what follows.

Proposition 8.2.1 Let n be a posit ive integer,/C be an algebraically closed
fie ld, V be an irreducible variety of 0 be a Zariski open set of K"
satisf ying V nO ::j:. 0. Then the generic type pof V contains the formula
v EO".

Proof. In fact V - 0 is a variety properly included in V ; consequently
I( V - 0) =:> I(V). If p does not con tain v E 0 " , then p has to include

E V - 0 " , and hen ce everyformula (v) = 0" when ) ranges over
-0) ; accordingly, for some polynomial (j. (v) = 0" belo ngs

to p: a contradiction. .,.

8.3 Dimension and Morley rank

We main t ain throughou t t his section our assumption t hat /C is an alge
br aically closed field . Let V be an irreducible variety of K" : Alg ebraic
Geometryequ ips V with a dimension in the followig way. As wesaw in
the last section, there is a minimal field /C (V) extending /C by a realiza
tion a(V) of the generictype of V , in other words by agenericpoint of V .
The dimensionof V (dim(V)) is just t hetranscendence degree of/CCV)over
/C. T his makessensefor an irreducible V bu t can be eas ilyextendedto
any non-empty variety V of K", In this enlarged setting the dimension of
V (dim(V)) is t he maximal dimension of an irreducible componentof V.
F inally, t he dimension of a constructible non-empty set X dim(X) is the
dime nsion of t he closure of X in t he Zariski topology (a non-empty variety) .
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On the other side every variety V of K" (irreducible or not) and, more
generally,everyconstructiblesetX �~ K " is definable in K; K is algebraically
closed, hence w-stable; accordingly V and X have th eir Morley rank. We
want to comparethe dimension and the Morley rank of V , or X , and to
showthat they coincide. We start by examiningan irreducible variety V.

Lemma8.3.1 Let V be an irreducible variety of K" , p be its generic type.
Thendim(V) = RM(p).

Proof. p is realized bya(V) in K (V) . So the MorIey rank of p equals
the transcendencedegree of K(V) over K (seeSection 6.1), and hence the
dimension ofV. •

Lemma8.3.2 Let V , W be twoirreducible varieties ofx», p, q denote
their generic types. If VC W , thenRM(p) > RM(q).

Proof. V C W impl ies I(W) "2 I (V) and hence

(*) for every f(x) E K[X] , if f (a(V)) = 0, t hen f(a(W)) = 0 as well.

In particular t he transcendence degree ofK(V) over K is not smaller t ha n
that of K(W ) over K , and soRM(p) 2: RM(q). Now assumeRM(p) =
RM(q), t hen K (V) , K(W) have the same transcendence degree overK.
Recall t hat K (V) = K(a(V )), and similarly for W . (*) implies that , if
i }, .. . , i m �~ n and ail (W ), , aim(W) form a t ranscendence basis of
K(W) over K, t hen ail (V), , aim(V) are algebraically independent over
K and so form atranscendence basis ofK(V) over K. Accordingly one
can define an isomorphism ofKw = K (ail (W ), .. . , aim(W)) onto Kv =
K(ail (V) , . .. , aim(V )) fixing K pointwise and mapping ai(W) into ai(V)
for every i = i}, .. . , i m . This isomo rphism can be enlargedin t he usual way
to an isomorphism betweenKw [x] and Kv [X]. By using (*) once again,one
sees that, for every j = 1, ... , n with j =I- i} , ... , i m , the minimum poly
nom ial of aj(W) over Kw must correspond to the minimum polynomial of
aj(V) over Kv in this isomorphism. Accord ingly weobtain an isomorphism
of K (W) onto K (V) fixing tc pointwise and mapping a j (W) into a j (V) for
every j = 1, . . . , n. But a(V) realizesp and a(W) realizesq, whencep = q
and, in conclusion , V = W. •

Now we can show that dimension andMorley rankcoincide for anirreducible
variety V.
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Theor e m 8.3.3 Let V be an irreducible varie tyof K", Then RM(V )
dim(V ), GM(V) = 1.

Proof. Let p be the generic ty pe ofV . p is the only n-type over /C
containing the formula "5 E V " th at definesV, and satisfying V(i(p))
V. If q is another n-type over /C cont aining "5 E V" , t hen i(q) :J i (p),
whenceV (i (q)) C V (i (p)) = V. By Lemma8.3.2, RM(q) < R M (p). T hen
R M (V ) = R M (p) and GM(V) = 1. By Lem ma 8.3.1,R M (V )= R M (p)
dim(V ). •

C or ollary 8.3.4 Let V be an irreducible varie tyof K" (with the relat ive
topology of the Zariski topology). If 0 is a non-emptyopen setof V , then
RM(O ) = RM(V). IfW C V is a closed setofV, then RM(W) < R M (V).

Proof. T he forme r claim follows fromProposition 8.2.1 and t he fact that,
if p is t he generic point ofV , t hen R M (p) = R M (V ). At t his point the
lat ter claim is a consequence of t he fact that V has Morley degree1. ...

Corollary 8.3.5 Le t V be a non-empty variety of K", Th en R M (V)
dim(V), furthermore G M (V ) equals thenumber of the irreducible compo
nentsof V having the samedimension asV.

Proof. V is t he (finite) union of itsirreducible components. Then t he
Morley rank ofV coincides wit h t hemaximal ra nk of its com ponents. So by
T heorem 8.3.3 andthe definition of dim(V) R M (V ) = dim (V ). Moreover,
if Vo and VI are two different irr educible components of maximal rank of
t hen Von VI is a closed subset ofVo properly included inVo. By Corollary
8.3.4, RM(VonVI) < RM(Vo). This implies thatG M (V) equals the number
of the irreduciblecomponents of maximal rank in V. ...

Dim ension and Morley rank coincide even for construct ible sets X �~ K" :
Recall that, owing to Tarski's quan tifier elimination Theorem, constructible
just means defina ble in/C. Furthermore a construct ible X �~ K " ca n be
representedas a union of finitelymany sets, which are in t heir t urn t he
intersection of a variety W - so a Zariski closed set, t he zeroset of a finite
system of equations - and a Zari ski openset 0 - the set of t he elements of
K " satisfying finit ely many inequations
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with 90(£), " " 9s(£)E K[Xj, or also, equivalent ly, a single inequation

II9j(£) # 0 - .
j ss

An open set defined by aunique inequation is called principal.
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Corollary 8.3.6 Let X �~ tc- be construct ible (hence definable). Then
RM(X) = dim(X) . Moreover, if X denotes the Zaris ki closure of X , then
RM(X) = RM(X) and RM(X- X) < RM(X).

Proof. We know dim(X) = dim(X), and dim(X) = RM(X) (by Corollary
8.3.5) . Sothe form er claim is don e ifRM(X) = RM(X). As observed
before, X a finite union of sets of t he form W nOwhere W is a non
empty variety of and 0 is open in As any non-empty variety of

decomposes in its t urn asthe union of its irredu cible components, we
ca n assume that every variety W occurring in t heabove representation of
X is irreducible. By Corollary8.3.4, RM(Wn 0) = RM(W) = dim(W).
Consequently theMorl ey rankof X (thatequalsthemaximal rankof thesets
W n 0) coincideswith the Morley rank of X This proves the former claim.
But , by Corollary 8.3.4 onceagain, RM(WnO)< RM(W) for Wand0 as
before and W ir reducible. So, in conclusion,RM(X- X) < RM(X). ...

8.4 Morphisms and definable functions

still denotes an algebraically closed field. Letn , m be positive integers, V
W be two algebraic variet ies in m respectively. Algebraic Geomet ry
defines what a morphism from V to W is: it is a function from V into
W such that, for every i = 1, . .. , m, t he composit ionf i of f and t he i
th projection of K m onto K is a polynomial map. One easily seesthat a
morphism is a cont inuous function with respectto the to pology induced on
V and W by the Zariski topology.
But what is remarkable forour purposes is t hat a variety morphism is always
definable in For instance, if is, asabove, a morphism from V to W ,
t hen (v) = is defined bythe formula

E V" 1\ "$ E W " 1\ 1\ " f i (V) = uu",
l <i<m

Conversely what can we say about anarbitrary definable function in ?
Certainly both t he domain and the image of are definab le sets .Further
more, if the image of is a subset ofK m, t hen, for everyi = 1, . .. , m,
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the composit ionf i of f and t he i-th projection of K ": onto is definable.
So weare restrictedto characterizedefinable functions from a subset ofK "
into for somepositive integer n. In this frameworkone canobservewhat
follows .

Theorem8.4.1 Let f be a definable function from K" into K.. . Then there
are a non-empty open subse t0 of K..n, a rational function r and (when K..
has a prime characteristic) a positive integer such that

• if car K.. = 0, then f equalsr on

• if car K.. is a prime p and Fr denotesthe Frobenius map from K.. to
K.. (that mappingany a E into Fr(a) = a/'], then f coincides with

r on O.

Just to underlineth e powerof this result, let us recall that, owing to Corol
lary 8.3.4,every non-empty open subset 0 ofK" has th e sameMorley rank

as K" ; while th eMorley rank of K..n-o is smaller (for ,K" is an irreducible
variety of rank Secondly, it is worth recalling th e generalfact that, if
is a function from a varietyV of into K.. and, for every aE V there is
an openneighbourhood0 of such that equa ls some rational funct ion in
O n V t hen can be globa lly expressed as a polynomial function.

Now let us showTheorem 8.4.l.

Proof. Let Q be the universe ofthe theory of K.. , t} , .. . , E Q be alge
braically independent over K.. . As is J(-definable, any automorphism of
n fixing K.. and t • • • , tn pointwise acts identically also on (f denotes
here th etuple (t} , ... , tn)). Whence is in dclt K n i) . So, if K.. has
characterist ic 0, then

=

for somesuitable rational function r with coefficients in while, if K.. has
prime characteristicp , then

where r is as beforeand is a positive integer. Put s = r when car K.. = 0,
s = r -:» .r otherwise.The elements inK " where coincideswith s form a
setX definablein K.. (just as ands) ,and th e form ula"s(v) = (v) defining
it is in th e type of f over As ... , n are algebraically independent
over K.. , t his type hasMorley rank n . Hence RM(X) 2: n . As X �~ K" ; t he
Morl ey rank of X must equa ln , and - X ) < n. It follows th at t he
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Zariski closure of K " - X has Morley ra nk< n , and so its complement is
an open set 0 inX of Morley rank n where f = s. •

8.5 Manifolds

Throughoutthis section IC still denotes an algebra ically closed fieldand n a
positive integer. We deal herewith (abstract) manifolds in IC n and we show
that th ey are definableobjects. First let us recalltheir definition.

Definition 8.5.1 A manifold of IC n is a structure V = (V, (Vi, f i) i 5:m )

where m is a natural and

• V is a subset of K " (called atlas);

• Vo, ... , Vm are subsets of V , and V is the union Ui<mVi ;

• fo r every i �~ m, f i is a bijection of Vi onto a Zariski closedset Vi (a
coordinatechart of the atlas V);

• for i ,j �~ m and i i- i , f i(Vi nVj) = o., is an open subsetof Vi;

• for i , j �~ m and i i- i . f ij = fi . fT 1 (a bij ection between Vji and V ij )
can belocally expressed as a tuple of rat ional fu nctions.

Manifolds include several familiar exa mples.

Examples8.5.2 1. Every algebraicvariety (so every Zariski closed set )
V of ICn is a manifold , provided we setm = 0 and chooseUi, = Vo = V
asthe only coordinate cha rt of theatlas; the resulting man ifold is called
affine.

2. Let 0 be an openprincipal set of ICn; 0 is defined by a single inequ a
t ion -' ''g(v) = 0" ; notice that the formula "g(v) . Vn+l = 1" defines
a closedV in IC n+l , and it is easy to control t hat the projection of
K n+ onto K " by t he first n coordina tesdetermines a bijection f of
V ontoO . Accordingly (V , (V , f -l )) is a manifold with t he only chart
O . Such a manifold is calledsemia ffine .

3. Also the projective spacep n(IC) can be equippedwith a manifold
structure. In fact, view p n(IC) as t he quo tient set ofK n+l - {a}
with respect tothe equivalence relation rv linking two non zero tu ples
x = (xo , Xl, . . . , xn) and = (Yo, . .. , Yn) in K n+l if and only
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if t here is somek E J( such that Xi = kYi for every i �~ n. For
x E J(n+l - {O} , let (xo : X l : •• . : xn ) be t he class ofx with respect
to this relation. Moreover , for i �~ n , let

• A i denote th e set of th e elements(x o : X l : • • • : xn) in p n(!C )
such that Xi 0

• f i be the function of A i into K " mappingany (xo : X l : ... : xn )

. (3Zll. 5.±.!. �~ �)
In Xi ' · · · , �~ �, , •• . , •

It is st ra ight forward to checkthat (pn(!C),( Ji)i5:.n) is a manifold.

Notice t hat affine and semiaffine var iet iesare definable -even asstructures
in /C. Moreoverp n(!C ) is interpretable in !C both as a set (since t he relation
rv is 0-definable) and as a manifo ld.But algebraically closed fieldsuniformly
eliminate th eimaginaries, so we can viewp n(!C) even as adefinablest ructure
in !C.
Mor e generally one can show

T heorem 8.5.3 Let V = (V, ( Ji) i5:.m) be a manifold of «». ThenV is
a structure definable in !C.

Proof. As algebraically closed fields have t heuniform eliminat ion of imag
inari es, it is sufficient to show that V is astruct ure interpretablein !C . In
fact, every map of t he atlas V (i �~ m) is definable in !C . V can be re
garded asthequotient set of t he disjoint union of t he cha rtsU (wit h i �~ m)
with respect to the equivalence relat ion ident ifyingUij and Uji via f ij for
every i < j �~ m; moreover , for everyi �~ m , can bedefinably recovered
as theimageof U, by th e projection into the quotient set V , and f i is given
by the inversefunction of this projection (restricted to Ui) . So our claim
is proved if we show that, for every i, j �~ m with i i , f ij is definable.
But f ij can be locally expressed as a rat ionalfunction, and its domain Uij
is an open subsetof U, and accordingly can be written as a finiteunion
of principal open sets. So th e th eorem is a direct consequenceof the next
resu lt.

Lemma8.5.4 Let 0 be a prin cipal openof !Cn, and let q(x ) E [([X] be a
polynomial satisfying 0 = {ii E K " : q(ii) O}. Let be afunction of 0
in to K" which can be locally expressed as a rationalfunction. Then there
are a polynomial r( x) E [([ X] and a positive integerm such that f(ii )
r(ii )/qm(ii) for eve ry EO. In particular is definable.
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Proof. We know that 0 is canonically homeomorphicto the closed subset
V of Kn+l defined by q(v) . Vn+l = 1. Under this perspective f can be
replaced by the functi on1* of V into 1< mappingany tuple (ii, an+d E V
in f(ii) . Even1* can be locally expressed as a rational function, and hence
as apolynomial function in (x, xn+d (by th e general fact we recalledbefore
the proof of Theorem 8.4.1). So th ere issome polynomial s(x , xn+I} E
1<[x, xn+l ] such that

J*(ii, (q(ii))-l) = s(ii, (q(ii))- l) vsEn.
Let m deno te t hedegree of s(x, Xn+l ) with respect toXn+l' T hen there is
some polynomial r (x) E 1<[X] such that, for every ii EO,

f(ii) = J*(ii, (q(ii))-l) = �r �( �a�(�- �~ �) �. ..
qm a

Notice th at a manifold, when regarded as a definablestructure, may lose
part of its geometric features. For instancethe Zariski closed subset ofK2

defined by
Xl . (X2 - 1) = X2 . (X2 - 1) = 0

is an affinemanifold, formed by the line X2 = 1 and t he poin t (0,0), and
hence is th e disjoint union of two closed sets. However, considerthe manifold
given by t he proj ective linepl(K) (as seen inExample 8.5.2, 3). Fro mthe
definablepoint of view, its atlas has twocharts, each ofthem is a line and
th ese lines coincide except a singlepoint. So the resulting manifold is again
the union of a line {(1 : x I) : X l E 1<} and a poin t(0 : 1), and as a definable
object is qui te similar to the previous one. Butp l (K) is not the union of
two distin ct closedsets.
On t he oth er side, it isnoteworthy t hat every definable subsetX �~ K "
can be easilyequipped with a manifold st ruct ure. Infact X decomposes
as a unionUi<m (Vi n Oi) where m is anatural and, for everyi ::; m , Vi
is a Zariski closed ofK" and O, is a pr incipa l open set , sothat Vi nO, is
canonica lly homeomorphic to a closedU, of Kn+l , as observed before. On
this basis, it iseasyto build a manifold structure on X (with Uo, ... , Um

as atlas maps) .
Furt hermore a man ifold V , viewed as adefinablestructure, is w-stable.

8.6 Algebraic groups

A basic example of algebraicgroup over a field K is the linear group of
degree n over K GL(n,K) , wheren is a positive integer. Observe:
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• GL(n , /C) is a principal open of /Cn
2

because it is defined bythe dis
equat ion -, (det ( ) = 0) ; henceGL(n ,/C) is canonically homeomorphic
to t he Zariski closed of/Cn

2
+1given by t he equat iondet( ) .vn2+ 1 = 1;

• t he product operation· in GL(n , /C) is a morphism of variet iesand so
is definable.

Accordingly the group GL (n, /C) is a structure definable in /C. Moreover , if
we ass ume/C algebraically closed ,GL(n, /C) is an w-stablegroup of finite
Morley rank.
Also linear algebraicgroups areexamples of algebraicgroups. Recall t hat a
linear algebraic group over a field /C is a closed subgroup9 of some linear
group G L (n ,/C ). In particular a linear algebraic group 9 is a variety over
/C, hence is defina ble (as agroup) in /C and is w-stable of finite Morley rank
when /C is algebraically closed . Under t he last ass umption, we can say even
more: indeed , for an algebraically closed/C , t he linear algebra ic gro upsare
ju st t hose subgroups of t he lineargroups GL(n, /C) which aredefinable in
/C. Let us see why.

Theorem 8.6.1 Let /C be an algebraically closed field, n be a posit ive in
teger, 9 be a subgroupof GL(n, /C). Th en 9 is closedif and only if 9 is
definable(in /C) .

Proof. Clearly, if 9 is closed -in other words9 is a variety-, then 9 is
definable. Con versely suppose that 9 is a definable group; let be t he
closure of G with respect to t he Zari skitopology, and let be an element of
C. Every opensetof /Cn

2
containing a overlaps G. Consequent ly, forbE G ,

every open0 including ba overlaps G; in fact, if ba E 0 , then a E b-10;
b-10 is open becauseth e left multiplication by b is a morphism of varieties,
and so is cont inuous; whence(b-10) n G 0 and so0 n bG 0; as bEG,
bG is ju st G, hence0 n G 0. In conclu sion , for everya E Ga < If
th ere isany a E - G, then Ga �~ is disjoint from G and has the same
Morl ey rank as G . So ( - G) �~ RM(G), which contradicts Corollary
8.3.6. HenceC �~ G and G is closed . ..

As alreadysaid, linear groups and linearalgebraic groups exemplifyalgebraic
groups. In fact an algebraic groupover a field /C is defined as amanifold
over /C ca rrying a groupstruct ure whoseproduct and inverseoperations are
(manifold) morphisms.
Of course,understanding t his definition preliminarily requires tostate what
a product of two manifolds is, and to realizethat t his product is a manifold
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as well; moreover we should specify what a manifold mo rph ism is. Weomit
here the details. The former point is comparat ively simpleand natural to
cla rify, while the concept of morphism is more complex to introduce; but,
oncethis isdone, one ca n easily show th at manifold morphisms are definable
(as it is reason ableto expect).
Hence, ifK is algebraically closed , t henevery algebra icgroup g over K is a
st ructure definable in K and sow-stableof finite Morley rank.
As already said, linear algebraic groups are algebraic groups; infact they
just correspondto affine (or also semiaffine) manifolds. And indeedTheorem
8.6.1 can beregardedas aparti cular case of ageneral result ensuring that
everygroup definable in an algebraicallyclosed fieldK is an algebraicgroup
over K up to definable isomorphism. This fact was shown by Hrushovski
(and Van den Dries), who observed that it is implicitl y contained in some
results of A. Weil. So it iscommonly quotedas the Hrushovski-Weil Theo
rem.

Theorem 8.6.2 (Hrushovski-Weil) Let K be an algebraically closed field
and g be a group definable in K. Th eng is isomorphic to an algebraic
group over K by afunction definable in K

Let us spend some morewords about the connection between algebraic
groups and w-stablegroups. We have seenthat every algebraic group over
an algeb raically closed field K is w-st able of finit eMorley rank . Of course
w-stable groups include further relevant examp les: for istance, any divisible
torsionfreeabelian group- so basically any vectorspaceover Q - is w-stable,
and evenstrongly minimal. More generally, it was shown byAngus Mac
intyre that the w-stable (pure) abelian groups are just the direct sums of a
divisible abeliangroup and anabeliangroup of finite exponent.
However the techniques used in t he investigat ion of abeliangroupsdo not
seem appropriate to handle w-stable groups. On the cont rary,algebraic
groups and t heir theory fit very well for w-stable groups. This is not sur
prising. In fact, even neglecting the similarit ies weemphasized in t he last
sect ions betweenvarieties and definable sets, or dimensionand Morl eyrank,
and so on , we can recall t ha tseveral notions introduced in Chapter6 for
study ing w-st abl egroupsclearly come from AlgebraicGeometry. In this set
t ing , it is worth ment ioning t he followingconjecture, proposed by Cherlin
in 1979.

Conjecture 8.6.3 (Cherlin) Let g be an w-slable group of finit e Morley
rank. If g is simple, theng is an algebraic group over an algebraically
clos ed field.
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Ch erlin 's Conjecture is still an open question. We should also point out that
some remarkable progress in studying w-stable groups of finite Morley rank
has beenobtainedby using ideas and tec hniques coming from finitegroups,
in particular from the classification programof finite simple groups.

8.7 The Mordell-Lang Conjecture

Every promise must be honoured . And consequently,after emphasizing
so many t imes that Model Theory does significant ly apply to Algebra ic
Geometry, here we are topropose one application (indeed a beau tifuland
deep application, in our opinion): Hrushovski 's proof of a question of Lang
usually called Mordell-Lang Conjecture. Wh y is this solut ion noteworthy?
Basically because it is t he very first proof of this conject ure,at least in the
genera l for m we willstatein 8.7.6 below; but also, andmainly, because it
largely involvesModel Theory (strongly minimal sets, Zariskistructures,
differentially closed and separably closed fields , as well asthe material of
t his chapter).
So let us introduce theMordell-Lang Conjecture, and briefly sketch its his
t ory. Weassumesome acquaintance with Algebraic Geometry. T he question
originally rose within Diophantine Geometry, which deals wit hthe roots of
sys te ms of polynomials over th e ration al field Q or also over anumber field
F (that is an extension F of Q of finite degree). T his was t hesetting where
Mordell ra ised in 1922 the followingproblem.

Conjecture8.7.1 (Mordell) Let F be anumber field, X be a curveofgenus
> l over F. Then X has onlyfinit ely many F -rationals points.

Incidentally recall that a curve X of genus 1 is an ellipt ic curve, and so is
naturally equipped with a groupstructure.
In a mor e abstract perspective, on can observe what follows.

Remarks8.7.2 1. A curve X of genus 2': lover F is a Zariski closed
subsetof its J acobianJ (X ).

2. A theorem of Riemann says that t he J acobianJ (X ) is an abelian
variety (t hat is a connected complete algebra ic group); by t he way,
every abelianvariety is actua lly anabeliangroup.

3. A t heorem of Mordell and Weil ensures that, if A is an abelian variety
in the complexfi eld defined overour number field F , t hen t heset 9
of t he F-rational points in is a finitely generated subgroup.
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So Mordell's Conj ecture ca n be restated mor e genera lly as follows.
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Conjecture8.7.3 Let A be an abelian varie tyof C , X be a curveof C
embedded in 9 be a finitely generated subgroup of Then either X is
an elliptic curve, or XnG is finite.

A similar question was raised byManin and Mumford in 1963.

Conjecture 8.7.4 (Manin-Mumford) Let A be an abelian variety ofC, X
be a curveof C em bedded inA , 9 = Tor A be the torsion subgroupof A.
Then either X is an elliptic curve, or Xn G is finite.

Actually the orig inal form ofManin-Mumford Conjecture said that, if X is
a curve of genus> 1 and = J(X) is its J acobian, th en X nTor is finit e.
Bu t t he more general statement given in 8.7.4 is easily obtained as in th e
Mordell case .
A possible unifying approach covering boththe Mordell and t heManin
Mumford problem uses t he notion of gro upof finite type: in our charac
te ristic 0 framework, t his ca n be introduced as anabelian gro up9 with a
finitely generated subgroup such that, for everyg E G , t here is some posi
t ive integer m for whichmg is in S . In fact , every finite ly generated abelian
gro up 9 is of finite type (j ust take = and every to rsion group is of
finite ty pe as well (viaS = { O}) . Accord ingly the conjectures of Mordell
andManin-Mumford can be regarded as two particular cases of t he following
more genera l question.

Conjecture 8 .7.5 Let A be an abelian varie ty overC , X be a Zariski closed
subset of A ,9 be a subgroup of finite typeof A. Then X n G is a (possibly
empty) fin ite unionof cosets of subgroupsof

T his statement wasformulated by Lang in t he sixt ies, and is usually called
th e Mordell-Lang Conjecture. As underlined before, it implies a positi ve
answer toMordell's Conjec t ure: to seethis, just take a curve X o of genus
> lover a numberfield F , embedX = Xo(C) into its Jacobian A = J(X)
and apply the Mordell-Weil T heore m ensuring th at t he group9 of F-rational
points in is finitely generated . Accordingly decomp oseX o = X nG as a
finite union of cosetsa + where a E G and is a subgroup of Take
a coset a + Its closure a + is included in X o - an irr educibleset of
dimension 1 -. Consequent ly, ifa+ is infinite, then X o just equalsa+
an d so inherits a groupstructure , and genusS; 1. T his means that, if t he
genus ofX o is > 1, t henevery coseta + H must be finite, whenceX o itself
is finite .
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Theseare the questionswe wish to dealwith. Now let usreport abouttheir
solution. Mordell's Conjecturewas proved by Faltings in 1983. The echoes
of this result spreadfar and wide, alsobecauseit implied an asymptoticso
lution of Fermat'sLast Theorem: in fact, by applying Mordell's Conjecture
(or , more precisely, Falting'sTheorem)to the projectivecurve over Q

for n ;::: 3, onegetsonly finitely many zerosfor every n.
Also the Manin-Mumford Conjecturewas positively answeredby Raynaud
in 1983. The Mordell-Lang Conjecture(as statedbefore) was solvedjust a
few yearsago: first Faltingshandledthe particularcase whenthe group9 is
finitely generated, and then McQuillan provided a generalpositivesolution,
using Falting'swork and othercontributionsof Hindry.
So far we havelimited our analysisessentiallyto the characteristic0, and
to number fields. What can we say whenpassingto function fields, or
prime characteristics?First let us dealwith function fields. Still working
in characteristic0, Manin had proved inthe sixties the following analogue
of Mordell's Conjecturein this setting: if is a function field over an alge
braically closed fieldKo (of characteristic0) and X is a curve of genus>1
over K, then either X doesnot descendto Ko (in which caseX(K) is finite),
or X is isomorphicto a curve Xo defined overKo (and all but finitely many
points of X(K) comefrom elementsof X(Ko)).
When consideringprime characteristicsp, even the notion of group 9 of
finite rank must be rearranged.In fact, what we have torequirenow is that
9 has somefinitely generatedsubgroup5 such that, for every g E G, there
existsa positive integerm prime to p satisfying mg E S .
However8.7.5- as it wasstatedbefore- does not hold any more. In fact
itself is a torsion group without elements ofperiod but there may exist
somecurvesof A which are not finite unions of cosetsof subgroupsof A.
A reasonablerestatementof 8.7.5 in the generalsetting, for an arbitrary
characteristic(0 or prime), is the following.

Conjecture 8.7.6 LetKo -< K be algebraicallyclosed fields, A be an abelian
variety over K having trace 0 over Ko (this meansthat A has nonon-zero
abelian subvarietiesisomorphic to abelian varieties over Ko). If X is a
Zariski closed subsetof A and 9 is a subgroupof A of finite rank, then
X nG is a (possiblyempty)finite union of cosetsof subgroupsof

In 1994 A. Buium provedthis form of the Mordell-Lang Conjecturein char
acteristicO.
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Theorem8.7.7 (Buium) 8.7.6 is a true statement when /Co -< /C are alge
braically closed fieldsof characteristico.

What is noteworth y forour purposes in Buium's line of proof is his use
of Differential Algebraic Geometry; indeed Differential Algebra promptly
recalls Model T heory and its treatmentof differentially closed fields. So
it is right to spend a few words to desc ribeBuium's strategy: one equips
/C wit h a derivation D whose constant fi eld is ju st /Co, one embeds9 in a
differential algebra ic group91 and, finally, one shows by analyt ic arguments
that X nCl is a finite union of cosetsof 91 and one t ra nsfersthis property
to 9.
But it was Ehud Hrushovski who first proved t he Mordell-Lang Conjecture
in its more general form , in any cha racterist ic, following the initial Buium
approac h andthen using mod el th eoretic methods and , above all, Zari ski ge
ometries , differentially closed fields in charac te rist ic 0 and separably closed
fields in prime characteristic, in addit ion to Morley rank, elimination of
imaginari esand t he definability resul ts of t his chapte r. It should be empha
sized that no alternative genera l proof of theconjecture is known; and indeed
Hrushovski proposed , sometime later , a new model theoretic proof of t he
Manin-M umford Co njecture, based on a cruc ial use of existentially closed
fields with an aut omorphism (in particular Zilber 's Trichotomy in ACFAa) ,
andgetting in this way niceeffectivebounds ofthe numberof involved cosets
in a decomposition of X n Coming back to t heMordell-Lang conjecture,
we ca nsay

Theorem 8.7.8 (Hrushovs ki)8. 7.6 is a true statement in any characteris
tic.

T his concludesour short and lacunosehistory of Mordell-Lang, Mordell and
Manin-Mumford Conjectures. Which is our purpose now? Certainly we do
not aim at providing a complete report of Hrushovski 's proof: t his would
requ ire manypages and serious efforts;moreover th ere do exist several nice
expository pap ers andbooks wholly devoted to a det ailed exposit ion (some
of t hem are mentioned amongthe referencesat t he end of th is chapter).
On t he oth erhand, we would like to spend a few words about Hrushovski 's
approach, just to explain where Model T heory intervenes an d why it plays
a decisive role. With t his inmind, we will sketch Hru shovski 'sproof in the
characterist ic 0 case, where some old friends of ours - differentially closed
fi elds - are involved. Then we will shortly comment the prime character
istic case, where differentially closed fields are profitably replaced bythe
separably closed ones.
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So take two algebraically closed fields1(0 -< I( of characteristico. Let be
an ab elian variety over I( with trace 0 over1(0, X be a Zari ski closedset
in y be a subgroup of of finite rank. Our claim is that X n is a
(possibly empty) finit e union of cosets of subgroups of

(a) Without loss of generality one assumesthat I( has infinite transcen
dence degree over1(0. Then one equipsI( with a derivation making
I( a differential field , and even a differentially closed field, whose con
stantsubfield C (I( ) coincideswith 1(0. Just to fix our symbols, let
denote from now on th e usuallanguage for fields,and L' = L U {D}
that of differential fields. So1(0 is strongly minimal both as astruc
ture of Land L': in fact D is identically 0 on 1(0 and so adds no
definable objectsto the pure field 1(0 . On t he cont rary,I( is a st rongly
minimal struct ure in L , as an algebraically closed field, but it is not
any more as a differentially closed field;indeed 1( , although w-stable,
has Morley rank w in L'. Not ice also that, owing to what we saw in
t he past sect ions,the abelian variety is definable (even in in1(.

(b) At this poin t one recalls a general resu lt of Manin on differential
fields: the derivation yields agroup homomorphism p (definable in
L') from A onto (I(+) d, where1(+ is the addit ive group ofI( and d is
t he dim ension ofA. The kernel of p is definable inL' and has afinite
Morley rank. Now wedeal with y As y hasfinite rank and1(+ has
no nonzero torsion elements, the grou pp( is finitely generated and
t hereare go, . . . , gm E K such that

�~ Q .s. �~ ](0 · gi·
i<m i<m- -

Let II denote L i<m ](0 . gi. H is definable (in L' ) and has finite
Morley ra nk. Hencep-l (H) is a subgroup of exte ndingy; moreover
p-l(H) is definable (inL') and has finite Morley rank becauseboth H
and t he kernel of p are definable of finite Morley rank. Without loss
of generality for ourpurposes, we can replaceY by p-l(H). In fact,
if X n p-l is a finite union ofcosets of subgroups ofp-l t hen
t he same can be said aboutX n and So we can assume t hat y
itself is definable and has a finiteMorley rank.

Now, just to explain Hrushovski's ap proach in a more accessible way,
let us restrict a littl e more ourframework to the particularcase whenX
is an irreduciblecurve (thesetting of the original Mordell Conjecture).
If X n is finite , then we aredon e. OtherwiseX n - as a definable
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setof finite Morley rank - contains a definablestrongly minimal subset
5 . As usual, 5 can be viewed as astrongly minimal structure.

(c) Now we use t he result of Hrushovski and Sokolovicsaying that Zil
ber's Trichotomy Conjectureholds for strongly minimal setsdefinable
in differenti ally closed fields of characteristic O. In fact , t hesestrongly
minim al setsare Zariskistruct ures, and so obey the Hrushovski-Zilber
Theorem. T his applies to5, of course . But what Hrushovski also
poin ts out is that 5, as a Zariskistruct ure , is locallymodular. In fact,
as 5 is st rongly minimal, it suffices to exclude finitely manypoints
from 5 to get an indecomposable set . So t here is no loss of genera lity
in ass uming th at 5 itself isindecomposable, and conseque nt ly each
t ranslate bS with bE G is also indecomposable. Upto replacing 5
by b-15 for a suitable bE G we ca n even assum e that t he identi ty
element 1G of G is in 5 . Hence we are just in a position to apply Zil
ber 's Indecomposability T heorem; accordingly, one ded uces that the
subgroup generated by 5 in g is definab le, and indeed every element
in t his subgrou p can be expressed asa·c-1 wit h a and c in 5. Hence 5
interprets an infinite gro up and so, as a Zariskistruct ure , it cannot be
t rivial. T his meanst hat eit her 5 is locally mod ular or 5 interprets an
infi nite (algebraically closed) field. We have toexclude t he lat ter op
t ion. To obtain this, one uses a result of Sokolovicalready ment ioned
in 7.10and saying what follows.

(d) An infinite field definable in a differentially closed field of charac
te rist ic 0 and having finite Morley rank is isomorphi c to t he constant
subfield by a definable function.

Recall t hat, owing to t he elimination of imaginaries, t here is nodif
ference between definable or interpretable wit hin different ially closed
fields. So, if 5 interpret s anyinfinite field, t hen it defines evenC (K ) =
Ko up to an £I-definable isomorphism. Consequent lythe subgroup
t hat 5 generatesis isomorphi c to some groupgo £I-definable inKo by
a function I also definable inL'. As D = 0 in [(0 , go is definable even
in L (just as I and 1-1). T hen we can apply t he Hrushovski-Weil
T heorem and deduce that go is an algebraic gro up overKo up to an
L-definable isomorphism. At t his point one checks that godefines an
abelian subvariety ofA in K , which cont radictsthe hypoth esis that A
has t race 0 overKo. In conclusion, 5 must be locallymodular.

Now 5 is of the form (a + L) - {bo, .. . , btl for somestrongly min
imal subgroup L of g and suitable a, bo, . . . , b, E G . X is Za riski
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closed , and so contains t heclosure + L of S as well. HenceX equals
a + and consequentlyinherits a group structure, as Mordell's Con
jecture requires. This concludesour outline of Hru shovski 'sproof in
cha racterist ic 0 (whenX is a curve).

But , as already said , the real novelty of Hru shovski 's Theorem concerns
prime characterist ics So it isworth spendingsomewords also onthis case.
The plan ofthe proof is similar, but requires somenecessary rearrangements.
In particular, one can avoid to refer todifferentially closed fieldsanddirectly
handle separably closed fields(with no derivation) .

(a) F irst one replaces with no loss of generality K by a separably closed non
algebraically closed extension having finite degree overKP. Observe
that now the theory of K is not w-stable,althoughit is stable.

(b) T he role of the kernel of is now played byn npn which is not a
definableset, but is the intersection of infinitely many definablesets.

The other crucial points in th eproof are:

(c) any strongly minimal struct ure definable in is st ill a Zariski st ructure
(so Zilber's Trichotomy holds);

(cl) a field definablein K and having Morley rank 1 is isomorphicto Ko by
a definable function (a result of M. Messmer).

For moredetails, look at the referen cesquotedbelow.

8.8 References

The connection between Mod el T heory andAlgebraic Geometry is clearl y
explained by Poizat's book [131] (recentlytranslatedin English [135]): this
is a very rich reference on t hismatter. In particular it includes a proof
of Hrushovski-Weil Theorem8.6.2 . Cherlin's Conjecture was raised in [24].
The classification of w-stablegroups was given byMacintyre in [89]. Groups
of finite Morley rank are exam ined in [15].
Now let us dealwith Mordell-Lang ConjectureandManin-Mumford Conjec
ture. A geometrical int roduction ca n be found inLang's book [80]; a short
but resonably exha ust ive history of thesetwo questionsis also inthe recent
Pillay paper [128]. Pillay's book [126] explains the main model theoretic
techniques involved in Hrushovski's approach. Hrushovski 's original proof
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of t he Mordell-Lang Conjecture is in [60]. A detailed exposit ion is in th e
book [16]. [50] and [127] are shorter surveys , both very read able.
As already said , Hrushovski 's proof in characteristic 0 case is based on some
prelimin aries concern ing differentially closed fields: t hey can be found in
[155] and [62]. For aprime characterist ic, separa bly closed fieldsareenough:
th e basic prelimin ari esare desc ribed in [115].
Finally, let us deal with Manin-M umford Conjecture: Hrushovski 'sproof is
now in [61] . It is based on t he model theory ofACFA, as developed in [20]
and [21] .



Chapter 9

O-minimality

9.1 Introduction

The last part of this book is devoted to o-minimal st ructures . As we saw
in the past chapters , t hey arethe infini te expansions M = (M , :S;, . . .) of
linear orderings suchthat th e subsets ofM definable inM are as t rivia l as
possible, and restrict to th e finit e unions of singletons andopen intervals,
possibly with infinite end points ± oo (equivalent ly to t he finit eunions of
open , closed ,... intervals in th e broad senseincluding half-lines andthe
whole M )
a-minimal struct uresare not sim ple according to t he definitionprovided in
Ch apter 7, just because t hey define and even expand infinite linear orders;
consequent ly nogood independence system can be developed inside th em,
and t hey arenot classifiable in Shelah 's sense. Despi te thi s,and just owing
th e relativetriviality of th eir 1-ary definable sets , one ca n seethat t heyenjoy
several relevant model th eoretic properties and, among th em , a sat isfactory
notion of independencewith a related dimension partly resembling Morley
rank .
Furthermore,they include alot of noteworthyalgebraicexampies. Ind eed we
have already seenthat th eorderedfield of real s (R ,+, " - , 0, 1, :S;), as well
as any real closed field , is o-rninimal; discrete or dense infinite linearorders,
like (N , :S;), or (Z, :S;), or (Q, :S;), or (R , :S;), areo-minimal as well;and one
can show tha t even divisib leordered abelian groups, such as(Q, +, 0, :S;)
and (R , +, 0, :S;), are o-rninimal.
In particular, considering t he order of th e reals, or expa nding it byaddition,
or addit ion and multiplication together , yield o-rninimal st ructures. Onthe
oth er side, t here do exist some expansion of (R, :S;) which are noto-rninimal.

313
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For instance, extendthe order of reals by t he sinus function sin; in t his
enlargedstructure, Z -a denumerable set of isolated points- get s definable
(by sin1r V = 0) , andso o-minimality get slost. Of coursethe same argument
applies to cos .
T his chapter has a twofoldaim. On the one hand, we will provide an ab
stract structure theory foro-minimal modelsM. The start ing point will
be just the definit ion of o-minimality, and t heconsequent class ification of
t he definable subsets of M . But we will see that, on t hese seeminglypoor
grounds, one can develop a significant theory,including a nice character
ization of definable subsets ofM" for every positi ve integern, as well as
of definablefunctions from M" into M . This will also lead tothe already
recallednotion of dim ension, satisfying several remarkablepropertiesresem
bling those of Morley rank in w-stable t heories.Actually th ere is agood deal
of similarity between t he o-minimalframewor k and the w-stable set t ing, just
in t hese dimensions, but also in definable groups and inother matters. We
will em phasize t hese connections in Sections 9.2-9.6. In part icular Section
9.4 and Section 9.5 will prove,among other th ings, t he already ment ioned
and notewor th y fact that o-minimality, unlike minimality, is preserved by
elementary equivalence: ifM is an o-minimal st ructure, t henevery model
of the t heory of M is o-minimal as well. Accordingly a complete th eory
T is said to be o-minimal when some (equivalently every) model of T is
o-minimal. T he subseq uentsection9.6 will treat definable groups, definable
manifolds, and so on, in o-minim al st ructures.
On the other side , we will propose ot her relevan t exam ples ofo-minimal
structures (to which t he previous gene ral t heoremsapply) . T his will be the
t heme ofSection 9.7, where we will see t hat certain expa nsions of t he real
field by familia r functions, such as exponentiation, or suitably restrict ed an
alytic functions, are o-minimal. Here o-minimality l argely overlaps real alge
braic geometry and real analytic geomet ry, both in acquiring techniques and
constructi ons from t he geomet ricframework towards a general and larger
spect re ofapplications, and in providing a new light and in opening new
perspecti ves wit hin t he geometrical setting itself.
The subsequentsection 9.8 will deal with some variations on theo-minimal
t heme, most not ably wit h a notion of weak o-m inimality , enlarging the0 

minimal setting and intensively st udied in t he latestyears.
At last , t he finalsection 9.9 will int roduce very shortly t he qui te recent and
attracti ve work of A. Onshuus about a notion of independence enlarging
both forking independ ence in simple t heor ies and algebra ic independence in
o-minimal th eories towards a commongeneral framework.
Now a few historical notes. O-minimality began its life in th e eight ies; its
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origin refers to a classicalproblem of Tarski, asking whetherthe real field,
expandedby the exponentialfunction x t--+ eX, still has a decidabletheory.
As we know, decidability closely overlapsdefinability, so a deeply related
question is what is definable in (R, +, " -, 0, 1, :S, exp): is the theory
of this structurequantifier eliminable, or model complete? This was the
scenerywhere1. Van Den Dries introducedo-minimality at the beginning
of the eighties. But who gave a considerableimpulse to this notion were
A. Pillay and C. Steinhorn, who proved the basic structuretheoremson
o-rninimal structuresand greatly developedtheir abstracttheory. In 1991
A. Wilkie partly solved Tarski's Conjecture, showing that the theory of
(R, +, " -, 0, 1, :S, exp) is model complete, and even o-minimal (as we
will see in 9.7,decidability is still an openquestion,involving a deepnumber
theoreticproblem, usually known as Schanuel'sConjecture,while quantifier
elimination fails). This emphasizedt he connectionwith analytic geometry,
mentionedsomelines ago. And indeed o-minimality became,and still is, a
matterof interestnot only to model theorists,but togeometersandanalysts
as well.
To concludethis section,we give the proof that any o-rninimal orderedfield
is real closed. This is the converseof a result we already know, ensuring
thatevery real closedfield is o-minimal, andcan be viewed astheo-rninimal
analogueof Macintyre's theorem saying that any w-stable field must be
algebraically closed. The proof requires a very basic machinery from 0

minimality -just the definition itself- in addition to the necessaryalgebraic
grounds. Let us preliminarily examineo-minimal groups. Here (and later
in this chapter) intervals possibly admit infinite endpoints,and so include
half-lines, and the whole line, in case.

Lemma 9.1.1 Let A = (A, 0, +, -, :S, . .. ) be an o-minimal structure ex
panding an ordered group (A, 0, +, -,:S) and let H be a subgroupof
(A, 0, +, -, :S) definable inA. Then H = {U} oppure H = A.

Proof. Supposetowardsa contradictionthat there exists somesubgroup
H i- {O}, A of (A, 0, +, -, :S) definable in A. Owing to o-minimality, H
decomposesas afinite union of pairwisedisjoint intervals (possibly closed,
or with infinite endpoints).Accordingly write

(0) H = U t,
j :::; s

where 10, ... , Is are intervals and s is minimal. Notice that H is infinite,
becauseit must contain all the multiples nh of any nonzeroelementh E H
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when n ranges over integers. Hence t here isj ::; s for which I j is infinit e.
Without loss of generality put j = O. Moreover we can even assumethat
l a contains 0 and is sy mmetric with respectto 0 (in the sense that -c E l a
for every c Ela). This is becauseH is a subgroup, and soincludes 0 and is
preservedunder+ and -. As A, la is [-a , a] or] - a, a[ for somea > 0
in A. In t he form er case, everyb in A satisfying a < b ::; 2a decomposes as
b = a + (b - a) where a E la �~ Hand 0 < b - a ::; a , so evenb - a is in
10 and consequently inH ; henceb E H. Therefore [-2a, 2a] is an interval
in properly including 10' T his implies t hat [-2a , 2a] shares at least one
elementwith someinterval I j where 0< j ::; s , saywith Is. Put

�I�~ = [-2a , 2a]Uls .

So Jb is an interval including 10 U Is and contained in Consequent ly

H = �I�~ U U i . ,
O<j<s

and t his cont radicts t he choice of s in(0).
In t he lat tercase,fix b E A such that 0 < b < a, t hen 0< a - b < a, and
consequent ly evena - b is in l a. It follows a = b+ (a - b) E We get in
t his way an interval [ ] properly including l a and contained in But
t his contradicts as before t he minimality of s in(0). .,

As a consequence, one can give a fullcharacterization of o-minima l ordered
groups. They are exactly t hose listedbefore, namely t he ord ered div isible
abelian groups.

Theorem 9.1.2 An o-m inimal ordered group = (A , 0, +, - , ::;) is abelian
and divisible.

Proof. For every a EA , th e cent ralizerC(a) of a is a definable subgroup of
and consequently equ als eit her{O} or A. If a = 0, then clearly C(a) = A.

On t he other side, whena 0, C (a) = A as well, becausea E C (a) and t his
excludesC (a) = {a}. HenceC (a) = A for every a E A, and A is abelian .
Now take a positive integer n : nA is a definabl e subgroup ofA , clearl y
equalling A when A = {a}; on t he ot her side, ifA {a}, t hen nA {a}
and consequent lynA = A . Then nA = A for every positive integern , III

other words is divisible. .,

Coming back to ordered fields, we can eventua lly prove
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Theorem9.1.3 Let /C = (K, 0, 1, +, " -,::;) be an a-minimal ordered
ring with identity 1 (in particular let /C be ana-minimalordered field). Then
/C is a real closed field.

Proof. First we claim that /C is an orderedfield, in otherwords the set /C*
of the nonzeroelementsin K is an abeliangroupwith respectto -, It suffices
to show that the set «> of the elements> 0 of K is so. In fact, for every
a E «>, aK is a definable subgroupof (K, 0, +, -, ::;) , and aK -I {O}
becausea > O. So, owing toLemma9.1.1, aK = K, and in particular there
exists someb E K satisfying ab = 1. As a > 0, b is positive as well. This
provesthatx> is a(n ordered)groupwith respectto -, It remainsto check
that «> is also abelian. To show this, it suffi ces to observethat «> is
o-minimal, and then to use Theorem9.1.2. In fact «> is definable (as a
group) in /C, and consequentlyevery subsetX of «> definable in «> is
also definable in /C, and hence is a finite union of non-empty intervals of

All the endpoints of theseintervals lie in «> U {+oo}, with the only
possibleexceptionof the left most endpoint in the first interval, that might
equal 0, but can bereplacedin this case by-00 in «>. In conclusion,X
is actually a finite union of intervals in «>. Hence«> is o-minimal and
consequent lyabelian,as claimed.

Now let us prove that /C is real closed. Accordingly take a polynomial
f(x) E K[x] and two elementsa < b in K satisfying f(a) . f(b) < 0, for
example f(a) < 0 < f(b). We have to show t hatthere is somec E K such
that a < c < band f(c) = O. Recall that /C is an orderedfield, and hence
::; is densein K and in la , b[. The polynomial function that f defines is
continuous(with respectto the order topology), so both

la, b[+= {d E K : a < d < b, f(d) > O}

and

la, b[-= {d E K : a < d < b, f(d) < O}

are open sets. If la, b[-= 0, then the continuity of f is contradictedin a.
Hencela, b[- andsimilarly la, b[+ arenot empty. Moreoverboth la, b[+ and
la, b[- aredefinable,and accordinglydecompose asfinite unionsof intervals,
indeed of open intervals. As la, b[+ and la, b[- are disjoint, t here is some
c E]a, b[ out of both la, b[+ and la, b[-: so c is aroot of [, f( c) = O. '"
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9.2 The Monotonicity Theorem

Let M = (M, �~ �, . ..) be an a-minimal struct ure. First observe that M
is a topological space with respect to t he ord er topology and so, for every
positi ve integern , M is a topological space as well, with respect to th e
product topology.
As already recalled, t he o-minimality of M just requires that t he only de
finable subsetsare th e finit e union of singlet ons and open intervals (possibly
including half-lines and t he wholeM) But what can wesay about th e
definable subsets ofM" when > I ? We give here a verypartial and pre
liminary answer , dealing withl-ary definable functions We show that, if
the domain of f is an openinterval la , b[ with a < b in M U {±oo} , then
one can partition la , b[ into finitely many intervals suchthat, in each of
t hem, is either constant, or strict ly increasing , orstrict ly decreasing, and
anyhow cont inuous according to t he ordertopology. T his is the so-called
Monotonicity Theorem, say ing in detail what follows.

Theorem9.2.1 Let A1 be an o-m inimal structure, X �~ M, a, b E M U
{± oo}, a < b, a an d b be X -defi nable when belonging to M . Let f be an
X -definable f unction of la , b[ in to M . Th en there are a posit ive in teger n
and aD, al , .. . , an E MU { ±oo} suc h that

a = aD< al < ... < an = b, and aI , ... , an- l are X -definable;

2. fo r every i < n , f is either constant or stric tly mon otonic in ]ai , ai+d;

3. fo r every i < n , if f is stric tlu mono tonic in uu, ai+l[, t hen f( ]ai, ai+l [)
is also an interval, and f con tains a biject ion preserving or reversing
�~ between ]ai , ai+d and f (]ai ' ai+d )·

In particular f is continuous in everyinterval ]ai , ai+d for i < n .

Notice t ha t, when more genera lly is anarbitrary definablefunction with
both domain an dimage in M , t hen the domain of is definable as well,
and consequent ly is a finit e union ofsingletons and open int ervals.Each
of t hese intervals satisfies t he ass umpt ions ofTheorem 9.1.2 , and hence
inherits its conclusions. Notice also that Theorem 9.1.2 implies, as a simple
consequence, that, if M is an a-minimal structure,a, b E M U {± oo} , a < b
and is a definable function fromla, b[ into M , t hen (x) has a limit in
MU {±oo} when x a+ and x b>.
A full proof of Theorem 9.1.2, asstated before, would require several tech
nical det ails and would be quite long. We prefer topropose here a simpler
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argumentshowingonly the continuity result when M expands(R, :S;) (ac
tually this is more or lesswhat we will need later).

Proposition9.2.2 Let M be an o-minimal structure expanding (R, :S;),
X �~ M, f be an X -definablefunction from ]a, b[ into R . Then there are
aI, ... , an E]a, b[ such that al < ... < an, aI, ... , an are X -definableand
f is continuousin ]a, al [, ]an, b[ and each interval ]ai, ai+l [ for 1 :s; i < n.

Proof. Let S denotethesetof the pointsin ]a, b[ where f is not continuous.
It is an easyexerciseto provethatS is X -definable. If S is finite, then weare
done: for, aI, .. . , an are just the elementsof S. HencesupposeS infinite.
So S containsan infinite open interval I. For every natural n, build two
infinite open intervals In and I n such that, for every n,

(i) In �~ I ,

(ii) the (topological) closureI n+l of I n+l is included in In'

(iv) the length of I n is smaller than nil'
Let us see how to definetheseintervals. First put ID = I. Then take any
natural n , supposeIn given and form I n and I n+l as follows. If f(In) is
finite , then for somed E f(1n) the preimage{c E In : f(c) = d} is infinite.
But {c E In : f( c) = d} is definable, and hence includes some infinite
interval; f is constant , hencecontinuous, on this interval, which contradicts
In �~ I �~ S. Accordingly f(In) must be infinite. But f(In) is definable,too,
and henceincludesin its turn an infinit e interval; let I n be such aninterval,
notice that we can assumewith no loss ofgeneralitythat the length of I n is
< nil' The preimageof I n in In is alsodefinable,andcontainssomeinfinite
interval. Let I n+l denotesuch aninterval; we can assumeIn+! �~ In. This
determinesthe In's and the In's for every n. Now put I' = nnEN In. Clearly
I' = nnEN In' whenceI' =1= 0 becauseR is compact. Pick d E 1', we claim
that f is continuousin d (this contradictsdESand so accomplishesour
proof). Take any interval U containing f(d). Owing to (iv), there is some
naturaln for which U ;2 I n. But this implies U;2 f(In+l) where I n+l is an
open neighbourhoodof d. ...

A final remark. When M expandsthe field of reals,we can say evenmore,
and statea smoothversion of the theorem: in fact, one canpartition ]a, b[
into finitely many intervalswheref is of classcm for every positive integer
m.
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9.3 Cells

Now we moveto characterize in ano-minimal struct ure M = (M, :S, . . .)
th e definablesubsets of in particular t he definable n-ary functions, for
every positive int eger n. To makeour life easier , we assume allthrough
out this sect ion (and also in th e following ones) that :S is densewithout
endpoints: in particular every interval b[ with - 00 < < b < + 00 in

must beinfinit e. As already said,the reason of t his restriction is just
to makeour treatment and our proofs simpler; in fact , all th eresults we
will show below can beextend ed-by the appropriate arrangements- to any
o-rninimal st ruct ure On the other side , the ord er of reals is just dense
without end points, soour framework include all the expansions of (R , :S),
in particular all the st ruct ures enlarging t hereal field; as we said before,the
notab leo-minimal examples we willproposein Section9.7 lie in t his set t ing.
We know that the basic definable subsets of are t he intervals and t he
singletons.More generally, th e basicdefinable subsetsof M " are t hecells.
So let us definewhat a cell is, mor e preciselywhat a k-cell in is.

Defini tion 9.3.1 First suppose n= 1. A subsetC of M is a O-cell if and
only if C is a singleton, and a 1-cell if and only if C is a non-emptyopen
in terval, possibly with infi n ite endpoints .
Now let n > 1, and let k a natural number :S n. A subse tC of M " is called
a k -cell if and only one of the follo wing conditions hold:

1. there are ak-cell D of M n- 1 and a continuous and definable function
f of D into M such thatC is the graphof namely

C = {(11, b) E M " : 11 E D , b = f(I1)} ;

2. k �~ 1 and there are a (k - I )-cell DofM n-l and two functions f and
g with domain D such that

(i) either the image of f is a subsetof M and f is both continuous
and definable, or f(l1) = -00 VI1 E D ,

(ii) either the imageof g is a subsetof M and g is both continuous
and definable, or g(l1)= + 00 VI1 E D ,

(iii) f(l1) < g(l1) VI1 E D ,

(iv) C = {(11, b) E M n : 11 E D , f (l1) < b < g(I1)}.

One easily sees that every k-cell ofMn is definable, and that a k-cell of jU n

is open inM " if and only if k = n . One can also observe
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Proposition9.3.2 Let M be an o-minimal structure, k S; n be posit ive
integers. For every k-cell C of M" there is a definable homeomorphism of
C onto a k-cell of M k •

Proof. It suffices to see, forn > k and n > 1, how to determine, for
every k-cellC of M n , a definablehomeomorphism 1re onto some k-cellC' of
Mr and then to iterateth is procedure as long as one needs.First assume
that C is t he graph of some cont inuos definablefunc tio n from a k-cell D of
M n-l into M. In this case it suffices toput C' = D , and choose as1re th e
projection of C onto C' . Now assume

C = {(a, b) E M n
: a E D, f (a) < b < 9(a)}

where D is a (k - I)-cell of M n-l , and 9 sat isfy the cond it ions in 9.3.1 ,
2. We proceed by ind uction on n ,
If n = 2, then k - 1 = 0, and D red uces to a single point ofM. P ut
C' =JJ(a), g(a)[ , 1rc(a, b) = b for every b E C '. Now let n > 2. We know
that there is some definablehomeomorphism 1rD of D ontoa (k - 1)-cell D' of
M n-2. Consider the two functions onegets by composingl , 9 respectively
and the inverse of1rD . T hey have dom ainD' and sat isfy t he assum pt ions in
9.3.1,2. Accordingly they define a k-cellC' of M n - l ; further more

1rc(a , b) = (1rD(a) , b) V(a, b) E C

determines a definab lehomeomorphism of C onto C'. ...

When M expands a real closed field (for instance, when M is the real field ,
or even an expansion of it) , the cells in M can be characterized as follows.

Proposition9.3.3 Let M be an o-minimalexpansion of a real closed fiel d,
k , n be two natural nu mbers satisfying n 2:: k , 1. If C is a k -cell of M n,
then there exists a definable homeomorphism of C onto ]0, I [k.

Proof. When k = 0, our claim is trivial, because aO-cell reduces to a
singleton. So takek > 0. Owing to the previousproposition,we can assume
n = k We proceed by induction on n . If n = 1, t hen C = ]a, b[ where
a, b EMU {±oo} and a < b. So the required homeomorphism betweenC
and ]0, I[ is easilyobtained: for instance, if both and b are in M , th en it
suffices to map every in C = b[ into

x - a
b - a '
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in t he remainingcases one proceeds in a similar way. Now supposen > 1
(and our claim true for n - 1). Let C be an n-cell ofM n. There do exist an
(n -I )-cell D of M n-l and two functions f and 9 as in 9.3.1,2 such t hat C
is thesetof t hose t uples(ii, b) in M" for which ii E D and f (ii) < b< g(ii).
By induction, thereis a definable homeomorphism h of D onto ]0, l[n-l. If
both f and 9 take th eir values in1\1, t hen

�( �~ b) �(�h �( �~�) b- f (ii) )
a, �~ a , g(ii) _ f(ii) V(ii, b) E C

is th e required homeomorphism. All t he other cases can behandled III a
similar way, just as when forn = 1. •

In particular, when M expands th e real fieldRand k > 0, every k-cell of
M is connected in th e ord er topology ; for, ]0,l[k is. This doesnot hold any
longer when R isreplaced by any real closed field. For instance, if Ra is t he
ordered field of real algebraic numbers, th en Ra is real closed , and hence
o-minimal; Ra is a Lcell of itself, but is not connected because, for every
real trascendental t , Ra parti tion s as

R a = {r E R a : r < t } U {r E R a : r > t}.

Hence connect iongets lost. However every cell in an o-minimal st ruct ure
M sat isfies a weak form of connection, wit h respect to opendefinablesets .
In fact , conside r the following notion.

Definition 9.3.4 Let M be an o-minimal structure, n be a posit ive integer.
A definable set X�~ M " is said to bedefinably connectedif and only if
X cannot part it ion as the disjo int unionof two non-emptyopen definable
subsets.

What we will see now is that every cell in ano-minimal struct ureM is de
finably connected . First we give an equivalentcharacterization of definably
connected sets.
An open boxof M n is t he cartes ianproductof n open int ervals ofM . Hence
open boxes form a basis of open neighbourhoods of t he product topology
of M n. Furthermore, for Y �~ X �~ u», an elements of X is called a
boundary point of Y in X if and only if every open box ofM n containing
ii overlaps both Y and X - Y.

Lemma9.3.5 Let A1 be an o-minimal structure, n be a posit ive in teger,
X be a definable subsetof M": Then X is definably connected if and only
if, fo r every proper non-empty definable subset Y di X , X contains at least
one boundary point of Y in X.
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Proof. X is definably connected if and only if, for every definable Y �~ X
such t hat Y 0, X eit her Y or X - Y is not op en , in other words there is
eit her apoint E Y such that everyopen box cont aining overlapsX - Y
or a point aE X - Y such that every open box cont aining aoverlaps Y
Accordingly X is definably connected if and only if, for everyY as above,
t here is E X which is a boundary poin t of Y in X ..

Now we can show, aspromised,

T heorem 9.3.6 Let M be an a-minimal structure, n be a posit iveinteger.
Then every cell C of M n is definably connec ted.

Proof. We proceedby induction on n .
If n = 1, t hen t heclaim is trivi al becau sethe cells of red uceto singletons
and open intervals.
Henceassume > 1. Let C be a cell of IfC is a O-cell, so a singleton,
t hen C is definably connected . If C is a k-ce ll for some positi ve integer
k < n, t hen,owin g to Corollary 9.3.3, C is definably hom eomor phic to a cell
C' of M k ; by t he induction hypothesis,C' is definably connected, whence
C is definably connected , too. Finally suppose t hatC is an n-cell of M n.
Then there exist a cellD of M n-l and two fun ctions 1 and 9 as in 9.3.1,2
such that

C = {( b) E M n
: E D, 1( ) < b < 9 } .

is definably connected by t he induction hyp oth esis. To deduce that even
C is definably connected we use Lemma 9.3.5. Accordingly take a definabl e
subsetY of C such thatY 0,C . First suppose that, for someaE t here
a re two eleme nts b an d b' in M such that ( b) E Y and ( b') E C - Y.
Then t he interval ) g contains at leas t oneboundary poin t boof t he
definable set {b E M : ( b) E Y}; t his implies t hat bo) is a boundary
point of Y in C. Now suppose that , for every aE either

{ b) E C : bE M} �~ Y

or
{ ( b) E C : s « M } �~ C - y.

Let denote t heset of t he elements of satisfying t he for mer condit ion.
Y 0, C implies 0, As is definabl y connected, there is some
boundary point of Z in D. Let b E M sat isfy b) E C, we claim that

b) is a boundary point of Y in C . Let an op enbox of M n containing
b). As C is open , wecan suppose B �~ C . Let B' denote the projection
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of B in M n - 1. Then ao E B' and B' �~ D. Since ao is a boundary point
of Z in D, thereare a1 and a2 in B' such that a1 E Z and a2 tj Z . Conse
quently, if b1, b2 E M satisfy (a1 ' b1), (a2 ' b2) E C respectively (in particular
(a1 ' b1), (a2 ' b2) E B) , then (a1' b1) E Y, (a2' b2) tj Y . Hence (ao, b) is a
bou ndary poin t of Y in C . In conclusi on ,C is defina bly connected . ..

9.4 Cell decompositionand other theorems

The aim ofthis section is tointroduceand to state t he basicgeneraltheorems
for o-rninimal struct uresM = (M , �~ �, . . .): we want to characterize all the
definable sets and funct ions inM , and we want also to emphasize some
relevant consequences and, among t hem,the already ment ioned fact t hat0

minimality is preserved und er elementary equivalence. As th e proofs of these
fundamentalresults are qui te long andintricate, we will defer part of them,
and t he correspondingdetails, to t he next section; here weprovide just a
basicoutline, illustrating these cent ral cores ofthe theory of o-minimality.
So a readersimply interested in a generalview may limit her , or hisattent ion
to t his section, and to skip the next one. Let usremind once againthat, for
simplicity 's sake, we are assumingthat (M , �~�) is dense without endpoints:
this istacitly accepted all throughoutthesesections, unlessotherwisestated.
The first result we propose just describes definable sets (and functions) in
o- rninimal struct ures. It is a beau ti ful and powerful characterization, called
Cell DecompositionTheorem. In fact, it says t hat every definableset de
composes as afi nite union of cells.

Theorem9.4.1 Let A1 be an o-minimal structure, n be a positive integer.

1. Eve ry definable set X �~ M " can be expressed as a finite (disjoint)
union of cells in M n.

2. Furthermore, if X is thedomain of a definable function f with values
in M , then one can decompose X as a fin ite disjoint union of cells,
suchthat f is contin uous on eachof them.

Not ice that t his generalizes what we know whenn = 1; in fact, in that case
every definable X �~ M is a finit e union of points and open intervals (in
other words, of O-cells andI-cells respectively), and, whenX is th e domain
of some definable function I, one can also supposethat f is continuous on
each ofthese pieces, owing tothe Monotonicity Theorem. But now we can
extend t hese results toany n .
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As already said, t he proofof the Cell Decomposition Theorem will be given
in detail in t he next sect ion. But Cell Decomposition, and its analysis
of definable sets, is also t he key tool inshowing another basic fact in 0

minimality, that is it s preserving underelementaryequivalence.

Theorem9.4.2 If M is an a-minimal structure, then the theoryof M i s

a-minimal.

In fact, which is t he trouble in this claim ? Actually we do knowthat, for
an o-minimal M, for every formula O(v, w) in the lan guageL of M and
t uple d in M , O(M , il) is a finite union of (possibly closed) intervals . But
supposethat, when ii ranges overM, the minimal number of t he intervals
involved in thesedecompositions of O(M , il) cannot be upperly bounded ,
and so, for every natural N, one finds sometuple il( N) in M suchthat any
decomposition of O(M , il( )) requiresat least intervals. Ifthis is t he case ,
then it suffices a st raightforward application of Compactness Theorem to
provide someM' == M and some t uplea' in M' for which O(M' , a') cannot
be expressed as a finite union of intervals , and consequently to conclude that
the t heory of is not o-rninimal.
Hencethe crucial point in showingthat the o-rninimality of A1 is preserved
by elementaryequivalence isto uniformly bound, for every form ula O(v, w)
as before,the minimal number of intervals necessaryto decompose O(M , il)
when il ranges over T his is adefinability question concerningformulas in
arbitrarily many free vari ables,and so directly refers to Cell Decomposition.
On theotherhand,bounding t henumber of the involved intervals inO(M, il)
is the sameas bounding the total number of their endpoints (forming a
definable, and finite set). So the key ste ptowards the proof of Theorem
9.4 .2 is

Theorem9.4.3 Let M be ana-minimal structure in L , V, w) be an L
formula such that, for all il in M ,Ifl(A1, il) is finit e. Th en there is apositive
integer N suchthat, for every il in M , IIfl(M , il) I ::; N.

The proof of Theorem 9.4.3 will be deferreduntil the next section. But, as
we havejust pointed out , T heorem 9.4.2 is an almostimmediate consequence
of Theorem9.4.3. Let us see in detail why.

Proof. (Theorem9.4 .2) Let L be the languageof M , and let 7)(v , w) be an
L-formula ; in particular, let n deno tethe lengt h ofw For every d E

O(M, il) is a finit e union of intervals. Let Ifl(v, w) be theL-formula saying

v is an endpoint of 0( , w)
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T hen, for everyii E M."; cp(M, ii) is finite; hence, byTheorem 9.4.3 ,there
exists a positive integerN such that , for every ii E M" , cp(M, ii) cont ains
at most N elements, whenceB(M , ii) has at most N endpoin ts. Bu t the
sentence

�V �i�i �E�j �~ �N v cp(v, w)

remains t rue in everystruct ureM' == M. Accordingly, for everyA1' == M
and bE u»,B(M', b) hasat most N endpoin ts, and hence is a finite unio n
of intervals. In conclusion the theory ofM is o-minimal. ..

The bounds given byTheorem 9.4.3 onformulas B(v, w) ca n beextended
to formulas B(V, w) with an arbit rarily longv. In fact the following result
holds.

Theore m 9.4.4 Let M be an o-minimal structure in L, B(V, w) an L 
formula (n be the lengthofvand m be thatofw) . Then there exists a posit ive
integer N such that , for everyM' == M and tupleii in M ' , B(M,n, ii) is the
un ion of at mostN cells in M' .

Before beginning the proof, and just for preparing it , let us premi t a simple
exa mple. Assumen = 2. Let B(VI, V2, w) be an L-formul a ,ii be a t uple in
M. Suppose t hat t he definableset B(M 2 , ii) decomposes as a disjoint union
of 2 cells in NI : the form er is a singleton, so aO-cell, while the latter is a
I-cell, and more precisely is the graph of a cont inuous definable function f
whose dom ain is t he open interval]a, b[ wit h a < bin M . Notice that t here
a re an L-formula 1](VI, V2 , Z) and a sequenceein J\1 such that, for every Cl

and C2 in M with a < Cl < b,

Now considerthe L-formula

1\ " 1] (', " Z) defines a cont inuous function of dom ain ]u, w["

1\ 1](V l, V2, Z))) 1\ -, (u < UI < W 1\ 1]( UI ' U2, Z) ))).

It is clear t hat the t uplesb in M , or even in a modelM' of t he t heory
of M , satisfying N F B(i (b) are just those for whichB(M ,2, b) has a cell
decomposit ion as'l9(M 2, ii) (t he disjoint union of a singleton and a graph of
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a definable continuous function) . It is also obvious that t his is quite general:
given an L-formula B(v as in t hestatement of 9.4.4, a t uple 5 of th esame
length as in t he universen of t he t heory ofM and a cell decomposition of
'l9(nn , 5), one can build anL-formula B ( ) such that a tuplebin n satisfies
B if and only 'l9(nn ,b) has a cell decomposition just as 'l9(n n, 5).

Proof. (T heorem 9.4.4). Owing toTheorem 9.4.2 , anystructure M' ele
ment arily equivalent to is o-minima l, and hence, byTheorem 9.4.1, any
definable subset ofu» (in part icular B(M m, 5) for 5 E M'm) is a finite
union of cell. We have seen that t here is an L-formula B ( ) (without pa
rameters) describ ing the form of a given cell decomposition of B(M,n,5).
Let <I> denote the (countable) set of allthese formul asB (1V) when 5 ranges
over M'n and is a model of th e theoryof Use CompactnessTheorem
and getfinitely many formulas

such t hat
Vw V 'l9 ) E Th (M ).

i «:s

Consequent ly t here is a positi ve int egerN such th at , for everyM' == M
and 5 E B(M,n, 5) decomposesas the union of at most N cells: N is
just the maximal num ber of involved cells in t hedecomposit ions described
by 'l9o( ) ... , 'l9 s ( ) •

Recall that, when A1 expands t hereal field R , every cell of is also
connected . Hence in this case, for everyformula B(V t here is a positive
integer suchthat, for a t uple 5 in M m, B(M n, 5) is the union of�~

connected components . vVe will see inSection9.7 several relevantexamples
of o-rninimal expansions of t he real fieldR. In this framework it is worth
stat ing the following result of Wilkie's.

Theorem9.4.5 (Wilkie) Let M expand the ordered fieldof reals byCoo
fu nctions from some cartesian powersR t of R into R. Assume that, for
everyquantifier free fo rmula B(v ) in the languag e Lof there is a
posit ive integer N suchthat, for any tuple 5 E Mm, B(M n, 5) decomposes
as the unionof �~ N connected components . T hen the same is true fo r every
fo rm ula of L. In part icular, M is o-m inimal.

Cell Decomposition is an importan t tool also in developing a dimension
t heory insideo-minimal structures M , and in equipping every definable X
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in M with a natural number (its dim ension). Recall that no o-minimal M is
simple, and hence w-stable; accordingly t he Morley rank ofX might be00.

More generally, as simplicity fails, other possiblerank notions arising within
simple, orstable, or superstablesettings and replacing RM in t hese enlarged
frameworks lose t heir interest in o-minimal mod els. But Cell Decomposition
does assign a dim ension toX in a qui te reasonable way. Let us see how.

Definition 9.4.6 Thedimensionof a k- cell ofM n is k. Thedimension
of a definable X in M is the maximal dimensionof a cell arising in a cell
decomposition of X.

Of course, a cell decomposition of X is not unique; but th e maximal di
mension of an involved cell is, and does depend only onX. So the previous
definition makessense for everyX. There is another alte rnat ive way to
introduce adimension notion in M. In fact , as we saw in Chapter 5, the
algebraicclosure acl determines a dependence relation �~ in M (and in every
model M' of t he t heory ofM ). T his relation generatesin its t urn an inde
pend encesystem as ax iomatized in sect ion 7.2 , sosatisfying the condit ions
(11)-(16) (but not t he fur th er requirement (17))). Wi th respect tothis in
dependence notion, we ca n definethe dim ensionof a tupieii = (al ' . . . , am)
in M'": as t he size of a minimal subsequenceb such that ii lies in acl(b) .
T hen we canintroduce, just as in thestrongly minimal case , t he dim en
sion of a definable set <p (M ,m,b) as t he maximal dim ension of atuple ii in
<p (/vt"m, b) whereM" is an elementary extension of A1'.
Notably t hesedimension notions (t heformerari sing from topology,the latter
more directl y related to mod el t heory)coincide and share goodproperties
and, afte r all , asatisfactory behaviour.
To concludethis section, let us mention someother nice properties of 0

minimal struct uresand theories , closelyresembling what happensin th e
w-stableset t ing.

Theorem9.4.7 (Pillay-Steinhorn) Let T be a (complete) o-m in imal theory,
A be a small subsetof the universen ofT. Then there is a modelofT prime
over A, and this is unique up to isomorphism fixing A point wise.

Actua lly this resul t does not need t he CellDecompositio n Theorem , but can
be proved by referring directly to t hedefinition of o-rninimality and to the
Mo notonicity Theorem. T hesame ingredients yield a nice classification of
�~ �o�- �c �a �t �e �g�o �r�i�c�a�l o-minimal t heories, again due to Pillay andSteinhorn .
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The uncountable spectrum of an o-minimal theory takeseverywhere t he
maximal value

I(T, >.) = 2" V>. > �~�o �.

With respect to th e countableframework, it is worth emphasizing tha t
Vaught 's Conjecture holds, in t he following st rongform.

Theorem 9.4.8 (Mayer) Let T be a (complete) o-m inimal theory. Th en,
up to isomorphism, either T has continuummanycountable models, or there
are two naturals n and m such that T has 3n . 6m countable models.

Of course, onemight get curious in reading t he state ment ofthis theorem:
why, and where, do and m arise? Basically, they depend on a careful
analysis oftypesin o-minimal structures. The interestedread er maydirectly
consult Laura Mayer 'swork, quoted below.

9.5 Their proofs

This section provides t heproofs of Theorems 9.4.1and 9.4.3 ,stated in Sec
tion 9.4. As said, th eyare long and intricate. In spite ofthis, we think
it right to propose th em for at least two reasons. Th e form er(and th e
principal) is t hat we believe that T heorem 9.4 .1 (t he Cell Decomposition
Theorem)and T heorem 9.4.2(the onesayingt ha t o-rninimality is preserved
under elementary equivalence) are two beautiful and fundamental results
and deserve a full report, including a technical preliminary like Theorem
9.4 .3. The latter reason just concerns t he intri cacy of t heproof; actually
this is du e to its lengthand ingenui ty, but doesnot depend on a relevan t
and deep t heory, indeed t he premises it needs arerather elementary and
accessible (they just include the definition of o-minimality, t he Monotonic
ity T heorem,somepropertiesof cells and an induction argument). So our
exposition should require no particular efforts but a lit tle attention and pa
t ience . And anyhow the readerwho is not interested in th esedetails may
neglect this section and proceeddirectly to th e next ones, t hat will not use
these proofs.
So conside r ano-minimal st ructure A1 in a language for simplicity, we
keep our assumption t hat the order of A1 is dense without endpoin ts.
W hat we said inthe lastsection in introducing Theorem9.4.3 suggeststhe
following definition.

Definition 9.5.1 Let <p(v, ill) be a formula of L(M) ! n be the lengthof ill,
X be a subset ofM": We say that:
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• tp(v, w) is finite in X if and only if, for every ii E X, tp(M, ii) is
fin ite;

• tp(v, w) is uniformly finite in X if and only if there is a posit ive
in teger h such that , fo r every ii EX, the sizeof tp(M, ii) is at most h.

When tp(v, w) is fini te in X , we can introduce two partial functions tp_
and tp+ mappingany ii E X into t he minimal and the maximal elementin
tp(M, ii) respectively -provided tha t tp(M, ii) is not empty, of course-. If X
is definab le,then tp_ and tp+ are definable as well.

Definition 9.5.2 Let n be a positive integer, X be a definable subsetof
M": A decompositionof X is a part it ion of X into fin itely many cells.
If y �~ X is defi nable, we saythat a decomposition P of X partitions Y
when no cell in P overlaps bothY and X - Y.

Here is anot her technicalpreliminary notion.

Definition 9.5 .3 Let C be an open cellof M n (so ann-cell} , tp(v, w) be a
fo rm ula fin ite in C . Call a point ii E C good for' tp(v, w) if and only if the
following conditions hold:

1. for every b E tp(M , ii), there are an open box B�~ C containingii and
an open interval I containingb suchthat tp(A1n+l ) n (I X B) is the
graph of some continuous function of B in I ;

2. fo r every b E M - tp(M, ii) , there is an open neighbourhoodof (ii, b)
in lU n+1 disjo int f rom tp(Mn+l ).

A poin t ii E C which is not good for tp(v, w) is called (with no particular
imaginat ion) nastyfor tp(v, w). Not ice that both good and nasty poin ts for
tp(v, w) form definabl e subsetsof t he cell C .
At this point we ca n beginour proof. The following lemma is its crucial
step.

Lemma9.5.4 Let M be ano-minimal structure, n be a positiveinteger, C
be a cell of M n.

(l) n For every element i in a fin ite set I of indexes, letX i denote a definable
subset ofC . Then thereexists a decomposition ofC partit ioning each
X i.
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(2)n Let f be a definablefunction ofC into M . Then there is a decomposi
tion P ofC such that f iscontinuouson any cellof P.

(3)n A formula <p(v, w) of L(M) finite in C is uniformly finite in C.

(4) n Let <p(v , w) be a formula finite in C. If the functions <p_ e <p+ are
defined andcontinuousin C and everypoint ofC is good for <p(v, w),
then the sizeof <p(M, if) is constantwhen if ranges overC.

Lemma9.5.4 immediatelyimplies both Theorem9.4.1 and Theorem9.4.3.

Proof. (9.4 .1.1)M" is an n-cell. If X is a definablesubsetof M", then (l)n
in Lemma9.5.4 providesa decompositionP of M" partitioning X. Hence
X is the (finite) union of the cells of P it contains. ..

Proof. (9.4.1.2)Justapply (2)n to the cells of the decompositionof X given
by 9.4.1 , 1. ..

Proof. (9.4.3) This is just (3)n when C = M": ..

Now let us showLemma9.5.4. We proceedby induction on n.

(1h This just rephraseso-rninimality.

(2h This is the Monotonicity Theorem(in the weak form we saw in 9.2).

(4h If C reducesto a singleton, then the claim is trivial. Hence assume
that C is an open interval ]a, b[ where -00 ::; a < b ::; +00. Suppose
that, for some positive integer h, the set Y of the points c in ]a, b[ such
that 1<p(M, c)1 = h is not empty and doesnot equal ]a, b[. As <p_ and <P+
are defined throughoutthe interval C, we can assumeh > 1. Let c be an
endpoint of Y in C, and put <p(M, c) = {do, ... , dd where L is a suitable
naturaland do < ... < dt. . As c is good for<p, therearean interval I �~�]�a�, b[
containingc and L + 1 pairwisedisjoint intervals .la, ... , JL such that, for
every i ::; L , J; includesd, and <p(M2) n(Ji X 1) is the graphof a continuous
function gi of I into Ji, Eachfunction gi is clearly definable. Furthermore,
for every c' El,

go(c/) < ... < gL(c/);

consequently1<p(M, c')I 2 L + 1. But c is an endpoint of Y in C, and
1<p(M, c)I = L + 1. Therefore,for some open interval I' having c as a left
or right endpoint,

j<p(M , c/)1 > L + 1, 'Vc' El'.

Assumefor simplicity that c is a left endpointof 1'. Define the following
function 9 in 1': for every c' E 1',
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g(c') is the leastelementd' E tp(M, c') suchthatd' =F gi(C') for every i �~ L.

9 is definable and its domain coincideswith the whole interval I'. So, as
observedin § 2, 9 has alimit in MU {±oo} when x -+ c+ .

d = limx --+ c+ g(x).

Moreover
tp_(c') < g(c') < tp+(c') Vc' El' ,

and so d cannot equal +00 or -00, in other words d E M. If 1= tp(d, c),
then d = d; for somei �~ L , and consequently

on the other side , we knowthat, for every c' E I' ,

g(c') =F gi(C') , g(c'), gi(C') E tp(M, c').

But we contradictin this way the fact that c is good for tp (recall Definition
9.5.3, 1). Accordingly 1= -.tp(d, c), which again excludes that c is good for
tp (this time by 9.5.3,2). This yields the requiredcontradiction. Hence (4h
holds.

(3h The claim is trivial when C is a singleton.Accordingly supposeC =
la, b[ where -00 �~ a< b �~ +00. The set of th e elements c of C for which
tp(M, c) =F f/J is definable, and consequentlyis a finite union ofsingletons
and open intervals in C. Of course, it is enough to show that tp(v,w) is
uniformly finite on every interval in this decomposition.Accordingly we can
even assume

tp(M , c) =F f/J Vc E]a, b[;

in particulartp_ and tp+ aredefined throughout]a, b[. Owing to (2h ,we can
evensuppose(up to replacingagain la, b[ with a suitablesubinterval) that
both ip: and tp+ are continuousin ]a, b[. Now let Y denotethe setof those
points in C =la, b[ that are nastyfor tp. If Y is finite , sayY = {co, ... , Ct}
with a < Co < .. . < Ct < b, then ip: and tp+ are cont inuous in eachinterval
la , co[, ]Ci, ci+d for i < t, ]Ct, b[, and every point in these intervals is good
for tp. So wearejust in a position to apply (4h, and accordinglythe size of
tp(M, c) is constantthroughoutevery interval, and, in conclusion,tp(v, w)
is uniformly finite in la, b[.
Hence it suffices to showthat Y is finite. Supposenot. Anyhow Y is
definable, and hence, byo-rninimality, it contains some infinite int erval.
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Without loss of generality, we can assumethat this interval just equals
C =]a, b[, and so that every point e of ]a, b[ is nastyfor Then, for every
e b[, thereexistsd E M satisfyingone of the following conditions:

(i) d E e) but, for no pair of open intervals and J containinge and
d respectively, 2) n (J X 1) is the graphof a function of in J;

(ii) d rJ. e) but every open box B containing (d, e) overlaps
as well.

In both cases we saythat (d, e) is a blacksheepof (of type (i) or (ii)
accordingto whether (i), or (ii), holds).

Observethat, for every e b[, there is a minimal M for which (d, e)
is a black sheepof In fact, as v , is finite in ]a, b[, there are at
most finitely many d E M such that (d, e) is a black sheepof type (i).
Consequentlyit suffices to prove that, if d d2 E M, d < d2 and, for every
d E]dl , d2 [, (d, e) is ablacksheepof type (ii) of thenalso (dl , e) is a black
sheepof This is certainlytrue when dl doesnot belongto e) (in this
case(d , e) is a blacksheepof type (ii)). Accordingly assumedl E <.p(A1, e)
and fix two open intervals I and J containing e and d respectively. If
d E d2[, then d rJ. e) and any open box including (d, e) -in
particular, any open box in J X including (d, intersects Then

2) n(J X 1) cannotbe the graphof a continuousfunction of J in J , and
(d e) is a blacksheepof type (i) of
Thereforewe can consider the function g mapping any e b[ into the
minimal d E M for which (d, e) is a blacksheepof g is definable, and
so, owing to (2h, we can find an open interval I in ]a, b[ such that g is
continuousin and one of the following conditionsholds:

(iii) for every e E 1,(g(e), e) is a blacksheepof type (i) of sp;

(iv) for every , (g(e), e) is a black sheepof type (ii) of

As before,we can supposethat I is just ]a, b[. Assume(iii). Introducetwo
functionsgl and g2 as follows. Forevery e b[,

• is the maximal element e) satisfying d < gee), if such
an elementexists,and is -00 otherwise;

• g2(e) is the minimal elementdE e) satisfyingd > gee), if such
an elementsexists,and is +00 otherwise.
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Both gl and g2 are definable (in the obvious sense) ;moreover wecan sup
pose that gl is cont inuous or const ant ly-00 in ]a, b[ and, simila rly, g2 is
continuous or constant ly +00 in ]a, b[. Choose cE]a, b[, d1, d2 E M such
that

By the definit ion of gl , g2 and the continuity of gl, g2, g, t here exists an
interval I �~ ]a, b[ containing c such that, for every c' E J,

Henceagain t he definition of gl and g2 implies that <p(M)2 n (]d1, d2[x I) is
the graphof the cont inuousfunction g, whence(g(c),c) is not a black sheep
of <poSo (iii) cannot hold .
Accordingly assume (iv). Let c E]a, b[. Clearly g(c) =I <p_(c). If g(c) <
<p_(c) , then one can usethe cont inuity of .p: and 9 and determinean open
box containing (g(c),c) and disjoint from <p (M ). But this cont radicts the
fact that (g(c),c) is a black sheep of<po So <p_(c) < g(c). In t he sameway
on e proves g(c) < <p+(c). Now let us introducetwo functions gl and g2 as
follows. For every c E]a, b[,

• gl (c) is the maximal element d E <p (M , c) such t hat ched < g(c);

• g2(C) is t he minimal elementdE <p(M , c) such that d > g(c).

Both gl and g2 have do main ]a, b[ becau se, for every c E]a , b[, .p: (c) <
g(c) < <p+(c) an d <p(M , c) is finit e. Wecan even ass ume that gl and g2 are
cont inuous in]a, b[. The Monotonicity Theoremprovides, for any cE]a, b[,
two intervals I , .I containing c, g(c) respectively and sat isfying , for every
c' E I ,

9(c') E .I, gl (c'} , g2(c') rJ. J.

Hence <p (M 2) n (.I X I) = 0, which contradicts the fact that (g(c),c) is a
black sheep oftype (ii) . T his excludesalso (iv) .
In conclusion Ycannotbe infinit e. As already point edout, this implies our
claim: <p (v, w) is uniformly finit e in ]a , b[.

Now let ti > 1. Ass ume (l) j , (2) j , (3) j and (4)j for 1 ::; j < n .

(l) n Let C be a cell ofM n. For every i E I let X i be a definablesubsetof
C. We arelooking for a decomposition of C part it ion ing eachX i. If C is a
k-cell for k < n , then thereis some definab le hom eomorphism ITa of C onto
a cell C' of M n-1 . By (1)n- 1 t here is a decomposition p I of C' part itioning
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each 7!'C ( ) Through 71'01 p' can be lifted to a decomposition P ofC
partitioning every X
So ass ume that C is just an n-cell . Consequ ently t here are an( - I )-cell
C' of A1n

-
1 and two funct ions and 9 satisfying 9.3.1, 2; in part icular

C = b) E M" : E C', < b <

Let 7!'C be the projection of C onto C'. By (1)n-1 there exists adecompo
sition P' of C ' partitioning each7!'c(X )' For everyY' E P' , let

Y = b) E C : E

Clearly these sets Y partition C whenY' ra nges overP'. So it suffices to
show that , for every Y ,

(v) t here is a decomposition of Y partitioning eachsetX for which 7!'c(X
Y'-#

To simplify t he notation, assume without loss of generality that 7!'c(X n
Y' -# 0 for every i E I. Fix i E I and, for everyaE Y', consider

X = {b E M: b) E X '

Th ere is aformula (v, ) (possibly wit h parameters from M) such t hat,
for every E Y' , ( = X Moreover is a non-empty subset
of For every E Y', let B denote the set of the endpoints
of X in T here is aformula (} (with parameters in
M) such that, for every EY', (} definesB (} V is finite in
Y' and Y' is a cell. (3)n- l implies that (} V ) is uniformly finit e in Y'.
Accordingly there exists a positive int eger such that, for every aE Y' ,

�~ X is th e finite union of t he tupIes b) where E Y',
s« and = for = 1, . .. , Wi thout loss of generality, we
ca n even supposethat = for every E Y'. Consequentlywe can
define functions from Y' into M

... , n,
mappingany EY' into t he first , ..., t he hi-th element of ( ) All t hese
functi ons aredefinable; by (2)n-1, we can assumethat t hey are cont inuous
on Y'. Unless partitioning agai n eachX we ca n also suppose that, for every
i and j in I , = 1, .. . , and = 1, ... , j exactly one of t he following
cases holds:

Va E = �f�~�/�(�a�) �,
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vsE Y', �f �~�(�a�) < �f �~�,�(�a �) �,

vsE Y', �f �~�(�a�) > �f �~�/�(�i�i �) �.

Accordingly we can rearrange t he functions �f �~ (i E I , 1 �~ h �~ hi ) and form
a new sequence

go, . .. , gt

such that, for r �~ 8 �~ t, gr(a) < gs(a) for every a E Y'. But t his implies
that t he sets of t he tuples b) E Y such that E Y' and

f(a) < b < go(a),

gs(a)< b < gs+t{a) (8 < t) ,

gt(a) < b< g(a) ,

b=gs(a) �( �8 �~�t�)

respecti vely, form a decomposition of Y parti tioning each X i, as claim ed.
This concludes t heproof of (l)n .

Acco rdingly ass ume fro m now on also(l)n .

(2)n Let C be a cell ofA1n and let f be a definable function from C into
M . Wh at we have to find is a decomposition P of C in cells wheref is
continuous. If C is a k-cell for somek < n , t hen t here exists a definable
hom eomorphism KC of C onto a cell C ' of J\I1 n- l . By (2)n-I ' there is a
decomposition P' of C ' in cells suchthat f KCI is continuous on each of
them , and KCI lifts P' to a decomposition P as required .
So assumethat C is an n-cell, inother words an open cell inM n . Let

Cl be the set oftuples b) E C such that

defines acontinuous fun ction f b on some open box ofM n-l con
taining aand satisfying B X {b} �~ C,

C2 be t hesetof tupies (a, b)such that X n J----7 f (a, xn ) defines afunction
eit her constant or strictly monotonic on someopen interval con tain
ing b and satisfying {a} x I �~ X , and, in t he lat tercase,also f(l ) is
an op eninterval and f is a bijection betweenI and f(l ).
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Use (l)n and get a decompositionP of X partitioning both Cl and C2• So
it is enough to show that f is continuouson every cell of P, and even on
every opencell D of P, owing to what we observedat the beginningof this
point. Then thereare a cell D' of Mn-l and two functions ft, h satisfying
9.3.1,2and

D = {(a, b) E l'vr a E D', ft(a) < b < h(a)}.

Notice:

(vi) D < Cl .

In fact let b E M satisfy (a, b) E D for somesuitable a E u»:', As the
domain of 9 includesD, fb is defined insomeopensubsetof D'. By (l)n-l
and (2)n-l, there is someopen cell in D' where fb is continuous. For ain
this cell, (a, b) E Cl. Hence D nCl =I- 0. As P partitionsCl, D �~ Cl.
Now we claim

(vii) D �~ C2 and, for every a E D' , fit is either constantor strictly mono
tonic in]ft (a), h(a)[ (and,in thelattercase,theimageof]ft (a), h(a)[
is an open interval and fit is a bijection betweentheseintervals).

D �~ C2 can beshown by proceedingas for Cl. Now takea E D'. Owing to
the Monotonicity Theorem,therearea naturalm and bl , ... , bm E M such
that

fl(a) < bl < .. . < b-: < ft(a),

fit is eitherconstantor strictly monotonicin eachintervalJ amongjjj (a), bl [,

]bj, bj+l[ (for 1 ::; j < m) and ]bm , h(a)[, and, in the latter case, evenfit(J)
is an interval and fit inducesa bijection betweenJ and fit (J). Choosem
minimal. If m = 0, then the only involved interval J is just ]fl(a), h(a)[,
and (vii) is trivial. On the otherside, if m > 0, then fit is neither constant
nor strictly monotonic in any open interval containing bl ; as (a, bd E D
and D �~ C2 , (a, bt) E C2 , which contradictsthe definition of C2• So m = 0,
and we are done.
At this point, we are in aposition to concludethe proof of (2)n' In fact, let
(a, b) E D, J be an open interval containing f(a, b); we are looking for an
open boxB of Mn including (a, b) and satisfyingf(B) �~ J. Owing to (vii),
there is a closedinterval I = [bl , b2] of M such that b is in the interior of I,
I �~�]�f�t�(�a�)�, h(a)[ and fit(I) �~ J. By (vi) thereexist two open boxesn, and
B2 of M n - l both containinga, and satisfyingthe additional conditions

n. X {bi} �~ D, f(Bi ' bi) �~ J Vi = 1, 2.
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Let B' be an open box of M n-1 such that B' �~ B1n B2 , ii E B'. Then
f (B'x 1) �~ J . In fact, let a

'
E B' , b' E I , so f( al ) < b1becauseB' x{bd �~ D

and b2 < 12(;' ) because B' X {b2 } �~ D . Consequent ly

it (a
')

< b1< b' < b2 < 12(al ) .

Furthermoref (;' , bt) E J , f(;' , b2 ) E J. As fa! is eit her constantor strictly

monotonic in ]f1 (;') , 12(;')[ , f (;' , b') E J. Accordingly f(B' X 1) �~ J. T his
accomplishes our proof of(2)n.

So we can assume even(2)n true from now on. At t his point let us dealwith
(3)n.

(3)n Let i.p(v, W1, ... , wn) be a formula, C be a cell of M n such that
i.p (v, W1,. . . , wn) is finit e in C . The case whenthe dimension ofC is strictly
smaller t ha n n can behandled as before. So we can limit our analysis to
t he casewhen C is an n-cell, in other words is open. Let

Cl be t he set of those points(ii, b) E C such that ii is good for i.p (v , W1, ... ,
Wn-1, b) ,

C2 be theset ot the points (ii, b) E C such t hatb is good for i.p (v, ii, wn)

resp ectively (ii abbreviateshere (a1 ' . . . , an-1)). By (l) n' there is a decom
position P of C partitioning both Cl and C2• We claim

(viii) for every openY in P, Y �~ Cl and Y �~ C2•

In fact, let (ii, b) E Y , and let B be anopen box in Y including (ii, b). Th e
projecti on B' of B onto t he first n - 1 coordinates is an open box ofM n-1.
By (3)n-1 , i.p(v, W1,. . . , Wn-1 , b) is un iforml y finite in B'. By (1)n-1 and
(2)n-1, thereare an open cell C '�~ B' and a posi t iveintegerh such t hat, for
everya

'
E C', i.p (M, ai, b) has sizeh and the functions mappingany;' E C '

into

the first , ..., the h-th element of i.p(M, ai, b) respectively

arecontinuous. Let;' E C'. It is easyto see t ha t;' is goodfor i.p(v, W1, . . . ,
Wn-1 , b).
T hen (;', b) E Cl, and Y n Cl =1= 0. HenceY �~ Cl . Y < C2 is shown in a
similar way.
In conclusion, ifY is an openset of P, then for every (ii, b) E Y , d is good
for i.p (v, W l , . . . , Wn-l , b), b is good for i.p(v, ii, wn). So it suffices to show
what follows.
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(ix) IfY is an open cell ofM n <p(v WI, .•• , wn) is an L(M )-formulafinite
in Y and , for every(a b) E Y , a isgood for <p(v WI, • •• , Wn- l b) an d
b is good for a W t hen the size of<p(M C) is constant when C
ran ges overY.

Otherwise there is anatural h such that t heset Y' of t he elements C E Y
satisfying 1<p(M C) I= h is different from Y and0. But Y' is definable and
so, as Y is definably connected , Y contains someboundary point cof Y': any
open boxB �~ Y including coverlaps both Y' and its complement Y -Y' in
Y. Hence it is sufficient toprove (ix) when Y just coincideswith some open
box B. Let bd, (a2 b2) E B = Y . Not ice that everya in t he projection
B' of B onto the first n - 1 coordinates is good for <p ( WI, ..• , W bl ) :

in fact bd E Y. Hence (4) n-l ensures

Simila rly (4)1 implies

In conclusion
1<p(A1, bdl = 1<p(M a2 b2)

and this accomplishes t he proof of(3)n'

T he last claim to beexamined is (4)n' But now t he proof is a direct conse
qu ence of what we havejust observed. In fact, recall that, if Y is an open
box of M n and t he poin ts b) of Y are good for<p W l, . • • , wn then,
for every (a b) E Y a is good for <p (v W I , ••• , Wn- l b) and b is good for
<p wn) Use this and (ix) and deduce (4)n'

Hence t heproof of Lem ma 9.5.4 is concluded , andat last we can alsoend
this section. ..

9.6 Definable groups in a-minimal structures

Which structures are definable in o-minimal models? The aim of this sec
t ion is just to measure how complicated o-mini mal structures are up to
biin terpreta bility, and so toanswer t he previous question, and to realize
which groups, or rings, or manifolds are definable in t hem. In par t icular t he
interest in definable manifolds arises qui te naturally from the connection
between o-minimality and (analytic) geometry und erli ned at t he beginning
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of this chapter. Wesaw what a manifold is (inside an algebraically closed
field K) in Section 8.5 , where weobserved that every manifold in K is de
finable in K. In an ar bitrary o-rnin imal st ruct ureM a manifold may not
be definable. Accordingly, fir st we fix what definablemanifold means. It is
just a finite family (V, (Vi, �f�;�)�i�~ �m�) wherem is a natural numberand

* V = �U �i �~ �mVi is t he at las,

* each f i is a bijection from Vi onto a definableopensubsetU, = f i(Vi) of
M" for somenaturaln independent of i ,

* for i, j �~ m and i =I- i , Ui,j = f i( Vi n\!j) is, again, definableand open
in Ui;

* for i, j �~ m and i =I- i , f i, j = f i i;' is a definable homeomorphism
between Ui, j and Uj,i'

After fixing this definition, let us look for groups and manifolds definable
in o-rninim al st ructures. Even at a first superficialsight one can meet some
non-trivial examples: for instance, it is quite obvious that, for a real closed
field K, the linear groups GL(n, K) are definable in K. Indeed, a sharp
analysis displayssomenotablesimilarities with the w-stable framework. In
particular, by adapting the Hrushovski-Weil Theorem 8.6.2,Pillay showed

Theorem9.6.1 Let M be an o-minimal structure, and g be a group de
finable in M. Then g can be equipped with a (uniqu e) definablemanifold
structure mak ing itinto a topological group.

When M expands th ereal field , t he manifold topologymakesg into a locally
Euclidean topological group and in conclusion,owing to the Montgomery,
Zippen an d Gleason solut ion of Hilber t 'sFifth Problem, into a Lie group.
Definablegroups have beenintensively studied in o-rninimal st ructures. In
particular we would like to mention an o-rninimal analogueof Cherlin's
Conjecture, proved by Peterzil, Pillay and Starchenko.

Theorem9.6.2 Let M be an o-minimal structure,g be a connected group
definable in M and having no definablenon-trivial normalabelian subgroup.
Then there is a definableisomorphism of g onto the connected component
of an algebraic group over a real closed field.

Not ably, a local version of Zilber 's Conjecture is true in t he o-rninimal set
t ing, as shown byPeterzil andStarchenko. Let us discussbriefly t his matter.
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Given an o-rninimal M, call an elementa E M trivial when there are no
openinterval/includinga and nodefinablef from / 2 into I which is st rictly
monotone in eachvariable.

T heore m 9.6.3 (Tri chotomy Theorem ) Let M be an'No-saturated o-minimal
structure, aE M . Then exactly oneof the follow ing conditions holds:

(i) a is tri vial,

(ii) there issome convex neighbourhoodofa where M induces a structure
of an ordered vectorspace over an ordered division ring,

(iii) there issome openinterval includinga where M induces astructure
of a real closed field .

9.7 0-minimality and Real Analysis

In t his section, we introduce some newexamples of o-minimal st ructures.
They concern some expansions of t hereal field closely related to Real
An alysis and Geometry. Ind eed Model Theory meets t heseareas within
o-rninimali ty, and provides new ideas , new tools and, definit ively, new per
spectives in studying t he involved st ructures .

1. R ex p

The first example we wish to dealwith is the most famous as well. It
concernsthe exponent iat ion in t he real field . We have seen in Chap
ter 2 Tarski's Theorem showingthat the t heory of th e real fieldR
has the elimination of quantifiers in the language L of orderedfields:
accordingly

definable = semialgebraic

in this set t ing. Tarski also gave an effective procedure reducing any
formula <p (v) di L into an equivalent quan tifier free L-formula <p'( V).
When applying this redu ction method to a sentence <p of L , we get
explicit ly a quantifier free sentence <p' of L equivalent to <p in RC F; <p'
is a finite Boolean combination of sentencesn �~ m wheren and m are
integers; accordingly it is easyto check whether <p' (and so<p) is t rue
in R or not. In conclusion, t he theory ofR -in other wordsRCF- is
decidable.
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Tarski alsoproposed t he following question. Expan d R to astruct ure

R ex p = (R, 0, 1,+, " - , �~ �, exp)

whereexp is the l-ary function mappingany real x into eX. Accord
ingly add a l-ary operationsymbol (for exp) to L and denote by L ex p

t he enlarged language: hence

L ex p = L U {exp} = {O , 1, +, " - , �~ �, ex p}.

Conjecture 9.7.1 (Tarski) The theoryof R ex p is decidable.

One can observe t hatthe th eory ofR ex p is not quan t ifier elimina ble
in L ex p : this was shown by Van denDries in 1982. However in 1991
Wilkie proved its model completeness.

Theorem 9.7.2 (Wilkie) T he theoryof R ex p is modelcomplete.

In particular , the definable sets in R ex p ca n be obt ained as follows.
For n any positive integer , call a subsetE of R " exponential when it
has theform

for a suit able realpolynomial f wit h 2n unknowns. Notice t hat ex
pon ential sets are closed und er finite union and intersect ion (asthe
points annihilating at least one of finit ely many polynomials are just
the zeros oftheir product, and the poin tsannihilating a finite system
of real polynomials arejust thezerosof the sum oftheir squa res). But ,
accordingto the Van denDries remark on (the failure of) quantifier
eliminat ion, the definable setsin R ex p are somethinglarger than the
finit e Boolean combinat ions of exp onent ial sets. So let us introduce
subexponential sets. A subexponent ialset in R " is just t he image
of an exponential set of R n+m (for some m) und er t he proj ection
map of R n+m onto the first n coordinates in R " . Clearly exponential
an d subexponent ialsetsare definable. What Wilkie showed isthat
subexponent ial setsareclosed undercomplement.This implies model
com plete ness, and provesthat in R ex p

definable= subexponential.
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At this point, one can use atheorem of Khovanskii saying that ev
ery exponentialset, and consequentlyevery subexponent ial set ,has
only finitely many connectedcomponents. Just apply this result to
definable (equivalentlysubexponential) subsets of R andget

Corollary 9.7 .3 R exp (and its theory) are o-minimal.

Later Ressayregave a niceaxiomatizationof T h( Rexp), showingt hat
its mode l theory requiresvery simple global informat ion about expo
nentiation. But now let us come backto Tarski's Conjecture. What
can we sayabout it ? Well, there is a famousconjecturein transcen
dental numbertheory, due to Schanu el andsaying:

Conjecture9.7.4 (Schanuel)Let n be apositive integer', al, .. . , an
be complex numbers linearly independent over the rational fi eld Q .
Then the transcendencedegreeof Q (al ' .. . , an, ea j

, •• • , ea ) over Q
is at least n.

Remarks9.7 .5 (a) Schanuel'sConjecture has been proved insome
particularcases,for example whenn = 1, or al , . .. , an are alge
braic (Lindemann).

(b) 1, e are linearly independent over Q . Hence Schanuel'sConjec
turewould imply t hat Q (l , e, el, ee),in otherwordsQ (e, ee),has
transcendencedegree2 over Q , and hencee, e" are algebraically
independent. Nevertheless, as far as onepresentlyknows, it is
still an openquestionwhether e" is irrational.

(c) 1, in are linearly independent over Q . Hence Schanuel'sCon
ject ure would imply that Q (l , in , el , ei 7l" ) , hence Q (e, i1r) (as
ei 7l" + 1 = 0), has transcendencedegree2 over Q , and conse
que nt ly that e and n are algebraically independent: but this is
still an openquestion, as well known.

It is generally felt that a solution of Schanuel'sConjectureis vary far ,
andshouldgo beyondthe presentknowledgein Mathematics. However
a positive answerto the question of Schanuel would imply a solution
of Tarski's Conjectureas well.

Theorem 9.7.6 (Macintyre-Wilkie) If Schanuel'sConjecture holds,
thenTh(R exp) is decidable.
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2. R an

Now we deal with real analytic fun ctions f. Here we have to be very
careful in fixing our setting. In fact, we have to recall what happens
when we expandthe reals bysin (or cos ): o-minimality gets lost. How
ever one sees t hat o-rninimality is preserved if we restri ct t he dom ain
of t he sinusfunction to a suitable interval] - �~ �, �~ �[ �. Accordingly one
takes a language L an enlargingthe language L of ord ered fields by a
l- ar y operation symbol j for every function f analyt ic on som e open
subsetU of R " containing th e cube [0,l]n (n ranges, as usual, over
positive integers, and th e only reasonto choose [0, 1] instead of an
other interval is just to fi x and normalize our set t ing); th en one takes
the Lan-structure R anexpandingthe real fi eld R and interpretingany
symbol j in t he funct ion equallingf in [0, I]" and ass uming th e con
stant value 0 elsewhere. Noticethat L an is uncoun table.R an is called
t he real field with restricted analytic functions.

Theorem9.7.7 (Van den Dries)Th(Ran) is model completeand
o-minimal.

Van den Dries ' analysis also determines what is definable inR an. In
fact, t he definablesetsare exactly t he so calledglobally subanalytic
sets. They are obtained as follows. Call a subsetA of an analyt ic
manifold X semianaly tic in X if t here is an open coveringU of X such
that , for everyU E U , A nU is a finite union ofsets

{a E U : f (a ) = 0, 9o(a), ... , 9k(a) > O}

where f and t he9 'Sare analyt icfunctions on U . At t his point call a
subset B of X subanalytic in X if there is an open coveringU of X
such that, for every U E U , B n U is th eimage of someA semianalyt ic
in U X R'" by the projection map from U X R '" onto U (herem may
depend onBand U). Fina lly call S �~ R " globally subanaly ticif it
is subanalyt ic in th e analyt ic manifold (P1(R) )n (where P1(R) is t he
real projectiveline).

Gabrielov showed a"theorem of t hecomplement" for subanalyt icsets
in an analyt ic manifold X, ensuring th at they are just closed und er
complement .This is t he key result in showing t he model completeness
and theo-minimality of the t heory of R an' and also inproving that

definable= globally subanalytic
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in R an.

DoesTh(R an) admit quantifierelimination? Denefand Van den Dries
showed that the answeris positive, provided oneextendsthe language
Lan by asymbol -I for the inversefunction (with the usual convention
0- 1 = 0).

Theorem9.7.8 (Denef-Van den Dries)Th(R an) elim inates thequan
tifi ers in t.. ; U {-I} .

3. R an,exp

Finally let us examinewhat happens when we expand t he reals both
by t he exponent ial funct ion and t he rest rict edanalytic functions . Let
Lan,exp = L an U { exp} the corresponding language,R an,expt he re
sult ing structure in Lan ,exp.First Van den Driesand Miller, adapting
Wilkie's wor k on exponentiation, proved

Theorem9.7.9 (Van den Dries-Miller )Th e theory oj R an,exp ismodel
complete and o-minimal.

Subsequently,Van den Dries, Macintyre and Marker found a differ
ent proof providing a nice axiomatizationof the theory of R an,expin
Ressayre'sstyle. They got also quantifier elimination in a language
extending Lan,expby the logarithm function log .

Theorem9.7.10 (Van den Dries-Macintyre-Marker)Th e theory o]
R an,expeliminates thequantifiers in the language Lan,expU {log} .

Notably, t he logari t hmfunction cannot be ignored to obtain quan tifier
elimina t ion . T he Van den Dries-Macintyre-Markerapproac h also pro
vides an explicit desc ript ion of t he definablesetsin R an,ex p , following
t he same lines as in t hecasesbefore.

Of course theseexamples are very far from exhaustinga general display of
t he a-m inimal expansions of the real field (a wider information can be found
in the referencesquotedat the end of t he chapter). But t hey can illust rate
how rich and interesti ng thisresearchfield is.
Let us conclu de t hissection with somefinal remarks partly exceedingthe
a-minimal lim its. In fact, it is noteworthy that, although Model Theory
and Real Analysis closely interactvia o-minimality, Complex Analysis has
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raised a lot of difficulties to a model t heoret ic treatment . For instance,
whi le expandingthe reals by exponentiationgives an o-minimal structure
(by Wilkie's Th eorem), (C , +, " - , 0, 1, ex p) defines the integers by the
formula

exp(27riv)= 1,

so t hat there is a very lit tle hope to dominateits fi rst order t heory, its
definablesets, and so on. Indeed ,the zerosets of com plex an alytic functions
can bequite pathological.
Someyearsago , Boris Zilber proposeda satisfactory strategyto develop th e
mod el theory of the complex exponentiation, but his program needs some
very strongconjectureson transcendentalnumbers(even beyondSchanuel's
P roblem). Zilber also followed amore successful approach,looking at ana
lytic compactmanifolds X rather than at analytic functions: in fact , t hese
manifolds can be viewed as firstorder structures in a languagewith a re
lat ion for any subanalytic subsetof every power of X. In this settingone
shows

Theorem9.7.11 (Zilber) The theory of a compact complexmanifoldelim
inates thequantifiers and has afinite Morley rank.

9.8 Variantson the a-minimal theme

Strongly minimal theories have anatural enlargementto totally transcen
den tal (i. e. w-stable) theories via Morley ra nk. In the ordered setting
nothing is known extending sistematically o-minimality in a parallel way.
However just the ordered framework suggests severalnotions widen ing 0 

minimality : they have beenintensivelystudiedin th e latestyears.
In particular wewant to discusshere briefly weak o-minimality. As said, we
still work wit hin linearly ordered structuresM = (M, ::; , ...). Recall that
M is o-minimal when every definable subset D of M is a finite union of
intervals (possibly with infinite endoints);not ice that intervals areconvex.

Definition 9.8 .1 M is called weakly a-minimal when every definable
subset Dof M is a finit e union of convex (definable) sets.

Remark9.8.2 Of course, o-rninimality implies weako-minimality. More
over ,amongexpansions of the real line(R, ::;), theconverseis alsotrue, and
weak ly o-minimal just meanso-minimal. This is because(R , ::;) is Dedekind
complete,and every boundedset has its ownleast upper boundand its own
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greatestund er bound; in particular every convexset is an interval (in the
broader sense recalled before).

However t here do existweaklya-minimal structures whichare not a-minimal.

Example9.8.3 Take t heordered field of real algebra icnumbers Ra. This
is a real closed field , and so an a-minimal struct ure. Add a 1-ary relation
select ing the elements of Ra lying between - IT and IT (or, if you like, between
any two realsa < b wit h a or b t ranscendental) . The resulting struct ure is
not a-minimal any more, becauseD = {r E R a : -IT < r < IT} is convex
and definable, but cannot be expressed as a finite union of intervals with
real algebraic endpoints.But actua lly D is convex, and indeed one can see
that the newstructure is weakly a-minimal.

Notably, every expa nsion of an a-minimal struct ure by convex subsets is
weakly o-minimal. This is a beau tiful result of Baisalov-Poizat , generalizing
t he last example and answering in this way aquestion of Cherlin. Oth er
relevant examples, ar ising fromseveral f rameworks in Algebra , can be pro
posed. By the way, weako-rninimality was first introduced by M. Dickmann
in 1985, dealing wit h certain ord ered ringsextending real closed fields.
Not surprisingly, weakl ya-minimal st ruct ures donot behave so well as0 

minimal do. In particular

weako-minimality is not preserved by elementary equivalence

(so t here are weakly a-minimalstruct ures whose theory has some non weakly
a-minimal models) . Furt hermore

Monotonicity and Cell Decomposition fail

as well as existence anduniqueness of prim e models. However some "weaker"
versions of theseresults ca n be recovered , and a relevant, alt hough not so
fluent, theory has been developed.

9.9 No rose without thorns

We have seen that a-minimal t heories admit an independence notion re
lated to algebraic closure andsatisfying thesamebasic proper ties (11)-(16)
forkin g independ ence has in simple theor ies. However these independence
notions -forking indipend ence in simple t heories and algebraic independ ence
in a-minimal th eories- wereintroduced in a different way and were devel
oped independ ently. So anatural question arises in Mod elTheory, Le. to
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find a new concept of indep end ence so convincing tosatisfy (11)-(16) in
most t heoriesand so general to enlarge both t he previouscases. This is the
content of a recent work of Alf Onshuuswho, following suggest ions from
Thomas Sca nlon, int rodu ced

• a new notion of indep endence (ca lledthorn-independence)

and

• a related class of t heor ies(named rosy theories)

whe re thorn-inde pende nce enjoys all t he bas ic assumptions (11 )-(16), so lo
cal character, symmetry and so on. Rosy t heoriesinclude both simpleand 0 

minimal t heories, as well as further relevant examples. Thorn-independence
agreeswit h algebraic independence in t he o-minimal case and with forking
ind ependence in stable t heories: infact, when t hese pagesare written (at
t he end of2002 ) ,it is not clear whether t horn-independence equa lsforking
independence even inthe simple setting, although t his has been checkedto
be t rue in all t he known keyexamples of simple t heor ies.
Notably symmetry, or also local character, is a key property towards ros i
ness. Infact, a t heory T is rosy if and only if t horn- inde pende ncesatisfies
symmetry or local character .

9.10 References

O-minimal t heorieswhere introduced by Van denDries [166] and extensively
st udied by Pillayand Steinhorn in [129] and (together with J. Knight ) in
[74]. Van den Dries' book[169] provides a nice andstimulating treatment
of o-rninimali ty, alsodescribing its genesis and motivat ions, and emphas iz
ing its con nect ions wit h real analysis and real algebraic geometry. T hese
interacti ons ar e illust rated in t he more recent survey[170], where the0 

minimal expansions of t he real field are examined. Also [109] gives a short,
but captivating introd uction to o-rninimality,

A general proof of Monotonicity Theorem9.2.1can befound in [129]. Wilki e 's
Complement T heorem9.4 .5 is shown in[178], and t he Pill ay-Steinhorn T he
orem 9.4.7 on prime models in o-rnin imal t heories is in [129] again. Laura
Mayer 's solution of Vaught Conjecture in t he o-rn inimal setting is in [111].
Pill ay 's analysis of t he groups definable in o-minimal structures (T heo
rem 9.6.1) is in [125], while t he o-rninimal analogue of Cherlin Conjecture
shown by Peterzil , Pill ay andStarchenko (9.6.2) is in [123] and the Peterzil
Starchenko Theorem 9.6.3 is in [124].
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As alreadysaid [170] providesa generalsurvey ofthe main o-minimal expan
sionsof the real field, and a richanddetailedbibliographyon this matter. In
particularWilkie's Theorem9.7.2 onR ex p is in [177], and the Khovanskii's
resultson exponentialsetsin [70]; Ressayre'sapproachto the theoryof R ex p

can be found in [139];the Macintyre-Wilkie Theorem on the decidability of
the theory of R ex p and its relationshipto Schanuel'sConjectureis in [99].
The o-minimality of the theory of Ran is proved in [167], using [49], while
the Denef- Van denDries treatment-including the quantifier elimination re
sult in a languagewith the inverseoperation-is in [30]. The o-minimality of
the theoryof Ran,exp is alreadyshown in [171],but the subsequentanalysis
of Macintyre, Marker and Van denDries is in [97].

Zilber 's Theorem 9.7.11 on compact complex manifolds can be found in
[183]; see also[128].

Now let us deal with weako-minimality. This was introducedin [32], and
extensivelyexaminedby Macpherson,Marker and Steinhorn in [100]. The
nice theoremof Baisalov-Poizat(mentionedat the end of Section9.8) is in
[7].
Rosy theoriesand thorn-independenceare just the matterof [122].
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